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PREFACE 

The occaswn of the writing and the first 

publication of the essays in this volume, is 

set forth under the heading "Announcement" 

(p. 1). These are selected from the volumes 

of the Standard for the years 1893-1904, for this 

more permanent form of publication, because 

they are thought to have some permanent 

value. Similar essays, in a department in the 

Standard headed "Biblical Criticism,'' have 

continued to appear until the present time 

(September, 1909), and a second volume may 

be selected from them, should the present 

volume meet with such favor as to justify the 

publication of another. 
THE AUTHOR. 
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SHORT ESSAYS IN 
BIBLICAL CRITICISM 

In addition to the editorial announcement already 
made in the Christian Standard, that the undersigned is 
expected to begin, with the incoming year, the editorial 
conduct of a department of Biblical criticism in this 
paper, I deem it proper to make an announcement of 
the reasons for opening such a department. and of the 
plan on which it is to be conducted. 

For years past I have observed with much solicitude 
and pain the increasing tendency. both in Great Britain 
and America, to adopt the methods of destructive criti
cism which originated in the rationalistic schools of Ger
many. This tendency has been conspicuous in the writ
ings of many scholars of high repute. and it has spread 
like leaven among the masses of the reading and think
ing young people of both countries. It has infected the 
minds of thousands of preachers. both old and young, 
and it threatens to bring about a radical revolution in 
the public estimate of the Dible. \\'hile this tendency 
has alarmed me, I have been at ihe same time constantly 
chafed as I have read the writings of these critics, and 
seen how much of the shallowest sophistry. and the 
baldest dogmatism. which they have published, i~ being-
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taken for conclusive proof and profound learning. I 
have been alarmed, let it be understood once f0r CJ.ll, not 
for the Bible itself, as though it was in danger of perish
ing, but for the souls that are being led astray, and for 
the incalculable loss to the cause of truth and salvation 
which results from a weakening of the faith of those 
who preach the VVord. 

I have also observed that, like the promoters of all 
other erratic and schismatical schemes, the advocates of 
this destructive criticism have been n_lllch more zealous 
in pushing its claims than those who reject it have been 
in combating them. \Vhole libraries of books and 
pamphlets have been published on that side, with 
only here and there a volume in response. Maga
zine articles, and articles in weekly newspapers, 
have openly or covertly spread these so-called advanced 
ideas among the people, and even the secular papers 
have echoed them, while the little that has been written 
in opposition has been in the main either rudely or 
timidly presented. 

Moved by these facts and considerations. I opened 
correspondence last spring with several scholars of dif
ferent denominations, on the subject of starting a 
monthly magazine to be devoted to the conservative side 
of this controversy. calling attention to the need of it, 
and to the fact that. while the other side is represented 
by at least two very ably edited monthlies in Great 
Britain, whose pages are almost exclusively devoted to 
it, there is not a periodical of any kind in either Europe 
or America devoted to that which those scholars, like 
myself, believe to be the true side. They all expres~ed 
their hearty approval of the suggestion, one of the most 
eminent of them saying that it was impossible to ex
aggerate its importance. They all expressed the same 
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anxiety in regard to the spread of wrong ideas on the 
subject among the young people of their respective 
churches, and were willing to make a common fight 
against a common foe. But when it seemed as if the 
enterprise was almost sure of being practically set on 
foot. some of them. men whose names and co-operation 
seemed necessary to its success, declined to take part 
in it for fear of a financial failure, which they thought 
would be discouraging in its effects. In consequence of 
this, the enterprise was abandoned. at least for the pres
ent. This led to the announcement of the proposed 
critical department in the Standard. I volunteered my 
sen·ices as editor of such a department. because I was 
not willing longer to sit still and witness the progress 
of an evil which I may be able, in some small degree, 
to check by means of the information which I have been 
able to acquire, and which. by the blessing of God. I 
may yet acquire as the days pass on. 

It may appear strange to many that such a depait
ment should be opened in a weekly religious journal. 
which goes freely into the family circles of the people; 
and it is true that the Christian Standard is the first 
journal of the kind to make such a venture; but the 
questions to be discussed are obtruding themselves int0 
all circles of thinking people. and it is wiser that thev 
shall reach the people through the friends of the Dible 
than through its foes; in a form calculated to strengthen 
their faith, rather than in a form to weaken or to de
stroy it. 

To persons who think that the questions raised by 
the higher criticism can be discussed only in long and 
labored essays, it may seem injudicious to attempt it m 
a weekly paper; and there is no doubt that this is true 
of some phases of the controversy; but then there is a 
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wide range of investigation involved, which requires for 
its prosecution, and for its intelligible presentation, noth
ing more than good common sense, and the learning 
which is within the reach of many scholars of moderate 
attainments: and it is by the clisct:ssions which lie within 
this range of thought that all the issues raised are to be 
ultimately settled in the public mind. 'vVe enter upon 
our task, therefore, thoroughly confident that we shall 
be able to do valuable service, if a favorable Providence 
shall attend our labors, and that, even if we shall be 
compelled to leave some questions out of sight, we shall 
be able to discuss fully those which are of the most vital 
importance, and that we shall at least be able to occa
sionally "shoot folly as it flies." 

Our plan, as far as it is at present laid out, contem
plates the use of from two to three columns·of the paper 
weekly. These will be occupied partly by short para
graphic articles. partly by selected matter, and partly by 
more elaborate editorials and contributed articles, some 
of which may nm through several issues of the paper. 
We hope to secure assistance in the work from some 
scholarly brethren who have paid attention to critical 
discussions, and if, at any time, competent writers 
opposed to our views shall volunteer something well 
written on the other side. we shall welcome it and give 
it respectful consideration. 

The range of discussion in the department is not tv 
be limited to higher criticism, but it will extend to all 
other questions of Biblical criticism. whether textual, 
exegetical or historical. We shall be glad to welcome 
contributed articles of merit on all these topics, and also 
queries on any relevant topics which have puzzled or 
embarrassed any of our readers. 
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SO.:\IE DEfT'\ITIOXS. 

5 

Biblical criticism includes within its scope all in
quiries in regard to the original text of the books which 
make up the Dible, their authors. the dates of their com
position. their historical reliability and their literary 
characteristics. It is distributed into various branches 
corresponding to these various inquiries. as textual criti
cism. which is concerned with questions about error;.. 
which may have crept into the original text since the 
autographs were composed: historical criticism. \Yhic:1 
is concerned with questions of credibility. authorship 
and dates: and literary criticism. which is concerned 
about matters of style and diction. Of these. textual 
criticism, which came into existence as a science in the 
early . part of the eighteenth century. its first great 
product being .:\Iill's "Critical Greek Testament," pub
lished in 1707, was the first to obtain a distinct title. 
For a time indeed it bore the name '' Diblical Criticism, · 
until other branches of this science \Yere developed. 
when the latter title assumed its present broader sig
nificance. The other branches of the larger subject 
came at length to be known under the title o f "Higher 
Criticism," this title having been proposed first by Eich
horn. near the close of the last century, to distingui::<h 
it from "Textual Criticism " 

Though the title, "Higher Criticism." i,:; new. the 
work which belongs to it is not. That \YOrk began when 
the first attempt was made by Hebrew scholars to collect 
and preserve the writings of inspired men, and to make 
up the canon of the Old Testament. It was continued 
by Christian scholars when the same work was under
taken for the books of the ~ew Testament, and even· 
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inquiry instituted since that time, of the kinds whic:1 
make up the introductions to our various commentaries, 
belongs to the same branch of Biblical science. Horne's 
Introduction, well known to our readers, published in 
1818, is a conspicuous example of this kind of literature. 

It is scarcely needful to add that higher criticism i~ 

a perfectly legitimate branch of study, the disrepute 
into which it has fallen of late in many minds havin~ 
grown out of the illegitimate methoqs which have been 
adopted by many critics, and the destructive conclusions 
to which they have thereby led themselves and their fol
lowers. Its pursuit must lead to the truth concerning 
the Bible when conducted in accordance with right prin
ciples, and when these are applied by sound judgment 
and competent learning. 

f]an . 14, 1893.] 

THE DATES Of<' THE OLD TEST A).IE~T 
DOOKS. 

vVe shall have occasion to allude frequently to the 
elates assigned to the books of the Old Testament by 
rationali stic critics ; and for the convenience of our 
readers we give here a brief statement of them. We 
shall follow the scheme laid down in Driver's Intro
duction, both because the author is universally acknowl
edged as a fair representative of the more conservative 
class of these critics, and because his work is likely to 
be the accepted standard work on the topics which it 
treats, at least among American critics. 

\Ve shall speak first of the 1-Iexateuch. This term 
will be recognized by our readers as the technical desig
nation of the first six books of the Bible. According 
to the scheme in question, the earliest of these six books 
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is Deuteronomy. l t was this book alone. and not the 
whole ""book of the law,"" which Hilkiah tile priest found 
in the temple in the reign of Josiah ( 2 Kings 22: 8) . 
J t was written only a short time preYious. not earlier 
than the reign of :-Ianasseh ( p. 82) . This puts its 
composition in the first half of the sen~nth century be
fore Christ, and a little more than seYen hundred years 
after the death of :-loses. So then the earliest of the 
books usually ascribed to :-loses did not come into exist
ence until more than seYen centuries after his death. 

The other five bcoks of the Hexateuch did not 
appear as we now have them until after the Babylonian 
captlVlty. ln the eighth century, D. C., there existed 
"two narratives of the patriarchal and :-Iosaic ages, inde
pendent, yet largely resembling each other," written by 
unknown authors, one of whom habitually used Jehovah 
as the name of God, and is therefore usually designated 
by the letter J, while the other preferred the title 
Elohim, and is designated by the letter E. A third 
unknown writer in the eighth century composed a new 
narrative of the same events by combining certain parts 
of these two into one. This composite narrative is 
styled for brevity's sake JE. During the captivity thF! 
laws now found in the Pentateuch, together with the 
genealogical tables. were composed in the interest of the 
priesthood, and this document is known by critics as P . 
.r\fter the return from the Babylonian captivity. a fihh 
\\Titer combined P with J E. making some aclclitions oi 
his own, and thus came into existence our present 
Hexateuch. 

The most radical critics deny to :-roses the author
ship of any part of these books; the less radical think 
it probable that he wrote the Decalogue: while the more 
conservative, among whom is Professor Driver, admit 
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the probability that he wrote chapters 20 to 23 of Ex
odus, called the ''Book of the Covenant." 

[Jan. 21, r893.l 

DATES OF OLD TEST AMENT BOOKS. 

We began last week a statement of the dates assigned 
to the various books of the Old Testament by the class 
of critics who are represented in Driver's Introduc
tion. We pass now from the Hexateuch to the other 
historical books. 

JUDGES was compiled, according to these cnhcs, by 
the author of Deuteronomy, who, as we have seen in 
our former article, wrote in the eighth century B. C., 
close to the time in which the latter book was brought 
forward by Hilkiah with the assertion that he found it 
in the temple (I 54, I 57). This was about four hundred 
years after the time of Samson, the last of the judges 
mentioned in the book-late enough, as the theory 
requires, to prevent the author from knowing much 
about the truth of what he wrote. 

RuTH, the contents of which belong to the earlier 
part of the period covered by Judges, was written, 
Driver thinks, before the exile; but he admits that the 
majority of critics are against him in this, some holding 
it to have been written in the exile, and some still later 
(426, 427). 

The two Books of Samuel, which cover the period 
from the birth of Samuel to the death of David, I I7I
roq B. C., were written, at least the principal parts, 
about 700 D. C., or some three hundred years after the 
death of David ( I73), This was long enough for the 
stories about Samuel; Saul and David, orally transmit
ted for more than three centuries, to become con fused 
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and legendary, as all the critics whose theories we arc 
consic!ering suppo!'e them to be as they stand in these 
books. 

The two Books of Kings. to which a fair degree of 
credibility is ascribed, were written B. C. 6oo_ about th~ 
close of the period of history which they cover; and 
here the theory of these critics coincide!' with the gen
erally received opinion of IJiblical scholars. 

Quite different is the view taken of the two Books 
of Chronicles. They are the least truthful of all the 
historical books of the Dible: they were written pur
posely to falsify the history from David dom1, in the 
interest of the priesthood and of the ritual law which 
came into existence during the captivity. They arc 
dated about 300 Il. C.. more than two hundred years 
after the close of the captivity ( 512). Of course the 
ancient supposition that they were written by Ezra is 
flouted as thoroughly unscientific. 

The Dooks of Ezra and :\ehemiah are both removed 
far below the ages of these two men. and are supposed 
to have been compiled by the author of Chronicles, but 
with the use, possibly, of some memoranda left by th'! 
two men whose names the books bear. 

ESTHER, the only historical book remaining to be 
mentioned, is treated with more credit as regards its 
date. though not much more so than Chronicles a,; 
regards its truthfulness. It is supposed to have been 
'nitten about the time of Xerxes, in whose reign it,; 
events transpired, and who is known in the boo!" a~ 

Ahasuerus (455). 
From these statements. combined with those in our 

former article. the reader can see that with the excep
tion of the nooks of Kings and Esther. all of the his
torical books of the Old Testament are brought by these 
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critics so far away from their accredited elates and 
authors, as to render them historically unreliable. 

[Jan. 21, 1893.] 

DEBORAH SLANDERED. 

Professor Bruce, in his Apologetics, pronounces the 
following harsh sentence on Deborah (p. 305): 

Deborah was a heroic woman, and a true inspired prophet
ess, but she could write these words, "To every man a damsel 
or two" (Judg. 5: 30), without fleling that she was saying any
thing indelicate or immoral. It was not immorality as it would 
be to us, but it was very crude, barbarous morality. 

This is a slander on Deborah : for, instead of utter
ing as her own the sentiment quoted, she imagines this 
to be the sentiment of the heathen mother of Sisera, an•i 
puts the words in her mouth. A critic writing a defen::e 
of the Dible ought to be careful not to smut the repu
tation of so eminent a Biblical character. 

[Jan. 21, 1893.] 

JAEL'S FEAT. 

Robertson Smith, in his "Old Testament in the Jew
ish Church," attempts to eliminate J ael's tent pin, with 
which she killed Sisera. He says (p. 132): 

In the prose narrative, Jael kills Sisera in his sleep by ham
mering a wooden tent peg into his forehead-an extraordinary 
proceeding, for the peg must have been held with one hand and 
hammered with the other, which is not a likely way to drive a 
blunt tent peg through and through a man's skull without awak
enjng him. 

We see from this how higher criticism gives its pro
fessors insight which other persons do not possess; for 
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Professor Smith has discovered that the "tent peg" wa~ 
a ''wooden" one, that it was "blunt," and that J ael haJ 
to hammer it by hard knocks into the "forehead" of 
Sisera. and not into his temple, as the text has it. He 
thinks, too. that Sisera ought to have waked up before 
she got it hammered "through and through his skull 
\\'e think so, too. if he intended to wake up at all. Th~ 

Professor next proceeds to tell us that the writer ot 
this prose narrative got his information from the song 
of Deborah, and th:1t he fell into a blunder by misunder
standing the song. He makes the song sav that Jael 
gave Sisera some ''sour milk in an ample bowl." and 
that "while Sisera, still standing, buried his face in the 
bowl, and for a moment could not watch her actions," 
she put her hand to the "peg." which here means the 
handle of her hammer, and crushed his skull with the 
hammer! I suppose we must understand that Sisera 
drank as a cow does. by putting his mouth down into the 
sour milk, and that as the bO\d was a very deep one, his 
eyes also went down into it too deep for him to see what 
Jael was about. \Veil, it is a great thing to be a critic; 
it enables a man not only to reconstruct the books of the 
Bible to suit his taste, but also to remodel its facts and 
show that its writers misunderstood one another. 

[]an. 28. 1893.] 

THE DATES OF OLD TESTA:-IE~T BOOKS. 

In regard to the dates of the prophetical books of 
the Old Testament. the differences between the mass of 
Biblical scholars and the rationalistic r:ritics are not so 
serious as to demand especial attention, except a~ to the 
last twenty-seven chapters of Isaiah, and the Dooks of 
Jonah and Daniel. By these critics these chapters of 
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Isaiah, and a few of the earlier chapters, are assigned 
to the period of the Babylonian captivity, and said to 
have been written by an unknown prophet far superior 
in style and in genius to Isaiah. After his death his 
writings were attached to those of Isaiah, because, when 
the prophetic books were collected in their present form, 
his name had been lost (Driver's Introduction, 23 I). 

]oN .\H.-Of this book Driver says: "A elate in the 
fifth century D. C. will probably not be far wide of the 
truth" (301). This is about three centuries after the 
elate assigned in the Scriptures to the career of Jonah, 
who is said to have lived in the reign of Jeroboam II 

D.\1\'IEL.-Of this book the same writer says: "In
ternal evidence shows, with a cogency that can not be 
resisted, that it must have been written not earlier than 
about JOO n. c.. and in Palestine: and it is at least prob
able that it was composed under the persecution of 
Antiochus Epiphanes, n. c. I68 or I67." This puts the 
elate from three hundred to four hundred years after 
the time of Daniel, and after the occurrence of the 
events of which the earlier chapters claim to be predic
tions. It robs this part of the book of all prophetical 
character. 

J OB.-Driver does not credit this book as containing
"literal history." This inappropriate use of the term 
literal, we take to be a mild form of declaring that it 
contains no history at all. He admits "the antique. 
patriarchal coloring'' of the first two chapters and th·~ 

last. but he ascribes this to "the skill of the anthor." Of 
its elate he says: "It is impossible to fix the elate of the 
book precise!_\': but it will scarcely be earlier than the 
age of ]e1·emiah, and belongs most probably to the 
period of the Babylonian captivity" ( 405). 

THE PSALJ\IS.-Our author asserts that a majority 
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of the seventy-three Psalms ascribed to David by the 
inscriptions above them, can not be his (352) ; he quotes 
Ewald's opinion that thirteen of them. and a few scraps 
of others. arc David's (357) ; and he finally decide<; 
thus: "It is possible that Ewald's list of Daviclic Psalms 
is too large. but it is not clear that none of the Psalms 
contained in it are of David's composition" (358). All 
the other Psalms are of comse from the pens of writers 
later than those to whom they are ascribed in the in
scriptions. 

PRO\'ERns.-The contents of this book came from the 
pens of many different authors, and the many different 
compilations of which it is made up bear date from the 
eighth century D. C. down to the period after the exile. 
The earliest part was compiled. in other words, about 
two centurie<; after the death of Solomon. and whether 
he wrote any of the proverbs which the book contains 
is left in doubt (381-83). 

SOLO:\rox's Soxc.-It is "out of the question," says 
our author, to think of Solomon as tl!e author of this 
composition. It was written either after the exile, about 
five !nmclred years after the time of Solomon, or just 
before the exile; and if at the latter date, its author 
lived in the northern kingdom, not even in the kingdom 
over which Solomon's successors reigned. 

EccLESI.\STEs.-Our author speaks hesitatingly about 
the elate of this book. He quotes Ewald as assigning it 
to the later years of the Persian rule, which ended D. C. 
332. and closes his discussion on it with the remark that 
"a elate somewhat later than Ewald's appears to be more 
probable" (.H6. 447). 

This brings our statements of the elates of the Old 
Testament books, according to the "conservative critics," 
to a close. \Ve have made it brief, and have left out 
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collateral matter, in order that it may serve as a kind of 
reference table for those readers who have not taken 
the pains to go through the subject for themselves, or 
whose memory needs occasional refreshing on the sub
ject. The effect which the acceptance of these dates 
must have on our faith in the credibility of most of 
these books, and in the honesty of their writers or com
pilers, must be apparent in its main features, and it will 
appear in a more glaring light as we enter into detail~, 
which we hope to do at least in part as we proceed with 
the work of this department. 

[Jan. 28, 1893.] 

BRIGGS' CHOICE. 

Professor Briggs, in his defense before the presby
tery, makes this remark: ''Yes; and l would deliber
ately choose the company for time and eternity of Mar
tineau and Newman, rather than of such loveless per
sons as would cast them out of the congregation of th~ 
faithful." This means that he would choose the com
pany of those two men rather than that of his Presby
terian brethren: for certainly any Presbyterian church 
would cast out of the congregation Martineau, wh-:> 
denies the divinity, the resurrection and the miracles of 
Jesus, and 1\ewman, who was an apostate from Prot
estantism to Roman Catholicism. Doubtless the Pres
byterians will gratify the Professor in this choice so far 
as they <:an, before they get through with him. I say, 
so far as they can; for, although they can let him go to 
the Unitarian Church where Martineau is, he can never 
get where Newman is, unless Newman died under a 
great delusion: for it is a fixed doctrine of Newman'!> 
church that no Unitarian or Presbyterian can ever go 
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where i\ewman has gone. According to this, there is a 
poor chanc~ for Briggs to get into company with :\Iar
tineau and i\ewman both. Perhaps, though, he can 
overtake i\ewman before the latter gets through purga
tory. 

[Jan. 28, 1893.] 

I::-\SPIRATIOX OF IX\'ERACITY. 

Dr. Liddon, the great London preacher, whose death 
occurred not many months ago, in commenting on the 
manner in which some of the critics treat the subject of 
inspiration, said: ' 'Cnless there be such a thing as the 
inspiration of inveracity. we are shut up to the choice 
between acceptance of the authority of some of our 
modern critics, and any belief whatever in the inspira
t ion of the books which they handle after this fashion." 

But an inspiration of errancy and inveracity is the 
very kind which those who affect to be leaders of criti
CISm are now urging upon our acceptance. 

[Feb. II. I893.] 

WHAT OF IT? 

In three brief articles during the month of January 
I set forth the dates assigned to the !'everal books of the 
Old Testament in Driver's Introduction. Perhaps some 
one is ready to ask, What of it all? What difference 
does it make whether these books \\'ere written at the 
times usually supposed. or at the times alleged by the 
critics? It is often said by the critics themselves that 
the value of a book does not depend upon who its human 
author was, but upon the truth which it teaches. and 
the edification which it supplies. This saying is to 3 
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certain extent true, and yet to another certain extent it 
may be false and pernicious. Half truths are often used 
with precisely the effect of whole falsehoods; and 
against this ki'nd of sophistry we are to be constantl:r 
on our guard in dealing with rationalistic writings. 

If we take the Pentateuch as an example, it would 
certainly make no difference as to its intrinsic value, 
whether it was written by Moses, or by some other 
writer equally competent. But suppose we say with 
these critics, that it was written by men who lived from 
seven to nine hundred years after the time of l\foses, 
and who were therefore from seven to nine centuries 
farther removed from the time of the events; would that 
make no difference? \Veil, even that would make no 
difference, if these writers were inspired with a miracu
lous knowledge of the events concerning which they 
write; but this is denied by the critics, c:nd it is stoutly 
affirmed that they knew only that which had come t!own 
to them in oral and written traditions. Furthermore, it 
is boldly affirmed that these writers wrote many things 
which are not historically true. It becomes, then, a very 
serious question, how we shall regard the Old Testa
ment books, if we accept the elates assigned to them by 
these gentlemen. I propose to discuss the question m 
this article with respect to one of the least important of 
all the books for either instruction or edification undc:
the Christian dispensation. At least, it is generally so 
regarded. though it would be easy to show that it is of 
far more present value than most men suppose. I mean 
the Book of Leviticus. 

This book sets out in its first sentence with the claim 
that the laws which it contains were given by God to 
l\Ioses at the tent of meeting: "And Jehovah callel 
unto Moses, and spake unto him out of the tent of 
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meeting. ~aying. Speak unto the children of Israel. anJ 
say unto them." It closes ,,·ith these words: "These arc 
the commandments, which J ehO\·ah commanded :.loses 
fer the children of Israel on mount Sinai." Thus, in it~ 

fir~t and in its last sentence. it asserts that its content-> 
came from God through :\loses to the children of Israel. 

In the body of the book. the special subjects of lcgi~
lation are uniformly introduced with the formula ... :\nd 
Jehovah spake to :\loses, saying." This formula is 
repeated thirty-four times. if I have not miscounted, and 
in three places a similar statement is made at the close 
of a subject of legislation. .-\t the close of the laws of 
sacrifice. it is said: .. This is the law of the burnt offer
ing. of the meal offering, anu of the 'in offering. and 
of the guilt offering. and of the consecration. and of th~ 
sacrifice of peace offerings, ,,·hich JehoYah commanded 
:.roses in mount Sinai in the day that he made the chil
dren of Israel to offer their oblations to J ehoYah. in the 
wilderness of Sinai" (7:37. 38). At the close o f the 
law concerning the annual festivals. it is said: ... -\nd 
~loses declared unt:J the children of Israel the set feasts 
of J ehO\·ah" ( 23: 44-). Finally, at the close of all the 
sections of the book but one, it is said: "These arc the 
statutes and judgments and laws. which Jehovah made 
between him and the children of Israel in mount Sinai 
by the hand of :\loses'' (26: -t6). In addition to all 
these statements. there are numerous reiterations amon,{ 
the statutes for the purpose of enforcing the careful 
observance of them. of the warning words, ''I am Jeho
,·ah your God," often with the additional words, ''who 
brought you up out of Egypt." 

Xow, if our critics are correct, every one of these 
statements. soften and mollify the a~sertion as you may, 
is a falsehood; and the writer or writers who. in th:! 
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midst of the Babylonian captivity, wrote this book, set 
these statements clown knowing them to be false. This 
is admitted by the critics. They say that it was not con
sidered, in that age, immoral to attach a great name to 
a book or an ordinance in order to give it weight with 
the people, which otherwise it would not have. In other 
words, the religious writers of that day, the men whv 
wrote the Bible, did not think it was wrong to lie in 
order to gain for their writings credit and veneration 
to which they were not entitled. This is not surprising 
when we hear it from Graf, \Vellhausen, Kuenen, and 
other avowed rationalists; but what shall we think of 
that class of critics who, after espousing this theory, 
still reiterate that the writers of Leviticus were "in
spired men.,? Do they mean, inspired with a lying 
spirit sent out from the Lord, as in the case of Ahab 's 
false prophets? No. Inspired, they say, by the Spirit 
of God; that Spirit whose title is ''The Spirit of Holi
ness," "The Spirit of Truth." \i\T ell, if the writers of 
Leviticus did not know that it was wrong to lie, the 
Holy Spirit did; and it seems to me a very near 
approach to the sin against the Holy Spirit of which 
the Pharisees were guilty, to assert that these writers 
were inspired, and then say that much which they wrote 
was false, and known to be false when they wrote it. 

Another most astonishing thing about these critics 
is the earnest protestation in which their writing-; 
abound, that these new views of the Bible make the oid 
book more precious to them than it was, or could have 
been, before. I will not deny what they say as to their 
ovvn sentiments; but I can account for them only 
through the same conceit of human nature which makes 
the mother of every ugly little brat on the streets think 
it the handsomest child in town. The new Bible, which 
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these gentlemen love so well. is their own bantling. and 
it bears their own image and superscription. 

Quite different from the view of Le\'iticus, held by 
these scholars, is that held by our Saviour. To the first 
leper whom he healed, he said: ''Go thy way, show thy
self to the priest, and offer for thy cleansing the things 
which ::\Ioses commanded, for a testimony unto them" 
Oiark I: 4-J.). The directions referred to are found in 
the fourteenth chapter of this Book of Leviticus. Jesus 
here ascribes it to ::\Ioses. and he treats the law cited as 
one still to be enforced. And if this law of the leper 
was from ::\Ioses, so we must suppose the whole book to 
have been, unless there are some parts which. for special 
reasons, must be otherwise regarded. Again. when 
Jesus was called on by a lawyer representing a body of 
Pharisee;;, to declare which was the greatest command
ment in the law. he gave the first in a quotation from 
the Book of Deuteronomy ( 6: 5) : and the second, 
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself," he took from 
the Book. of Leviticus ( I9: IS). \\'hom shall we credit 
with correct knowledge on the subject, Jesus our Lord 
and Saviour, or our modern destructive critics? 

[Feb. 18. 1893.1 

CHEY:-\E OX DA YID AXD GOLI:\. TH. 

The Expositor for October last contains an article 
by John Taylor, in review of a recent work by Cano'l 
Cheyne, entitled "Aid to the Devout Study of Criti
cism,'' in which, among other curious things. he states 
Cheyne's theory of the story about David and Goliath. 
He· claims that Goliath was killed by Elhanan. the Beth
lehemite ( 2 Sam. 2I: I9). and that the author of I 
Samuel has credited David with another man's achieve-
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ment. \Ve ::Lre a little curious to know how Professor 
Cheyne found out that the statement about killing Goli
ath in 2 Samuel is true, while that in I Samuel is false? 
.\nd how did he discover that the Goliath who was killed 
by Elhanan is the same one whom David is said to have 
killed? If 2 Samuel can be believed, and Cheyne seems 
to think it can be in regard to Goliath, Elhanan's feat 
was performed late in David's reign, at a time when his 
soldiers had said that he should not lead them out t0 
battle any more, lest the ''lamp of Israel be quenched;'' 
and this Goliath was one of four brothers born to the 
''giant in Gath" (2r: 17-22); but David's feat was per
formed when he was a stripling, still alternately hi,; 
father's shepherd and Saul's musician (I Sam. I7: IS). 
There was a space of not less than forty years between 
the two incidents. How is it that Cheyne knows more 
about these men than did the author of the book? 
"But," says .:\1r. Taylor, "the form in which that tradi
tion has been preserved, bears the impress of the Divine 
Spirit, who has converted what would otherwise have 
been mere folk tales into vehicles of religious instruction 
for all ages." That is, the false credit given to Davtd 
for killing a giant who was really killed by another man 
forty years later, with all the false details of the combat 
given in the seventeenth chapter of I Samuel, "bears 
the impress of the Divine Spirit." This is not exactly 
identifying the Divine Spirit with Beelzebub, but it 
comes dangerously near it. J\lr. Taylor closed his review 
with the question. "Can criticism be devout?" \Veil 
might he ask the question. Strange to say, he thinks it 
can be, and that Cheyne's book is proof of it. 
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[Feb. 18, r893.1 

THE RED SL\ .-\FFAIR. 

Our friend Dacon, who in his attempt to get rid of 
the jaw-bone with which Samson slew a thousand Phil
istines, made him use the hill of Lehigh as his weapon, 
tries his hand on many of the miracles of the Old, Testa
ment. Here is his attempt on the miracle at the Re•l 
Sea: 

The strong wind drh·es back the shallow water till Israel 
is able to ford the narrow gulf. On the farther shore the battle 
takes place between them and their pursuers, who are em
barrassed by the returning tide and finally turn to ""flee against 
it," leaving their dead upon the seashore.-Ge11esis of Ge11esis, 
1811. 

\ \' e are astonished that after the lapse of more than 
three thousand years this gentleman. living near Doston, 
should know so much more about this remarkable event 
than the man who wrote Exodus. He knows that in
stead of going through the sea on ''dry ground," as that 
author says. the Israelites forded the gulf: and he has 
learned that at that place it was a "narro7t' gulf." He 
has learned, what that author did not know. that a 
battle was fought between Israel and the Eg-yptians. and 
that it was fought after both armies had safely forded 
the sea. He agrees with Exodus, that the Egyptians 
were ''embarrassed" (slightly so, we suppose) by the 
returnirig tide, and finally turned to "flee against it;" 
but he claims that the only dead they left were those 
killed in a battle on the farther shore-the rest. notwith
standing the slight "embarrassment" caused by the 
returning- tide. got back' in safety to their own side of 
the narrow gulf. This is about the way in \\'hich infidels 
rewrote sacred history in the days of Voltaire. It is the 
way in which rcz•crc11d critics, with D. D. at the end of 
their names. rewrite it now. 
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[Feb. 25, 1893.] 

CRITICISM A;\TD THE DOOK OF GENESIS. 

As a rule, new theories on any subject should be 
carefully examined on their merits before we pronounce 
judgment on them; but when a theory is either absur•l 
in itself, or is found to involve absurdities, we may rightly 
save ourselves this trouble. For example, when th·~ 

idealist tells us that we have no corporate bodies, that 
there are no material substances in existence, but that 
:1Il apparent material objects are but ideas formed within 
our own brains (which brains are but ideas), we may 
very properly save ourselves the time necessary to hear 
the reasoning by w·hich he would prove his absurd prop
osition. So with the analytical theory of the Penta
teuch. If we find that this theory, as propounded by 
its recent advocates, involves absurdities, we may very 
safely set it aside. and save ourselves the years of study 
necessary to trace out the interminable complications in 
which it is involved. \Ve examined it February I r from 
this point of view, with reference to its bearings on the 
Book of Leviticus; and now we propose to try it wit:1 
reference to the Book of Genesis. 

The theory, as we have set it forth in former articles 
on the basis of Driver's Introduction, is objectionable, 
not because it represents the author of Genesis as using 
pre-existing documents in the composition of the book, 
and thus regarding the book as in part a compilation; 
for this theory, if it would still allow l\1oses to be the 
inspired author, would not detract from the value of the 
book, or bring reproach upon those who look upon it 
as a truthful record. Indeed, Dr. Astruc, the French 
physician who, a century and a half ago, first pro
pounded the theory that two documents, written respec-
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tivcly by an Elohistic and a Jehovistic writer. lay at the 
basis of Genesis, was a firm believer in its ).fosaJc 
authorship; and this view in a modified form has been 
revived recently, and argued with wonderful skill by 
Principal Cave, one of the foremost scholars in Great 
Britain, and a vigorous opponent of the theory advo
cated by Driver and others. Even if it should be made 
to appear that ).loses is not the author. but that it wa" 
written, no matter when, by a man or men so inspired 
with a knowledge of the events that we can rely upon 
the truthfulness of the representations, the book woukl 
lose none of its intrinsic value. Dut the writers to 
whom the Grafian theory ascribes the book. men wh::> 
lived from the eighth to the fifth century before Christ, 
are not credited with any such inspiration. On the con
t rary, it is held that the two older writers. J and E. con
tradicted each other in many things. and that the editor 
who combined their narratives into one was not always 
careful to remove these contradictions. The priestly 
writer of the capti\·ity. who wrote a large portion. wrote 
for the purpose of giving the ancient history of the 
chosen people a priestly cast which was essentially false; 
and all, down to the latest Redactor, wrote without any 
certain information in regard to the facts. 

On this subject Driver expresses himself cautiously, 
but in a way not to be misunderstood. Of the tw·:> 
earlier writers, he says: "J and E, then (assuming them 
to be rightly distinguished), appear to have cast into a 
literary form the traditions respecting the beginnings of 
the nation, which were current among the people ap
proximately (as it would seem) in the early centurie<> 
of the monarchy" (IIo). That is. they did not write 
real history from reliable in formation, but only th(! 
"traditions of the beginnings of the nation which were 
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current among the people," and current especially from 
the time of David to their own day. Of the writer P 
he makes three remarks short enough for me to quote, 
and sufficiently explicit: "His aim seems to have been 
to present an ideal picture of the Mosaic age, con
structed indeed upon a genuine traditional basis, but so 
conceived as to exemplify the principles by which an 
ideal theocracy should be regulated." He might have 
cited as an illustration Sir Thomas l\Iore's "Utopia.'' 
Again: "It is difficult to escape the conclusion that the 
representation of P includes elements, not, in the ordi
nary sense of the term, historical." He evidently mean<> 
that they are mythical or legendary. And again: "It is 
probable that, being a priest himself, he recorded tradi
tions, at least to a certain extent. in the form in which 
they were current in priestly circles" (pp. 120, 121, 

note 2). 
But while Driver is thus cautious in words, verifying 

the taunt which Cheyne hurls at him in a review of h!~ 
work in the Expositor of last year, to the effect that he 
was timidly holding back. yet steadily coming on toward 
the more radical critics, others of his school are more 
outspoken. For example, Professor Ryle. of Cambridge, 
universally recognized as a conservative and a "devout" 
critic, had a series of articles in the Expository Times 
of last year. in which he frankly avowed the belief that 
the first eleven chapters of Genesis are purely mythical; 
and Professor Schultz, in hi~ "Old Testament The
ology," recently published by T. & T. Clark, is quoted 
by a reviewer in the Thinker, as saying. "We must hold 
that the people of Israel. like all other peoples . preserve,[ 
the memory of its earliest days in a mythical. and not 
in a historical, form, unless we are to think of that 
people as crippled in one of the noblest attributes of 
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nationality.'' "\II who have tcad Professor Driggs' de
fense in his recent trial before the ::\ cw York Presbytery 
will remember remarks which show that his view of the 
book is substantially the same. Indeed, it is impossible 
to accept the theory of these scholars, in reference to 
the origin of the book, without seeing that it lead-; 
inevitably to · these conclusions. 

\Vhat now shall we say as to the value of the Dook 
of Genesis if this theory is true? It seems strange, 
incleecl, that any man of sense, with such a vie\v. can 
say as these gentlemen clo, that it is, in some sense which 
they do not define. an i11spircd book. and that it is more 
precious to their souls now than before they discovered 
these facts concerning its origin and character. Sooner 
or later every one of these gentlemen will find himself 
compelled to folio\\- his real teachers further. and to 
agree with Graf, \Vellhausen, and their school. i;1 reject
ing absolutely the thought that God has had any part in 
the composition of the book. 

The view taken of the contents of this book by Jesus 
ancl his inspired apostles. and the view which common 
sense would require us to take of the latter. :;hould w'.! 

accept the theory which we have been considering, must 
be the subject of another article. 

Dlarch 11. 18\)3.] 

GEXESIS ACCORDL\'G TO JESUS. 

In a former article we showed by extracts from 
Driver and others how the nook of Genesis is regarded 
by the destructive critics. The four or five authors who 
contributed to its composition. lived at too late a period 
to know any of the facts. and they had no such inspira
tion as could enable them to di;tinguish between fact and 
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fable in the remote past; consequently, the stories which 
they put into the book are legends or myths, some resting 
on possible htcts which can not now be separated frow 
the rubbish which has overlaid them. No part of the 
book, therefore, can be accepted as free from exaggera
tion or distortion. VVe are now to compare this view uf 
the contents of the book with that which was taken by 
our Lord. We shall find that in all his allusions to the 
book he treats its narratives as unquestioned matters of 
fact, and, what is more worthy of notice, the portions 
to which he makes allusions, include those which are 
held by the critics to be the most incredible of all. We 
make a few specifications. 

I. The account of the formation of the first woman is 
one of these incredible narratives, and under the nam':! 
of the ''rib story" it has been the butt of riclicnle to tht" 
irreverent critics, as it has been a stumbling-block to 
those who are styled reverent. Dut ] esus indirectly 
endorses the whole story in his discussion with the 
Pharisees about divorce. He says: "Have you not read, 
that he who made them from the beginning made them 
male and female, and said, For this cause shall a man 
leave his father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife; 
and the twain shall become one flesh?'' (:i\Iatt. 19: 4). 
Here he appeals to what the Pharisees had read; ant! 
they had read it where we read it, in the second chaptc;· 
of Genesis, the paragraph which describes the formation 
of the woman. His appeal to the passage to settle a 
question as to the will of God, shows that he regarded 
it not as containing a myth, but as a faithful record of 
an actual event. Furthermore, he quotes, as presenting 
the main point of his argument, the last sentence of that 
record, which makes it ,Poubly certain that he indorsed 
the record itself. But he goes even beyond the mere 
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endorsement of the record-he affirms, by a necessary 
implication, the divine inspiration of the man who wrote 
it. The verse which he quotes was writtep by the author 
of the book, and not spoken by Adam, as appears from 
the consideration that .-\dam as yet knew nothing about 
father and mother, and forsaking them to cleave to 
one's wife; but Jesus quotes it as the language of God, 
saying: ''He who made them from the beginning made 
them male and female, and said. For this cause," etc. 
Now, the only ground on which it could be affirmed that 
God said this is, that the author was inspired of God to 
write it. Here, then, is not only an endorsement of th:! 
fact related. but an indirect affirmation of the divin·c! 
inspiration of the writer. God said \\·hat this writer 
wrote. 

2. The earliest account of the deluge. according to 
the "critics,'' is that recently deciphered from Assyrian 
inscriptions ; and the account in Genesis was formed 
from that by eliminating its polytheism, and conforming 
it to the monotheism which, after the Babylonian cap
tivity, had become the theology of the J e,,·s. The latter 
learned the story while they were in captivity. It is a 
legend based upon some local disaster of early time:;. 
How did our Lord speak of it? In announcing hi~ 

second coming to judgment he said: "And as were the 
days of Xoah. so shaJI be the days of the coming of the 
S::hl of man. For as in those days which were befor·~ 
the flood, they were eating and drinking. marrying and 
giving in marriage. until the clay that ~oah entered 
into the ark, and they knew not until the flood came· 
and took them all away; so shaJI be the coming of the 
Son of man" C\fatt. 22: 39). ~ow. if a modern critic 
had been present in the person of a Pharisee, how easily 
he could have broken the whole force of thic.; warning 
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by answering: ''] ust so, ;\laster, that story about ~oah 
is all a humbug, and you know it; and so we must under· 
stand that your talk about coming again is cut from the 
same cloth." The Pharisees, however, did not know 
this, for it is a modern discovery; what, then, wa:> 
Jesus doing but playing on their ignorance by givin;; 
them a warning that had nothing in it? This is the 
conclusion to which criticism, "scientific" criticism, 
would force us. 

3· The story of the fate of Sodom is not credited by 
any of the ''critics;' and that of Lot's wife, g iven i1·, 
connection with it, is regarded as not less preposterou., 
than the "rib story," or the story of Jonah in the fish. 
But Jesus more than once held up the fate of Sodom 
a s a warning to his generation, which he could not have 
clone honestly if there was no truth in it : and he espe
cially emphasizes the lesson to be drawn . from the fat·~ 

of Lot's wife. In a speech recorded in Luke 17', afte:
speaking of the flood, he says : ''Likewise, even as it 
came to pass in the days of Lot, they ate, they drank, 
they bought, they sold, they planted, they builded, . but 
in the clay that Lot went out from Sodom it rained fire 
and brimstone from heaven, and destroyed them all; 
after the same manner shall it be in the clay that the 
Son of man is revealed. In that day, he who shall 
be on the housetop, and his goods in the house, let 
him not go down to take them away; and let him 
that is in the field not return back. Remember Lot's 
wife.'' If this story was a legend. and if Jesus knew 
it to be such, it is impossible to reconcile his use o f 
it here with the truthfulness and absolute sincerity 
which belong to his nature. It would be impossible for 
him to thus use a fabulous tale which had been manu
factured by some unknown writer of the middle Jewish 
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age; for the whole force of the warning depended upon 
the reailty of the event on \Yhich the warning is based. 

4· One more specification must suffice at present. We 
have a saying of Jesus in regard to Abraham which, 
while a more indirect indorsement of Genesis than the 
preceding, is none the kss emphatic. He said to the 
Jews: "Your father £\braham rejoiced to sec my clay; 
and he saw it and was glad" (John 7: 56). This remark 
implies the truth of what is said in Genesis about the 
promises to Abraham concerning the seed through whom 
the world was to be blessed. There is nothing else in 
the recorded career of Abraham to which it can refer. 
It goes even beyond the record in Genesis on this sul>
ject; for the latter only affirms the fact that '.he promis~ 
was made, while Jesus sets forth the feeling- of Abr~
ham when he heard it, affirming that he looked forward 
to the day of its fulfillment , and saw it, and was glad. 
This is the indorsement not only of a fact, b•Jt of a fact 
of prophetic foresight, or, rather. of the explicit revela
tion by Jehovah of a fact then nearly two thousand 
years in the future. How could Jesus have thus spoken. 
if he regarded the stories in Genesis as mere "folk-lore," 
the idle tales of a people concerning their prehistoric 
times, like those of the Romans concerning Romulus 
and Remus? There is only one answer to this question 
consistent with common sense, and it is inconsi~tent with 
faith in Christ-it is the answer of the masters in criti
cism, that Jesus was as ignorant on the subject of the 
truthfulness of Old Testament stories. as were the 
Pharisees of his own age, and as are the "Traditional
ists" of our age. \Veil, by this answer, the so-calleJ 
traditionalists are placed in good company. "To whom 
shall we go? Thou hast the words of eternal life." 
We are content to stand with Christ against the critics, 
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and. with Paul, to let God be true and every man a 
liar. 

[May 20, 1893.] 

JOSHUA AXD THE LAW OF MOSES. 

It was a cunning device of the destructive critics to 
connect the Book of Joshua with the Pentateuch in their 
critical theory, thus making up the Hexateuch; for it 
enabled them, by bringing down the elate of this book 
as low as that of the others, to evade the evidence which 
Joshua affords for the l\Iosaic origin of the law. But 
when one fact after another is set aside to make room 
for a theory, the effect is not only to throw suspicion on 
the theory, but to confirm the facts which the theory 
wishes to get riel of. 

The Dook of Joshua is an anonymous book, and the 
elate of its composition as a whole can not be very defi
nitely fixed. The last paragraph of it was certainly not 
written by Joshua himself; for it contains the account 
of his death and burial; nor can it have been written by 
one of his contemporaries, for it contains the statement 
that "Israel served Jehovah all the days of Joshua, and 
all the clays of the elders that outlived Joshua." But 
this is not proof that Joshua. or some contemporary, did 
not write the main body of the book; for it was most 
natural, if he did, for an editor at some later date to 
add this last paragraph as a supplement to the story of 
his career. One thing at least is certain, if we may rely 
at all on the historical statements of the book. and that 
is, that it contains narratives which were written by one 
or more contemporaries of Joshua, if not by Joshua him
self. The first of these is the account of crossing the 
Jordan. The writer of this narrative uses at one place 
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the pronoun "we" for the company that pacsed over; 
and he uses it in that quiet, incidental way which di3-
arms the suspicion that he used it fraudulently. He 
says: "\Vhen all the kings of the Amorites which were 
beyond Jordan westward. and all the kings of the 
Canaanites which \Yere by the sea. heard how that the 
Lord had dried up the waters of the Jordan from before 
the children of Israel. until we were passed over. their 
heart melted" (5: 1 ). It is true that another reading of 
this text has the pronoun in the third person. but the 
text, as we have it. is supported by the preponderance 
of the textual evidence. ami it must stand unless new 
evidence against it shall be found. Again, in the nar
rative respecting Rahab. it is said: "Dut Rahab the 
harlot. and her father's household. and all that she had, 
did Joshua save alive: ancl she dwelt in the midst of 
Israel unto this clay" (7: 25). This shows that Rahab 
was still alive when this portion of the book w:1s written ; 
and unless we have evidence that the date of this part 
is different from that of the main body of the book. we 
must so conclude in regard to the latter. 

\ \T e now turn from the question of the elate of th~ 
book to that for which we started out. the e,·idence which 
it furnishes for the early origin of the law of :.roses. 
In 1ts opening paragraph it represents God as saying w 
Joshua: "Or:ly be strong and very courageous to observe 
to clo according to all the law which :.roses my servant 
commanclecl thee: turn not from it to the right hand or 
to the left. that thou mayest have good success whither
soever thou goest. This book of the law shall not depart 
out of thy mouth. but thou shalt meditate therein day 
and night, that thou maye~t observe to do according t0 
all that is written therein: for so shalt thou make thy 
way prosperous, and then shalt thou have g-oo.:! success'' 
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(r:7, 8). Now, if this communication was made to 
Joshua. it demonstrates the existence at that time, which 
was just thirteen days after the death of :VIoses, of a 
book of the law, written by ~1oses, which was to be the 
guide of Joshua's life; and he who denies that such a 
book did then exist, charges the author of the Dcok of 
Joshua with falsely putting these words into the mouth 
of God. 

Again, the reading at ~Iount Ebal, recorded in th~ 
eighth chapter, proves not only the existence of the law 
in the clays of Joshua, but the existence of the Dook of 
Deuteronomy. which the critics say was written in the 
time of King Josiah. It is there stated that Joshua 
"wrote upon the stones a copy of the law of ~roses, 

which he wrote in the presence of the children of 
Israel;" and that ''afterward he read all the words of 
the law, the blessing and the curse, according to all that 
is written in the book of the law. There was not a worJ 
of all that ~roses commanded which Joshua read not 
before all the assembly of Israel" (8: 30-35). The 
reference here, as the last quotation clearly shows, is to 
that which ~1oses had commanded Israel to write anJ 
read on this occasion; for it is limited by the expression, 
"the blessing and the curse." \Vhat was written. there
fore, and what was read. was the passage in Deutef'
onomy in which the blessings and the curses are laid 
down, and the directions given for this writing and 
reading ( Deut. 32: I -26). This shows that Deuteronomy 
was then in the hand of Joshua. and as the critics agree 
that this book was written after the Jehovistic and the 
Elohistic portions of the Pentateuch, they should con
cede that the latter were written in the clays of l.foscs_ 
But here they resort to their easy way of setting aside 
evidence by saying that this narrative is not historicaL 
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The next evidence is found in the transaction re~pect
ing- the altar erected by the two and a half tribes near 
the Jordan. This was regarclecl as so gross a departure 
from the law that all the tribes assembled for war upm1 
the transgressors, and sent Phinehas with ten princes to 
inquire into the matter. The nature of the supposed 
offense is expressed by Phinehas in these \\'ords, "Rebel 
not against Jehovah, nor rebel against us, in building 
you up an altar beside the altar of Jehovah our God;" 
and the iniquity of such a procedure is acknowledged 
by the accused in their reply. "God forbid that ,,.e shonld 
rebel against Jehovah, and turn away this clay from 
following Jehovah. to build an altar for burnt offering. 
or for sacrifice. besides the altar of Jehovah our God 
that is before the tabernacle" ( 22: 19-29). In thes~ 

words of the two parties to the discussion, it is made 
clear that the grievous sin which the accused were sup
posed to have committed. and for \vhich they were to be 
punished with death if guilty. \\'as that of erecting. for 
the purposes of sacrifices. an altar other than that \\·hic11 

stood before the door of the tabernacle. Dut it is only 
in Deuteronomy that the law is written which makes thi:' 
a sin; and this again shows conclusively that Israel then 
had this book. and. as this was the last written of the 
four books of the law. it proves that all the books were 
then in existence and in use. The only escape from thi::, 
conclusion is, as usual, the denial of the truth of this 
narrative, ancl thus. step by step. as we have proved 
again and again in these columns. destructive criticism 
would destroy all confidence in the truthfulness of th·: 
Biblical books. 

\\'e might add to these evidences the fact that Joshua 
twice observed a law of Deuteronomy by taking down 
before night dead bodies which had been hanged on a 
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tree ( 8: 29: 10: 27; cf. Dent. 21 : 22) ; and that he 
observed another found in Numbers, by the distribution 
of the Levites in forty-eight cities, including six cities 
of refuge (Josh. 20, 21; cf. Num. 35); but there is no 
need of multiplying evidences when a few are given 
that are obviously conclusive. Enough is now before tb 

to show that we must throw away the Dook of Joshua 
as a book of legends and myths, if we deny the Mosaic 
origin of the Pentateuch. If any man is prepared for 
this, let him go on his way, and let us remain where 
we are. 

[:\lay 2i, rSgJ.] 

A SPECD.IE)J. 

I commend to the consideration of Professor 1\'or
dell and his class of critics a specimen of criticism on 
an English classic, which he has probably never seen, 
and which may be of service to him in his future efforts 
at literary criticism. As the document has not yet beea 
copyrighted, I will not disclose the name of the book 
from which it is an extract. It is entitled ''The Literary 
Analysis of an Ancient Poem." As the poem is a brief 
one, we shall quote it in full : 

"Old i\lother Hubbard went to the cupboard, 
To get her poor dog a bone. 

\Vhen she got there, the cupboard was bare, 
And so the poor dog had none." 

In the uncritical ages of the past this poem wa.,; 
believed to be the composition of a single person-a very 
ancient English woman by the name of Goose. Whether 
we should style her l\Irs. Goose, or :Miss Goose, we have 
no means of deciding with certainty, for the stories 
which have come down to historical times concerning he1-
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arc mostly 1egenclary. It might be supposed that the 
title "mother" would settle this difficult quc~tion; but, 
as in certain com·cnts of our ow.n day. n.:nerable spin
sters are ~tylcd J!othcr, so may it ha\'C been in the day,; 
of Goose. llut. leaving this interesting question as one 
for further hi~torical inquiry. we turn to the poem itself, 
and by applying to it the scientific process of literary 
analysis. we find that the document did not originate, as 
our fathers ha\'C supposed, from a ~inglc author, but 
that it is a composite structure, at least two original 
documents having been combined within it by a Re
dactor. This appears from the incongruities bet,,·een the 
two traditions which e\'iclently underlie the poem. One 
of these tradition;; represents the heroine of the poem, a 
,·encrablc ~Irs. Hubbard, as a bene\'olent woman. who 
10\·ed her clog. as appears from the fact that she went 
to the cupboard to get him some food. If we had th~ 
\\·hole of this story, \\·e should doubtless fin:! that she 
did this every time the dog was hungry. and as she 
would surely not go to the cupboard for the dog's food 
unless she knew there was some in the cupboard. we can 
easily fill out the story of her benevolence bv assuming 
that she put something a\\'ay for the clog when she ail: 
her 0\\'11 meals. ::\ow, in direct conflict \\'ith thi~. th-! 
other tradition had it that she kept the clog "poor:" for 
he is called her ''poor clog:" and. in keepin~ with thi'> 
fact. instead of gi\•ing him meat. she gave him nothin:.!' 
but bo11cs. Indeed. so extreme was her ;.tingincss toward 
the poor clog that. according to this tradition. she 
actually put away the bones in the cupboard with which 
to mock the poor clog's hunger. A woman could scarce!\· 
be represented more incon~istently than ~Irs H ubbar,l 
\\'as by these two traditions: and consequently noae but 
those who are fettered by tradition, can fail to see that 
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the two must have originated from two different author.;. 
For the sake of distinction, we shall style one of these 
authors, Goose A, and the other, Goose B. In these 
two forms, then, the traditions concerning this ancient 
owner of a dog came clown from prehist01·ic times. At 
length there arose a literary age in England, and then 
R put together in one the accounts written by the 
two gooses, but failed to conceal their incongruities, so 
that unto this day .Mother Hubbard is placed in the 
ridiculous light of going to the cupboard when there ·was 
nothing in it; of going there, notwithstanding her kind
ness to her dog, to tantalize him by getting him a mere 
bone; and, to cap the climax, of going all the way to 
the cupboard to get the bone when she knew very we:! 
that not a bone was there. 

Some people are unscientific enough to think, that in 
thus analyzing the poem, we are seeking to destroy its 
value, but every one who has the crit;cal f::tcnlty devel
oped, can see that this ancient household lyric is much 
more precious to our souls since we have com.~ to under
stand its structure; and that, contradictory as its two 
source dccuments were, it is a blessed thing that. in the 
providence of God, both have been preserved in such 
a form that critical analysis is capable of separating and 
restoring them. 

[May 2i. 18g3.l 

THE QUESTION OF INERRANCY. 

I believe it was Professor Briggs who first introclucd 
the current use of the term "inerrancy" in the controversy 
about the character of the original Scriptures. If he did 
not, he at least has given it its chief conspicuity in recent 
discussions. It is well known that no intelligent man 
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claims inerrancy for the printed Diblcs which we now 
usc, whether in the translations or the original tongues. 
The question has never had reference to any other than 
the language of the inspired writers, as di~tinguished 

from the alterations and interpolation<; which have been 
introduced by copyists and editors. In other words, it 
has reference to the autographic writing of the author,; 
of the books. Instead of mee"ting the question fairlr, 
those gentlemen who are so fond of an errant Dible, 
have taken a great deal of pains to obscure the real issue 
by throwing dust into the air. Professor \Varfield, of 
Princeton, has an excellent article in the flldcpclldcllt of 
:\Iarch 23, in which he scatters this dust, and lays bare 
the real issue in a most intelligible manner. \Ye quote 
him: 

\Ye ha,·e heard a yast deal of late of ''the first manuscripts 
of the Bible which no liYing man has eYer seen," of "Scriptures 
that haYe disappeared foreYer," of "original autographs which 
ha,·e yanished ;" concerning the contents of which these contro
Yersialists are willing to declare, with the emphasis of italics, 
that they know nothing, that no man knows anything, and that 
they are perfectly contented with their ignorance. :'\ow. again. 
if this were to be taken literally. it would amount to a strong 
asseYeration that the Bible. as God gave it to men. is lost beyond 
recoyery; and that men are shut up. therefore. to the use of 
Bibles so hopelessly corrupted that it is impossible now to say 
what was in the original autographs and what was not 1 In pro
portion as we draw back from this contention-\Yhich is for
tunately as absurd as it is extreme-in that proportion do we 
affirm that we haye the autographic text; that not only we. but 
all met~. may see it if they will; and that God has not permitted 
the Bible to become so hopelessly corrupt that its restoration to 
its anginal text is Impossible. .-\s a matter of fact. the great 
body of the Bible is, in its autographic text. in the worst copies 
of the origmal texts in circulation; practically the whole of it is 
in its autographic text 111 the best texts in circulation; and he 
who will may to-day read the autographic text in large stretches 
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of Scripture without legitimate doubt. and, in the i\ew Testa
ment at least, may know precisely at what rarely occurring 
points. and to what not very great extent, doubts as to the 
genuineness of the text are still possible. 

The Professor might have added that this autograph, 
thus accurately preserved, and now in the hands of 
every reader of the corrected Greek text of the New 
Testament. is faith fully represented to the eye of every 
English reader in the renderings and marginal readings 
of the Revised Version. For while, as the textual critics 
make plain to us, seven-eighths of the words of the New 
Testament are now printed in the very form in which 
they came from the original penmen, and nine hundred 
and ninety-nine thousandths of it absolutely so in mean
ing: and while we can put our finger on every word 
about which there remains any doubt: the marginal reau
ings of the revised ?\ ew Testament enable the reader 
who knows not a word of Greek to put his finger also 
on these words, and to know that all the rest are pre
cisely those of the autographs. It is a most mischievous 
and deceptive device, therefore, originating from the 
heat of controversy. to speak of the autographic writing 
of the apostles as though it were lost to the world. never 
to be known again except by conjecture. Thank God, 
we have it in a purer form than our fathers had. even 
back to the early ages of the faith: and with this auto
graphic writing in our hands. we stand before those who 
would criticize its representations. and say: Gentlemen, 
show us an error here which by a fair logical process 
can be certainly charged to the inspired penmen, and we 
will concede that to this extent their inspiration failell 
to guard against error. You have not done so yet; fm 
all the specifications which you have made fail of this 
essential condition. We would caution them also to 
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remember that there is the breadth of the hea,-ens be
tween infimtesimal errors of detail in a \'ery few m
stances, and such errors as they are constantly charging 
upon the Scriptures. errors in which multitudes of fact.;, 
argument:-; and inferences in every part of the Bible are 
discredited at the good pleasure of every opinionated 
cnttc. The former would be a puzzle worthy of pro
found consideration and an earnest effort at solution ; 
but the latter makes the Bible less reliable as a recor J 
of facts than :.racaulay's History of England or Dan
croft's History of the 1..-nited States. \\'e want no such 
llible as that. and the coming generation will ha\·e none 
at all if that is the alternative. 

[] une 4. 1893.] 

ARCIIDEACO); F.-\RR.-\R .-\:\D HIGIIER CRITI
CIS:.I. 

This voluminous and Yery popular \\Titer has recently 
published an essay in the Rc<·ic<,· of the Clzurclzcs, in 
which he defines his position on the results of recent 
criticism of the Old Testament. and defends it with his 
customary \·ehemence. It is by no means a surprise to 
those who have kept pace with him in his numerous 
productions to learn that he stands with the advanced 
column of the higher critics; for alth::H1gh he has bee.1 
comparatively silent on the subject, and has neYer before 
publicly avowed his conclu;;ions, it has been increasingly 
clear that his views of inspiration were leading him in 
that direction. In his earlier days as a writer. he pub
lished an e.::say on "Inspiration," in which, when speak
ing of the charge that the Biblical writers have fallen 
into mistakes. he says: "That they did so err, I am not 
so irreverent as to assert, nor has the widest learning 
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and the acutest ingenuity of skepticism ever pointed out 
one complete and demonstrable error of fact or doctrine 
in the Old or New Testament." Since then it seems 
that he has become ··so irreverent"' as to charge that 
they have committed multitudes of errors; and he has 
either concluded that the old skeptics were more acute 
than he then thought they were, or he has found the 
newer skeptics more acute than the old set. He define3, 
in the terms following. his conception of the way in 
which revealed truth, if it is right to so style it, came 
to the sacred writers: 

The revelation came to men through the circumstances and 
conditions of their lives, which were the voice of God to iheir 
own reason and conscience, speaking to them in the course of 
national events, and the divine education of personal experience, 
not in breaths of articulated air. 

These statements contain an explicit denial of miracu
lous inspiration. and they bring the sources of informa
tion of the sacred writers down to the level of those 
which all other writers enjoy. What is it, then, but 
sheer nonsense, to speak of them as inspired writers? 
It is worse than nonsense, it is deceit; for by the con
tinued use of this term these men keep up the appearance 
of believing what is represented by it, of distinguishing 
the Dible writers from others. when in reality they deny 
what they seem to affirm. The latter clause of thi-; 
extract is intended to cast a slur on the current concep
tion of inspiration. "Not in breaths of articulated air." 
Who has affirmed what is here formally denied? And 
if no one has so affirmed, why the unfairness of insinu
ating, for the purpose of ridicule, that they have? It is 
a rare virtue to correctly represent an opponent's posi
tion-a virtue which few, if any, of the destructive 
critics have learned to appreciate. 
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It seems from a personal reminiscence mentioned in 
the essay that. although Farrar's a\·owal of belief in the 
conclusions of advanced critics has been so clelayecl, the 
leaven of it has been working in him for a long time; 
for he tells us that when Colenso was being prosecuted 
for his infidel \York on the Pentateuch and Joshua: abot•t 
thirty years ago. he and Dean Stanley stood by him. I le 
seems to congratulate himself on having helped to defeat 
the effort then made to remove from the Church of Eng
land the reproach of having a bishop \Yho dar:!d to write 
such books as Colen so publi~hecl. If that church had 
been pure enough at that time to purge herself of such 
a bishop. it is highly probable that it would not now 
have within its folds so many canons, professors, arch
deacons and bishops who publish sentiments equally 
destructiYe of the faith of the people. and t>qually dis
creditable to the church which tolerates them. 

\Yhile Archdeacon Farrar is certainly one of the 
most eloquent of living writers and a scholar c.f exhaus
tive research on the subjects which engage his pen. he is 
by no means noted for logical power, and he sometimes 
indulges in speculations which can scarcely spring from 
a sober judgment. The readers of his "Early Days ot 
Christianity" will recall, as specimens both of wild specu
lation and inconclusiYe reasoning. his positions on the 
genuineness of 2 Peter ancl the authorship of Hebrews. 
His labored attempt to prove tliat .-\pollos was the most 
probable author of the latter Epistle, it will be remem
bered, was based chiefly on the style of the Epistle: yet 
there is not a line in existence from the pen of Apollos 
to give one the remotest idea as to what his style wa<;. 
As to 2 Peter. he labors at great length to prove that it 
was not written by the apostle. and yet he comes to the 
conclusion at last that it may have been written by some 
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one under the immediate direction of the apostle. Such 
specimens of criticism, based on style, ought to have 
taught him ·and others some caution in applying the 
same method to the Hebrew books of the Old Testa
ment-to a language with which they are less familiar 
than with the Greek. 

So far as I can gather from the notices of this essay 
which I have seen, for I have not yet obtained access to 
the essay itself, there is no attempt in it to make advances 
on the established method of argumentation, nor to 
throw any new light on the subject. The author in
dulges in bold statements in much disparagement of the 
views which he opposes, and in some predictions after 
the manner of our own countryman, Professor Briggs. 
He allows only twenty years till "no one whose intellect 
has not been absolutely fossilized will be found to ques
tion" these conclusions. How many years was it that 
Voltaire allowed himself to obliterate the memory of 
Jesus of Nazareth? Predictions are cheap; that is, the 
kind which modern prophets announce while they are 
vainly striving to make it appear that the ancient proph
ets had no inspiration different from their own. 

One of the most surprising things in this essay is tl1c 
Archdeacon's statement of the first advantage which is 
gained by the conclusions of the critics whom he follows. 
It is this: "We gain at once the enormous advantag-e 
that ninety-nine hundredths of the assaults and objec
tions of infidels and secularists are at once rendered 
innocuous." How this can be when ninety-nine hun
dredths of the objections of infidels are admitted, and 
their validity insisted upon by the critics, T can not 
understand. I think that a man must certainly have to 
become an archdeacon in order to understand how an 
objection can become innocuous by its validity being 
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admitted. On the other hand. he claims tint by these 
theories "we lose only a meless fetish of human theory; 
a false, lifeless and impossible dogma, which in these 
clays could only crush to atoms an intelligent faith, if it 
were regarded as an essential of religion." He refers 
to the theory of the infallibility of the autograph Scrip
tures; but here he presents another puzzle; for how is 
it pos~ible that this theory can now "crush to atoms an 
intelligent faith"? I have been of the opinion that an 
intelligent faith is one that can not be crushed to atoms 
at all. Such a faith. accompanied with belief in the 
inspiration and truthfulness of the Scriptures, has with
stood all the crushers of eighteen centuries, and it is not 
nry likely to be crushed to atoms at this late date. Does 
the venerable archdeacon mean that his own faith was 
about to be crushed to atoms when belief in the new 
criticism came to his relief, and saved him from infidei
ity? It looks very much that way. Perhaps he found 
his first relief from a weakening faith when he fell into 
the advocacy of a second probation, and wrote his book 
entitled "Eternal Hope.'' 

[] uly 1. 1893.l 

PA.CL'S !<OCR HG~DRED A~D THIRTY YEARS. 

Some weeks ago I received a request from a highly 
respected brother to explain the apparent rliscrepancy 
involved in Paul's statement (Gal. 3: 17) of the time 
bet\\·een the covenant and the law. I replied that it was 
my intention to speak of it in connection with Professor 
Drigg< defense before the ~ew York Presbytery. and 
that I would do so as soon as some matters in regard 
to the Old Testament which I had on hand were dis
posed of. I now fulfill that promise. 
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In his attempt to justify his denial of the inerrancy 
of the Scriptures, Professor Driggs brought forward 
this alleged example of error with great confidence. He 
stated the case in the following terms: 

The Epistle to the Galatians contains a serious chronological 
error, according to the opinion of most scholars. "l\'ow this l 
say: A covenant confirmed beforehand by God, the law, which 
came four hundred and thirty years after, doth not disannul, so 
as to make the promise of none effect" (Gal. 3: 17). 

This four hundred and thirty years from the promise to 
Abraham until the law-giving, is in accordance with the four 
hundred years of the prediction in Gen. 15: J 3, and Acts 7: 6; 
but it is contrary to the narrative (Ex. 12: 40), which gives the 
sojourn in Egypt as four hundred and thirty years. However, 
the LXX. version, by an insertion in the text, overcomes the 
difficulty; but this text is not accepted by the best criticism. 
This difference in chronology invo}yes an error either on one 
side or the other. Dillmann shows that the genealogical tables 
are also widely discrepant in the number of generatim1s during 
the period from the descent into Egypt until the law-giving. 
The general opinion is that the four hundred and thirty is cor
rect and that Stephen and Paul are in error. 

The Professor had no occasion to bring the state
ments of Stephen and of Gen. 15: 13 into the account; 
for they do not stand on the same footing with that 
made by Paul. If the figures of Ex. 12: 40 are exact, 
then these two are sufficiently so as general statements. 
That is, if the actual time of the sojourn in Egypt is 
four hunclrccl and thirty years, it was perfectly legitimate 
in prediction to use round figures and call it four hun
dred years, as is clone in Genesis; and it was equally 
legitimate in Stephen's speech. Paul's statement alone 
is in question, and the mention of the other passages in 
this connection is calculated only to confuse readers who 
are not accurately informed. 

The Professor betrays a knowledge of the true ex-
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planation of this matter by what he says of the LXX. 
\"ersion, yet what he says about it i,; misleading. H~ 

says: "The LXX. \"ersion. by an insertion in the text, 
o\·ercomes the difficulty; but this text is not accepted by 
the best criticism." The insertion referred to, insteaJ 
of O\"ercoming the difficulty, as is here asserted. is really 
the occasion of it: and the question. whether this inser
tion is accepted by the best criticism. has nothing to do 
with the matter in hand. The facts in the case are thes~. 
The Hebrew text of Ex. 12: 40 reads thus: "i\ow th·.! 
sojourning of the children of Israel, \\·hich they so
journed in Egypt. was four hundred and thirty years." 
The text of the LXX. reads thus: "~ow the sojourning· 
of the children of Israel which they >'Ojournecl in the 
land of Canaan and in Egypt. was four h'mdred ant! 
thirty years." The latter statement. naturally interpreted 
as including among the people designated their fathers 
Abraham. Isaac and Jacob, means that it was four hui1-
clred and thirty years from the entrance of Abraham 
into Canaan till the gi'"ing of the law, which occurred 
in the same year with the departure from Egypt. This 
is the interpretation which was actually accepted by 
many of the older modern commentators, and they con
~truecl the figures in Genesis and in Acts accordingly. 

:\ow, when Paul wrote the Epistle to the Galatians, 
and all through the period of :\ ew Testament literature, 
the \·ersion of the LXX. was the Dible of the whole 
Jewish and Christian world. It was the only Bible read 
by Gentiles, and it was the only one read by Jews, except 
the few who were educated in Hebrew. then a dead 
language. as it is this clay. It is highly probable that 
Paul was the only one of the twelve apostle~ who had 
been educated in Hebrew, and could read with fluency 
the Hebrew Bible. This must naturally na\"e led him 
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to read it but little; for he would naturally read chiefly 
for his own edification the ver ~ion which he was com
pelled to read when he read to his brethren. It is due 
to this fact that much the greater portion of the quota
tions in the New Testament from the Olcl are taken from 
this version, as is proved by their agreeing verbally 
more closely with it than with the Hebrew. There wa5 
almost a necessity laid on the apostles to thus quote the 
Scriptures; for they were engaged in constant contra· 
versy with the Jews, and any serious departure, or any 
departure from this text which could be used to their 
apparent advantage in controversy, was to be avoided. 
Men of mature years now living can remember when 
we were similarly situated with regard to the English 
version then used universally in this country and b.f 
many regarded as the original word of God. If we 
departed from its text in any particular. we were liable 
to be severely criticized. In consequence of this state of 
things, Paul, in the passage under discussion, took the 
figures of the Septuagint, as he had always read them, 
and as they were read by friends and foes alike: and it 
is not at all probable, I think, that he had ever noticed 
the difference between them and those in the Hebrew. 
Even if he had, he had not been able, unless a special 
revelation had made him so, to decide absolutely which 
text was •orrect; that is, to determine whether the LXX. 
had interpolated the text in translating it, or the Hebrew 
text had been altered since the version of the LXX. was 
made. Had he followed the Hebrew text, any one of 
his readers whose only Bible was the Greek. might have 
supposed that he had cor~1mitted an error, and unde
sirable controversy might have been the result-a con
troversy for which the scholars of that age were il~ 

prepared. 
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This is undoubtedly the true explanation of the mat
ter. so far as it goes; but the que;.tion whether an error 
was committed, is not yet reached. Did Paul, in thus 
quoting figures from the Septuagint \\·hich disagree with 
those in the llebrew text, commit an error in chronol
ogy? Grant that the Septuagint version is incorrect, and 
how is it with Paul? If it had been the purpose of the 
latter to state the exact period between the promise tL) 
Abraham and the giving of the law, he wou!d certainly 
have committed an error; for the real time included i<; 
nearer six hundred years than four hundred and thirty. 
But was this his purpose? Is this ,,·hat he was aiming 
at? His real aim is to show that the giving of the law 
could not make the covenant of no effect, seeing th:~t 

it came a long time after the covenant was confirmed; 
and he says that it came four hundred and thirty years 
a fter. This is strictly true. though only a part of th~ 
truth. It is the very time which the common readers of 
the Greek text supposed to . be the exact time. and it was 
long en::mgh to answer the purpose of Paul's argument. 
If he had said four hundred. or three hundred. year~. 
this would also have been true, and would have suited 
his argument; and his only reason for fixing upon four 
hundred and thirty is, that these figures were found in 
the text commonly read. The difficulty is overcome. 
then, to use Professor Driggs' phraseology, by finding 
that Paul was not aiming to give the exact time between 
the two evenb. but simply to show by the evidence of 
the common version of the Scriptures that the one came 
long enough after the other to serve the purpose of his 
argument. He is guilty. then. of no error. either in 
thought or in word. although he makes use of figure:; 
which were. I doubt not. mistakenly u~ed by the trans
lators of the Greek version. It is a case like thi,.;: f 
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say 111 conversation that I have not seen a certain man 
for twenty years. It is discovered afterward that the 
exact time since I saw him was thirt:;• years. Who would 
think of charging me with an error? There ought to 
be no need of all this argumentation to correct such a 
man as Professor Briggs; for if he were half as solicit
.;Jus for the vindication of the truthfulness of the Bible 
as he is for the ('Stablishment of his false theory respect
ing it, he could and would have given the same explan:I
tion, and perhaps he would have given it more force thaa 
I have, or can. 

I must not pass by without notice what the Professor 
says about the genealogical tables. His statement that 
Dillmann has showed that these tables are widely dis
crepant in the number of generations during the periorl 
between the migration into Egypt and the exode, is not 
strict!y correct. There is no discrepancy, and conse
quently. though I have not seen the work of Dillman.1, 
to which he refers. I can safely call in question the 
assertion. The genealogy is incomplete, several names 
having been omitted from the list of the ancestors of 
Moses and Aaron in Ex. 6: 16-zo, as in :.\1atthew·~ 

genealogy of our Lord, and in Ezra's genealogy of him
self; but these involve neither a discrepancy nor a mis
take. Here, again, I venture the opinion that Professor 
Briggs is well enough posted to easily defend the Bible 
against this charge. if a defense of its truthfulness had 
been the purpose before him. 

In conclusion, I will say. as I have often said, that 
when an error of any kind is clearly proved against any 
writer in the Dible, I will admit it, and let it modify as 
much as it must my view of the book in which it is 
found; but I am not ready to admit the existence of 
errors in any book because of the possibility that there 
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may be some, or because of some theory of inspiration 
which is consistent with their existence. Show me an 
error which is not fairly accounted for as the work of 
an interpolator, copyist or editor, and I will modify my 
conception of inspiration in accordance with the fact: 
but clo not ask me to admit some loose theory of inspira
tion in order to account for errors whose existence I am 
required to admit without eviuence. 

[July 8. 1893.] 

KIXGS A::\D CHRO::\ICLES. 

Any one who carefully compares the history .of Judah 
as set forth in Kings with that contained in Chronicles, 
can see very clearly that the two writers treat the history 
from very distinct points of view; and this was observed 
by the old commentators, who wrote before modern 
destructive criticism was thought of. In the latter ;t 

special purpose in writing was to bring into greater 
prominence than it had received in the older books the 
position of the priesthood, and the observance of the 
Levitical law. Dut this furnishes no reason for discredit
ing the narration. If there had been no new and differ
ent point of view from which to see the history. no new 
book \\lOuld have been wntten. Does any one now dis
credit ~Iacaulay"s History of England, because he wrote 
with a purpose quite different from that of Hume? 
Does he discredit Green's Ilistory of the Engli~h People, 
because it looks at English history from an angle quite 
different from that of either H ume or :\Iacaulay? S:tch 
an absurdity ic; not thought of: and yet men who boa~t 
of being adepts in the criticism of history are guilty of 
this yery absurdity when they treat of the historic:1l 
books of the Bible. · 
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This absurdity, great as it appears from the consider
ation just mentioned, is enormously magnified when we 
consider it in the light of the real facts respecting those 
earlier narratives in the Books of Kings. Has any one 
told us how much space is given in these books to th~ 
history of Judah? If any one has. I have not seen it. 
I have taken the pains to estimate it myself, by meas
uring separately the portion of the joint account of 
Judah and Israel between the death of Solomon and th~ 
captivity of Israel, which is given distinctively to Judah; 
and although the period covered is about two hundred 
and fifty years. the space occupied is only sixtcc11 pages 
and a fraction in my Dible. printed in pica type. In 
other words, if the whole history of the kingdom of 
Judah, found in the nooks of Kings, during this tw:) 
hundred and fifty years, were printed in a pamphlet of 
ordinary size, with la:ge type, the pamphlet would con
tain only sixteen pages. Dut brief-amazingly brief
as this history is, the author of Chronicles is not to be 
believed when he adds. to it a few statements. \iVhen. 
that is, he gives a little more fullness, and a very little, 
to the history of his country, and especially to the relig
ious aspect of the history, he is charged with inventinP,· 
his fact s because they are not found in the little pamphl.:t 
written before his clay. There has never been such a:1 
:J.bsurclity in historical criticism. I suppose, since the 
world began , and yet this is the stuff we are requirerl 
to credit as "scientific criticism,'' or incur the penalty of 
being styled • unscientific traditionalists. Yes, "a1lti
critics" is the latest name invented for us, Charles A. 
Driggs being the inventor. 

We would further state in this connection that, while 
only sixteen pages of the joint history are given to J uclah, 
the whole number of pages in this joint history is eighty-
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four. This shows that the author of the Dooks of Kings 
had in Yiew chiefly the history of the northern kingdom, 
to ,,·hich he gives sixty-eight of his eighty-four pages, 
:>.nd that the account which he giYes of J uclah is second
ary, if not incidental. The author of Chronicles devotes 
so much of his space as relates to the same period wholly 
to the kingdom of Judah: 2.nd he narrates more fully 
both the political and religious history of his country. 
This shows the difference of aim of the two writers, and 
there is no more reason to charge the one than the other 
with an aim inconsistent with the truth of nistory. 

-\ great deal has yet to be written in defense of the 
Dooks of Chronicles. and I hope that ere long some com
petent scholar will give us a volume devoted to it. 

[July 22, 1893.] 

PROFESSOR SX:\DA Y OX BIBLICAL IXSPIRA
TIOX. 

Professor Sanday. of Oxford, is one of the mo>t 
cautious and conservative of the English scholars who 
haYe accepted the leading results of advanced criticism. 
He is also one of the most perspicuous writers of the 
whole class. It is a pleasure to read what he writes evc:1 
when you can not agree with him. He has published, 
in a small volume under the title "The Oracles of God." 
nine lectures chiefly devoted to the subject of Biblical 
inspiration. and I call attention to it because it illustrates 
the inconsistencies and the evil tendencies of the criti
cism which he has espoused, even in its mildest form. 

Critics of this class are forced into inconsistencies by 
the effort to maintain their old faith while a\'Owing con
victions which they vainly try to reconcile with it. Here, 
for instance, is an extract from the fifth of · these lee-
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tures, which one might credit to Dishop Ellicott or Pro
fessor Green ,: 

The Biblical writers themselves were convinced that the 
words which they spoke were put into their mouths by God. 
They speak in accents of perfect confidence and perfect sin
cerity. There is none of the straining of personal assumption 
about them. They take no credit for it. In the most conspicu
ous instances there is not only no eagerness to claim inspiration, 
but a positive shrinking from it. Their reluctance is in each 
case overborne by a Power which the writer feels to be outside 
himself. The Spirit of the Lord took hold of them and made 
them for the time being its organs. This was their own belief. 
And looking back upon their words in the light thrown upon 
them by history, we can not think they were wrong (p. 62). 

How easy it would be, if a man were interested in 
showing that criticism as understood by this writer is 
thoroughly harmless, to quote this passage in proof, an:l 
declaim against those who oppose it. Dut now turn a 
few pages and see what this author says in another 
lecture: 

In all that relates to the revelation of God and his will, the 
writers assert for themselves a definite inspiration; they claim 
to speak with an authority higher than their own. But in regard 
to the narrative of events, and to processes of literary composi
tion, there is nothing so exceptional about them as to exempt 
them from the conditions to which other works would be 
exposed at the same time and place ( p. 75). 

I know nothing which would mark off these merely as nar
ratives from others of the same kind outside the Bible. I know 
of nothing which should isolate them, and prevent us from judg
ing them as we should other similar narratives. Their authority 
must needs rise or fall according to the relation of the writer 
to the events; some will rank higher, some lower; some will 
carry with them better attestation than others. But so far as 
the Bible itself instructs us on the point, I do not see how we 
can claim for them a strict immunity from error (p. 70). 

Its text is not infallible; its grammar is not infallible; its 
science is not infallible, and there is grave question whether its 
history is altogether infallible (p. 36). 
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Put these last extracts side by side with the first. and 
the inconsistency is most glaring. :-loreover, while the 
statements in the first are based on the express declara
tions of the nible writers, who there receive full credit 
for what they claim, there is no citation of a Dible writer 
in support of anything said in the latter. \\'hy did not 
Professor Sanday quote something from a prophet or 
an apostle \Yhich declares that when writing on one sub
ject they wrote by inspiration, but that when writing
mere narratiYe they were no more exempt from error 
than other \\Titers? He has searched the Bible; he 
knows its contents \\·ell; and surely he would have sup
ported his assertions on this point by some Scripture 
statement, if such can be found. The truth is that such 
a distinction is ne,·er hinted at by an inspired writer. It 
is a figment of the imagination devised for the support 
of a destructive theory. The only passage in the Dible 
which, misconstrued and misapplied, is claimed as mak
ing some such distinction, is the seventh chapter of I 

Corinthians, and this passage is not a narration. but a 
solemn setting forth of doctrine on the all-important 
subject of marriage. 

Xow a word in regard to the tendencies of this kind 
of criticism even in the hands of such cautious and con
servative men as Professor Sanda y is known to be. I :1 

the first of these lectures he speaks of the disquietude 
and anxiety of good people which haYe been excited by 
the writings of such critics as himself. and the purpose 
of the lecture is to remoYe these feelings from his read
ers. Here he candidly says: 

This uneasy feeling is not lessened by the fact t-hat the 
expressions of opinions by which it has been excited have not 
had anything of the nature of an attack. They ha\·e not come 
from the extreme left or from the destructive party in ecclesi-
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astical politics and theology, but they have come from men of 
known weight and sobriety of judgment, from men of strong 
Christian convictions, who, it is felt, would not lightly disturb 
such convictions in others; men, too, of learning, who do not 
~reak without knowing what they say (p. s). 

Here by the expression, "the extreme left," is meant 
the rationalistic critics of Germany, whom he also styles 
' 'the destructive party in ecclesiastical politics and the
ology." He evidently expects to receive some credit with 
Englishmen because he is not of that party. Dut in the 
sixth lecture, where he sets forth the gain secured by 
t he results of criticism, he says: 

Of course I do not mean that we shall grasp the whole 
amount of this gain at once. This, too, like all other processes, 
must be gradual. But it is a process on which, as it seems to 
me. we are well launched. The Continent is ahead of us at 
present. In Germany especially the results of criticism have been 
more fully assimilated, but I believe that we shall soon do more 
than make up for lost time. As the scholars of our own, in 
whose hands the working out of these problems lies, are dts
tinguished by a peculiarly happy balance between the interest of 
relig ion and of science, we may be sure that the one will not 
be sacrificed to the other (p. 83). 

Here there is an indirect admission that English 
critics are well launched on the process on which th·~ 

Continental, and especia lly the German critics, are already 
ahead of them, and there is a confident hope that they 
will soon more than make up for lost time. True, there 
is an expression of hope that they will not, as the others 
have clone, sacrifice religion to science, but how can the,v 
avoid this, if they follow hard after those who are before 
them in the race? And how can this hope be enter
tamed, when to the full extent of the following thus fac 
the effects upon the faith of the people are the same? 

This evil tendency is also plainly seen in Professor 
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Sanday's tre:J.tment of another theme which he intro
duces in the course of hi~ lectures, the relation of the 
religion of the Dible to tho~e which, in the Dible, arc 
everywhere referred to as false religions. It is a com
mon characteristic of the advocates and exponents of 
destructive criticism to minimize the difference between 
the true religion and heathenism, and to give to the latter 
a credit which is utterly denied in the Bible. .-\ few 
extracts will show this characteristic of the lecture:> 
before us: 

?\o doubt there is a relative justification, similar in kind to 
that which has just been urged in this lecture. for other religions 
besides Christianity. :\Iohammedanism we need not count, be
cause its best elements are common to Christianity and derind 
from it or from Judaism. But Buddhism may allege with good 
reason the number of its YOtaries. It is impossible to read the 
life and teaching of Gautama without feeling that he too had 
an impulse from the Holy One. It would be little in accordance 
with Christian doctrine to maintain that the di,·ine influences 
which were youchsafed in so large a measure to select spirits 
in Palestine were wholly wanting in India or Greece ( p. ol6, 
note). 

I can not bring myself. and there is really nothing in the 
history of Chnstianity to compel me to bring myself. to di,·ide 
religions absolutely into true and false. From the first days of 
Christian teaching down to our own there has not been wanting 
a succession of men who .haYe seen and rejoiced in the elements 
of good in creeds which we haYe not subscribed. Take a phe
nomenon like the oracle at Delphi: take that most touching 
account which Plato gi,·es of the daimo11io11 of Socrates; take 
the teaching of Gautama (Buddha); analyze the character of 
1\fohammed-shall we say there is no spark from hea\'en in 
these (p. 9-l)? 

Enough for the present-enough to ~how that th·~ 

most conser\'ative class of the aclvancecl critics are "well 
launched'' -on the stream \\'hich has floated German the
ologians into blank unbelief. and \\·hich has so aclulter-
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ated the pu!t gold of the Dible as to make it distinguish
able only in degree from the heathenism of ancient 
Greece and modern India. Let young men who hav<~ 

had thought o f launching their little barks on the same 
waters take notice and think before they act. 

[July 29, I8gJ.] 

HOW SHALL \VE SPELL THE NAME? 

Scholars owe something to the uneducated, and often 
they are neglectful of the debt. They owe to them such 
simplicity o f speech as will convey their meaning with
out confusion. \Ve have in our printed Dibles. in a few 
instances, the name Jehovah: and if the American Com
mittee of the Revisers had prevailed, we should have had 
it hundreds o f times in our Old Testament. It is the 
distinctive personal name in liebrew of the true Gocl. 
Instead of giving us this name in the English version, 
the translators have represented it by the word LORD, 
printed in capital letters. It has become quite common 
to use the name in critical writings: and it is often neces
sary to do so in order to preserve precision: but th~ 
uneducated reader is con fused by finding it printed in 
various works in three different fo rms. Some writers 
have it Yahveh, some Yahweh, and some J ehovah, while 
Dr. James Robertson has recently introduced the form 
Jahaveh. The first two come nearer representing the 
original than J ehovah, and so does the last: but so long 
as the last is found in our English Bible I think it is due 
to the unlearned reader that English scholars shall give 
it the preference. If there were a difference in the 
meaning. this would be proper: for accuracy of knowl
edge should never be sacrificed for the accommodation 
of ignorance: but in this case nothing is involved but the 
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form of representing in Engli~h a Hebrew name. alHl 
the form which our Dible places before the common 
reader should, 111 accommodation to him, be employer! 
by scholars. 

[Aug. 5, I8gJ.] 

01< HDISELF? OR 01< SO:.IE OTHER :.I..-\~? 

\\'hen the eunu~h raised the question in regard to the 
fifty-third chapter of Isaiah, "Of whom speaketh the 
prophet this? of himself? or of some other man?" Philip. 
settled it for him in a few minutes: and for unsophis
ticated believers it has been settled eYer since. Dut the 
critics who have discovered that Isaiah did not write the 
last half of the book which bears his name. and have 
propounded a new interpretation of much of it. have 
also, at least some of them. discovered that Philip _was 
mistaken in his interpretation. Professor Smend. of 
Gottingen, has published a very elaborate work on "The 
History of the Religion of the Old Testament," in which 
he gives a totally different ans\ver to the eunuch's ques
tion. He is represented in the July Thinker as follo\\'S: 
''Professor Smend agrees with Professor Duhm in sup
posing that there was some Israelite saint of rare piety 

· and meekness who was mi-sunderstood and martyred. and 
whose sufferings and death were believed to atone for 
the sin of his people, of whom no distinct trace can be 
found in any other part of the Hebrew Scriptures or in 
Jewish tradition. This unknown martyr was regarded 
by the equally unknown author of these hymns, and by 
the not less unknown compiler. usually designated as 
Deutero-Isaiah, as the spiritual father of men who would 
establish a new Israel. which would be converted to 
Jehovah. and would obtain pardon from him on the basis 
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of the atonement provided by the martyr's death. The 
innocent sufferer would, by his unmerited suffering and 
death, atone for and restore the sinful people, and so 
live again i!l Israel, and thereby carry out Jehovah's pur
pose for the world. The age which witnessed this un
precedented martyrdom is virtually pronounced undis-
cc>verable by Professor Duhm, although he half hinls 
tl1at it may have lain between the Exile and ~Iaccabean 
period. Such writers seem to have- adopted the rule, 
anything to get rid of the truth. 

[Sept. 30, 1893.] 

THE AUTHORSHIP OF HEDREWS. 

The fact that the author of the Epistle to the He
brews purposely wrote anonymously made room for a 
clisctJssion. which began in the second century ~mel has 
continued to the present clay. as to who the anthor was. 
Of course, when the epistle first went forth amOJ;g the 
disciples, its authorship was .known to those into whose 
hands it was placed for distribution. Dut the absence 
of the author's name indicates a purpose to keep it con
cealed, and thos~ to whom it was first intrusted were 
donbtless charged to promote this purpose. We have 
no means of knowing to what extent it was successfuily · 
carried out at the time, or during the first hundred 
years: but the e.Pistle came down to the close of the 
third century nncler Paul's name, yet with doubts in the 
minds of some whether it was named correctly. Euse
bius, who liYed at this period, says: "Of Paul the four
teen epistles commonly received are at once rr..:mifest and 
clear. It is not right, however, to ignore the fact that 
some have rejected the Epistle to the Hebrews, assert
ing that it is gainsaid by the Church of Rome as not 
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being Paul':-;." This shows that some doubted the epi~
tle, and that the point of doubt was its authorship. 
Eusebius himself. ho\\'cver, does not entertain thi~ doubt; 
for he says that "the fourteen epistle:-;," commonly re
ceived as l'aul's, "arc at once manifest and clear." 

Origen, who \\'as a teacher at the close of the second 
century, and \\'ho \\'rOte about one hundred years earlier 
than Eusebius. is quoted by the latter as saying: "I 
would say that the thoughts are the apostle's. but the 
diction and phraseology belong to some one \\'ho has 
recorded what the apostle said, and one ,,·ho \\TOte down 
at his leisure \\·hat his master dictated. If. then, any 
church considers this epistle as coming from Paul. let 
it be commended for this: for neither did tho~e a:1cient 
men deliver it as such without cause. Dut ,,·ho it was 
that actually wrote the epistle, God only knows. The 
account. ho\\'ever. that has been current before tb is, 
according to some, that Clement, who was bishop of 
Rome, wrote the epistle: according to others. that it ,,·as 
written by Luke, who wro.te the Gospel and Acts" 
(Eccles. IIi st. \'I. 25). .-\ careful inspection of these 
words brings out the following points of evidence: 
First, that "the ancient men." those so called in the end 
of the second century. had delivered this epistle to their 
successors as having come from Paul. Second, that 
there had been current. before Origcn's day. the belief 
among some that the composition of the epistle ,,·as the 
work of Clement. and among others that it ,,-a:-; the \York 
of Luke. Third, that even those wiD held the one or 
the other of the last two opinions. believed that Paul was 
the author of the thoug-hts, and that. having- dictated 
these to Clement or Luke, as the case might be. he had 
left the composition in the hands of the latter. In this 
instance the difference between the work performed by 
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the latter and that of Tertius, who wrote the Epistle to 
the Romans, is that in the latter case Paul dictated the 
words, and that in the former he gave utterance to the 
thoughts, a paragraph or a section at a time, and left 
the exact expression o f it to his trusted fellow-laborer . 
Fourth, that Origen was himself fully convinced of the 
correctness of thi s view of the process, but was unde
cided as to the person employed as composer. Let it be 
observed, too. though it is not stated here, but else
where, that the ground of this theory, as to the com
position, was not some historical in formation to this 
effect, but the difference in style between this epistle and 
those written under Paul's name. It was, indeed, an 
attempt to account for a difference in style in a docu
ment which, with all its differences, has many of Paul's 
peculiarities of style. and the thoughts o f which were 
so thoroug hly Pauline that they could not, with any 
show of reason, be ascribed to any other. 

Clement of Alexandria was a contemporary o f Ori
gen, and was his immediate. predecessor as teacher of the 
catechetical school in his native city. He says nothing 
o f the epistle in his extant writings. but his opinion is 
quoted by Eusebius from one of his lost works, as fol
lows: "The Epistle to the Hebrews was written to the 
Hebrews by Paul in the Hebrew tongue; but it was 
carefully translated by Luke, and published among the 
Greeks. Whence one also finds the same character of 
style and of phraseology in the epistles as in Acts. But 
it is probable that the title. Paul the apostle. was not 
prefixed to it. For as he wrote to the Hebrews who 
had imbibed prejudices against him, and suspected him, 
he wisely guards against diverting them from the pe
rusal by giving his name" (Eccles. Hist. VI. 14). This 
is another attempt to reconcile the undoubted Pauline 
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authorship of the thoughts in the epi~tle \\·ith the simi
larity of the style to that of Luke. The fact that his 
explanation differs from that of. his friend and contem
porary, Origen, shows that neither rested on historical 
information, but on conjecture. To Clement it appeared 
more reasonable to ,.;uppose that Luke.,, style got into the 
document by hi,; translating it out of Hebrew into Greek, 
than by his being left. after hearing Paul express his 
thoughts. to write them clmn1 in his own \\·ay. The 
conjecture. too, that he at first wrote in Hebrew, \\·as 
not an improbable one. seeing that he wrote especially 
for Hebrew readers. Finally. the probable reason sug
gested for the singular fact that no name \\·as attached 
to the document. notwithstanding its obvious character 
as an epistle. is thoroughly in harmony \Yith the facts 
in the case. 

Tertullian. who was a contemporary of both Clement 
and Origen. and \Yho li,·ed at Carthage. says. without 
qualification. that the epistle was written by Barnabas: 
but he doe~ not state the ground~ for the assertion. and 
we find no trace of this opinion in any other ancient 
writer. Tertullian \\·as a Latin. and not a Greek. scholar. 
and consequently he was not able to appreciate those 
differences of style which had arrestee! the attention of 
his two famous contemporarie~. who were thoroughly 
educated in. Greek from their childhood. These three 
are the great Chri~tian scholars and writers of their age: 
and their statements furnish reliable in formation as to 
the state of opinion in their clay, say one hundred an<! 
forty years after the date of the epistle if Paul wrote it 
or dictated it. .\ fter this time doubts were still enter
tained by many a, to its Pauline authorship. until the 
meeting of the Council of Carthage at the clo,o.e of the 
fourth century. when the question seems to haYe been 
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settled among anc1ent sch::>lars; for this council ascribed 
the epistle to Paul without qualification. From that time 
the question rested until Luther revived it by expressing 
the opinion that Apollos was the author; but his opinion 
was allowed to pass almost in silence, until it was revived 
by Farrar, ancl supported by elaborate argumentation in 
his "Early Days of Christianity." Since then it has been 
quite the style to echo Farrar's opinion, and it has become 
almost universal to deny that Paul was the author. This 
modern denial of the Pauline authorship, however, had 
its origin farther back. It was argued strenuously by 
Daur and his successors of the Tubingen school of 
rationalists, ancl believing critics have very generally 
succumbed to the arguments of the great unbeliever. 

It appears to me like one of the freaks of criticism 
that a document whose Pauline authorship is denier! 
chiefly on the ground of its style should be ascribed by 
those who make this objection to one of whose style 
these critics know absolutely nothing; for they have not 
a line from the pen of Apollos, nor even a sentence 
quoted from any of his speeches; and how, then, can 
they know anything at all about his style? The scholars 
of the second century reasoned more sensibly; for they 
knew the style of Luke, and of Clement of Rome, and 
consequently they did not strike out in the clark when 
they ascribed the composition of this document to the 
one or the other. 

Apart from the question of style, which is a most 
precarious ground on which to argue the authorship of 
a document, especially when it is admitted. as in this 
case, that the document contains many of Paul's pecu
liarities of expression, Farrar enumerates ten facts by 
which he identifies the author. I quote them with a 
remark under each: 
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1. "The writer was a Jew; for he writes as though 
heathendom were practically non-existent." 

Dut Paul was a Jew: and in writing to the Jew;; on 
a question between Jew and Jew. there might be no 
cccasion to make mention of heathendom. 

2. ''He was a Hellenist; for he exclusively quotes the 
Septuagint yersion. even where it diverges from the 
original Hebrew." 

But Paul was a Hellenist. and in his acknowledged 
epistles he usually quotes the Septuagint version. In 
writing to Hebrews. he. as well as Apollos. might do 
this; and either might do it with propriety, seeing that 
the Hebrews of the time were far more familiar with 
the Greek version than with the Hebrew original. 

J. "He had been subjected to Alexandrian training; 
for he shows deep impress of Alexandrian thought, and 
quotes from Alexandrian l.ISS. of the Septuagint with
out pausing to question the accuracy of the renderings.'' 

The latter part of this reason is a repetition from the 
second; and the first part has no force. seeing that. so 
far as there is truth in it, Paul might have been im
pressed with Alexandrian thought by his extensive read
ing, without having lived in that city. 

4· ''He was a man of great eloquence. of marked 
originality. of wide knowledge of the Scriptures. and 
of remarkable gifts in the application of Scripture argu
ments.'' 

And. pray. was not Paul pre-eminent in every one 
of the same characteristics? If they belong~d to A pol
los. much more to Paul. 

S· ''He was a friend of Timotheus. for he proposes 
to visit the Jewish churches in his company." 

And who was a more intimate friend of Timotheus 
than Paul? Is l\fr. Farrar right sure that "\pollos ever 
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met Timothy face to face? If he did, there is no hint 
o f it in the New Testament. 

6. "He was known to his readers, and writes to them 
in a tone o f authority.'' 

But Paul was well known to a vast number of the 
Hebrews; and although, as Clement suggests, he might 
have wished to remain unknown as the author of the 
epistle to many of his expected readers, he might cer
tainly be well known as such in the particular community 
to which the epistle was first sent. And as for the 
authority with which he writes, why should this be 
thought less character istic of Paul the apostle than of 
Apollos the evangelist? 

7. "He was not an apostle: for he classes himself 
with those who had been taught by the 2post1es." 

This is an allusion to what is said of " the great sal
vation" ( 2: 3), which, "first spoken by the Lord, was 
confirmed unto us by them who heard him." Dut this 
is true of Paul, though he was an apostle, seeing that, 
to use his own expression, he was ''born out of clue 
time;" for although, as he said to the Galatians, there 
was a certain sense in which the gospel was revealed to 
him by God, and in which he did not receive it from 
men (Gal. I: II, I2), yet that which had been "spoken 
first by the Lord" ~ms confirmed unto him by the apos
tles. In other words, the personal career of our Lord 
is the subject of this remark, and Paul did learn this 
from the older apostles. He learned much o f it while 
he was an unbeliever. 

8. "The apostle by whom he had been taught wa;:: 
St. Paul. for he largely though mdependently adopts 
his phraseology. and makes a special use of the Epistle 
to the Romans." 

Here is a concession which knocks the breath out of 
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all the preceding statements which had any breath in 
them: for who would be so likely to adopt Paul's pre
ceding phraseology, and to make special tbe of hi~ other 
great epistle. as Paul himself? 

9· "He wrote before the destruction of Jerusalem. 
and while the temple services were still continuing." 

Yes: but this had to be so if Paul was the writer. 
for the temple services were still continuing when Paul 
was beheaded. 

IO. "It is doubtful \Yhether he had ever been at Jeru
salem, for his references to the temple and its ritual 
seem to apply. not indeed to the temple of Onios at 
Leontopolis. but mainly to the tabernacle as described 
in the Septuagint version of the Pentateuch." 

But what is more natural. when arguing from the 
law of ~loses. than to make his references to the taber
nacle which ~loses built, rather than to the temple built 
by Solomon, or by Herod? And how can this imply that 
he had never been in J ern salem? Does a man have to 
be in Jerusalem in order to read the last chapters of 
Exodus? 

I have been Jed into this discus::;ion partly by a 
request received in a letter some weeks ago. but more 
especially by having just read in the Thinker an article 
on the question by \V. ~1. Lewis. The writer starts out 
with the statement that ''the Pauline authorship of the 
Epistle to the Hebrews can not be maintained by the 
arguments hitherto adduced by its advocates. The place, 
time and circumstances given during the life of Paul to 
its production. are untenable. and leave its difficulties 
unexplained." Then he proceeds to tell us that it was 
written in Cesarea during Paul's two years' imprison
ment there: and that the thoughts and ~cntiments were 
given by the apostle to Luke. to be clothed by him in his 
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style and language in his private study. "The thoughts 
are those of the apostle; the writer was Luke. The 
style and language of the epistle belong to the latter, 
together with some subsidiary thoughts and an unavoid
able coloring. even to the subject-matter.'' 

I am so unfortunate as not to know 'vV. l\I. Lewis; 
and I can not decide with certainty whether the article 
in the Thinker is his, or a representation of his by the 
editor: but, at any rate. here is a return to the theory 
of the Pauline anthorship by a writer who says that the 
old theory, to the 'ame effect. is untenable. The only 
difference, however, is that this theory locates the writ
ing in Czc,area instead of Rome, which is not really a 
new supposition, for it has been held before by some 
of the advocates of the old theory. Furthermore, the 
supposed process of the composition is but a revival of 
Origen 's supposition. so that the nineteenth century goes 
back to the second century for instruction on a question 
which was settled for us that long ago. If :\Ir. Lewis' 
essay is to be regarded as a pointer, it looks as if the 
authorship of this noble document, which is, and ever 
must be, the world's only safe guide in tracing the dis
tinction between Judaism and Christianity, is to be set
tled at last on the only man in the early church who 
fully understood the subject, the great apostle to the 
Gentiles. So may it be. 

[Oct. ;. r8gJ.] 

IS THERE A DOUTILE ACCOUNT OF 
CREATIO~? 

The article which we published on this subject re
cently, from the pen of Professor Grubbs, was con
clusive, I think, on the points which he discussed. But 
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it is impossible to exhaust such <1. theme in a single news
paper article. and l propose to look again at it from a 
somewhat different point of view. 

Our readers are aware that the analytical theory of 
the origin of Genesis assumes that the account of crea
tion. beginning at the first !·erse of chapter r, and closing 
with the first clause of chapter 2. yerse 4. is complete 
in itself. and was written in its present form by a priestly 
writer about the time of the Babylonian captivity, while 
the account, beginning \\'ith the second clause of chapter 
2. verse 4, is a separate and conflicting account, written 
by a different author at an earlier period, perhaps before 
the captivity. Doth, of course. \\·ere written many hun
dreds of years after ::\loses. Our present task is to 
inquire whether the narratives in these two chapters are 
two independent and conflicting <!ccounts of creation. or 
one harmonious account, the latter chapter being in
tended to supply details which had been omitted in the 
first. 

The account in the first chapter of the six clays' work 
is so familiar that I will not go over it. That in the 
second chapter is less familiar; so let us see \\·hat it is. 
It begins thus: "In the cla); when the Lord God made 
earth and heaven. no plant of the field was yet in the 
earth. and no herb of the field had yet sprung up: for 
the Lorcl God hac! not caused it to rain upon the earth, 
ancl there was not a man to till the ground ; but there 
went up a mist from the earth. and watered the whole 
face of the ground.'' Here our attention is fixed on the 
moment when there was as yet no vegetation 011 the 
earth. yet there was dry ground which was watered by 
mist. though it had not yet rained. The next statement 
is this: '' .-\nd the Lord God formed man of the dust of 
the ground. and breathed into his nostrils the breath of 
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liie: and man became a li,·ing soul." That is. the forma
tion of man, including the material of his body and the 
source of his life. is mentioned next after the state
ment respecting the absence of Yegetation and rain. The 
next statement is: ".-\nd the Lord God planted a garden 
east\\·ard in Eden : and there he put the man \\·hom he 
had formed. .-\nd out of the ground the Lord God made 
to grow eYery tree that is pleasant to the eye. and good 
for food: and the tree of Iiie in the midst of the garden. 
and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. .-\nd 
a riYer went out of Eden to water the garden." Xow, 
if this account was the only one in our po~~ession, we 
\Yould suppose that this last statement is the account of 
the creation o f Yegetation on the earth. True. the state
ment is confined to a single spot. the garden in \\'hich 
the man had been placed. and it says nothing about Yege
tation outside of the garden: but this would not pre,·ent 
the conclusion just mentioned. and we ,,·ould have to 
concede what the critics say. that this account represent,; 
man as being created fir~t. and yegetation afterward . 

. -\fter a description of the riYer "·hich watered the 
garden. and an account o f man's priYilege and duty 
there. the next statement connected with creation is this : 
'' .-\nd the Lord God said, It is not good that the man 
should be alone : I \Yill make him a help meet for him . 
. -\nd out of the ground the Lord God formed every 
beast of the field. and eYery fo,d of the air. and brought 
them unto the man to see what he \Yould call them: and 
\\·hatsoeYer the man called eYery !iYing creature, that 
was the name thereof." It is clear that. on the supposi
tion \Ye are following. this \\·ould be regarded as the 
account of the first formation of beasts and birds. and 
we would consequently suppose that they also were 
formed after man. Then follows the account of the 
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formation of a woman; and thus, she would seem to 
have been formed last of all, with the creation of vegeta
tion and of beast~ and birds between the man and her. 
If, then, as the analytical critics affirm. this second chap
ter is an independent account o f creation, written by ar; 
author who knew nothing of that given in the first chap
ter. the contradiction between the two is obvious. But 
it has not come down to us as a separate document. 
\\"hatever may have been its o rigin. it has come to us 
through the hands of the writer of the Book of Genesis. 
and in passing through his hands. the two doca:nents. if 
there were two, have been combined. and in our study 
of them it is our duty to ascertain. if we can. what ht· 
meant to teach by the combination \vhich he has made 
of them. It is said by the critics. that he put them 
together without attempting to reconcile their contradic
tions. and with full knowledge that the;:e contradictions 
existed. If he did. he was a mo;:t singular kind of a 
writer, thus to put together contradictory smnes. which 
he knew were contradictory. without offering a word o f 
explanation. Suc'1 a piece of work on the part of an 
intelligent and serious author. who wrote to be believed. 
has not ib parallel. I venture to affirm. in all literature. 
and if we find it in this author. we shall be compel!ed. 
with the rationalisb. to give him a very low g-rade as a 
writer. and to wholly mistrust him as a historian. I 
think that this must be our conclusion. if so be that the 
alleged contradictions between the two accounts really 
exist. Let us ,;ee h-:m· that is. 

As the writer of Genesis. be he ~[O'e". or a priest or 
the captivity. or a redactor of a still later period. cer
tainly put the;:e two accounts ogether in hi:: book. he 
must certainly have written down the latter with some 
reference to the former. and it is cruel injustice to hL."Tl 
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to assume that he contradicts in the second chapter what 
he has written in the first, if, on any fair and reasonable 
hypothesis, both accounts can be understood to be true. 
Let us see if they can. First, then, if the account of the 
third clay's work in the first chapter is true, the first 
statement of the second chapter agrees with it perfectly; 
for, just before the creation of vegetation, on the third 
clay, the dry ground had appeared, and it may have been 
true, as stated in the second chapter, that no rain had 
fallen, but that a mist went up ove:· the face of the earth 
and watered the ground. It was also certainly true that 
there was not yet a man to till the ground. Secondly, 
if the first chapter is true, it may. at the same time, be 
true that God formed man out of the dust of the ground. 
and breathed in his nostrils the breath of life: for the 
first chapter. though it says that God made man, says 
nothing about the process by which he made either his 
body or his soul. Thirdly, a man who had already writ
ten the account of the third clay's work in the first chap
ter, stating that on that clay God caused the earth to 
bring forth all manner of vegetation, and who then gives 
the account of his causing to grow all the trees in the 
garden of Eden, must of necessity be understood in the 
last as referring to that garden alone, and not to vegeta
tion in general. So there is no contradiction in the state
ment of the planting of that garden after the creation 
of man. Fourth. when the writer who had already said 
that God created the beasts and the fowls before he did 
man, says. in connection with man's naming the animals. 
what he had not said expressly before, that God formed 
them from the dust of the ground, he can only mean to 
supplement his former statement, not to contradict it. 
f<"ifthly. when the writer who has already said that God 
made a male and female in making man, proceeds later 
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to tell the process by which he formed the fer.1ale, he 
again supplements this preceding account, and in doing 
so he adopts a method of narration which is common 
among authors of every age and country. This, then, 
is the true state of the case in regard to this narrative 
of creation, whatever may be true as to the documentary 
origin of the book in which it is found; and it is equally 
true whether the book was written by :\loses or by an 
unknown redactor of an unknown age. I hold that com
mon fairness to a stranger, if the author is a stranger, 
demands that we shall so conclude; for whoever he was 
he was not a fool. And if he was :\loses, then certainly 
we must deal with him fairly by supposing that he knew 
what he was about, and that he intended to compose a 
consistent narrative. Finally, I may say with all con
fidence, that no man ever could have suspected that there 
was a contradiction bet,,·een these two chapters, until he 
first conceived or adopted the theory that we have here 
two accounts from different authors, neither of whom 
had seen the account of the other. The thought of a 
contradiction, therefore, is an afterthought, not demand
ing the theory, but begotten by it. It is a bastard, and 
it ought to be excluded from the congregation, as saith 
the law. 

[Oct. 14. 1893.1 

CRITICIS:\I A~D \\.ITTICIS:\I. 

Under this heading there is an editorial in the Clzris
tian-E<•angclist reviewing the last lesson which I gave 
its senior editor. He says: "Professor :\IcGarvey. so 
far as we know, never manifested the qualities of a 
humorist until he assumed the role of a Biblical critic." 
He does me too great honor in representing me as hav-
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ing assumed the role of a Diblical critic. I make no 
such pretension.. I only aim to stand in between the 
critics, some of whom I have had opportunity to study, 
and my brethren who have not enjoyed this opportunity, 
that I may give the latter the benefit of my readings, 
and guard them against being misled. If the editor 
had known me better, he would have known that, with
out being a humorist, I have always been somewhat 
given to humor; perhaps too much so for a preacher. 
I have always been clisposecl to laugh at things which 
were ludicrous, and the only development in this respect 
of which I am conscious in connection with Diblical criti
cism, is this: I find myself now disposed to laugh at 
some things which once made me angry. When I first 
began to read these destructive critics, I was like Elihu 
while listening in silence to the sophistical arguments of 
Job and his friends-my wrath was kindled. I recollect 
particularly that when I read Robertson Smith's "Old 
Testament in the Jewish Church,'' I was out of humor 
from beginning to end. Dut now that I see farther into 
the sophistries and follies of the critics, I laugh at some 
things which then kindled my wrath. I have experienced 
a change somewhat like that of the barnyard animals 
when, after the ass hac! come in clothed with the lion's 
skin, and had frightened them all, they saw his long ears 
stick out, and all broke into a roar of laughter. I must 
be excused, then, if I laugh at some of the ridiculous 
positions of the critics and their apologists. 

I have observed, too, that some things are exposed 
in their nakedness as soon as you turn the laugh on 
them, and that a good laugh is sometimes more effective 
than any amount of argument. If a fellow should stand 
up and say that two and two make five, and you should 
undertake to argue with him, such a fellow will dispute 
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all clay, and have the last word in spite of you. Dut if 
you laugh, the company will probably laugh with you, 
and that's an end of the matter. It is precisely so in 
regard to many of the positions and expositions of the 
destructive critics: so I have laughed. and 1 will laugh, 
at their folly. If I were writing a book. I would try to 
straighten my face and put on my dignity; but as I am 
only writing for a weekly paper, I can afford to have a 
little fun. 

I trust that my efforts to induce the editor of the 
E<·angclist to deal more fairly with the Presbyterians in 
regard to the Driggs trial , have been effectual : but while 
he drops the Presbyterians in his last article, he rum a 
tilt against the apostles: and I see that I must give hilll 
another lesson before I let him go. lie says: "It can 
hardly be doubted that between Paul and the other apos
tles there were graver differences than those embodied 
in the charges against Professor Driggs. And yet we 
never read of Paul recommending that any of his fellow
apostles be tried for heresy." This is a statement that 
I clare not laugh at. It is too serious. If the editor 
means what he says. he is himself involved in a graver 
error than any charged against Professor Driggs. The 
thought here uttered is an echo from Christian Daur, 
and the Tubingen school which he founded. \\'e all 
know very well that Peter was once involved in a moral 
aberration which Paul disapproved and severely rebuked, 
and from which Peter promptly recoveree!; but if there 
were doctrinal differences between them, whether as 
serious as those between Professor Briggs and the Pres
byterians, or less so. the Tubingen professors were never 
able to show it, and the editor of the Ch ristian-E7.wz
gclist will scarcely succeed where they have failed. 
Prove this proposition, and you have swept away t!~e 
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very foundation of apostolic authority. But I will not 
press the point further until the editor shall have an 
opportunity to explain himself. I am not willing to 
believe that he has here expressed his real conviction; 
and I therefore ask him to say whether he means what 
he says; and, if he does, I respectfully call for some 
specifications of the differences betwee_n Paul and the 
other apostles. which are so obvious that they can 
"hardly be doubted," and which are graver than the 
errors charged against Professor Driggs. 

r Oct. 21. I 893.l 

COUNTING 1\0SES. 

One of the most common devices of the advocates 
of error in all ages has been that of counting up the 
number of persons who adhere to, or have adhered to, 
a certain theory or system, as proof that it is true. In 
the days o f Ahab there were four hundred prophets 
claiming to be prophets of Jehovah who said that if he 
and J ehoshaphat went up to Ramoth-Gilead to battle, 
the Lord would prosper them, while l\ficaiah alone said 
the opposite. Ahab hacl four hundred to one in favor of 
his enterprise, yet he went and lost his life, as the one 
prophet said he would. In the clays of ).fartin Luther, 
and ever since, one of the popular arguments in favor 
of Roman Catholicism has been the superior number of 
its adherents as compared with Protestantism. And 
now, in the controversy over the conclusions of destruc
tive critics, there is an everlasting. cling-dong in our ears 
about the greater number of real scholars who have 
accepted the new views of the Dible. Professor Driggs 
used it for all it was worth in his defense before the 
presbytery, and since then we see the argument ( ?) 
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reiterated on every hand. \\'ith the aid of seven Ger
man, .-\merican and British scholars, whom he names as 
his helpers, Professor Driggs hunted up the names of 
twenty-five men in America, thirty-two in Great Uritain 
and ninety-four in Germany. who have accepted. at least 
in part, the views on the Pentateuch and Isaiah which 
he himself holds. or then held. I suppose that these 
were all that could be found, and after all the noise that 
has been made, the scholarship of the age being all one 
way on these questions, it is really a surprise that the 
number is so small. In looking o,·er the list I find one 
distinguished American whom he has omitted, and one 
still more distinguished Englishman. Col. Bob Ingersoll 
is the American, and James ~Iartineau, whom he styles 
one of the "representative Christians of the present 
time," is the Englishman. Inasmuch as he mentions all 
the infidel professors in the German universities, and 
also ~Iatthew Arnold, of England, and Professor Toy, 
of this country. I don't see. either. why he confined him
self to infidels who have lived recently: for he might 
have increased his list very materially by taking in Vol
taire, and all, or nearly all, the infidels that have lived 
since Dr. Astruc first suggestec! the Pentateuch an
alysis. 

Dut what does this long list of names, whether 
printed by Professor Briggs or copied from him by 
newspaper writers. prove? ~ othing. except that recent 
infidels. and some men who still claim to be believers in 
the divinity of Christ. have accepted the criticism which 
the infidels of former generations busily propagated, 
with an intermixture of a few new points of objection 
to established views. But in proving this. it brings into 
bold relief another fact that these boasters seem to lose 
sight of-the fact that. while these one hundred and fifty 
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enumerated have reached these conclusions, all the rest 
of the scholars in the world, who have watched their 
proceedings, and read their numberless essays and books, 
have seen through their fallacies, and rejected their con
clusions. The latter class are a hundred-fold more 
numerous than the former: so that, if counting noses 
amounted to anything in the proof of theories, the new 
theories would be proved false by a large majority. 
True, the self-styled critics affirm that none of these men 
of the latter class, except one here and there, is capable 
of judging, and that the few who are capable are old 
men who have formed their opinions long ago, and are 
wo conservative to change. Dy this they comfort them
selves. For example, since the publication by Bishop El
licott of "Christus Comprobator," Professor Cheney has 
pronounced him a "reactionary theologian." His remark 
reminds me of the professor who got too close to the 
heels of a mule, when he received a backset, and after 
his recovery from the shock, concluded that a mule was 
a reactionary kind of animal. But let this vast host of 
scholarly professors and preachers in Europe and Amer
ica, who have not accepted these conclusions, be set 
down as low as you please in scholarship, yet it must 
still be admitted that they are capable of judging what 
an argument is, and what evidence is. They are com
petent to serve on a jury. They have not been asleep 
while the "critics" have been at work If the "critics" 
had no readers but one another, none of their books 
would have paid for paper and presswork. These other 
scholars have been reading what the "critics" have pub
lished; and even if not one in a thousand of them could 
have written such books. they can understand them after 
they are written. and they can judge whether they sus
tain by competent evidence the theories which they pro-
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pound. They have rendered their Yerclict, most of them 
in a quiet way. and the verdict is. not prO'i.'CII. 

As to the point that some of those who made this 
verdict are old men. who have made "up their minds long 
ago, it may be well to remember that in that long ago 
the young men who have become ''critics" had their 
minds made up the ~ame way, and the only difference 
is that the youngsters have changed and their seniors 
haYe not. Yet those seniors have seen and heard and 
weighed and rejected all that has convinced the young
sters. It is not always the case that the young are wiser 
than the old. 

I may. perhaps, be pardoned for a personal remark 
or two in this connection. I have seen. for several years 
l~ack, indications here and there that some who knew me 
by name haye entertained the idea that, while they were 
keeping up with the times in criticism and some other 
matters, I and some other fellow-workers have been fast 
asleep in regard to the world's progress. I suppose that 
my experience. of which I "·ill tell a little, is the counter
part of that of thousands who stand on these questions 
where I do. \\'hen I was but a boy I read some of the 
writings of older English infidels. I was just out of 
college when the once famous work. ''\.estiges of Crea
tion,'' fell into my hands. \\'hen Colenso's work on the 
Pentateuch and Joshua. the work which first introduced 
German criticism of the Hexateuch to English readers, 
first made its appearance. I procured it. and made a care
ful study of it. From these early readings I became 
familiar with nine-tenths of the points of argument now 
employed by the masters of criticism in its present form. 
As time went on I studied Raur. Strauss and Renan; 
and more recently I have made it my duty to inform 
myself in the later theories of the new critical school, 
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and I stand where I do to-clay, not in the unbelief of 
ignorance, but in the unbelief of investigation. I make 
no boast of superior ability to judge of arguments and 
evidence, but I suppose I have an average capacity in 
that respect, and that what is true of myself is true of a 
vastly greater number of living Biblical students than 
can be arrayed in favor of the conclusions which I have 
set myself to oppose, because I abhor them as dishonor
ing to God and injurious to men. If the ''critics" insist 
upon counting noses, the count is against them. 

r Jan. 6, J894.l 

JESUS ON PS.AL.~[ I IO. 

I believe that all of the destructive critics, without 
exception, deny to David the authorship of Psalm I IO. 

In doing so they raise an issue with our Lord not less 
direct than that in regard to the authorship of the Penta
teuch. His position on the subject was brought out in 
an argument with the Pharisees, which is thus reported 
by Matthew: "Now while the Pharisees were gathered 
together, Jesus asked them a question, saying, What 
think ye of the Christ? whose son is he? They say 
unto him, The son of David. He saith unto them, How 
then doth David in the Spirit call him Lord, saying, 

The Lord said unto my Lord, 
Sit thou on my right hand, 
Till I put thy enemies under thy feet? 

If David calleth him Lord, how is he his son?" (:\1att. 
22: 41-45). 

The quotation here made is from the Psalm in ques
tion. It is expressly ascribed to David: and David is 
said to have uttered it "in the Spirit," which means, by 
the inspiration of the Spirit. Not only so, but the argu-
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ment based on it depends for its validity on the fact that 
the words are David's: "If David calleth him Lord. how 
is he his son?" Unless David in person is meant, the 
argument is a sophism; for it is the assumed fatherhood 
of the speaker that made it a puzzle to the Jews how 
he could call his own son or descendant his Lord. If 
David. then, were not the author of the Ps:tlm, it would 
appear that Jesus has not only asserted as a fact that 
which is not a fact, but that he has based an argument 
on this falsely assumed fact. to do which is to perpetrate 
a transparent fallacy. Now, let us turn to the critics and 
see on what ground they took a position which thus 
reflects upon the character of our Lord Jesus Christ. 

Driver, in his Introduction ( p. 362, 11. I), presents 
the reasons more compactly than any other whom I have 
read, and I quote what he says, omitting only some 
references that are not necessary to the full presentation 
of his thoughts: · 

This Psalm. though it may be ancient, can hardly ha,·e been 
composed by Dad d. If read without praejudici11111, it produces 
the irresistible impression of having been written. not by a king, 
with reference to an invisible, spiritual being. standing above 
him as his superior, but by a prophet, with reference to the 
theocratic king. (I) The title, ''::'lly lord" ( ,·erse I). is the 
one habitually used in addressing the Israelitish king. (2) ::'lles
sianic prophecies have regularly as their point of departure some 
institution of the Jewish theocracy-the king. the prophet. the 
people, the high priest, the temple: the supposition that David 
is here speaking and addressing a superior, who stands i11 110 
re/otio11 to e.nstwg illstitutiolls, is not, indeed, impossible (for 
we have not the right to limit absolutely the range of prophetic 
v1sion). but contrary to the analogy of prophecy. (3) The 
justice of tlus reasoning is strongly confirmed by verses 3. S-7. 
where the suh;ect of the Psalm IS actually depicted. not as such 
a sp1ritual supenor, but as a ~·ictorious Israehtish mo11arch, 
triumphmg. through J ehO\·ah's help, over earthly foes. The 
Psalm is r-.1ess1amc in the same sense that Psalm 2 IS; it dep1cts 
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the ideal glory of the theocratic king who receives from a 
prophet the twofold solemn promise (a) of victory over his 
foes; (b) of a perpetual priesthood. These are the reasons 
(and the only ones) by which the present writer is influenced 
in his judgment of the Psalm. In the question addressed by our 
Lord to the Jews. his object, it is evident, was not to instruct 
them on the authorship of the Psalm, but to argue from its 
contents; and though he assumes the Davidic authorship, gener
ally accepted at the time, yet the cogency of his argument is 
unimpaired. so long as it is recognized that the Psalm is a 
l\1 essianic one, and the august language used is not compatible 
with the position of one who was a mere human son of David. 

The vital part of this argument is the attempt to 
explain, in harmony with the position taken, the remarks 
of Jesus ; am\ we shall consider this attempt first. 

The remark that the object of Jesus was not to 
instruct the Pharisees on the authorship of the Psalm, 
but to argue from its contents, is undoubtedly correct; 
but it is pointless, though the first part of it was evi
dently . intenclecl to make a point which is no point. Of 
course he was not aiming to teach them the author
ship of the Psalm. any more than, when he asked them 
to show him the tribute money, he meant to teach them 
that this was the money with which they paid tribute. 
He merely mentions a fact in each instance, with which 
he and they alike were already familiar. This point-no
point has only the effect of throwing a little dust, and 
very little at that. The writer himself states the truth 
in his very next remark, where he says that Jesus ''as
sumes the Daviclic authorship, accepted generally at ·the 
time." But here he seems not to have been aware of 
what he was saying; for if Jesus "assumed the Davidic 
authorship" in his argument, when David was not the 
author. then he unquestionably made a false assumption 
on which to build his argument; and Driver here openly 
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accuses him of fallacious reasoning. Cnconscious, how
ever, of having done this, our author, in the very next 
clause, says: .. Yet the cogency of his argument is unim
paired"! The cogency of the argument unimpaired by 
the proof that it is based on a false assumption! 

Driver fails entirely to see the real argument which 
our Saviour makes: for he says, continuing, that the 
argument is unimpaired "so long as it is recognized that 
the Psalm is a .J.lessianic one, and that the august lan
guage used in it of the .J.Iessiah is not compatible \Yith 
the position of one who \\·as a mere human ~on of 
David." This can not be true, for the very good reason 
mentioned above, that the argument of Jesus turns upon 
the personal relation of David. the speaker. to his son, 
the .J.Iessiah. "If David calleth him Lord, how is he his 
son?" Any other prophet might call him Lord \Yithout 
the incongruity implied. btit David could not: and the 
argument is pointless and fallacious, unless David, in 
person, is the author of the Psalm. 

Such, now, is the feebleness and inconsistency of the 
attempt made by a scholar of high rank and acknowl
edged learning. in his vain attempt to set aside the force 
of testimony which, if allowed to stand, overthrows a 
whole system of interpretation. \\' e might properly rest 
the whole issue here: but. for the purpose. not so much 
of strengthening this refutation, as for exposing still 
further the fallacious reasoning of this critical school. 
let us look at the reasons given for denying the Davidic 
authorship of this Psalm. The first is, that the title "my 
lord,'' as it is expressed in Hebrew, is the one usually 
applied to the kings of Israel. So it is: but what of it? 
This is the very title which David could not apply to his 
son and successor on the throne : for though he would 
be the lord of his own subjects, he could not be the lord 
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o f his own father and predecessor. It was this very 
consideration which puzzled the Pharisees, so long as 
they denied divinity to the coming Messiah. The second 
is that "''Messianic prophecies have regularly, as their 
point of departure, some institution of the Jewish theoc
racy." 

\Veil, suppose they have, ''regularly:" would this 
prevent some exceptions to the regular rule? How 
many rules are there which have no exceptions? But 
this instance is not an exception, for the kingship is the 
very institution of the J ewish theocracy which is made 
the point of departure, the king predicted being one 
whom David himself could speak of as his lord. The 
third reason is that in the latter part o f this Psalm its 
subject is depicted, "not as such a spiritual superior, but 
as a victorious Israelitish monarch, triumphing through 
Jehovah's help over earthly foes.'' This is also true; 
but what of it? Dr. Driver knows that the moral and 
spiritual victories of our Lord are very commonly de
picted under the symbols of earthly warfare. This is 
true not of the O ld Testament prophets alone, but of 
writers and speakers in the New. See the song of 
Zacharias (Luke 1: 68-75 ): see vision after vision in 
the Apocalypse: and see the oft-recurring usc of this 
imagery in the epistles of Paul. And it is also true that 
in the most literal sense this Lord of David, since he 
ascended to his throne, has been fulfilling the latter part 
o f this Psalm. vVho but he has been juJging among 
the nations, striking through kings in the day of his 
wrath. ariel filling the places with dead bodies ( vs. 5, 6)? 

We have now before us, in the treatment of our 
Lord's remarks respecting this Psalm, another example 
of the pitiable makeshifts to which critics resort when 
they have to con front his divine assertion in opposition 
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to their theories. Such attempts would be regarded as 
contemptible if they came from the pens of common 
men; they are truly pitiable as the products of men in 
high repute for scholarship and logical discrimination. 
Scholarship can not be denied to them; but if they pos· 
sess logical or exegetical powers above those of ordinary 
men, they have a poor way of showing it. 

(]a 11. I 3· I 894.] 

CRU:\IBS FOR C~EELIE\'ERS. 

It is a perfectly natural and proper feeling that 
prompted David, in his dirge on the death of Saul and 
Jonathan, to exclaim: 

"Tell it not in Gath, 
Publish it not in the streets of Askelon; 
Lest the daughters of the Philistines rejoice, 
Lest the daughters of the uncircumcised triumph." 

It is equally natural and proper for Christians to be 
pained at anything which gives encouragement to unbe
lievers in their opposition to the truth as it is in Christ. 
Such is undoubtedly the effect of all the writings of the 
advanced critics, so far as unbelievers make themselves 
acquainted with them. \Vitness the following extract 
from a notice of Horton's "Yerbum Dei,'' by the editor 
of the Arena: 

\\'hen such leaders of orthodoxy as Canon Farrar declare 
their faith in restoration. Professor Drummond accepts tmre
scn·edly the theory of e\·olution, Professor Briggs boldly an
nounces the conclusion that many find God through the Bible, 
as did Spurgeon: through the church, as did Cardinal Xewman, 
and thrO\.:gh nature, as did ~lartineau; and lastly, when the 
r\merican Board votes I26 to 24 in favor of Rev. ?lfr. Xoyes
who belie,·es in probation for the heathen-it is quite evident 
that a religious revolution is on in orthodox churchcs.-A re11a 

for Dcccm!Jcr. 
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To such a writer, Horton's lectures, in which he 
claims the same kind of inspiration which was enjoyed 
by the prophets and apostles, are, of course, very great 
productions; and the evident reason is that taking such 
ground is equivalent to saying that the prophets and 
apostles had no inspiration at all, in any proper soense 
of the word. 

[Jan. 20. 1894.] 

A SER:\10:\1 BY A ' 'CRITIC." 

The Christian Comnwmc•calth, London, publishes a 
sermon by some one of the leading English preachers 
every week. The sermon in a recent number is from 
the pen of Prof. T. K. Cheyne, who is the acknowledged 
leader of the most advanced wing o f the English critics. 
So radical is he in his critical theories that I was curious 
to see how he would handle the word of God in preach
ing to the reople: so I read the sermon with eagerness. 
I must furnish my readers with a few extracts from the 
sermon, so as to afford them the same gratification which 
it has given me. Remember. that the gratification which 
I mean is gratification of curiosity. I would be ashamed 
to spend the preaching-hour on a Lord's Day in hearing 
a sermon for curiosity, but to read one in a day of the
week for that purpose may not be wrong. 

The text of this sermon is l\Iatt. 5: 4. 5, the second 
and third of the Beatitudes. It begins with these sen
tences: 

It is a beautiful tradition, preserved for us by l\Iatthew, and 
in itself historically probable, that when the Lord Jesus first 
opened his mouth in public teaching, he uttered the sweet words. 
"Blessed are the poor: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven." 
Suppose that the devout disciple, l\1atthew, or some other who 
compiled the great sermon, had given the first place to a saying 
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like this, "Except your righteousness shall exceed the righteous
ness of the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no wise enter into 
the kingdom of hea,·en," what a different effect would have been 
produced! 

~otice ho\\' uncertain this preacher is about the 
source of his text. First. it is a "beautiful tradition" 
that Jesus used the \\'orcls referred to at t 11e beginning 
of his teaching. Second. this "beautiful tradition'' is 
"preserved for us by :-Iatthe,v... Third, it \vas pre
served by :-Iatthe\\'. or "some other \\'bo compiled the 
great sermon." How strengthening to the faith of his 
auditors it must have been to hear this scholarly 
preacher thus throw uncertainty over the source of this 
"beautiful tradition." Ho\\' much more precious to them 
must :-Iatthew 's Gospel have appeared as they listened 
to such preaching! 

~ otice again how accurately this eminent scholar 
quotes the Scripture on \\'hich he is commenting: 
"Blessed are the poor: for theirs is the kingdom of 
heaven." And then. how accurate he is in his historical 
information, to represent ).Iatthe\\', or the ''some other 
who compiled the sermon," as saying that these \\'Ords 
\\'ere uttered \\'hen "Jesus first opened his mouth in 
public teaching." "The devout disciple ).Iatthe"·. or 
some other \\'ho compiled the great sermon." had just 
said. at the close of the immediately preceding sentence. 
that the great multitudes \\'ho heard this sermon had 
been dra\\'n together by previous teaching and healing 
(4: 23-25) : yet this preacher has it that this "beautiful 
tradition" represents the first Deatitude as the first pub
lic utterance of Jesus as a teacher! \ Vhat is the matter 
with the preacher? l-Ias he studied the criticism of this 
Gospel so much as not to become acquainted \\'ith its 
contents? This \\'oulcl be at least a charitable conclusion. 
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Notice yet again the very "different effect this ser
mon would have !)roduced" if it had begun with the 
saying, "Except your righteousness shall exceed the 
righteousness o f the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in 
no wise enter into the kingdom o f heaven." But where 
docs this saying occur? ?\ ot, incleecl, in the first verse 
of the chapter, but in the twentieth, with sixteen short 
verses between the two. If then , according to this 
preacher, the twentieth verse had occupied the place of 
the third verse of this chapter, and vice 'l'Crsa, "what a 
different effect would have been produced"! 

In the latter passage the true reading of the first 
Beatitude seems to come to the preacher's memory, and 
we have the following luminous remarks about the Be
atitudes preserved respectively by 1\Iatthew and Luke: 

In taking this view of the meaning o f the fi rst Beatitude, we 
ha rmonize the two extant \'ersions of it in :tl latthew and in Luke. 
In Matthew we have a Beatitude of the poor in spirit; in Luke. 
more generally of the oppressed poor, as distinguished from the 
oppressing rich. In another point, however, we are forced to 
agree with :tllatthew against Luke. The latter states that Jesus 
''lifted up his eyes on his disciples and said, Blessed are ye 
poor;" the former, that he broadly asserted the blessedness o f 
all who were poor in spirit. It is clear that idatthew's version 
must be the most correct. 

From this we gather that ii1 quoting the first Beati
tude at the beginning he was not aiming to quote what 
1\fatthew said, but what he ought to have said, in order 
to give the meaning correctly. In order to reconcile the 
two writers, we must take away the words "in spirit" 
from Matthew. But while Matthew was wrong in add
ing this expression, Luke was wrong in making J esus 
say "yc poor." By such remarks as these the preacher 
made his audience see that he knows much better than 
.:\fatthew or Luke either what Jesus did say on any 
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occasion, so that he can stand between the two. and. 
slapping first one and then the other in the face, let us 
less unfortunate mortals know what were the actual 
words of our Lord. I wonder if the good people in 
that audience did not clap their hands, and thank God 
that anotl:er "Daniel has come to judgment"? 

In a passage farther on. our preacher shows that the 
"beautiful tradition,'' that the Beatitude in question was 
uttered when Jesus first opened his mouth in public 
teaching. is nothing more than a tradition, and an incor
rect one at that. Speaking of the Beatitudes as a whole, 
he says: 

If we ask when they were uttered, we can but confess our 
ignorance; but when we read in f-Iatt. 4: 23, which is sup
ported by l\Iark r; 39. that "Jesus went about all Galilee teach
ing in their synagogues, and preaching the good tidings of the 
kingdom," we are led to suppose that the Beatitudes were first 
deli1·ered in a synagogue. and that it was after reading some 
passage of the prophets that men wondered at the gracious 
words that proceeded out of his mouth. 

A critic of the school to which this preacher belongs 
can never be certain of a thing, if it is asserted by an 
apostle, unless it be something which he can use to the 
disadvantage of him who asserts it. Here our great 
scholar acknowledges his ignorance as to when Jesus 
first uttered the Beatitudes, although ).Iatthew tells him 
plainly when and where. But though he is thus con
fessedly ignorant, he is able to correct :=-.ratthew. and to 
assert that it is much more likely to haYe been in a 
synagogue than on a mountain, where ).latthew says 
it ,,·as. 

This great light of the nineteenth century is not only 
an expert in correcting the mistakes of the apostles, but 
he is equally at home in dealing with the prophets. 1 Ie 
knows the meaning of all their prediction~. He knows. 
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better than the apostles did, who wrote them, and he 
can tell us which of them failed to be fulfilled. He has 
even discovered that a large part of the mourning 
referred to in the Beatitude, "Blessed are they that 
mourn,·· was that of pious Jews who mourned over the 
non-fulfillment of some grand predictions of "the Sec
ond Isaiah.'' Hear him: 

This great prophetic writer, the Second Isaiah, had said that 
the Jews were about to be conducted in triumph to Jerusalem, 
and that Jehovah, Israel's King, would then visibly reassume 
his royalty, governing Israel and the world from his capital, 
Jerusalem. On the face of them, he makes not always quite 
consistent declarations. Sometimes he leads us to think that 
the Persian king, Cyrus, would, after being gently converted 
to the worship of J chovah, reign as J ehO\·ah's viceroy over the 
nations of the world except Israel; these nations being forced 
by conquest to accept the true religion . At other times he gives 
us sublime and truly Christian descriptions of a personage called 
"The Servant of the Lord," who is an imaginary embodiment of 
the ideal of Israel, or, we might almost say, of the true Israel, 
and who is represented as devoting his life to missionary labors 
among the Gentiles. Of all these promises only one was in any 
strict sense realized-the return of the Jews, or a part of them, 
to Judah-and we can not doubt that to the most spiritually 
minded Jews in our Lord's time the non-fulfillment of the 
promise of the conversion of the nations through Jewish instru
mentality must have been the source of a pure and noble sorrow. 
They mourned not only because Judea was still suffering .God's 
judgment upon sin, but because the nations beyond were still 
ignorant of the true God. They were humble and broken
hta~ted. not so much because Roman legions trod Jewish soil, 
as because the world at large did not yet own the divine King. 

This "Second Isaiah" is commonly extolled by the 
critics as the greatest of all the prophets. He is some
times called ''The Great Unknown." Yet with this 
preacher. preaching to sinners in London, whom he 
urges in the latter part of his sermon to become cli:;ciples 
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of Christ, the Second Isaiah ··makes not always quite 
consistent declarations;" he made predictions that were 
not fulfilled; and this failure of fulfillment was a source 
of such sorrow to his countrymen of a later generation, 
that Jesus took special pains to try to comfort them. 
1\nd let ns not fail to take in that new revelation at the 
close of the extract just given. that the Jews of the 
Saviour's time-that is, the spiritually minded among 
them-were ''humble and broken-hearted, not so much 
because Roman legions trod Jewish soil, as because the 
world at large did not yet own the divine King... Poor 
fellows! How much more sympathetic they were in con
templating the sad condition of the Gentiles than modern 
Christians are! How much more so than the most zeal
ous missionaries of our clay. for where are the Christians 
of to-clay who are "humble ancl broken-hearted. because 
the world at large has not yet owned the divine King"? 
Yes, those spiritually minded J e\\·s were ahead of the 
early Christians, including the apostles , in sympathy for 
the poor Gentiles, for do not these same critics tell us 
with one voice that the original t\Yeh·e ancl the church 
in Jerusalem regarded salvation in Christ as intended 
for the Jews alone: and that they cared nothing at all 
for the conversion of the Gentiles? Do they not tell us 
that Paul taught the ''universalism" of the gospel in 
opposition to the ''particularism" taught by Peter and 
James? 

In conclusion. I have this to say: If any church wants 
a preacher to edify it after the manner of the higher 
critics of the most approved pattern. they can j ndge by 
this sermon how such preachers ,,·onld suit them; ancl 
then they can hunt around for the preacher. If a suf
ficient salary is offered, the man can doubtless be found. 
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[]an. 27, 189~.1 

THE WISDOM OF THE WISE. 

Under this heading I propose from time to time to 
present some of the wise sayings of the wise men who 
throw discredit on the Bible. They will illustrate the 
words quoted by Paul from the prophet, saying: ''I will 
destroy the wisdom of the wise." I shall follow no 
particular order in presenting them, but will take them 
as they occur to me. and as they suit the space which 
can be allotted to them. 

Kuenen, in his master work, "The Religion of· Is
rael," insists that the host of Israel which marched out 
of Egypt could not have numbered six hundred thou
sand men: and one proof is that this number could not 
have lived in the wilderness. He puts the number down 
to sixty or seventy thousand, and the whole multitude, 
men, women and children, to about three hundred thou
sand (Vol. I., p. r 26). He seems to think that this 
number could have subsisted in the wilderness without 
miraculous feeding. He forgets that there are now only 
about six hunclrecl Dedawin in that peninsula, and that 
they would starve or be compelled to leave the country, 
were it not for the scanty income which they derive 
from escorting the tourists who annually visit Mount 
Sinai. His sixty thoi1sand. then. would have starved 
there, just as certainly as would the six hundred thou
sand of l\foses. He ought to have cut them clown to 
three or four hundred, and have made them take with 
them a caravan of camels loaded with provisions, as 
modern tourists do: then sensible people might have 
taken his estimate to be plausible. 

But the wisdom of this wise man is more strikingly 
displayed when he comes to discuss the Biblical account 
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as to how the three hundred thousand did actually sub
sist in the wilderness. He says: ''The forty years· rain 
of manna, and the miracles connected with it, owe their 
origin to the real manna, which drops from the tarfa
shrub in the Sinaitic desert; the pillar of cloud and fire 
to the fire which is carried in front of the caravan to 
show the way" (\.ol. I., p. IJO, note). I suppose that 
the most of my readers have seen this so-called manna, 
for it can be bought in the drug store: and if they have 
never eaten any of it, I propose that they buy a nickel's 
worth and try it. They can then judge how long they 
could live and keep fat · on it without a miracle. And 
then let us remember that it was not a half-dozen per
sons, but a host of three hundred thousand. who, accord
ing to this wise man of Holland, lived on the quantity 
which is found on the tarfa-shrub in the Sinaitic penin
sula. To bring the conception nearer home. just imagine 
a hundred or more men, women and children turned 
loose in an old peach orchard to liv~ on the gum of the 
old peach-trees: then stretch the old orchard through 
the valleys of the mountainous peninsula. and turn three 
hundred thousand people out there to live on the gum, 
and you have the idea. I wonder why those six hundred 
ragged and half-staned Dedawin do not live on the 
manna. Somebody ought to send Dr. Kuenen over there 
to teach the poor fellows that it is angels· food. 

Dut what about the pillar of cloud by clay and fire 
by night? This is a big talc. it seems. which had no 
other origin than the fire that was carried before the 
caravan to show the way. \Veil, if such a fire was car
ried before a caravan of three hundred thousand people. 
a larger force than General Grant ever led. it must han 
been a prodigious job to carry it and keep it burning. 
I am glad that I was not one of the men who had to 
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carry it m that hot climate. Supposing, however, that 
they had a few salamander men to carry it, and plenty 
of fuel to keep it burning. this might be a good arrange
ment for the nig ht ; but I find that we arc losing that 
pillar o f cloud by day. Dr. Kuenen will have to write 
another foot-note, and tell us about that. He forgot it 
while he was following that big fire. 

Let no reader who is unfamiliar with great names, 
imag ine that this Dr. Kuenen is some simpleton; for, 
next to 'vV cllhausen, he stands at the head o f the higher 
critics of the new school in E urope. I have marked 
several o ther specimens o f his great wisdom. and I hope 
to refresh the reader with some of them now and then. 

THE \VISDO :\J OF THE WISE. 

Dr. K uenen was a very learned. and a very accurate, 
man . H e could extract from almost any narrative all 
the meaning that was in it, and he could clearly distin
guish the fal se from the true; but there is one short 
narrative in the Bible, a narrative which S unday-school 
pupils o ften understand very well, which was a com
plete puzzle to him. A fter mentioning the crossing o f 
the Reel Sea, he says: 

\Vhat actually took place there we do not know. The only 
thing certain is that the I sraelites remembered that they had 
here escaped a g reat danger, which threatened them from the 
side of the Egyptians. Even in early times their rescue was 
considered and celebrated as an act of J ahveh. The account 
which we possess in Exodus of their passage may have existed 
from a.s ea rly as the eighth century B. C. It is undoubtedly 
founded on fact. But it is very difficult to distinguish the actual 
circumstances of the occurrence from poetical embellishments. 
W e will not risk the attempt. For our purpose it is enough 
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to know that the deliverance of the children of Israel was com
pleted when the Red Sea divided them from their pursuers.
T lze Religion of Israel, I : 126. 

The way in which this learned higher critic gives up 
this puzzle reminds me of a conundrum said to have 
been propounded to a clown by a ringmaster. The 
conundrum was this: ''Xoah had three sons, Shem, Ham 
and Japheth. 1'\ow. who was Japheth's father?" The 
clown studied on it a moment. and called for a repetition. 
He called for it a third time. and then said. ·•r give it 
up.'' The story of crossing the Reel Sea is about as 
simple, but the great critic gi'Z•cs it up. There are none 
so blind as those who will not see. The scribes and 
Pharisees could not understand the simplest of the para
bles of Jesus. and the reason is given in these memorable 
words: 

"The people's heart waxed gross, 
And their ears were dull of hearing. 
And their eyes ha \'e they closed; 
Lest haply they should perceive with their eyes, 
And hear \\'ith their ears, 
And understand with their heart, 
And should turn again, 
And I should heal them." 

After all. Dr. Kuenen deserves some credit for being 
an agnostic in regard to the Red Sea crossing. I mean 
credit as compared with his fellow-critics: for by con
fession, quoted above, he shows him sci f incapable of 
swallowing the silly interpretation which has satisfied 
them. He could not consent to say with them that 
Israel. when camped at the head of the sea ancl pursued 
by Pharaoh. clid not have sense enough to make the 
march of three or four miles which would have led them 
around it. instead of waiting for the water to get out o f 
their way. .\'"either could he accept the equally silly 
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notion that the wind and tide emptied the water just in 
front of Israel, and that when the Egyptians followed, 
a change of the wind and the tide overwhelmed the latter 
so that none of them escaped. They tell us that 1\ a po
leon had a similar experience once, during the Egyptian 
campaign. when he and a few of his· officers. having 
gone to see the Springs of l\Ioses, crossed on their 
return where Israel did, but came near being drowned 
by the in flowing tide. But then, Napoleon and his men 
escaped-they were only a little scared. I suppose that 
the French are wiser in escaping from water than the 
Egyptians were. Kuenen. of course, hac! read all that 
his brother critics had said in support of this and other 
attempts to explain away the miracle. and he could 
accept none of them. He had too much sense. Not 
having. however. enough grace to accept the truth, and 
being unwilling to accept a subterfuge, he fell upon the 
clown's device, and gm·e it up. 

[March 2, r895.l 

A TEST CASE OF LITERARY CRITICISM. 

Prof. E. ]. Wolf, of Gettysburg Theological Semi
nary. calls attention, in a recent number of the Inde
pendent, to a case of literary criticism which illustrates 
very aptly the reliability of such criticism when applied 
to the books of the Dible. \Vhen President Cleveland's 
message on Hawaiian affairs was published, the question 
was raised, whether it was written by him, or by his 
Secretary of State, ~1r. Gresham. ::\1r. McPherson, 
editor of the Gettysburg Star and Sentinel, of whom 
Professor \Volf says. "There is probably no man in this 
country more conversant with political writers and 
speakers, and, therefore, more competent to pronounce 
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judgment on the authorship or literary quality of a pub
lic document," passed this judgment in his paper: ",\s 
a matter of style it is a great improvement on any other 
of :.rr. Cleveland's messages. having evidently been pre
pared by :.r r. Secretary Gresham." 

On the other hand. :.Jr. Dana, of the :\ ew York Sun .. 
"whose primacy in literature, .. says the Profes>'or. "is 
challenged only by his rank as a political \\Titer and 
critic. and whose capacity to judge of the literary author
ship of an official paper will be questioned by no Ameri
can," bluntly declares: "Five-sixths of the message is a 
restatement in :.Jr. Cleveland's c·<:L'Il language of the 
argument for the policy of infam:·." 

On this conflict of opinion between two experts, the 
Professor comments as follows: 

This flat contradiction of each other by a brace of expert 
critics is somethir:g of a stunner to the simple and plain people 
who ha,·e been taught by the higher critics that even in the writ
ings which were published some two or three thousand years 
since in a language now dead it is perfectly easy to tell what 
part ~loses wrote, and what part some redactor of ~loses; 

what Psalm is from Dadd, and which ones from the time of 
Ezra; how much of the Book of Isaiah was written by Isaiah, 
and where the style changes so unmistakably that obviously 
another I,aiah must be the author of the later chapters. And, 
like ~lessrs. ~IcPherson and Dana, they are all cocksure about 
it. There can be no mistake. Xo one having the remotest 
title to scholarship would dare to dispute these conclusions of 
higher criticism. 

[Apr. 6. I8g.).l 

WHAT DID :.rOSES DO? 

The critics who deny to :.roses the authorship of the 
Pentateuch have a puzzle on hand when they attempt, 
as they sometimes do, to tell us ,;omething that :.loses 
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actually did. In the l\farch number of the Biblical 
TV orld, Professor Harper has a long editorial on the 
subject. in which he sails round and round, like a bird 
that knows not where or when to alight: but at last he 
comes clown with the following statement: 

But. it is asked, how much of this did l\loses himself actually 
accomplish? 'vVe answer: (r) He formulated the Decalogue, and 
under inspiration from heaven impressed upon it ideas which 
never had before been formulated; namely, the sin of idolatry 
and the sin which exists in wrong purpose or intent. (2) He 
formulated the covenant code (Ex. 21-23), the constitution of 
the hexateuchal legislation, a code which contains in germ every 
enactment of the Hcxateuch. (3) He, \vithout doubt, passed 
judgment on the many early stories handed clown by tradition, 
selecting those in connection with which great truths should be 
taught, purifying them from the dross which the ages had con
nected with them. and handing them clown for the people, 
and through the people, until that later time when they assumed 
their present literary form. (.+) lie furnished the foundation 
upon which should be built not merely (a) the i\Iosaic system 
of legislation. but (b) the monarchical system which was later 
developed, and (c) the prophetic system of which he was at the 
same time the beginning and the highest representative. 

I should like to know how Professor Harper knows 
all this. Outside the statements of the Pentateuch. and 
of the later books of the Dible, he has not a word of 
authority on the subject. and the bulk of these state
ments he unceremoniously rejects. Not only so. but in 
the words which I have just quoted from him he mis
represents his only source of information. He says, 
first. that l\foses "formulated the Decalogue," when the 
only authority on which any man can now affirm that 
Moses ever saw the Decalogue, declares that he received 
it from God, written on tables of stone, already formu
lated. Second. he says in the same sentence, that l\foses 
impressed on the Decalogue "ideas which had never 
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be fore been formulated," when, if this only authority 
can be believed, he impressed nothing at all on the Deca
logue, but preserved it as God gave it to him. In the 
third place, he says that :-roses ·· fonnulated tl1e covenant 
code (Ex. 2 I -23)," when the only possible source of 
in formation declares that this also was given by direct 
revelation from God. and that all he did was to write it 
in a book, read it to the people, and ratify it as law by 
the sprinkling of blood. Fourth, he says that :-roses, 
"without doubt,". passed judgment on many early stories 
which had been handed down by tradition, referring, 
evidently, to such stories as make up the Book of Gen
esis. Dut how does he know that :-roses ever heard of 
these stories? He denies that :-roses wrote them; he 
affirms that they were written about seven hundred years 
after the death of 1\loses; then, what gives him the right 
to say that }loses ever had anything to do with them? 
\Vhy all this trimming between belief and unbelief? If 
the record respecting :-roses in the Pentateuch is not 
to be believed. then it is far more sensible to unite with 
the radicals in pronouncing :-roses a mythical character. 
than to pretend that we know something about him in 
the same breath in which we reject our only source of 
information. This last is what Professor Harper, and 
those whom he has taken as guides in criticism. are con
stantly doing. It is the work of a trimmer, and not that 
of a critic. 

[l\Iay II, r895.J 

A CRITICAL PARADOX. 

One of the most clear-headed thinkers and most per
spicuous writers among the English school of advanced 
critics is Prof. Herbert Edward Ryle, of Cambridge 
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University. In his book on "The Early Narratives of 
Genesis,'' he takes about the same position that Pro
fessor Harper set forth more than a year ago in his 
Chicago lectures; but he handled the subject with much 
more care, and with fewer absurdities. I call attention 
now, however, t0 a passage which he himself admits to 
be paradoxical, but which expresses a thought that has 
echoed and re-echoed among this class of critics: 

Paradoxical as it may sound, faith would, I believe, be more 
genuinely staggered by any perfectly exact agreement in Genesis 
with the wonderful discoveries of modern science than it ever 
has been, or is ever likely to be. by the familiar contradictions 
with science that are to be expected in a literature so ancient, 
and are to be found in this chapter (Gen. 1) according to any 
literal interpretation. 

The thought here expressed amounts about to this
that faith, though it has been staggered by the contra
dictions of science found in this chapter, would have 
been much more staggered if the contradictions had been 
avoided and the truth had .been told. Well might he say 
that this sounds paradoxical. It is not only paradoxical, 
but it is in the highest degree absurd. It is the same 
as to say that faith is staggered by finding certain pas
sages in the Scripture false to facts, but it would be 
still more staggered by finding the same passages true 
to facts. But so reason all of those critics, who, not 
being willing with their German masters to deny abso
lutely the divine element in the Bible. try to trim between 
this position and that of orthodox believers. Contradic
tions and errors of history, which they affect to find in 
vast numbers in the sacred record, make the book all the 
more credible and precious in their estimation. This is 
so inconsistent with rational thought that I do not be
lieve it. I believe that in so saying they are practicing 
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self-deception; and that if they would analyze their feel
ings as minutely as they try to analyze the Pentateuch, 
they would find they are saying what they try to feel, 
and not what they really do feel. 

While speaking of Professor Ryle's book, I may 
mention another passage which stands in striking con
trast with one corresponding to it in Professor Harper's 
lectures. The latter says of the style of the first chapter 
of Genesis, that it is "systematic;" "chronological and 
statistical;" "minute, precise, scientific;" "rigid, stereo
typed;" "verbose and repetitious;" "generic and not par
ticular." \Vhat an array of epithets to describe the style 
of one short chapter! X ow listen to the thoroughly 
trained and sober-minded English scholar: 

The matchless introduction to the whole history (1: 1-2: 4) 
is taken in all probability from the priestly writings, hadng been 
either composed by the priestly narrator, or extracted by him 
and edited from the ancient traditions of which the priestly 
guild were the recognized keepers. E,·idence of this is obtained 
from characteristic words and phrases, and from the £mooth, 
orderly and somewhat redundant style ( pp. 2, 3). 

The contrast is obvious enough. The reader may 
account for it as he will. 

[June 22. 1895.J 

"THE HIGHER CRITICS CRITICIZED." 

This is the title. in its briefest form. of a voiume just 
published by H. L. Hastings, the well-known editor of 
Tlzc Christian, Coston. The body of the work is a 
review of Kuenen's ''Religion of Israel.'' and a "Study 
of the Pentateuch." with reference to the single ques
tion: Is the Pentateuch as old as the time of :.roses? by 
Rufus P. Stebbins. late president of :.readville Theo-
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logical Seminary. This is preceded by three preliminary 
essays from the pen of Dr. Hastings, occupying eighty
four pages; and it is followed by another from the same 
author under the title, ''The Wonderful Law,'' covering 
r r8 pages. 

I have had tim~ to examine only the three prelimi
nary essays; but I can freely say that these alone make 
the book of great value. If the other parts are equal 
to it, the whole volume must be one of the best of its 
size that has been published on higher criticism. 

H. L. Hastings is well known both in this country 
and in Great Britain, as one of the most aggressive and 
witty writers on subjects of this kind now living. His 
part in this volume, like the various tracts which he has 
published and circulated very extensively, are full of 
happy hits, telling illustrations and withering sarcasm. 
He is well posted on the topics which he touches, so 
that he knows the weak points in the armor of his adver
saries, and the sharp point of his lance never misses its 
aim. In this respect he differs from some who have 
undertaken to write against destructive criticism with 
but a dim conception as to what it is. 

I can not give so correct a conception of his part of 
this book by my own words, as by quoting from it some 
specimen passages. If the destructive critics were really 
philanthropists, seeking to dethrone superstition. and to 
give men enlightened views respecting sacred books 
which they are likely to reverence to their own injury. 
it would seem that they should begin their work where 
superstition is the most extreme, and the people most 
need the enlightening influence of criticism. Especially 
should they begin with the books which are leading 
astray the largest portion of the human race. But in
stead of this course, which real philanthropy would die-
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tate, they devote all of their critical powers to the de
struction of faith in just one little book, which is held 
in esteem by only a small portion of the race, and which 
is certainly doing little h;!.rm to those who believe in it. 
Our author deals with this question in the following 
passage. wi1ich. besides setting forth the point in ques
tion, contains so much valuable information as to justify 
the space it will occ~1py : 

For instance. they might examine the Rig Veda, the founda
tion of Brahminism, containing 1,028 hymns, a\·eraging ten 
stanzas each. They might extend their examination to the code 
of 1Ianu, comprised in some twenty big law-books, and dating 
back to B. C. 400 or soo. They might investigate the story of 
Ramayana, that most sacred poem of twenty-four thousand 
verses, of which it is said that whoever reads it or hears it will 
be freed from all sin. They might examine the 1Iaha-Charata, 
a poem of 22o,coo lines, or se,·en times as long as the Iliad and 
Odyssey combined, a copy of it filling eight good-sized ,·olumes. 
Or they might turn, for a change, to the Upanishads, "the kernel 
of the Vedas," a series of mystical Hindu books "that no man 
can number;" one hundred and fifty of which ha,·e been cata
logued, some of them comprising hundreds of pages. Or they 
might study the Puranas, or Hindu traditional stories, which 
date from A. D. 6oo down, of which there are eighteen :\!aha 
or principal Puranas, containing 1,6oo,ooo lines, and other minor 
Puranas, containing about as many more. There were, the 
Hindu sages tell us, a billion lines, but the rest were mercifully 
kept in heaven for home consumption. 

Having examined all these sacred books, which are held by 
their votaries to be far superior to anything contained in the 
Hebrew and Christian Scriptures, they might turn to the Chinese 
"Cyclopedia of Ancient and :\lodern Literature'' with its 6,109 
\'Olumes, including eighteen \'olumes of index: and having spent 
six or eight years learning the ten thousand different Chinese 
characters in common use, and fifteen or twenty years in learn
ing to read the language fluently, they might. with the aid of the 
latest "Imperial Dictionary," containing 43,g6o characters, go 
through these publications, and subject them to the critical tests 
of the higher criticism. \Vhen this was done, they might visit 
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the British Museum and turn their attention to the Jangyn, or 
"Cyclopedia of Thibetan Buddhism"-a delightful little work 
comprised in 225 volumes, each two feet long and six inches 
thick. These-which are held to be fully equal, if not superior, 
to the Hebrew Scriptures, by some of the skeptics of the present 
day who know little of either-would furnish a ycry inviting 
f1eld for the exercise of the critical faculty. And so long as the 
nst multitudes of China, India and Thibet accept and embrace 
these wonderful productions, receiving them with unquestioning 
faith, it would certainly seem quite proper for men of critical 
and philanthropic inclinations to investigate the pretensions of 
these remarkable volumes, and inform the multitudes who accept 
them as to their authenticity, inerrancy and authority. 

It is a remarkable fact that the higher critics of the present 
day have hitherto failed to thoroughly explore these vast and 
inviting fields, but have mainly devoted their attention to the 
examination and discussion of sixty-six little, illsignificaut 
f>a111phlets, the sacred literature of a small, isolated, scattered 
and persecuted natioP, which in numbers is positively insignifi
cant in comparison with the vast multitudes which accept the 
voluminous sacred books we have mentioned. And it is a some
what remarkable fact that this mighty mass of Assyrian, Baby
lonian, Chinese, Hindu and Thibetan sacred literature escapes 
criticism, and sometimes receives actual commendation, while 
the only documents which are especially criticized and whose 
errancy and mythical and unhistorical character is pointed out 
with UI1sparing zeal, are the records and laws of a nation which 
has had no political existence for nearly two thousand years, 
which does not control or possess a g-overnment, a city. a coun
try. or even an island, on the face of the earth. \'Vhy this book, 
of all others, should be subjected to such criticism as no other 
book has ever endured, and why this must run the gauntlet and 
receive the blows of friends and foes. while a vast mass of 
sacred and Oriental literature passes unnoticed and unscathed, 
is a phenomenon which baffles the comprehension of ordinary 
minds. 

But we have to deal with existing facts; and as the higher 
critics of the present day do not trouble themselves to explain, 
dissect and subject to microscopic examination the sacred writ
ings, traditions and theories of the hundreds of millions which 
compose the vast majority of the human family; and as they do 
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not trouble themselves to point out the inconsistencies, discrep
ancies and errancies of those books, we are limited to a much 
narrower range in the consideration of the performances of the 
higher critiC3. whose sphere of action by their own choice is 
thus circumscribed and limited .... 

The fact that these critics themselves learned all they know 
of criticism and science, in schools, colleges and universities 
which exist only under the light and influence of this book, and 
that most of them depend for the leisure they enjoy, the libraries 
they explore, the salaries they receive, and the bread that they 
eat, upon foundations and institutions endowed and loved by 
men who reverenced these very writings-might itself inspire a 
degree of reverential deference for such venerable documents; 
and the fact that these same. critics, if born in any land where 
these writings are unknown, might have been exposed in the 
fields, flung out into the city streets, or drowned in the nearest 
horsepond before they had time to criticize anything, would 
seem at least a sufficient reason why t;.ey would undertake with 
candor and r~spectful consideration the examination of a book 
to the influence of which they may owe their \ ery existence, or 
without which they might to-day have been howling and whirl
ing in some circles of Dervishes. or sitting besmeared with cow 
dung on the banks of the Ganges, a, . .1 seeking purification and 
salvation amid the obscenities and idol2tries of heathen lands 
(pp. 10-12). 

The unsuspecting eagerness with which some young 
men swallow the conclusions of the unfrie.1dly critics, 
as young birds in the nest swallow the worms and insects 
brought by the mother bird, is set forth in the following 
passage: 

There are signs of the existence of a mortal fear a'1long 
some of the younger students of theology that in the rapid 
progress of scientific criticism they may be left behind. They 
ha,-e heard about Galileo and Copernicus, the decrees and 
anathemas of councils, bulls against comets, and similar in
stances of "religious" bigotry, until-forgetting that these were 
simply instances of old science disputing the claims of new 
science, a phenomenon which occurs continually-they have 
determined that nobody shall get the start of them in the race 
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of modern scientific investigation. Hence, whatever assertions 
or demands a scientist or a critic may make, they hasten to 
accept his statements and obey his behests. But this plan of 
unconditional surrender may be carried too far; and when men 
believe everything that scientific men have guessed at, and 
admit and indorse the vagaries of scientific visionaries, before 
even their inventors and authors are satisfied of their truth, they 
remind one of the mythical 'coon which Davy Crockett treed, 
and which, on learning who the hunter was, said: '"Colonel, you 
need not f.re, I will come down." It is not best for men to part 
with their common sense, or lose their balance for fear of being 
laughed at a thousand ye:trs hence. It is safe to hasten slowly. 
Everything that can be shaken will be shaken, but some things 
that can not be shaken will remain; and it is possible that there 
will be, after all the whirlwinds of criticism, some things which 
can not be shaken; and the only way to find out what they are 
is to wait and investigate, and see. 

A story is told of a lunatic who, finding his way into a 
crowded church and grasping one of the pillars supporting the 
gallery, said: ''I am going to pull the house down!" Timid 
women screamed and shouted, but an old minister calmed the 
tumult by calling out: "Let him try! let him try!" So there 
are men who are perfectly willing to have the critics try their 
hands at the Bible, and will abide the results. If they can grind 
it to powder, let them do so; if they grind themselves to pow
der, it will only be another instance of the rat gnawing the file 
(pp. 14, rs). 

[June 29, r895.l 

CENTER SHOTS FRO;.I HASTINGS. 

I think that all who read the extracts published last 
week from the pen of Mr. Hastings, will excuse m~ 
for devoting my space once more to some of his spicy 
utterances in "The Higher Critics Criticized." Speak
ing of the improbability that these critics will be able to 
turn the masses of the people away from their old-time 
faith in the Bible, he says: 
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Inertia is said to be one of the properties of matter. Jt is 
probably also one of the properties of mind. Large bodies mo,·e 
slowly. and sometimes do not move at all. The best of men, with 
the best of causes and the clearest of arguments, have some
times found that trying to change the minds of the mass of a 
community is much like kicking a dead elephant; and men who 
ha,·e no high.r mission than to pull the Bible to pieces, may find 
that the old Book will stand a good deal of rough usage, and 
not be much the worse of wear (p. 18). 

The parade that is often made of great names, and 
the effort to scare men into the acceptance of critical 
theories lest they should be left behind in the progress 
of 1..'11owledge, is touched up in the manner following: 

\Ve are informed that all the learned believe this, and all the 
critics believe that, and only a few belated, old-time bigots main
tain the traditional view. And yet there are men who have 
t;iven thought and study to these questions before the most of 
the higher critics were born, and who examined these difficuitks 
while some of these learned gentlemen were in their swaddling
clothes, and they are not at all certain that wisdom is likely to 
die with a lot of German Doctors, who. over their pipes and 
beer, discuss and everlastingly settle these questions beyond the 
possibility of doubt or appeal, and make their conclusions the 
end of the law regarding this matter ( p. 30). 

In the course of a series of facts which show that 
adverse criticism of the Bible is a very ancient busines'>, 
and always an unsuccessful one, he cites two prominent 
illustrations in the following words: 

Jchoiakim, with his penknife. was as free a cnt1c as can 
easily be found at the present day; but after he had cut the 
prophecy of Jeremiah in pieces and flung it in the fire, it came 
back to him improved and amplified, and was eventually fulfilleQ. 
(] er. 36: 23-32). Zedekiah was an astute critic; for while one 
prophet declared that he should go to Babylon and die there, 
and another informed him that he should not see Babylon, he, 
in the exercise of the critical faculty, concluded that since the 
prophets disagreed with each other. it was safe to disbelieve 
them both. But when Zedekiah was captured, his sons slain 
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before his face, his eyes put out, and he taken to Babylon to 
die there, he learned that a man might go to Babylon and yet 
not see Babylon (p. 31). 

It is well known to men who are acquainted with old
time infidel literature that a very large part of the his
torical and literary criticism which fills up modern books 
on the subject ai·e but reproductions from the old infidels 
back as far as Celsus and Porphyry. Even those who 
are familiar with no more of this literature than Paine's 
"Age of Reason" have observed this. Mr. Hastings 
copies from the Christian Register of June, r89r, on 
this point: 

Thomas Paine, though stigmatized and set aside as an infid,·l, 
finds reincarnation in the modern Biblical critic. Paine pointed 
out the contradictions in the Bible, which render impossible the 
claim that it is an infallible book. He lived, too, far in advance 
of his age. The spirit of modern scientific criticism had not yet 
come .... And now it is interesting to find that with a different 
spirit and with different tools, and bound by certain traditions 
from which Paine was free, the professors in our orthodox 
seminaries are doing again the work which Paine did, and, like 
him, in the interest of honesty and truth (p. 34). 

The right attitude of believers to these critical the
ories is happily set forth in these few words: 

Truth courts investigat'ion. Candid men arc not afraid to 
consider difficulties which occur in the Hebrew Scriptures; but 
when such difficulties are invented or exaggerated, they indicate 
the errancy of the critic rather than that of the book he criti
cizes. Intelligent, careful, honest criticism is legitimate and wel
come; but carping criticism is not legitimate criticism (p. 35). 

On the same page he shows what a variety of char
acters is represented under the name of "Higher Critic": 

The phrase "Higher Critic" is an indefinite one, as indefinite 
as the term "reptile," which may mean either a crocodile, a mud
turtle, a lizard, or a striped snake; or the word "animal," which 
may be a mouse, a mammoth, a pussy cat or a bengal tiger. So 
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there a:e cnttcs and critics, of every variety, from the mildest 
grade of perplexed doubters to the outspoken type of skeptics 
and unbelievers. X ames and brands signify little now; every 
parcel must be examined. 

Under the heading, ''Jesus of Xazareth as a Higher 
Critic, and with the purpose of preparing the way for 
his testimony respecting Old Testament books, our 
author lays aside, for argument's sake. the claim for 
Jesus of supernatural kno\\"ledge, and considers his 
opportunities for kno\Yledge on the subjects as if he 
were a mere man. In setting forth these opportunities, 
he sho\\"s a freshness and originality of treatment more 
striking than aught else in his part of the Yolume. I 
will quote only some of his more striking sayings: 

His knowledge of the Hebrew and Syriac tongues was not 
acquired under the weekly lessons of a Gentile professor during 
a three years' course in the theological seminary. He had been 
brought up where these tongues were the language of common 
life, and had learned them from his mother's lips. He was not 
in a land of uncultured barbarians: there were schools and 
books arounC:. him. Foreign languages were also spoken, so that 
in the metropolis it was deemed necessary by the authorities to 
inform passers-by of the crime of an executed malefactor by 
inscriptions in Hebrew, Greek and Latin .... His knowledge of 
Jewish antiquities was not deri\"ed from books and libraries, 
but from personal acquaintance and investigation. His acquaint
ance with Jerusalem and J udxa and the land of Israel was 
acquin;d, not in a trip of two or three weeks with a dragoman 
to ask him questions, and a Turk to answer them. and a com
pany of soldiers to keep him from being knocked in the head 
and robbed by wandering Bedouins; but he has probably made 
a hundred journeys to and from the Sacred City .... He had 
no occasion to hunt through lexicons, concordances and gram
mars to master the mysteries of Hebrew lexicography, the sub
tilties of Hebrew grammar, or the idiomatic structure of the 
sacred tongue. There were men all around him who were 
experts in all these departments .... Trained under such cir
cums~ances and influences, Jesus of :Nazareth had great oppor· 
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tunities for familiarizing himself with the Semitic language and 
literature. He was familiar with the Syriac tongue, the lan
guage of common life .... He had undoubtedly read Hebrew 
at an age when most of the higher critics did not know the first 
letter of the Hebrew alphabet. He could stand up before a 
public assembly of Jews and read a Hebrew manuscript at sight, 
and pronounce his words correctly. How many higher critics 
could do that to-day? He had access to Hebrew manuscripts 
in all the synagogues in all Palestine, besides copies in private 
hands; and every one of those manuscripts was hundreds of 
years more ancient than an. Hebrew manuscript that any ~1igher 
critic ever saw or ever will see. His discourses show that he 
had diligently read those books, and was familiar with their 
contents. There arc proLz.bly not more than a dozen highet· 
critics on -:arth who would set themselves above him i · native 
abilities, mental grasp and intellectual acutenes3. He could sing 
and preach and pray in Hebrew as well as ordinary critics can 
in English o;· in German, and in all his references to the Hebrew 
Scriptures we do not recall a single pdlpable error or a blunder; 
and upon purely literary g rounds his position as a critic must 
be infinitely higher than that of any man on earth to-day. He 
was nearer to the clays of Ezekiel and Daniel than we a re to 
the times of Wickliffe, our oldest translator of the Bible. He 
was nearer the time of the origin of large portions of the 
Scripture, according to the higher critics, than we are to the 
Pilgrim Fathers, and about as near to what they call the actual 
close of the canon as we are to the Revolutionary \Var and tt.' 
battle of Bunker Hill. . .. He was in a position t ::> speak impar
tially concerning these matters. He was neither a priest nor ~ 
L evite, and did not subsist on the tithes and offerings .of the 
people, and so had no pecuniary interest in the national religion. 
He was not a scribe or a lawyer, nor was he a theological pro
fessor, bound by his position, his vows, or his salary, to study 
the law and defend and proclaim it, however he might doubt its 
authority. He was untrammeled by cree.ds, confessions and 
sectarian bands . ... If. therefore. we may not cite the testimony 
of J esus of Nazareth, the Messiah, the Son of God, perhaps we 
may ask the opinion of J esus of Nazareth, the higher critic, 
who, fr0m his acquaintance with Biblical antiquities. Hebrew 
idioms am! textual criticisms, was in a position to give lessons 
to every higher critic now on the face of the earth: and whose 
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personal indepenuence, conscientious truthfulness, mental grasp, 
and intellectual acumen, give his words a weight not possessed 
by those of many of the critics of to-day (pp. 40-44). 

Those who cling tenaciously to the old belief in the 
Bible are constantly charged by the ''critics ' ' with bibli
olatry-with making a "fetish" of the Bible. l\Ir. Hast
ings gives us a lively page or two on this subject, from 
which I can extract only a few lines: 

According to some of the wise and prudent critics of the day, 
ther ~ is great danger that the Bible will be regarded as a kind 
of fetish like those which are worshiped by the lowest idolaters, 
who tie bags of rags, snake skins, dried toads, and other 
trumpery. about them, and .make them objects of adoration. 
And there seems to be a fear that the civilization and advance
meJ :t of the age will be imperiled by people who look on the 
Holy Scriptures with superstitious regard as a fetish, and, con
~equently. when critics who have been emancipated from this 
form of fetish worship by finding out that the Bible is nothing 
but an ordinary book, full of errors, blunders, misstatements, 
fictions, falsehoods and forgeries , they at once become enamored 
of its beauty, and prize it far more highly than they ever did 
when they regarded it a3 :.; fetish . ... One thing to be noted 
is. that while other fetishes are manufactured by old women, 
medicine men and magicians, in C:im corners and in · dark ages 
~nd dark places of the earth, the manufacture of this particular 
fetish has flourished most b the centers of cuucation, intelli
gence and civilization; <2nd dnce the year 1804 a single society 
organized in London, the commercial and literary metropolis of 
the world, has produced 135 millions of these fetishes. in 318 
languages. 262 of which have been translated between 1883 and 
rRrn; more than four millions of them having been sent forth 
dnriPg the year r8g2-3. And thongh there have been more 
hooks written ag-ainst this fetish, more laws made prohibiting 
it. more men persecuted and slain for having it. than any other 
fetish that the world has ever known. yet there are to-clay ten 
times as many of those fetishes in existence as there are of any 
other fetish known to men (pp. 51-53). 
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[Aug. 24, r895.] 

SHALL WE LET HIM ALONE? 

If a man's "search for truth" lands him in a very old and 
well-known error, is he to be allowed to teach that error in 
pulpit or professor's chair, establi shed and paid for by evan
gelical folk, because forsooth he was ''searching for truth" when 
he landed in the old bog?-Westenz Recorder. 

Oh, yes, you must let him alone; for if you "evan
gelical folk" who are footing the bill venture to inter
fere, the cry of persecution will be raised, you will hear 
of Galileo, the burning of witches, and the Inquisition. 
You will learn that this is an age of free thought, and 
that bigotry is a back number. It will be rung in your 
ears that the "old and well-known err0r" is a new truth 
about fifty years in advance of the age, and people who 
are not posted will believe it. So when a wolf gets into 
the fold, you must not take a club to him, but you must 
try to convince him that he is in the wrong place, and 
persuade him in a brotherly way to retire. You must 
understand that all men have a right to their opinions, 
except you who are orthodox. 

[Aug. 24. 1895-J 

A CASE I~ POI:-JT. 

Pertinent to the question just quoted from the TV est
ern Recorder, is the following from the New York 
Times, which was written last spring, when Heber .New
ton, who has been on the rationalistic track for some 
years, announced his disbelief of the resurrection of 
Christ: 

Dr. Newton, in his sermon last Sunday, took pains to affirm 
that the doctrine he was preaching on this subject (Christ's 
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resurrection), from the pulpit of a Protestant Episcopal church, 
was not only not the doctrine of the Protestant Episcopal 
Church, but was diametrically opposed to that doctrine. He 
said that he, for his part, did not believe what "the church 
undoubtedly believes." This raises a question, not in the least 
of theological controversy, but of personal good faith and moral
ity. Theologians anl moralists and gentlemen may differ to the 
end of time alout what constitutes ''the resurrection of the 
body," but theologians and moralists and gentlemen will agree 
that when a man finds that he not only disbelieves the doctrine 
of the church of which he is a minister, but finds it imposed 
upon him to attack that doctrine in public, his clear duty is to 
leave the ministry of that church. Tf he remains in its ministry 
and attacks its doctrines from its own pulpit, it is not ''heresy" 
t'1at he is guilty of, so much· as a far more substantia' offeme 
that will be recognized as an offense by people whose personal 
respect for him would not be affected in the least by any views 
whatever which he might hold. and in his i11di·uidual capacity 
promulgate about the resurrection of the body, or about any 
other theological dogma. 

[Aug. 2~. 1895.] 

FELLOWSHIP I~ UXBELIEF. 

The Christia11 Obser~·er asks the question: "At the laying of 
the corner-stone of the new University of Chicago, a week ago. 
Rabbi Hirsch made the convocation address. But as a Jew, of 
course he denies the divinity of Christ. How can it be ri~~t 
to call on an enemy or an opponent of Chri~t to take public 
part in such a sen·ice as the dedication of an edifice to His 
honor?" 

This is a very pertinent question, provided it is true 
that it was a "dedication of an edifice to His honor." 
Dut in that case it would be equally pertinent to ask, 
How could it be right for a Jew to accept the invitation 
to take part in such a service? Both the invitation, how
ever, and the acceptance of it, are easily accounted for; 
for when a Jew who had lost faith in his owr. Bible, 
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meets Christians who have also lost faith in it, he know:c' 
that the latter are coming toward him in the rejection 
of Christ, and this inspires him with a brotherly feeling 
toward them. As men of a common faith are drawn 
toward one another. so are men of a common unbelief. 

[:\'ov. 9, 1895.] 

GEO. F. ~100RE 01\ JUDGES. 

Professor Moore starts out by saying that the author 
of J mlges in its completed form wrote in the sixth cen
tury, D. C., "which," he says, "was separated from the 
times of the judges by as many centuries as lie between 
us and the Crusades;" that is, from seven to nine hundred 
years. He affirms, with the German rationalists generally, 
that the song of Deborah is "the only contemporary 
monument of israelite history before the kingdom;" and 
he represents it as being somewhat fragmentary (Preface 
1, 2; pp. 171- 173) . l-Ie thinks that the author made use 
of an older Dook of Judges, containing accounts of 
many Israelite heroes; and he ascribes this older book 
to the seventh century, or about the time of Manasseh 
(20, 24). Not contented with the analysis of the "Hexa
teuch" made out by his predecessors in the critical fielJ, 
he claims to find the writers, J and E, with a redactor 
following them, in the Dook of Judges also, and thus 
he makes a H cptateuch. As a matter of course, he 
thinks that there is very little real history in the book. 
He calls the accounts of the different judges, "folk
stories;" and if any of our readers does not know right 
certainly what these are, let him think of Uncle Remus 
aud Bro. Rabbit. He says, in connection with this con
ception of the book, that the author's "motive and aim 
are not historical, but religious" (p. 16). This is a 
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thought very common with this class of cnt1cs. They 
have an idea that if a man writes history for the purpose 
of inculcating religious sentiments, he is by no means 
bound to tell the truth. He may twist anti warp and 
invent ad libitum, and it is all right. If one of these 
critics should chance to hear a modern ''revival sermon.'' 
made up. as most of them are, of touching and exciting 
stories of conversions and death-bed scenes, he would 
think that no one of the stories was true; that some of 
them may have had some slight foundation in fact, but 
that the preacher. having a religious, and not a historical, 
motive, was at full liberty to lie, if he could only by that 
means bring sinners to repentance. I am afraid that the 
supposition might in some instances be correct; but one 
thing is certain-if the sinners in the audience thought 
so, instead of repenting they would go away cursing the 
preacher. in modern times, then, if a speaker or writer 
has a religious aim in reciting history. he must tell the 
truth, or he will miss his aim; but the critics think that 
in ancient times he need not tell the truth when his aun 
is a religious one. Yet every one of these religious 
writers lived under a law which said, Thou shalt not lie. 

[Xov. 23. 1895.] 

A CO~DIO~ ~IIST.\KE. 

It is a very common remark that the writers of the 
four Gospels clo not claim inspiration. The latest occur
rence of it that has met my eye is in the following 
extract from an article by Prof. E. H. Johnson. in a 
recent number of the flzdcpcndcnt: 

Furthermore, as one studies all four (Gospels), he not:ces 
that there is no claim in any of them to inspiration. The obvi
ous claim is to knowledge; how the Holy Spirit was related to 
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the writing of these four momentous records is a matter of 
inference, and of inference exclusively. I think the inference 
good that the promised guidance by the Spirit into knowledge 
o f the truth about Jesus would bring with it inspiration, in the 
sense o f helping to tell what the writer knew. Why the infer
ence is clear to c is not now the point; the point is that this 
kind of help is not claimed in the Gospels. 

This Professor's conception of inspiration is very dif
ferent from the one set forth in the Scriptures, or he 
could not have written the third sentence in this extract, 
and he forgets that all four of the Gospel writers repre
sent J esus as promising to the twelve apostles such help 
from the Holy Spirit that it would not be they that 
spoke, but the Spirit speaking in them. He forgets that 
two of these writers were themselves recipients of this 
promise. Moreover, they all wrote their Gospels after 
the time for the fulfillment o f this promise, and if they 
were not thus inspired they quote J esus as making a 
promise which he never fulfilled. It is absurd to think 
that they would quote the promise if it had failed of 
fulfillment, and therefore their assertion under the cir
cumstances is proof that at least Matthew and John had 
been inspired. In other words, their record of the 
promise that they should be inspired is, when rightly 
considered, a claim that they had been. 

[Nov. 30, I8gs.l 

STJI.L ANOTHER DOOK FR0::\1 PROFESSOR 
GREEN. 

This venerable author seems determined to ''fight to 
a finish," as the sportsmen have taught us to say. The 
destructive critics are still his game. Scarcely was the 
paper of his "Higher Criticism" dry from the press, 
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when another and still much larger work comes forth 
under the title of "The L'nity of Genesis." In this he 
confines his attention to the documentary hypothesis, 
and, in opposition to it. insists that the book, while mak
ing use of written sources. is the composition of a single 
writer, with a fixed purpose and plan which he main
tains from beginning to end. He holds, of course, that 
this author was :\Ioses. I desire to say much of the 
book. for it is the most conclusive book, I think, that the 
Yenerable Professor has written, and the style, contrary 
to what is naturally expected from one so advanced in 
life, has in it more fire and snap than I have observed 
in his former writings. The veteran warrior seems not 
only determined to fight to a finish, but to strike his 
heaviest blows at the close of the fight. \Vhat a pity we 
can not move back the hand on the dial of his life about 
twenty years! 

[Xov. 30, 1895.] 

SO:\IE QUESTIO~S. 

BRo. J\fcGAR\'EY :-I am led to call the attention of your 
department to the case of Bro. H., who gh·es utterance in the 
pulpit, and also in pri\·ate, to some strange sentiments. 

1. He preaches that the Book of Job is not genuine history
that the story is hypothetical and parabolic. 

2. He teaches that such men as Buddha, ?,[encius, Confucius 
and Seneca were inspired by God. and that the apostles of 
Christ differed from them only in having more than their in
spiration. To prove they were inspired he quotes Rom. I: 20; 

Ps. 19: 1. 

3. IIe also holds that instrumental music in the church is 
taught in Col. 3: 16. in the word "psalm." He holds and teaches 
that the church, as divinely organized, is sufficient for all word 
and work in the Lord; and he is opposed to other organizations 
set up to do the work of the church. 
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You will help a multitude of the brethren by giving your 
opinion on each of the above items.-E. s. 

I doubt this last statement. If any man teaches or 
believes that the founders of heathen religions, and 
heathen teachers of morals, were inspired of God, and 
is silly enough to quote in proof of it the two passages 
cited, which say nothing at all about inspiration, I doubt 
whether anything I can say will do him, or those who 
believe with him. any good. )\nd if any man who is a 
preacher believes that the apostle teaches the use of 
instrumental music in the chttrch, by enjoining the silzg
ing of psalms. he is one of those smatterers in Greek 
who can believe anything that he wishes to believe. 
vVhen the wish is father to the thought correct exegesis 
is like water on a duck's back. As to the Dook of Job, 
there is room for doubt how much of it is historical. 
That there was such a man, that he was a remarkably 
righteous man, and that he bore suffering with remark
able patience, we know from the statements of Ezekiel 
and James; and I have no doubt that the contents of the 
first and last chapters o f the book are historical; but I 
believe that the speeches throughout the book were com
posed by the inspired author, with the exception Of 
the essential arguments at the basis of them. I suppose 
that the preacher referred to believes that the portions of 
the book which have the form of history are imaginary. 
If he does, he differs from two inspired writers, and this 
is enough to prove that he is wrong. 

F inally, that the chttrch o f God, when organized 
according to the Scriptures, is sufficient for all word 
and work of the Lord-i. e., for all "word and work" 
enjoined upon her-is denied by no man of sense. As to 
any other organization "set up to do the work of the 
church," if there is such a thing, and if it can do the 
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work of the church, I see no reason for opposing it. If 
some one else wants to do the same work that I am 
trying to do, by all means let him do it; for then there 
will be two at it instead of only one. So of the church. 
\Vhen some men preached the gospel through envy, to 
add to Paul"s affliction, he was glad that the preaching 
was done, though he did not fancy the motive. But why 
oppose something which has no existence? The famous 
Don Quixote fought imaginary foes, but they turned 
out to be windmills, and he got the worst of it. There 
are plenty of organizations which are not doing the work 
of the church to keep us busy. If we oppose them, as 
we should, we shall have n.o time to throw away. 

[]an. 18, 1896.l 

A :.IODERX PROPHET 0::\ THE PROPHETS. 

Christian Literature copies from The Outlook an 
article by its editor, Lyman Abbott, on the question: 
"\Vhat is a Prophet?" In answering the question Mr. 
Abbott claims that there have been men in all the ages 
since the close of revelation, even in our own age, who 
are just as truly prophets as were Isaiah, Jeremiah or 
Ezekiel. He names among these, Clement of Alexan
dria, Augustine, Luther, John \Vesley, Jonathan Eel
wards, Swedenborg, l\1anrice, Bushnell, Channing, Fin
ney, Henry \Vard Beecher and Phillips Brooks. I sup
pose that modesty forbade him to name also the suc
cessor of Deecher, Lyman Abbott. This numeration is 
alone sufficient to show that his conception of a prophet 
differs very widely from that held by writers of the 
Dible. In other words, it shows the one distinctive 
peculiarity of a prophet, miraculous inspiration, is denied 
by :.rr. Abbott. 
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But at one place in the essay the writer seems to 
assume that the modern prophets are in reality favored 
with inspiration. He says: 

In a true sense, every real preacher is a prophet. He is not 
a prophet if he docs not receive a message direct from God 
which he can communicate to man-if he is not a foreteller, an 
interpreter, a divine messenger, he is not a true preacher. 

I stippose that 1\Ir. Abbott considers himself a "real 
preacher," and therefore a real prophet. Let him then 
communicate to us some message that he has received 
"direct from God" before he asks us to agree with 
him. The Plymouth Church supposed him to be a real 
preacher when they chose him as the successor of Mr. 
Beecher. I wonder if they have ever received from him 
a message which he received "direct from God." If they 
have, I should think that it would have found its way 
into some of the 1\ ew York papers, and especially into 
his own. As he calls his paper The Outlook, I suppose 
that it keeps an outlook for such things, and yet if it has 
ever contained any, the world is none the wiser for it. 
::\1r. Abbott should not keep his light hid under a bushel. 
1 f he is receiving messages "direct from God," he is an 
unfaithful steward while he keeps them to himself. 

Dut Mr. Abbott , though he does not demonstrate his 
proposition by giving an actual example of a message 
received "direct from God," undertakes to argue that 
there mnst be prophets now, notwithstanding this fail
ure. He says: 

T o deny to the Christian church prophets; to assume that 
prophecy ceased with the close of the l\'ew Testament canon ; 
to draw a sharp line between the prophets before and the 
prophets subsequent to the first century-appear to me to foster 
two errors: One, that which implies to the Hebrew prophets an 
infallibility which they never claimed for themselves; the other , 
to deny to the church, since Christ, that presence of a living, 
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speaking, interpreted God, which was characteristic of the He
brew church, and which Christ distinctly and emphatically de
clared sh0uld continue to be characteristic of the Christian 
church. 

I am not able to see that drawing such a line would 
impute to the Hebrew prophets ''an in fallibility which 
they never claimed for themselves;" it would be only 
saying that we have now no prophets. And it seems to 
me that if the :>rophets that we now have are fallible, 
we have little use for them. If a man receives a mes
sage "direct from God," and then is incapable of report
ing it with entire certainty to me, I believe that I can 
dispense with his services; and remain content with the 
messages which the prophets of the Dible have delivered_ 
They could report their messages with perfect accuracy. 
and prove both that they did this, and, more important 
still, that the messages actually came from God, by 
working miracles. So long as our modern prophets fail 
to do this, we must not be blamed for doubting whether 
the messages which they bring come from God at all. 
Indeed, I am quite sure that the messages wh1ch came 
from the prophets in ::.r r. Abbott's list, at least some of 
their messages, actually came from the deYil. I am sure 
of this, because they contradict messages which certainly 
did come from God through the prophets of old. 

The other error involved in drawing the sharp line 
between modern prophets and those of old. is as invisible 
to my eyes as the one just disposed of. If Christ "dis
tinctly and emphatically cleclarecl" that ''the presence of 
a speaking God'' should be continued to be characteristic 
of the Christian church. it was omitted from his sayings 
reported in the Xew Testament; and I think that this 
must be one of the messages which )Jr. Abbott has 
received "Jirect from Gocl." But here, as in every case 
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o f the kind, I can not be sure that he has received such 
a message. especially when I remember that the "pres
ence of a speaking God" is not a fact in modern church 
history. 

I might quote other vagaries from this article; but 
I have said enough, I think, to show how wild a man 
becomes when his "outlook" is a look outside t!-le Bible, 
and far away. 

[Jan. 18, 1896.] 

T H E T IT LE "PHARAOH.'' 

Many readers o f the Bible are puzzled to know why 
all the kings o f Egypt are called Pharaoh, only three of 
them, Necho, Shishank and H ophrah, being known by 
any other name in the Scriptures. The meaning of the 
word. and its use by the Egyptians as a title, are ex
plained by Brugsch Dey in the following passage from 
his "Egypt Under the P haraohs": 

The Memphite tombs tell much concerning the customs o f 
Pha raoh and his court. The sovereign bear s the official title o f 
"King o f the Upper anJ Lower Country;" he is also called 
Perao, " the g reat house:" better known, perhaps, under the 
Hebrew equivalent of P ha raoh. T he people honored him as 
" lord" (neb) and "god" (neter ) . At sight o f him every native 
prost rated himself and touched the ground with his nose. and it 
was an especial favor if the command o f his lord permitted him 
to kiss his knee (p. 23). 

It seems. from this, that the H ebrews adopted one o f 
the current Egyptian t itles o f the king as their habitual 
name for him. spelling and pronouncing it according to 
the idiom o f their own tong ue. W hile all of these kings 
had each his own per sonal name. it was not common, 
even in Egypt, to use it in speaking o f him, the more 
complimenta ry titles being preferred. Vve have similar 
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usages in modern times. For instance, 1t 1s very rarely 
that we see the name Abdul Hamid applied to the pres
ent ruler of Turkey; or Alexander applied to the ruler 
of Russia. Instead of this, we almost uniformly speak 
of the one as the Czar and the other as the Sultan. In 
reality. our English Dibles ought to read, in every in
stance, instead of Pharaoh, the Pharaoh; for then the 
title, as in the cases of the Czar and the Sultan, would 
not be taken by the uninformed reader as a personal 
name. 

[Feb .. I, r8g6.] 

JOB AND A).IENI. 

Last week we gave a condensed account of Ameni and 
his career, as depicted on the walls of his own tomb. He 
was a provincial ruler in Egypt before the time of Abra
ham. This tomb is a rock-hewn sepulchre about forty feet 
square, ancl its walls are painted with pictures of farm
life and hieroglyphic writing. Xow I give from the 
same source his representation of himself from a moral 
point of view. A translation of the inscription which I 
am about to quote is also given by Brugsch, in "Egypt 
Under the Pharaohs" (p. 6r). Ameni says: 

I never wronged the daughter of a poor man. I never op
pressed the widow. I never hindered a herdsman. I never took 
men from their superintendent. There was not a pauper near 
me. In my time there was no one hungry. \Vhen famine came, 
I arose and cultivated the fields of my province to the boundary 
both north and south. I enabled the inhabitants to live by 
making provision. There was not a hungry man in my province. 
l gave to each widow the property of her husband. I did not 
favor the elder more than the younger in what I gave. In great 
rises of the Nile bringing prosperity I did not exact arrears 
of rent. 
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"This, .. says the author of the article in the Expos
itory Times from which I quote, ''is as grand as it is 
remarkable." Think of it as being the writing of a man 
who lived before the age of Abraham; of one in the 
midst of an idolatrous land, and who was himself an 
idolater. He was a priest of three gods, Horus, Shu 
and Tefnut, and superintendent of the priests of Chnem. 
If we suspect Ameni of boasting, and doubt whether he 
actually attained the exalted character here delineated, 
still the profession which he makes shows what ideas 
men then had of a noble and becoming caree::- on the 
part of one who was a rich ruler and a powerful military 
leader. 

But what has this to do with Job? Much in s~veral 
ways. In the first place, it has been thought necessary 
to give the Dook of Job a comparatively late date in 
order to make it possible that in his clay there was so 
lofty a conception of life and character as are expressed 
by himself and his friends; and especially has it been 
held that Job could not have been a real person at the 
remote age in which it was formerly thought he lived. 
Doth these conceptions are exploded by the autobiog
:·aphy of Ameni; for here is an author who certainly 
lived several centuries before the earliest elate assigned 
to J ob, and his moral conceptions are very easily com
parable to those of the patriarch. Here is indeed an 
illustrated autobiograpl?Y· the contents of which will 
compare in volume with those of the Book of Job. It 
covers three sides of a room forty feet square and sixteen 
feet high. Reduced to feet. this area gives I ,920 square 
feet, and the whole of the writing, if printed on paper, 
would make a folio volume two feet square of 480 pages. 
True, the illustrations exceed in space the hieroglyphic 
writing, and the latter takes up more space than alpha-
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betical writing ; but after allowance is made for all this, 
there is still quite a Yolume of writing. 

In the second place, this writing shows to a demon
stration that the ethical sentiments of the Book of Job, 
no matter how early we put the composition of the book, 
is not an anachronism. Both this fact, and the still more 
important one that. good a man as Ameni represents 
himself, Job is still his superior, will appear if we com
pare with the extract printed above what Job says of his 
own past dealings with his fellow-men. Then turn to 
the thirty-first chapter of Job, in which. when hard 
pressed by the reiterated charge of having brought his 
calamities upon himself by secret sins, he is at last con
strained to vindicate himself by strong assertions on the 
contrary. 

If Ameni could say, "I never wronged the daughter 
of a poor man," Job could say. ''I made a covenant with 
mine eyes: how, then. should I look upon a maid?" He 
could further say: "If mine heart hath been enticed unto 
a woman, and I have laid wait at my neighbor's door, 
then let my wife grind unto another, and let others bow 
down upon her. For that were a heinous crime; yea, it 
were an iniquity to be punished by the judges: for it is 
a fire that consumeth to destruction, and would root out 
all mine increase.'' 

If Ameni could say. "I never oppressed a \\'idow; I 
never hindered a herdsman: there was not a pauper near 
me; in my time there was no one hungry; \\'hen famine 
came I arose and cultivated the fields of my province to 
the boundary both north and south : I enabled its inhabit
ants to live by making provision.'' Job could say, ''If I 
have withheld the poor from their clesire. or haYe cau::ed 
the eyes of a widow to fail [that is. when she looked to 
him for help], or have eaten my mor:,el alone, and the 
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fatherless have not eaten thereof; if I have seen <'.ny 
perish for want of clothing, or the needy had no cover
ing; if his loins have not blessed me, and if he were not 
warmed with the fleece of my sheep; if I have lifted up 
my hand against the fatherless because I saw my help 
in the gate-then let my shoulder fall from the shoulder
blade, and mine arm be broken from the bone.'' 

If Ameni could say, "In great rises of the Nile bring
ing prosperity I did not exact arrears of rent"-by which 
I understand him to mean that when the crops of his 
country are abundant he did not exact from his tenants 
what they had failed to pay of their rents when the nver 
did not overflow its banks and the crops fa; led-Job 
could say, "If I despised the cause of my manservant 
or my maidservant when they contended with me, what 
then shall I do when God riseth up? And when he 
visiteth, what shall I answer? Did not he that made me 
in the womb make him?'' And he could say, "The 
stranger did not lodge in the street, but I opened my 
door to the traveler." 

Ameni has no more to say; but Job goes farther. 
\Vhile Ameni was an idolater, Job could say: "If I have 
made gold my hope, and said to fine gold, Thou art my 
confidence; if I ' rejoiced because my wealth was great, 
and because my hand had gotten much; if I beheld the 
sun when it shined, or the moon walking in brightness, 
and my heart hath been secretly enticed, and my mouth 
hath kissed my hand; this also were an iniquity to be 
punished by the judges; for I should have lied to God 
who is above." 

Ameni was a warrior, and rejoiced greatly at the 
downfall of his enemies. Job was a man of peace, and 
could say: "If I rejoice at the destruction of him that 
hated me, or lifted up myself when evil found him; yea, 
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I "uffered not my mouth to sin by asking his life with 
a curse." 

Finally, while Ameni could say that in times of fam
ine he had all the lands of his province cultivated, which 
had to be done by irrigation, of course, and at great 
expense, lest the people should suffer, Job could say in 
reference to the way in which he had obtained possession 
of his own lands, "If my land cry out against me, and 
the furrows thereof weep together [because their former 
owner had been robbed of them): if I have eaten the 
fruits thereof without money, or have caused the owners 
thereof to lose their life, let thistles grow instead of 
wheat, and cockle instead of barley." 

If any one is curious to know how either Job or 
Ameni could have attained to so high a conception of 
the duties of life, rising almost to the teachings of the 
Sermon on the 1\Iount, the answer can not be given by 
the evolutionist without inventing dates to suit the an
swer: for these men lived too near the beginning of the 
race to have risen so high above the mental status of 
the baboon. And again, the time between them and· 
Christ was too great for the very small advance from 
their standard up to his. But the answer is found in 
the Scripturally revealed fact that the pure morality \\'ith 
which the race started upon its career had not yet be
come extinct, even among idolatrous nations, but was 
still retained in the minds of their nobler men. Thus the 
testimony of the book stands. 

(July 18, I8g6.j 

A CONVERSATION. 

"The Bible is a failure; for there are only a few that 
will be saved." 
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.rll!swcr-Infidelity is a much greater failure; for by 
it nobody at all will be saved. 

··According to the Bible account of things, the devil 
is more powerful than God." 

Ans.-Better wait till the fight is over, before you 
decide who whips. 

"If the Bible is true, it would be better not to have 
been created.·· 

Ans.-But you hm 1c been created; so you had better 
make the best of it. 

"None but the friends of Jesus testified to his resur
rection." 

A ns.-0 f course not ; for honest men could not tes
tify to his resurrection till they knew it to be a fact, and 
that knowledge made them his friends. 

"The witnesses of the resurrection were all interested 
witnesses." 

Ans.-Yes; they were interested to the extent of 
receiving imprisonment, scourging and death for testify
ing. 

[March 7, r8g6.] 

LESSOI\'S FROl\I THE l\10NUMENTS. 

Dy means of the inscriptions in tombs and in temples 
111 Egypt, the modern scholar is now able to walk about 
among the builders of those costly structures, and to 
almost raise from the dead the men in whose honor they 
were constructed. In some instances, however, the serv
ant is made more famous than his lord, because what he 
wrote about his lord has perished, while what he wrote 
of himself has been preserved. This is especially the 
case with one eminent man who lived under three kings 
of the sixth dynasty. His name was Una, and he was 
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a statesman. a \\'arrior and an architect. lie excavated 
a costly tomb for himself, and on its walls, according to 
the custom of the times, he wrote an account of his own 
career. Drugsch. from whom our information is derived, 
says of this account: 

This narrative of the life and actions of a single man among 
the contemporaries of the kings Teta, Pepi and ;\ler-en-Ra, ex
hausts all that we know of their history lP· 49). 

A brief sketch of his work in the single line of tomb
building will throw much light upon the mystery which, 
until late years, hung around the pyramids, the tombs 
and the coffins of that remote period-a period more 
remote than the time of Abraham. I collate from "Egypt 
Under the Pharaohs.". 

Una tells us that he received from Pepi, the second 
king under whom he lived, "orders to quarry a sarcoph
agus out of the mountain of Turah." This was to 
be the king's coffin when he died. \Ve know from many 
that have been preserved how a sarcophagus was made. 
A huge block of granite was cut from the quany with 
hammer and chisel, usually about seven feet long by. 
three and a half feet wide and high. This was finely 
polished on three sides and the ends, and an excavation 
was made in the other side of sufficient dimensions to 
receive the mummy o~ the king. A lid of the same stone 
was quarried to cover the sarcophagus, usually about six 
inches thick. This was also polished, and after the 
mummy had been interred it was laid in place and fast
ened on with cement. Then the sarcophagus was moved 
on rollers to its place within the rock-hewn sepulchre 
which had been previously excavated. The western bluff 
of the Xile valley, which is a limestone formation ex
tending along the western border of Egypt, was honey
combed with these excavations. 
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Una proceeds to tell us that the sarcophagus which he 
was ordered to prepare, after being quarried, "was con
veyed clown the river on one of the king's vessels with 
its cover and many other hewn stones for the building 
of the royal pyramid." This last remark shows that he 
was, at the same time, engaged in erecting the pyramid 
in which the sarcophagus, with its contents, was to be 
laid away. 

When l\Ier-en-Ra, the next king, came to the throne. 
we are told that he "was at once mindful of the eternal 
dwelling, which, after his death, should contain his 
mummy," and that ''Una immediately received the com
mand to prepare everything for the work, and to quarry 
the hardest stone on the southern border o f Egypt.'' He 
says: "His Majesty sent me to the country of Abhat to 
bring back a sarcophagus with its cover: also a small 
pyramid, and a statue of the King :\Ier-en-Ra, whose 
pyramid is called Kha-nefer." The name, Kha-nefer, 
means the beautiful rising. It was so called, perhaps, 
because it rose in beautiful proportions. 

Una was next o rdered to cut a block of alabaster, 
which was also quarried far up the Xile. "The gigantic 
load was to be sent by water on great rafts sixty cubits 
in length and thirty in breadth, which had been previ
ously specially constructed for this purpose. nut the 
river was found to have fall en so low that it was impos
sible to make use o f such large rafts, so Una was obliged 
to build smaller ones in all haste. The wood for thi s 
purpose had to be felled in the neighboring country 
inhabited by neg roes.'' It is thus related by U na: ' 'His 
Majesty sent me to cut down f~m r fo rests in the South, 
in order to build thre., large vessels and four towing 
vessels out o f the acacia wood in the country of Ua-uat. 
And. behold. the official s of Areret, .-\am and :\fata 
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caused the wood to be cut down for the purpose. I 
executed all this in the space of a year. As soon as the 
waters rose, I loaded the rafts with immense pieces of 
granite for the pyramid Kha-nefer of the King :-Ier
en-Ra." 

Our readers will recognize in the acacia wood here 
mentioned the same wood which :-loses used for the con
struction of the Tent of :-Ieeting. He found the trees 
in the Sinaitic peninsula. just across the Reel Sea from 
the region in which C'na found the four forests of the 
same in Africa. Deing both light and durable, it was 
well suited to the purposes of both :-loses and Una. 

The reader should not be misled by C'na's account of 
bringing granite from the upper waters of the Xile for 
the construction of pyramids, and conclude that all of 
the material· for those vast structures was thus trans
ported, or was composed of granite. This hard rock 
was used only for the interior passages of the pyramids, 
and in a few instances for the finishing course of the 
exterior. \ \'ith these exceptions, the pyramids were built 
of the limestone quarried from the bluff on which they 
stood; and the bk)cks of this stone were used in the 
rough as they came from the quarry. :-Iany conjectures 
have been advanced, some of them very wild, as to the 
elate and purpose of the erection of the pyramids; but 
it remained for the builders themselves, after their lips 
had been sealed for thousands of years. to settle all these 
questions; and they have settled them by a ''still small 
voice" which comes from the inscriptions in their tombs 
and on their monuments. It is now a well-established 
fact that the pyramids were familiar objects to the eyes 
of Abraham and Joseph, and that their ages were already 
counted by centuries when ?~loses was born. 
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P,1arch i. 1896.] 

THE SIGN OF JONAH. 

Since the conclusion of my series of articles on the 
Book of Jonah, several articles on the meaning of the 
expression, "The Sign of Jonah," have appeared in the 
Expository Times, one of which I have already noticed. 
In the November number two such articles appeared in 
immediate succession, and they present a very striking 
contrast, the one with the other. One of them is from 
the pen of Sir J. 'vV. Dawson, of l\Iontreal, better known 
as Principal Dawson, under which title he won his 
knighthood. As might be expected from his usual atti
tude on critical questions, he takes the na,tural and obvi
ous view that the sign of Jonah was the fact of his 
experience in the bowels of the fish, as described in the 
Book of Jonah. In the course of his remarks he touches 
the question whether Christ could have made the refer
ence to Jonah which he does if the story were fictitious, 
and he says: 

It is true that a preacher may cite as illustrations fictitious 
or allegorical persona~,~s. but he must not cite them as analogical 
evidence. Let him try this before an audience of unbelievers, 
and he will find them uttering, "That proves nothing; the thing 
never happened." 

Thus the learned writer takes the ground that Jesus 
did not cite the case of Jonah as an illustration, but as 
an event analogous to his own experience about to take 
place in the heart of the earth. 

The writer shows his appreciation of the work of the 
class of critics who deny the historicity of the story of 
Jonah in two very expressive passages. First, he says: 

The Sadducees logically rejected Jesus as a pretentious im
postor. Yet it would seem that, in so far as the case of Jonah 
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is concerned, they were nearer to the kingdom of heaven than 
the "eminent scholars" of to-day. \\'hat can plain men do when 
our religious guides deny so many statements of alleged facts to 
which Christ commits himself? 

And again: 

The truth is that neither the common people nor those of 
scientific habits of thought can find any standing-room on the 
gossamu wires on which critical rope-dancers attempt to bal
ance themselves. I have in my long pilgrimage had much ex
perience of the mod<::s of thought both of the people at large 
and of ad\·anced scientific thinkers, and I know this to be the 
case. 

The other writer is "Rev. Charles Harris, :.I. A., 
F. R. G. S .. " whose article not only presents a striking 
contrast to that of Dr. Dawson, but it strikingly illus
trates his remark about the ''critical rope-dancers." He 
takes the ground that the fish story is an allegory; and, 
unlike others who have taken this view, he actually 
undertakes to show what the allegory is. He first tells 
us that the word for .Vinc<!ch and that for fish are almost 
identical, the one being Ni11ua, and the other Xu1111. (To 
the eye of an En:;lish reader their identity is not very 
apparent.) From this he concludes that "~ineYeh is, 
therefore, the great Fish City." \ Vith this etymology 
as a start, he proceeds to explain the allegory thus: 

The solution of the story which is now offered amounts to 
this, that the fish which swallowed Jonah wa..; none other than 
Xineveh, the great Fish City itself; out of the depths of which 
place, menaced on all sides by physical peril, and overwhelmed 
by the crime and wickedness around him, he uttered the cry for 
deliverance so poetically expressed in chapter :2. 

If Sir J. \V. Dawson can not find standing-room on 
the gossamer wires of this critical rope-dancer, what 
more does the man want? 
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[March 14, r8g6.] 

LESSONS FROM THE MONUMENTS. 

STORY OF JOSEPH CONFIRMED. 

It is now well settled by Egyptologists that the Pha
raoh who befriended Joseph was · the last of the kings 
called Hyksos, conquerors o f Egypt who came from 
Asia. At El-Kab there is a very ancient tomb, the 
owner of which was one Baba, who lived, according to 
the evidence of the inscriptions in his tomb, about the 
same time. The following extract from the inscription 
is g iven by Dr. Brugsch: 

I loved my father ; I honored my mother ; my brothers and 
sisters loved me. I went out of the door of my house with a 
benevolent heart ; I stood there with refreshing hand ; splendid 
were my preparations which I collected for the festal day. Mild 
was my heart, free from violent anger. The gods bestowed 
upon me abundant prosperity on earth. The city wished me 
health and a life full of enjoyment. I punished the evil-doers. 
The children who stood before me in the town during the days 
which I fulfilled were-great and small-sixty ; just as many 
beds were provided for them; just as many chairs; just as many 
tables. They all consumed one hundred and twenty ephas o f 
durra: the milk of three cows, fif ty-two goats and nine she asses. 
a hin of balsam and two jars of oil. 

l\1y words may seem a jest to a gainsayer. But I call the 
god 1\lentu to witness that what I say is t rue. I had all this 
prepared in my house; in addition I put cream in the store
chamber and beer in the cellar in a more than sufficient number 
of bin-measures. 

I collected corn as a friend of the ha rvest gocl. I was watch
ful at the time of sowing. And when the famine arose, lasting 
many years, I distributed corn to the city each year of the 
famine. 

On this Dr. Brugsch remarks: 

Not the smallest doubt can be raised as to whether the last 
words of the inscription relate to a historic fact or not. How-
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ever strongly we may he inclinetl to recognize a general "·ay of 
speaking in the na rratiYe of Ameni lour reatlers will recollect 
the story of AmcniJ, where years of famine are spoken of. just 
as strongly t!oes the context of the present statement compel us 
to refer this record of "a famine lasting many years" to an 
epoch hi storically tlelined. Xow, since famines succeeding one 
another arc of the greatest rarity in Egypt, and Baba lived and 
worked under th e native king, Sequen-Ra Taa IlL, in the ancient 
city of EI-Kab, about the same time during which J oseph exer
cised his office under the Hyksos kings, there remains for a 
satisfactory conclusion but one fair inference-that the "many 
years of famine" in the days of Baba must correspond to the 
seyen years' famine under J oseph's Pharaoh, who was one of 
the shepherd kings.-"EgJ•J>t C:11der the Pharaohs,'' 120, 122. 

Drugsch furnishes other evidence for the truth of his 
conclusion, found in the agreement of the narrative of 
Genesis with what is now known of places and of the 
habits and titles of the time. In this way the contem
porary records of the Egyptians are gradually coming 
to light, after an entombment of thousands of years. to 
tell the same story. so far as they speak. that the Hebrew 
records ha,•e rdatecl through all the intervening genera
tions. \Vho can fail to see in thi s the hand of Him who 
caused the latter records to be made, and \Yho will not 
allow them to be discredited? 

[~la rch 28, 1896.] 

OTHER LESSO.:\S FRO:.I THE :.!0.:\ C:.fE.:\TS. 

THE SCRIBES. 

Every reader o f the .:\ ew Testament has observed 
how important arid influential a body the scribes were in 
Israel; and every attentive reader of the Old Testament 
has observed that the "scribe" was one of the most hon
ored officers of every king. The monumental inscrip-
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tions in Egypt throw a flood of light on the education 
and the labors of this class; for they abounded in Egypt 
precisely as they did in Palestine. The Bible writers 
nowhere enter into these details. They take it for 
granted, when they speak of the scribes, that everybody 
knew who and what they were. It is only in an inci
dental way that we learn anything of their private life 
from what is there said of them. Dut the Egyptian 
inscriptions, especially those on the inner walls of tombs, 
unlike the Bible records, are largely concerned with the 
minute details of private life,_ and here we find a most 
instructive account of the scribes. l\Iaspero, in his "Life 
in Ancient Egypt,'' tells what he has thus learned, put
ting it partly in his own words, and partly in those of 
the inscriptions. I quoted from him last week in regard 
to the various occupations of artisans in the time of the 
Pharaohs, ancl it is in this connection that he speaks of 
the superior advantages enjoyed by the scribes. 

"There is nothing like being a scribe," the wise say: "the 
scribe gets all that is upon the earth." But we must not be 
dazzled by this assertion, or always expect those who boast of 
learning to be skillful authors in verse or prose-wealthy, influ
ential personages. No doubt there are some scribes of very high 
rank. Prince Amenhiounamif, the oldest son of Pharaoh, the 
designated successor to the throne, and his brothers are all 
scribes. ~akhiminou, the hereditary lord of Akhmin, is a scribe; 
so also is Baknikhonsou, the high priest of Theban Amen, and 
the greatest religious dignitary of the kingdom. But so are 
Totimhabi, whom the architect Amenmosou employs to register 
the workmen in the building-yard every morning: Hori, who 
passes his days in counting heads of cattle and entering the 
numbers in his books; Masirou, the keeper of accounts to the 
master carpenter Tinro; N offronpit. who ~uns about drawing 
up petitions or writing notes for illiterate people, who require 
such aid-these are all scribes, and they bear the same title as 
the son of the sovereign or the most powerful barons of the 
kingdom. The scribe is simply a man who knows how to read 
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and write, to draw up administrative formulas, and to calculate 
interest. The instruction which he has recei,·ed is a necessary 
complement to his position, if he belongs to a good family, 
whilst if he be poor it enables him to obtain a lucrative situation 
in the administration or at the house of a wealthy personage 
(pp. 8. g). 

The existence of such an industrial class, embracing 
in its membership ambitious men from the lower walks 
of life, and not thought unworthy of the sons of kings, 
indicates a very advanced state of civilization, and the 
wide diffusion of such intelligence among the people as 
to call for the services of this class. And this was in 
the time of the Pharaohs to whom the people of Israel 
were under bondage-the age in which destructive 
critics, now living, were recently wont to say that the 
art of writing was not sufficiently developed to enable 
).f oses to write the Pentateuch. Furthermore. the ac
count of all the sons of the king being scribes, connected 
with the statement of Exodus that ).loses was called the 
son of Pharaoh's daughter, and that of Stephen, that he 
was "instructed in all the wisdom of the Egyptians," 
leaves nothing wanting in the proof that he possessed 
all the requirements for the composition of both the 
prose and the poetry of those wonderful documents. 

[~larch 28, 18g6.) 

A :\TODER:\ REDACTOR. 

It is \Vellhausen who taught our American ''critics" 
to affirm that the early prophets deny that God gave 
Israel a law of sacrifices: or, rather. it was he who 
taught this lesson to Robertson Smith, from whom our 
neighbors learned it. It may interest our readf!rs to see 
how :\Ir. Daxter handles \Vellhausen's attempt to make 
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good this position. The latter quotes Hos. 8 : I I thus : 
"Ephraim has built for himself many altars to sin; the 
altars are there for him to sin. How many soever 
my instructions may be, they a re counted those o f a 
stranger ;'' and he says : 

This text has had the unmerited misfortune of having been 
forced to do service as a proof that H osea knew of copious 
writings similar in contents to our P entateuch. All that can be 
drawn from the contrast, " instead o f following my instructions" 
(for that is the meaning of the passage), is that the prophet 
had never once dreamed of the possibility of cultus being made 
the subj ect of J ehovah's directions. 

Baxter replies to this in the following passage: 

Our author 's treatment of this quotation from H osea is con
spicuous at once for extreme tenuity and for audacity. The 
prophet says, " I may write for him the manifold injunctions o f 
the laws;" W ellhausen translates, " H ow many soever my ill
structiolls may be." And having thus emasculated the words, he 
criticizes them thus: ''This tex t has had the unmerited misfor
tune of being fo rced to do service as a proof that Hosea knew 
of copious writings similar in contents to our Pentateuch." Ko 
doubt the text proves that Hosea knew o f copious legal writ
ings ; but if you suppress all reference to the writing, it is no 
longer the same text. \ Vellhausen elides the only verb, the verb 
to write, which the claus~ contains, and then boasts tha t there is 
no reference in the clause to writing! That is not a game 
which it requ:r's much cleverness to play at . \ Ve are tempted 
to ask if it be not his own literary fa ilings that have led him to 
impute such awful ' 'redactions" to the J ewish writer s? Clearly, 
"redaction" did not end with the exile. The only "unmerited 
misfortune" which we know the above text to have ex perienced 
is to have had its meaning so shamefully suppressed by its pro
fessed exegete. 

Here, also, why does our author stop his quotation so soon ? 
Had he quoted the very next verse, he would have let his read
er s see tha t Hosea makes God speak of " the sacri fices of mine 
offerings"- words which clearly imply a divine regulation of 
sacrifice; and he would have let his reader s see also that the 
reason why the Lord accepteth them not, even though they bring 
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his own appointed sacrifices, is because of their iniquity and 
their sins. 

\Vhile it is perfectly clear to every reader of the 
prophets that they denounced in scathing terms the folly 
and wickedness of bringing sacrifices to the altar while 
continuing in flagrant sins against God's moral law, 
there was. perhaps, never a more perverse wresting of 
Scripture than che attempt. on the part of infidels like 
\\'ellhausen. co prove that they condemned sacrifice it
self and ~F-~,ied its divine appointment. But more of 
this hereafter. 

[Apr. 4. r8g6.] 

EPITAPH OF AX AGXOSTIC. 

I have clipped from a newspaper the epitaph which 
is said to be inscribed on Professor Huxley's tomb. It 
will be remembered that he was the originator of the 
title "Agnostic." Having been called an infidel by Pro
fessor \Vace, he objected to the appellation. not so much 
because it was untruthful. as because, in the estimation 
of many, it is a term of reproach. He preferred, as 
representing his theological position more exactly, the 
title "Agnostic,'' or one who does not know whether or 
not there is a God. He died as he lived, am] on the 
tombstone some friend inscribed these lines: 

"And if there be no meeting past the grave, 
If all is darkness, silence, yet 'tis rest. 

Be not afraid, ye waiting hearts that weep, 
For God still 'giYeth his beloved sleep.' 

And if an endless sleep he wills-so best. ' 

This epitaph, like many others which we may read 
in the graveyard, belies the life of the man to whom it 
refers. \Vhat right had its author to use the name of 
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God here, when he who lies beneath never recognized a 
God? What right had he to steal a passage of Scripture 
which speaks of God as giving his beloved sleep, and 
apply it to a man who professed not to know God? And 
what sense is there in affirming rest and sleep of a dead 
man, if there is no future "past the grave"? Sleep and 
rest can be affirmed only of living beings. A clod neither 
sleeps nor rests; and Huxley, to-clay, is only a clod, if 
his theory, when alive, was a true one. This epitaph 
reminds one of the story told of Robert Burns-that he 
went through a village graveyard once, reading the 
epitaphs, and, on coming out, asked the sexton: "vVhere 
do they bury the wicked people who die in this town?" 
The sexton answered: "Over there, sir.'' Burns said: 
"No: there are none but the good buried there." The 
sexton insisted: "All, good and bad, are buried there, 
sir." Burns then took a piece of chalk and wrote over 
the gateway : "Here lie the dead, and the living lie." 

[Apr. II, I896.J 

LESSONS FROl\f THE MONUMENTS. 

WOl\1E~ IN ANCIENT EGYPT. 

The doctrine indicated in the saying, "God made man 
upright, and he sought out many inventions," is con
firmed, and the opposing doctrine of moral evolution 
contradicted, by the history of the condition of women 
in heathen lands. vVhile in all heathen lands at the 
present time women are slaves and drudges, it was not 
so in the earliest time to which history now reaches back. 
M . Maspero, in his "Life in Ancient Egypt," has taken 
pains to put together, in a lively sketch, the information 
on this subject gathered from the inscriptions in tombs 
and on monuments. I quote some extracts in which, to 
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give Yividness to his style, he uses the present tense for 
the time of the Pharaoh:; mentioned in Exodus: 

The Egyptian woman of the lqwer and middle classes is 
more respected and more independent than any other woman 
in the world. As a daughter, she inherits an equal share with 
her brothers; as a wife, she is the real mistres.; of the house, 
nibil pi, her husband being, as it were, merely her privileged 
guest. She goes and comes as she likes, talks to whom she 
pleases without any one being able to question her actions, goes 
among men with an uncoyered face, a rule quite opposite to 
the habits of Syrian women, who are always more or less strictly 
\'eiled .... In truth, the woman is the mainspring that keeps 
the whole household in movement. She rises at daybreak, lights 
the lire, distributes the bread· for the day, sends the men to the 
workshop, the cattle to the pasture under the care of the small
est boys and girls, then, once rid of her family, she goes in turn 
to the water supply .... Usually married \·ery young, a mother 
before she is fifteen, frequently a grandmother before she is 
thirty, children are always multiplyit~g and swarming around 
her. A large family is a blessing from the gods, which is wel
comed with gratitude, partly because its keep is inexpensiYe .... 
The children display their affinity by her name rather than by 
that of the father. They are Khonshotpou, Ahmosou, Nouri, 
born of :\Irs. Banisit or :\Irs. :\Iimout, and not Khonshotpou, 
Ahmosou, Xouri, sons of :\!r. Xibtooui or of :\Ir. Khamoisit. 

This last circumstance reminds one of the relation 
that existed bet\\"een the kings of Judah and their 
mothers; the mother, and not the wife. being queen. and 
being uniformly named in connection \\"ith the king's 
accession to the throne. 

LoYe for one's mother is often mentioned among the 
virtues of men \\·hose names appear in the in~criptions, 
and :\Ia~pero quotes from one of the inscriptions the 
follo\\"ing admonition giYen by one Khonshotpou to his 
son Ani: 

It is God him~elf who gave her to thee. From the begin
ning she hath borne a heavy burden with thee, in which I have 
been unable to help her. \Vhen thou wast born she really made 
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herself thy slave. During three years she nursed thee at her 
breast, and as thy size increased she never allowed herself to 
say, Why should 1 do this? She went with thee to school, and 
when thou wast learning thy letters, she placed herself near to 
thy master every day with bread and ueer from her house. And 
now that thou art grown up, and hast a wife and a house in 
thy turn, remcmuer always thy helpless infancy, and the care 
which thy mother lavished on thee, so that she may never have 
occasion to reproach thee, nor to raise her hands to heaven 
against thee, for God would fulfill her curse. 

This advice reminds us of the words of Solomon on 
the same subject, and they clearly show that the light of 
a primitive civilization had not yet faded out in heathen 
Egypt. 

[Apr. II, 1896.] 

THE DARKNESS OF A THEISM. 

An editorial in the February number of the Exposi
tory Times brings out some very interesting facts in 
regard to the religious experience of Professor Romanes, 
who has been frequently mentioned, of late, as a convert. 
in his later years, from atheism to Christianity. It 
seems that belief in Darwinism led him, as it did Darwin 
himself. Tyndall and Huxley, ii1to the unbelief for which 
they were noted. He published an anonymous work in 
1876, entitled ' 'A Candid Examination of Theism," the 
authorship of which was so successfully concealed that 
it did not become generally known until after his death 
in 1894. At the close of that book. in which he had 
demonstrated to his own sa tis faction that there is no 
God, he was candid enough to express the feeling which 
oppressed his soul when this conclusion was reached. 
The passage reads like the wail of a lost soul: 

I am not ashamed to confess that. with this virtual negation 
of God, the universe to me has lost its soul of loveliness; and, 
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although from henceforth the precept to "work while it is day'' 
will doubtless gain an intensified force from the terribly intensi
fied meaning of the words, "The night cometh when no man can 
work," yet when at times I think. as think at times I must, of 
the appalling contrast between the hallowed glory of that creed 
which was once mine. and the lonely mystery of existence as I 
now find it-at such times I shall feel it impossible to avoid the 
sharpest pang of which my nature is susceptible. 

If other atheists would be equally candid, how many 
such wailings of despair would be appended to the lines 
of argument by which they drag themselves out into 
darkness. It ,,·as perhaps this very candor, however, 
that distinguished him from his fello\\·s in scientific 
unbelief. and made it possible that he should be rescued 
from his despair before it became eternal. In his des
peration he looked around for some source of relief, and 
his eye rested on the one only man of high attainments 
who accepted Darwinism. and yet held fast to faith in 
Christ. This man was John Gulick. then a missionary 
in Japan. He wrote to him, and his letter still further 
reveals the sadness and unrest of his soul. I copy the 
most significant part: 

The question which, for my O\vn benefit alone, I want to 
ask is, How is it that you have retained your Christian belief? 
Looking to your life, J know that you must have done so con
scientiously: and, looking to your logic, I equally know that you 
can not ha\'e done so without due consideration. On what lines 
of e\·idence, therefore, do you mainly rely? Years ago my own 
belief was shattered, and all the worth of life destroyed, by 
what has e\·er since appeared to me overpowering assaults from 
the side of rationality; and yours is the only mind I have met 
with which. while greatly superior to mine in the latter respect, 
appears to have reacheJ an opposite conclusion. Therefore, I 
should like to know, in a general wa:v. how you ,-ic;.- the matter 
as a whole; but if you think the qu estion is one that I ought not 
to have asked, I hope you will neither trouble to answer it, nor 
refuse to accept in advance my apology for putting it. 
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How piteous was this appeal, and how impossible 
that a man who was then a missionary to the heathen 
should not answer it to the best of his ability. A cor
respondence followed, and the final result was the res
toration of the unhappy scientist to the faith of his child
hood. This reminds me of a most touching passage m 
Froude's "l\emesis of Faith": 

Arthur, is it treason to the Power that has given us our 
reason, and willed that we should uce it, if I say I would gladly 
give away all I am, and all I ever may become, all the years, 
every one of them, which may be given me to live, but for one 
week of my old childhood's faith, to go back to calm and peace 
again, and then to die in hope ? Oh, for one look of the blue 
sky, as it looked then when we called it heaven! The old 
family prayers, which taught us to reverence prayer, however 
little we understood its meaning; the far dearer private prayers 
at our own bedside; the dear friends for whom we prayed; the 
still calm Sunday with its best clothes and tiresome services, 
which we little thought were going so deep into our hearts when 
we thought them so long and tedious ; yes, it is among these so 
trifling seeming scenes, these, and a thousand more, that our 
faith has wound among our heartstrings; and it is the thought 
of these scenes now which threatens me with madness as I call 
them up again. 

[Apr. 18, 1896.] 

THE l\EW BIBLE AND THE CHILDREN. 

The editor of The Outloo!?, Dr. Lyman Abbott, has 
been studying the question, how to teach the Dible to 
children, since he has accepted "the results of criticism:" 
and being puzzled, no doubt, over the knotty question, 
he has called to his aiel the venerable Dean Farrar. The 
latter responds in The Outlook for ~farch 21 with an 
article which he introduces in the following words: 

The editor asks me to say a few words upon a subject of 
real and urgent importance-"the right way of presenting the 
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Bible to the young in the light of the bigher criticism." 
gladly accede to his request, because an unwise or unfaithful 
way of dealing with the facts forced upon us by the advance of 
knowledge may be prolific of deplorable re,;ult>. 

"'hen I read this introduction. and saw that the 
c!"!"ay following fills more than five of the very broad 
columns of The Outlook, I expected to find an elaborate 
discussion of the urgent and important inquiry, and I 
was not a little curious to know what the answer could 
be. \ Vhat was my surprise, then. on reading the five 
columns through, to find scarcely a dozen lines in which 
there is even an attempt to answer the question oi the 
editor. All the rest is devoted to a defense of the con
clusions of the advanced critics, and to denunciation of 
those who refuse to accept them. Xearly all the matter 
in the essay is such as any disciple of the school in this 
country might have furnished by copying from Briggs, 
Smith, Bacon, Harper & Co. I will call attention here
after to some of the points \Yhich he presents, but now 
I must show how he answers the question in hand. 

First, he insists that "we should be profoundly and 
unswervingly truthful"-a statement to which all honest 
teachers of children can respond with a hearty Amen. 
Then he says: "\ Ve are not bound to teach children all 
we know, but we are most solemnly bound not to teach 
them anything which we feel to be doubtful as though 
it were certain, and still more are \\·e bound not to teach 
them anything of which we ourselves begin to suspect 
the reality." Again can we respond, Amen; but we can 
see the author here leaves a big hole through which to 
creep out, and leaves the children entirely ignorant of 
tho;,e tremendous discoveries which have made the Bible 
so much more precious to him and his confreres than it 
ever was before. If they have had this effect on them, 
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why eot tell all to the children, and make the Dible more 
precious to them, also ? Ought not the children be taught 
to love the Bible? 

In the next paragraph he dodges the issue, by say
ing : "Into a vast part of our teaching , by far the largest 
and most important pa rt of it, no question of the higher 
criticism enters at all." \Vel1, if this be true, that is not 
the part to which the editor's inquiry re fers. I-I e wants 
to know, and we a11 want to know, how such men as 
Dean F arrar would teach the children in that other and 
smaller part. \Vhy is there no explicit answer here ? 
And then, it seems to me that the answer g iven is not 
only evasive, but rather disingenuous. \Vhat part of the 
Bible does the Dean suppose himself to be teaching when 
he speaks o f the largest part o f the teaching a~ not being 
connected with questions o f criticism ? There is sca rcely 
a book in the Old T estament into which these questions 
do not enter , even to the very heart o f them: there are 
few leading facts whose historicity is not challenged: 
and in the ~ew Testament the reputed authorship o f 
many documents is denied. H ow can he teach the chil
dren "truthfully'' if he leaves them to the false ideas 
inherited from their fa thers in regard to a ll these mat-
ters? · 

But the Dean approaches the issue more closely in 
another passage, after which he leaves it finally. He 
says : " Does a child fail to grasp the meaning o f the 
parables o f Christ though he is told that these are not 
necessarily fo unded on real incidents, but are 'tales with 
a purpose'? vVhy, then, should it be different with the: 
stories- say of Dalaam and Jonah ?" H ere there is an
o ther evasion. T he question is not whether the m eaniug 
o f a story is lost when it is said to be a fictitious one, 
but whether it is wise to tell the child that the incidents 
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of the parables are uot real, and that the facts related of 
Jonah and IJalaam IIC'Ucr tru11spircd. :\nd why stop with 
Dalaam and Jonah? Rather, why begin with them? 
\ \"hy not begin at the beginning, and say the same of 
Adam and Eve; of the fall; of Cain and c\bel; of Xoah 
and the flood: of Abraham; of .:\Ioses and the plagues 
of Egypt. and on through the whole of the Old Testa
ment? \\'hy not tell, if not all you know, at least that 
which is ~o necessary to a right appreciation of these old 
''stories"? Is it because the Dean is fearful that this 
method would be "prolific of deplorable results"? How 
pitiful to see a great man tied down to a theory about 
the Dook of God, which .he dares not teach to his neigh
bor's children, or to his own grandchildren, for fear of 
"deplorable results." For my own part. I can not recall 
a single conception which I entertain about the Dible. 
any part of it, which I am in the least afraid to impart 
to the young. For this I thank God, and in it I take 
courage. 

[June 13, 18g6.l 

OLD TRUTH A::\D XEW TRUTH. 

President Harper has an editorial in the Biblical 
W arid, beginning in the April number. and continued 
in the .:\fay number, showing how one class of men 
array themselves in favor of old truth and another class 
in favor of new truth; and how they often denounce 
each the position of the other. He deprecates this 
denunciation. and the purpose of the article is to dis
suade men from it. It is easy to see what led him into 
this train of thought. He regards himself. in his advo
cacy of the new criticism. as a lover of new truth. and 
he wishes to silence those who ~peak of him as an aclvo-
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cate o f dangerous error. He is willing, if the opposition 
will consent, to enter into a kind of compromise, by 
which he will concede to his opponents the title of advo
cates for old truth , provided they will call him and his 
party the friends of new truth. 

The device is too thin. The issue is such that if 
either party is right, the other is wrong. This will appear 
very clearly if we consider one of his own illustrations. 
It is an antithetical statement which he quotes from some 
one, "The Dible is inspired o f God according to Paul, 
but it is the work o f ignorant and unskillful redactors 
according to Wellhausen." Here. according to our editor, 
instead of an antithesis between a truth and an untruth, 
we have something quite different: that is, two state
ments that are complementary to one another. He makes 
out the case in the following words: 

Paul looks at the finished product and a t the work which 
it has accomplished in the world, at the spi rit which breathes 
forth from it, at the destiny which awaits it. The critical 
scholar studies it from the scientific point of dew, its beginnings, 
its form, the characteristics and knowledge of the men who were 
the instruments of its production, the phenomena of the periods 
in which its particular books were produced, the ,·arious processes 
through which it has passed. And when we realize all that is 
invol\'ecl in the latter, need we feel that the argument for the 
former is weakened? 

\Vhat does all this parade of words and clauses 
amount to? ~othing but an attempt to show that when 
a man says with Paul that the Bible is inspired of God, 
he is uttering an old truth , and that when \Vellhausen 
says it is the work of ignorant and unskillful redactors. 
this is. a new truth : and that there is no antagonism 
between the two. \Vellhausen himself would repudiate 
the attempt with scorn. That which he means by his 
statement o f the origin of the Bible excludes divine 
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inspiration, as he is frank enough to tell us; so if he is 
right. his new truth stands in direct opposition to Paul's 
old error. \ \' ellhausen is not a trimmer like President 
Harper. I suppose that, according to the latter, when I 
say that the Pentateuch came from :..roses, and he says 
that it was composed a thousand years after the death 
of :..roses, the difference is only this, that I am contend
ing for an old truth. and he for a new one; that is, it 
is an old truth that it did come from :..roses, and it is a 
new truth that it did not. A great deal of the President's 
recent writing is of this character: and for my part, I 
admire him more when he comes right out, as in his 
lectures on Genesis than when he blows hot and cold with 
the same breath. ·'I would that ye were either hot or 
cold.'' 

[July -t. 1896.] 

WHY ADRA:..I \\'E:\T TO CA:\AA~. 

Prof. David Gordon Lyon, Ph. D., of Harvard Uni
versity. knows more about Abram than the Dible does. 
He says. in an article in the Biblical World for June: 
"Political changes at home and the prospect of bettering 
their fortunes in the \\'est. may haYe led .\bram and 
Lot to turn their faces toward Canaan." Again: 
"Abram is impelled still further to the \\'est by sublime 
faith in the future. and into the land of Canaan he comes 
(Gen. I 2). He comes, we may suppose. not into the 
region that was utterly unknown." I suppose that we 
may suppose that he had heard Horace Greeley's advice, 
"Go \\'est, young man. and grow up with the country." 
\Vhat cares this Professor for the ::;tatements of the 
Dible, that Abram came into Canaan because God called 
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him thither, and that "by faith he obeyed, and went out, 
not knowing whither he went"? 

[July II, I8g6.j 

THE CRY, .. BACK TO CHRIST." 

Let no one be deceived by this cry when it comes 
from rationalistic sources. There is a meaning in it quite 
different from that which we are apt to attach to it. We 
are apt to suppose that it means back of all human creeds 
and rules of discipline to the teaching of the apostles and 
of Christ. Dut it does not stop there. It means, also, 
back of the apostles, so that their teaching is to be set 
aside when it does not seem to be supported by the per
sonal teaching of Jesus. X either cloes it stop at the four 
Gospels and their representation of what Christ taught. 
It discriminates between what they have incorrectly re
ported from the lips of Christ and what he actually said. 
Dy powers of discernment which none but an expert 
modern critic boasts of possessing, all of the reported 
sayings of Christ arc sifted, the accretions and miscon
structions of the Gospel writers, and the traditions which 
they followed, arc cast aside, and the residue is the teach
ing of Christ. The cry is, back to that; and back to that 
is infidelity and religious anarchy. 

Dr. James Stalker has well expressed the essential 
part 8f the sentiment in the opening paragraph of the 
leading article of the June Expositor. He says: 

"Back to Christ!" is the watchword of theology at the pres
ent time; and there can be little doubt that the question, what 
precisely was taught by Christ, will be the most burning theo
logical topic of the first decade of the twentieth century. It 
seems an easy thing to discover what Christ taught, for in the 
four Gospels all his words are contained in a very narrow com
pass .... The question, however, has been raised, Are we sure 
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that all the words attributed to our Lord m the Gospels are 
really his; or, as we read, do we require to exercise caution 
and criticism? 

If we once cast aside the inspiration which Christ 
promised his apostles, if he did promise it, if those 
promises of it are not spurious additions to his words, 
and if we also cast aside their claim of an in fallible 
inspiration. as has now become the fashion, what have 
we left to guarantee the certainty that anything quoted 
from him in the Gospels actually came from his lips? 
1\othing. absolutely nothing, except the judgment of the 
modern critic, and that, in such a connection, is not worth 
a snap of my finger. 

Back to Christ let us go; but let us not forget that 
when "·e reach the writings of his apostles, whom he 
authorized to speak in his name, and qualified to speak 
with absolute authority, we have gone back to him. 

[July II, 18<}6.] 

SO~IE CRUDITIES OF CRITICIS~I. 

The writer of an article in the Expositor for ~1ay 
says that the city of J ezreel, having been polluted by 
the foul worship of Daal, ''became accursed. and wac; 
destroyed with terrible vengeance by Jehu." He con
founds the destruction of the house of .-\hab with the 
destruction of the city in which Jehoram and Jezebel 
were slain. J ezreel is now a ruin, but there is nothing 
in the sacred text about its destruction by Jehu or any 
one else. 

\\' endt. in his "Teaching of Jesus." expresses the 
opinion that Luke did not borrow from ~latthew-at 
least. not much-and he b"ives as a reason that ''St. Luke 
was particularly shy and suspicious of St. ::.Iatthew." 
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And yet this same 'vVemlt has been held up to the readers 
of some papers in this country as a writer noted for his 
"sturdy orthodoxy." He also says of Jesus that, at the 
beginning of his ministry, "he was neither recognized by 
others as the .:\1essiah nor expressly known to be such 
by himself." I wonder what he thought was meant by 
the voice from heaven at his baptism. And what did he 
think of himself when in the synagogue in ~azareth he 
read from the prophecy of Isaiah, and said: "This day 
hath this scripture been fulfilled in your ears''? Oh, 
well, it is very easy for a man like W ei1Clt to toss aside 
as unhistorical any passage of Scripture that does not 
suit his notions; and what is the use to reason with 
such men? 

[Aug. I, 18g6.] 

C\TCH-PHRASES. 

To fall in with every catch-phrase which goes whirl
ing through the air betrays a want of thought. It is too 
common among preachers and newspaper writers. \Ve 
hear a great deal lately of "Applied Christianity." Have 
those who have caught up this phrase paused to think 
what it implies? If they have, then they are convicted 
of having in mind a Christianity which is not applied. 
There may be theories about Christianity which are not 
applied, but they are as far from Christianity as a theory 
about farming is from farming. Drop the phrase, and 
repudiate its implication. 

Another of these catch-phrases is, "The Christ 
Spirit." ·what does this mean? I suppose it is intended 
to mean the Spirit of Christ. This last expression occurs 
twice in the Scriptures (Rom. 8: 9 ; I Pet. I: I 1), but in 
both instances, as the context plainly shows, it means the 
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Spirit of God. If this is what is meant by the phrase, 
why not say so, instead of adopting an expression which 
is both unscriptural and ungrammatical? President Loos 
has of late very effectually rebuked the use of the noun 
disciple as an adjective in the phrase, Disciple Church; 
it is a blunder of the same kind to use the official title 
Christ as an adjective in the phrase, Chri~t Spirit. Keep 
your heads level, brethren. and don't be dazzled by every 
fad in thought and expression which happens to be float
ing about. It is a wholesome rule to call Bible things by 
Bible names; there is a volume of wisdom in it. 

[Aug. 29, x8¢.] 

"WHAT OF IT?" 

From a recent article I extract the following passage: 

A man tells me that he does not believe that ~loses wrote 
the Pentateuch. He has been compelled to surrender the tradi
tional faith on that question. He believes that there were two 
Isaiahs, and that a gap of one hundred and fifty years yawns 
between the thirty-ninth and fortieth chapters of Isaiah's proph
ecies, so that they could not have been written by one man. He 
belie,·es that Deuteronomy was written in the eighth century 
B. C., and that Leviticus did not assume its present form till 
after the captivity, a thousand years after :.loses. \Vhat of it? 
If this man says he can not listen to the old-fashioned tradi
tional preaching that ignores or disputes the findings of the best 
scholarship of the age. he has missed the nature and purpose of 
criticism so far as Christian life J.nd duty are concerned. :\a 
matter who wrote the Pentateuch or when it was written, 
whether there were two Isaiahs or four or forty, it is our busi
ness, all the same, to follow Christ, and discharge every duty he 
lays upon us. 

If the man to whose objection this is a response is a 
man of sense, he will not be put off in this way. lie will 
respond that, in being compelled to surrender the tra(li-
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t iona! belief that Moses is the author of the Pentateuch, 
he has been compelled to believe that the Pentateuch con
tains a very large number of false statements about its 
own origin , and that the Lord J esus, together with all 
of his apostles, believed and taught what was false in 
regard to it. He will, therefore, demand, as a condition 
o f following Christ. that the author of this article, or 
some other man who believes as he does, shall show him 
how to follow a Christ who spoke erroneously on a mat
ter o f fact so simple. As to Isaiah, if he has decided 
that the last twenty-six chapters of that book were not 
written by Isaiah, but by an unknown man who lived 
one hundred and fifty years later , he will want to know 
how he can implicitly follow teachers like Christ and his 
apostles who quote passages from those chapters, and 
say that I saiah wrote them. Can the writer of this 
article meet these demands? If he can. it would be far 
better and wiser for him to do so than to indulge in the 
mere gabble of saying . ''No matter who wrote the Penta
teuch o r when it was written, whether there were two 
Isaiahs or four or forty, it is our business all the same 
to follow Christ." I think we have had enough of this 
kind o f loose talk. It is time that some of the men who 
thus talk were meeting the real issue as to the bearing 
of their skeptical theories on the Christian faith. 

[Oct. IO, 1896.) 

DR. YOUNG, OF DANVILLE. 

In the recent death of the president of Centre Col
lege, our State of Kentucky has lost one of its most dis
tinguished scholars. the P resbyterian Church has lost one 
of its most useful men. and the cause of true Biblical 
criticism one of its most stalwart defenders. He took a 
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leading part in the prosecution of Professor Briggs 
before the General .-\ssembly. and the friends of the 
Bible owe much to him for putting a serious check upon 
a heresy which would have spread much ·further and 
more rapidly had it been tolerated by that influential 
body. Only fifty-four years of age at the time of his 
death, with good health his usefulness might have been 
prolonged many years, but God has ordered it otherwise. 
To his will we bow. 

[:\ov. 21, t8g6.] 

"JESUS AND JOXAH" I~ SCOTL\XD. 

The Critical Rc<.!ic<c•, published by T. & T. Clark in 
Edinburgh, and edited by Prof. S. D. F. Salmond, stands 
in the front rank of critical journals in Great Dritain. It 
is devoted exclusively to reviews of books and magazine 
articles on criticism and philosophy. Its editor is asso
ciated with Professors Driver, Sanday, Driggs and others 
in getting out "The International Theological Library," 
of which a number of volumes have already been pub
lished. The October number of his Re<•icw contains an 
editorial notice of my little book, "Jesus and Jonah," 
which closes with the following statements: 

The book is a strong defense of the literal, historical char
acter of the story of Jonah in all its parts. In attempting to 
make this good, however, the author takes it too easily to be the 
case that we have ''the solemn assertion" of the Lord himself 
that "the leading incidents are real transactions." 

Similar notices have appeared in other journals on 
the "critical" side: notably. in the Interior, of Chicago. 
They are self-contradictory. The main theme of the 
book is to show that we have the solemn assertion of our 
Lord himself that the leading incidents in the story of 
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Jonah are real transactions: and if "it takes this too 
easily to be the case," it is a weak defense, instead of 
being a strong one. as they concede. I have been very 
solicitous that some one of them would undertake a 
refutation of my argument. and I took pains to challenge 
the eight scholars whose symposium is reviewed in the 
book to the undertaking. I also threw this challenge 
open to any other competent scholar who might see fit 
to accept it: but thus far not one has been found to take 
up the gauntlet. I gave this challenge, and I now repeat 
it, not for the purpose of boasting. but because I very 
well know that a man can never be sure how well an 
argument which he has made can stand the test of criti
cism until the test had been applied. While my confi
dence in the argument is solid, it is not overwhelming. 
I am willing to give it up if it can be proved fallacious: 
but so long as this is not done, or even attempted, I shall 
be incapable of accepting the ''critical view," or, rather, 
any of the many ''critical views," of our Lord's words on 
this subject. 

If the writers to whom I allude hac\ taken the ground 
that the argument of the book is so weak as to be 
unworthy of their notice, I would have kept quiet: but 
as they have conceded its strength, they can not make 
this plea, and the cause of truth, I must insist, demands 
an attempt at refutation. I thought surely that if a 
scholar of Professor Salmond's well-known ability 
should see fit to notice the book at all, he would have 
refuted the main argument if he saw his way clear to 
do so. 

I especially refer, in these remarks. to one line of 
argument which I have emphasized as no other writer 
has within the range of my reading. It is the argument 
that Jesus, as a man of absolute truth, could not say that 
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a certain e\·ent took place unless he knew that it had. 
He could not, for instance, say that Jonah wa~ in the 
bowels of the fish unless he knew that he was. He 
makes this solemn assertion and he makes it the basis of 
a prediction respecting himself: ".-\:-; Jonah was three 
days and three nights in the bowels of the fish, so the 
Son of man shall be in the heart of the earth.'' He also 
says that the men of Xineveh repented at the preaching 
of Jonah, and he could not have said this unless he knew 
it to be true. 

I hope that some one will yet, in the interest of truth, 
undertake to refute my_ argument. 

[Xov. 14. r8g6.] 

OSHUA'S SPEECH TO THE SU~ AXD ~IOO~. 

There are men who are willing to believe in the 
occurrence of miracles, provided they are not too mi
raculous. They can believe that Jesus healed the sick, 
and that possibly he sti lled the tempest on the lake: that 
is, if the wind was not blowing too hard : but when it 
comes to causing the sun and moon to stand still, which 
we now know involved the suspension of the earth's 
rotary motion, it is too much for their frail credulity. 
And why? If they would only stop to reason about it, 
they could see that tt ts as easy for .\)mighty power to 
work one miracle as another-as easy for it to stop the 
earth in its revolution on its axis as to stop a feyer by 
a word, or to stop the wind from blowing-a little easier 
than for a boy spinning a top to stop the top. The onlv 
way to make a miracle appear incredible is to show that 
there was no suitable occasion for one. There is true 
theology in the representation of God as one 
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"Who sees with equal eye as God of all, 
A hero perish, or a sparrow fall; 

Atoms or systems into ruin hurled, 
And now a bubble burst, and now a world." 

Many are the devices by which men who do not 
believe that the sun and moon stood still at the com
mand of Joshua, and who yet do not like to say that 
the story is a downright falsehood, have adopted to 
explain the passage which records it. The most com
mon of these is to say that the author of the Book of 
Joshua quotes the Book of Jasher as his authority for 
the story, without vouching for it himself. If he does 
this, then we ought to be informed whether the story 
was false as found in the Book of J asher: and if it was, 
somebody ought to find an excuse for the author of 
Joshua in quoting a story that was false and absurd. 
To take up a false report and pass it on, is the next 
thing to originating it. 

[1'\o\'. 14, r896.] 

JOSHUA'S COM:\t!AI\'D TO THE SUN AND 
l\100N. 

Professor Moulton, in his volume entitled "Judges," 
has a disposal of this passage in Joshua which shows 
some originality, and his arrangement of it has sug
gested this article. Before I introduce this arrange
ment-for it is an arrangement of the text. and not 
a comment, which shows his view of the incident-! 
must quote the passage, and request the reader to no
tice carefully its contents. Here it is, as printed in the 
Revised Version: "Then spake Joshua to Jehovah in the 
day when T ehovah delivered the Amorites before the 
children of Israel: 
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Sun, stand thou still upon Gideon; 
And thou moon in the valley of .Aijalon. 
And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed, 
Until the nation had avenged themsch·cs o f their enenues. 

Is not this written in the Dook of J asher? And the sun 
stayed in the midst of heaven, and hasted not to go down 
about a whole day. And there was no day like that 
before it or after it, that Jehovah hearkened to the voice 
of a man; for Jehovah fought for Israel." 

A mere glance at the passage shows that it divides 
itself into three parts: First, what Joshua said; second, 
the result, that the sun and moon did as he commanded ; 
third, after the reference to the Dook of ] asher, a repeti
tion of what the sun did, with the aclc\ition of the length 
of time that it stood still, and a comment on the unique 
character of that clay. 

Let us now inquire which of these three parts was 
quoted, if any, from the Dook of ]asher. If it is the 
prose part which follows the mention of this book, then 
the preceding part is written on the authority of the 
author of Joshua. and he makes himself responsible for 
the truth of the story. But, on the other hand, if that 
which precedes the reference to J asher is the quotation, 
then that which follows is an indorsement of the story 
by the author of Joshua: and there is no possible way 
of relieving him from responsibility. \\'hatever may be 
intended, therefore, by the mention of the Book of 
J asher, our author stands responsible for the statement 
that the sun and moon stood still at the command of 
Joshua. 

We are now prepared for Professor ).loulton's treat
ment of the case. He prints in the body of his text the 
lines quoted above that precede the mention of the Dook 
of ]asher, and he removes to a foot-note. which he prints 
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in small type, the words, ''Is not this written in the Dook 
of J asher? And the sun stood still in the midst of 
heaven, and hasted not to go clown aboitt a whole day. 
And there was no day like that before or after it, that 
the Lord hearkened to the voice of a man, for the Lord 
fought for Israel.'' By enclosing the words which follow 
the mention of the Dook of J asher, in quotation marks, 
he indicates that these are the quotation. The preceding 
part, therefore, which is not distinguished by quotation 
marks, he must ascribe to the author of the Book of 
Joshua. 

It is now apparent that in whatever way we look at 
the passage, and whatever view we take of the so-called 
quotation from J asher, the author does not depend upon 
that lost work as his authority for the story, but affirms 
it on his own independent authority. This seems to be 
conceded by Professor Moulton himself: for he remarks, 
in his brief introduction, that "even Joshua, in the thick 
of the battle of Gibeon, breaks out into the ballad of the 
sun and moon standing still'' ( p. ro). But if the Pro
fessor here means by "the ballad'' the whole of the part 
which he prints in poetic lines, he has fallen into another 
mistake; for while Joshua could have said, in plain prose, 
or in poetry, as you please to regard it, "Sun, stand thou 
still upon Gibeon, and thou moon on the valley of Aija
lon," he could not, at the same time, have said, "And the 
sun stood still, and the moon stayed until the nation had 
avenged themselves of their enemies.'' This last could 
have been said only after the sun had quit standing stili, 
and the first, only before it stopped in its course. The two 
could not be separated by less than the whole day; and 
they are really separated by the interval between the 
event and the writing of the Book of Joshua; for 
undoubtedly the statement that the two luminaries did 
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stand still is that of the author-. while the command is 
that of Joshua . 

.:\ow a word about the quotation from the Book of 
J ;.sher. The affirmation that there is such a quotation 
has always appeared to me to be entirely without justifi
cation. The question, "Is not this \\Titten in the Book 
of J asher?" is a strong affirmation of the undeniable fact 
that it was so written. It shows that this Dook of J asher 
had, been written already. or at least a part of it. before 
the Dook of Joshua was written: that it was a book well 
known to the contemporaries of the author of Joshua; 
and that it contained an account of this miracle. It is 
probable also that the \\;riter of the latter book thought 
that he would strengthen himself with his first readers 
in recording the story by the respect which they had for 
this Book of J asher. For aught we know. seeing that 
we know almost nothing of it, this book may have been 
as authoritative as any of the books which have been 
preserved in our Old Testament. and therefore worthy 
of being cited in support of a statement in any of the 
latter. Dut be that as it may, the writer of Joshua, as 
we have clearly showed abm·e, commits himself fully to 
the truth of the narration, and those who are not willing 
to believe that the sun actually stood still can not shield 
their incredulity by hiding behind :.Ir. J asher. It would 
be more creditable to the skeptic. because much more 
candid, to come right out and say, I don't believe the 
story at all. If Joshua said anything to the sun 
and moon. what did he say? If they did anything 
after he spoke to them, what did they do? \Vhat did 
they really do, and what did he say to them. out of which 
the present story could have grown up without some 
barefaced lying? Let us be candid. and hold either that 
there is a lie out, or that the story as we read it is true. 
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There is no alternative which can stand the test of com
mon sense. Let us use our common sense, if we have 
any, and if we have none, let us talk at any rate as if 
we had a little. 

(Apr. 3, 1897.) 

THE LETTER THAT KILLETH. 

Just once in the course of his · writings Paul makes 
the declaration that "the letter killeth, but the spirit giv
eth life" (2 Cor. 3: 7) : and no remark that he ever made 
has been applied in a greater number of unlicensed ways. 
If a man insists upon preserving some ordinance in the 
very form of its original appointment, such an ordinance 
as baptism or the Lord's Supper, for example, he is 
accused of contending for the letter that killeth, while 
the man who makes the charge, and who changes the 
ordinance, claims that he is following the spirit that 
giveth life. 1\ll of that large class of writers who make 
free with the Scriptures while claiming to reverence their 
authority, employ this device to excuse their departures 
from the word of God, while those who remonstrate 
with them for their license are denounced as literalists, 
or sticklers for the letter that killeth. In all these 
instances it seems to be claimed that if you stick close 
to the ordinance as Christ gave it, you will kill somebody. 
The last example that attracted my attention was in 
connection with the number of elders that should be 
appointed in a church. The writer says: "It has been 
thought to be a greater evil to have a congregation with
out a plurality of elders than to have an eldership with
out the requisite qualifications;" and he adds: "This is 
to do violence to the spirit of the New Testament in an 
effort to be loyal to its letter." But which, in this case, 
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is the letter, and which is the spirit? To have a plurality 
of elders is certainly the letter of the 1\ew Testament; 
that is, it is the literal requirement; and the literal 
requirement also is to have elders of prescribed qualifica
tions. \\'here, then, is the spirit as rJistinguished from 
the letter? Echo answers, \Vhere? The writer was so 
in the habit of using this favorite expression where he 
wished to justify a departure from Scripture precedent 
that he evidently applied it in this instance from pure 
habit and without thought. The watchful reader will 
have seen many examples of the kind. 

But what does Paul mean by the statement in ques
tion? \Ve have only to glance at the connection in which 
it occurs to see. He says: "God made us sufficient a:> 
ministers of a new covenant, not of the letter, but of the 
Spirit; for the letter killeth, but the Spirit giveth life. 
But if the ministration of death, written and engraven 
in stones, came with glory, so that the children of Israel 
could not steadfastly look upon the face of ~Ioses for 
the glory of his face, which glory was passing away; 
how shall not rather the ministration of the Spirit be 
with glory?" Here it is perfectly clear that by the letter 
that killeth he means the iaw of ~Ioses, which, as he had 
abundantly argued elsewhere, could not give life, but 
brought under condemnation tl10~e that were under it; 
and that by the Spirit he means the new covenant in 
Christ, which alone can give life. ~Ien who are teachers 
in Israel ought to know this, and they ought to govern 
themselves accordingly. They ought to at once abandon 
the habit of perverting by misapplication this language 
of the apostle. 
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[Dec. 12, r896.l 

HUNTING A PLACE FOR THE BIBLE. 

There is no more hopeful sign of these times than the 
newly awakened and intense desire to find a place and a 
time for the systematic study of the Bible. Occurring 
just after the banishment of the Bible from the public 
schools and from all State universities, a banishment as 
absolute as if the book was full of poison for the souls 
of the young, it seeks not merely to find a remedy for 
that great evil, but to give to the study of the Holy 
Scriptures an importance in public opinion that it has 
never heretofore enjoyed. 

It is only one branch of this great subject which I 
wish to discuss in this article, the study of the Bible by 
candidates for the Christian ministry. Strange to say, 
while all earnest educators are now agreed that a good 
knowledge of the English Dible should be possessed by 
every man who goes forth to preach the gospel, they 
have as yet found no place or time for this study in the 
courses of either the college or theological seminary. 
This may surprise the uninitiated, who are apt to imagine 
that the supreme purpose of a theological school is to 
impart to young men a knowledge of the Book of which 
they are to be the world's teachers. If in a normal 
school students were not made familiar with the 
branches which they are expected to teach; if in a law 
school they were not required to become proficient in 
Blackstone's commentaries: or if in a medical college 
they were not made familiar with anatomy and matena 
medica, such schools would be pronounced worthless; yet 
theological schools are permitted to go on from genera
tion to generation sending out men to teach the word of 
God ~·ho know very little of its contents. It is a mourn-
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ful fact that preachers as a class know less of the Dible 
in proportion to what is expected of them, and to what 
is actually believed of them by the masses. than any other 
class of religious men or women in this country. This 
defect unfits them for the efficient work which is of right 
expected of them, and it accounts largely for the vast 
amount of feeble and false teaching which is heard in 
our pulpits. It accounts, too, for the want of apostolic 
zeal and godliness, and for the abundance of selfish 
ambition, which are discernible in the ministry of the 
day. It may be set do\Yn as a fixed law in the kingdom 
that the more knowledge a preacher possesses, the more 
dangerous he is in the pulpit, if he has not a good knowl-
edge of his Dible. · 

I have been led to these reflections, and to the writing 
of this article, by reading a recent essay in the Biblical 
TVorld from the pen of Prof. Owen II. Gates, of Oberlin 
Theological Seminary. He says that candidates for ad
mission to the theological seminaries differ widely in 
their knowledge of the Dible. and he divides them in this 
respect into three classes, which he describes in the fol
lowing words : 

Some students possess a good elementary knowledge of the 
Scriptures. They can turn readily to any book, and they know 
what they will find there. They can locate and quote the classical 
passages m the Old and !'\ew Testaments. They know some
thmg of the course of the history of Israel and of th ~ hfe of 
Christ, and are reasonably familiar with the Pentateuch. the 
Psalms and the Acts. Others, perhaps recently c01werted. appear 
to lind Bible study a no,·elty. They are interested and apprecia
tn·e. and it is a pleasure to teach them; but the charm ts much 
such as surrounds children confronted with new and strange ol·
)ects. One is curious to know how the thought will strike them. 
By far the largest number of students, however, are found in a 
thtrd class. They arc not surprised at what they hear; they 
have heard the most of it before. They arc ,·nguely conscious 
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that they have been present somewhere at some time when this 
passage or that person was the subject of remark. And yet 
when a test question is put to them their answer is unsatis
factory. 

This showing would not be so bad i i all these students 
were about to be placed, on entering the seminary, under 
instruction by which they would soon acquire the knowl
edge in which they are so deficient. Hut this is not pro
posed. Fully as Professor Gates realizes the defect, he 
pr~lposes no remedy in the seminary. He says: "The 
field of theological study is constantly widening, and 
something must be done to relieve the pressure." If that 
is so, there is of course no chance to put the required 
Dible study in the seminary course. ''The dignity,'' . he 
says, "of the theological course must be maintained." It 
is implied that this dignity would be impaired by making 
Dible study a part of the seminary course. His remedy 
is to crowd it into the college course. which has to be 
taken as a prerequisite to admission into the seminary. 
And this brings me to remark that many colleges are 
now giving Dible instruction, but Professor Gates says, 
and he says truly. that the amount o f instruction which 
they give is not, as a rule, "entitled to any consideration 
in the seminary.'' He cites as a typical fact that a 
teacher of the Dible in a college recently said to him : 
''Of course one can not refuse to pass the boys in their 
Dible: that would make the study obnoxious to them.·· 
And I can add that the most o f the colleges that have 
introduced the Dible into their courses make it a volun
tary study, and require the class in it to meet only once 
a week. The work clone, therefore, amounts to little 
more than that of an advanced class in the Sunday
school. 

I know of but one college in the United States that 
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does a re~pectable part in Diblical instruction. It is the 
College of Liberal :\rts in Kentucky Cniversity. It has 
a course of daily recitations for eight months in the 
Bible. It is requisite to graduation, and students are 
graded in it as closely as in other classes. This is held 
by the authorities of that college to be the minimum of 
Dible study that should be required of every educated 
young man, whatever is to be his occupation in life. It 
is very far from being adequate for those who are to 
give themselYes to the ministry. 

\\'hat, then, is the remedy? Professor Gates pro
poses to find it in the college by inducing the colleges to 
provide such Dible instruction as a candidate for the 
seminary should have. · Dut can the colleges be thus 
influenced? If they should desire eYer so earnestly to 
do this work, can they do it? If the field of theological 
study is constantly widening, as Professor Gates assert~. 
what of the field of literary and scientific study assigned 
to the colleges? It is widening still more rapidly; and 
the colleges are being compelled to increase the number 
of elective studies in order not to overbt;rden the courses 
requisite to the bachelor's degree. I think that the col
lege faculties will say with one voice, that it is impossible 
for them to give the needed relief. In my opinion. and 
I have studied the question long enough. I think. to 
entitle me to an opinion, it can be furnished only by the 
seminaries; and they will, in the end, be compelled to 
furnish it. 

Our College of the Dible is, in ordinary parlance. a 
theological seminary. It giyes a course of instruction in 
sacred history, that includes all the history in the Dible. 
The historical books are all studied in regular order, and 
the other books are gleaned for the history that is in 
them. The latter history is viewed in its proper connec-
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tion with the former, and thus the prophetic, the poetical 
and the epistolary writings are all brought before the 
mind of the student in their historical setting. The study 
is as thorough, and the examinations as rigid, as in 
Homiletics or Exegesis. The method of instruction is a 
combination of lectures and recitations, and the time 
required is three years and a half of daily recitations. I 
was once asked by a theological professor, ''How do you 
manage to get that much Dible study into your course?" 
I answered: "\Ve first put that in, and then find what 
room we can for other stndies. We regard this as the 
foundation of all Diblical study, without which no other 
can be successfully pro~ecuted. and with which the stt!
dent is prepared to take up any other. with a clear under
standing as to what he is doing. It is this peculiarity of 
our conrse which led to the adoption of the distinctive 
name, 'College of the Bible.' ·• 

'vVe have now watched the results of this scheme of 
stncly for thirty years, and we know whereof we speak 
when we say that the preachers who have been trained 
under it have a more thorough and evenly balanced 
knowledge of the Scriptures. and a better command of 
them in preaching the \Vord. than those who have heen 
educated in any other way. They are to be founc! in 
almost every State of our Union; in many States they 
constitute a very large element of the preaching force, 
and they are equally well known in several foreign conn
tries, including some heathen lands. \Vhen I say, then. 
that the seminaries, and only they, should supply the 
needed instruction in the Bible, I speak not theoretically. 
but experimentally. If there is not room for it in the 
present curriculum. instead of pushing Bible study out 
through the lower end. it is far better to push something 
else out through the upper end, and leave the latter to 
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be ~tudied after graduation. It is not necessary for the 
preacher to learn everything that he is ever to know 
nllCler the eye of a pro1cssor. Give him what is best ia 
hi~ three years, and let him acquire the rest as best he 
can. .All in whom a thirst for sacred knowledge has been 
aroused will acquire the rest, and the others will never 
master it, though you drag them through it. 

Let the hunt after a time and a place for the Dible 
go on. \ Yhile it goes on it shows a desire for better 
things, and when the hunt is ended the world will be 
blessed with better preaching. 

[Dec. 19. 1896.] 

A THI:\ ARGL'"~rE:\T. 

To belieye that God e!~cts a man becaus.:! he foresees that 
man will repent and believe, is to make a farce of God's election. 
In such a case a man elects himself, and this is salvation by 
works. 

1\Ir. l\IcKinley was elected President because those 
who \'Otecl for him foresaw that he would favor sound 
money ancl a high tariff. Did this make his election a 
farce? Did he elect himself? Did he save himself from 
defeat by his future works? If you say no to these 
questions. why say the opposite in the case of God's 
election of men to eternal life? 

[Dec. 26. 1Rg6.J 

\VELLHAUSE.l'\'S \VR.\ TH KI?\DLED. 

Baxter's review of \\' ellhausen 's "Prolegomena" has 
occasioned quite a controversy between him and a gentle
man named Peake, of l\Ianchester. England. In the 
December number of the Expository Times, the period-
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ical in which the discussion has been published, there 
appears a short letter from 'vVellhausen in regard to it, 
which reads as follows: 

I feel that I am doing what is quite superfluous in stating 
that Professor Peake has correctly interpreted the aim of m:r 
"Prolegomena," and that Dr. Baxter has not. Baxter's object is 
not to understand, but to refute, me. In this endeavor he can 
count upon a circle of readers who detest me, and never soil 
their hands with any book of mine; who have no wish to learn 
to know me, but would gladly see me crushed. \Vhat a pity that 
in the present age I can no longer be burned at the stake! In 
any case the truth would not be burned with me. 

GoTTINGEN, Nov. 13, 1896. PROF. ]. \VELLI-IAUSEN. 

This note very clearly shows that Daxter's review, of 
which I\Ir. Gladstone said that, if 'vVellhausen did not 
make a successful defense against it, his reputation was 
ruined, has struck vVellhausen in a very tender spot, and 
has stirred him up to wrath, though not to a reply. His 
allusion to being burned at the stake is a ''chestnut." It 
is the old cry of every man who, by false teaching, 
excites the disgust of earnest men. Dut he and all others 
who, while professing to teach religion, deny the Lord 
who bought them, ought to remember that, while the 
fires of persecution are quenched, there is another fire 
that is not quenched, and never can be. He says, "In 
any case, the truth would not be burned with me;'' and 
we can, fortunately, say, No, not a particle of truth. 
Unfortunately, however, not even the errors that he has 
taught will be burned with him. They will live on to 
curse his admirers long after he shall have gone to his 
final account. 

Men of this type do not talk of being crushed until 
some close shave has suggested the possibility of it, and 
then, by a subterfuge as ancient as it is transparent, they 
assume that their opposers are enemies of truth. 
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Piarch 27, 1897.] 

EVOLUTIO:\ A:\D :O.IIRACLES. 

One \\'ould have supposed that Lyman Abbott, in 
pushing forward his theory of evolution, would have 
stopped when he came to miracles; for of all things that 
ever took place on earth, these are the farthest removed 
from the possibility of such a process. being indeed the 
very antithesis of evolution. Dut lo! the doughty Doctor 
plunges head foremost into this absurdity in The Out
look for ?IIarch 13. I-Ie begins by a more formal admis
sion than in his former articles. that some miracles have 
really been \\'rought. · among them the resurrection of 
Jesus. Respecting those mentioned in the Dible. he says: 

I belieye that some of the eyents there recorded, and gen
erally regarded as miraculous, did take place; that others there 
recorded or referred to did not take place; and concerning 
others there recorded I am by no means certain whether they 
took place as recorded or not. 

In the second of these classes, those which did not 
take place, he puts Joshua's miracle of causing the sun 
and the moon to stand still: he is doubtful about ''the 
wonderful stories in the Book of Daniel." and he also 
doubts the one in which Peter found the tribute money 
in the mouth of the fish. Fish stories like this and the 
one in the Dook of Jonah c:re particularly obnoxious to 
his way of believing. He has not said what he thinks of 
the two miraculous drafts made by the disciples at 
Christ's command. 

Preparatory to his attempt to show that miracles 
were wrought. \vhen they were wrought at all. by evolu
tion, he repeats and emphasizes his O\\'n ''point of view,'' 
that "God's method of manifesting his eternal presence 
is the method of growth. not manufacture, by a power 
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of dwelling within and working outward, not by a power 
dwelling without and working upon nature." If, then, 
Jesus gave eyesight to the man born blind, he gave it, 
not by a power dwelling without the man's eye, and 
working upon it, but by "the method of growth," by a 
power dwelling within the eye and working outward. So 
with the loaves and fishes: he did not "manufacture'' the 
additional bread and fish, but he made the fish, though 
dead and dried, grow by th~ power dwelling within the 
fish, and not by working on it from without. The bread, 
too, was made to grow, though it, too, had been thor
oughly baked, after having the life ground out of it by 
the millstones. I wish he had told us how J e.sus made 
the water grow into wine! 

But, forgetting all this, the Doctor, before getting 
through, has man regulating evolution after this fash
ion: "He finds a prairie strewed with grass and wild 
flowers, and out of that same prairie he evolves this 
year a cornfield, next year a wheatfield.'' But how? 
Does he do it by a power from without? Or does the 
man get under the ground and push out the corn this 
year, and the wheat the next? Farmers have an idea 
that they work on the ground from without; and not 
from within. Moles work from within, but they don't 
make the corn gro'lc•. If the mole were to publish a 
newspaper, he would call it The Outlook, for he stays 
in the ground and looks out. 

[]an. 2, r897 .J 

A SYMPOSIUM ON "PRACTICAL CHRISTIAN
ITY." 

In former times we were wont to hear of several 
kinds of faith, such as savmg faith, historical faith, the 
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faith of trust, etc. Kow we hear of doctrinal Christian
ity, applied Christianity, practical Christianity. etc., as 
though Christianity, instead of being a unit, as faith is, 
was this and that and something else. 

So goes the talk of the clay, and so the Arena, which 
is by no means a Christian magazine, published in its 
December number a symposium on "Practical Christian
ity." The contributors to the symposium are Edward A. 
Horton, Rufus D. Tobey. ~Iary A. Livermore, Robert 
E. Disbee and Edward Everett Hale. All of these except 
the woman in the case have the "Rev." prefixed to their 
names. 

The first \\Titer, ::.Ir. Horton, is the English clergy
man who \'isitecl this country last year to deliver lectures 
to the divinity students of Yale University, and taught 
that a man should ne,·er go into the pulpit without a 
message to deli,·er which he had received direct from 
God. He should not deliver Paul's message. but his 
own. At the beginning of his article, he attempts a defi
nition of "practical Christianity." He begins by saying: 

There is not a sect in Christendom that may not claim to be 
developing "practical Christianity." \\'hy. then. this revolt, and 
this modern emphasis on the word "practical"? If all denomi
nations are trying to make the world of mankind better, it 
would seem as if our definition might be found in the ordinary 
terms of the average theologies and creeds. 

This is a very broad insinuation that all denomina
tions are not trying to make mankind better, though it 
is quite certain that this is what they all claim to be 
doing. If one element of practical Chri~tianity is to cast 
doubt upon the honesty of a neighbor's avO\\·ed inten
tions. I suppose that ~T r. Horton has Christianity of the 
practical kind. 11ut further on he answers his own ques
tion by the following definition : 
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Practical Christianity, from my point of view and work, is 
one of the mighty agencies provided by the evolution of history 
for our use in civilizing the world. It is a product of Hebrew 
rootage, now adapted to the wants of the Anglo-Saxon race. 

Practical Christianity, then, is not for our use in sav
ing men from sin and hell, but for our use in "civilizing 
the world." For this purpose it is just one of the mighty 
agencies provided ; and it is provided, not by a divine 
revelation, but "by the evolution of history." This is to 
me, I confess, a new kind of evolution. I was not aware 
before that history, which is but a record of past events, 
had ever evolved anything; and I have never dreamed 
that it has evolved practical Christianity, or any other 
kind of Christianity. Moreover, I had supposed, from 
reading the Bible, that Christianity was a product of the 
divine mind working through inspired men ancl through 
the Son of God. I did not know that it was "a product 
of Hebrew rootage." I thought, too, that it was adapted 
to the wants of the whole human race, inasmuch as the 
Founder commanded that it be preached to the whole 
race: so it is news to me that it is now adapted "to 
merely the r\nglo-Saxon race." If this news is true 
news, the missionaries to the heathen lands may be at 
once called home. 

In passing, Mr. Horton remarks that Col. Robert G. 
Ingersoll, on the basis of agnosticism, has preached an 
"inspiring message:" and he says a number of other 
things about as inspiring and about as true as these 
which I have quoted. He winds up with the following 
sage remarks: 

Slowly, but surely, the Christianity of the Sermon on the 
Mount begins to dawn. lt differs somewhat from Paul's, from 
Augustine's, from Calvin's, but it is the Christianity of Jesus, 
from whom Paul. Augustine and Calvm imperfectly, though 
honestly, took their watchwords. 
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The reader will recognize in this last quotation the 
''Dack to Jesus!" cry of which I have made mention 
more than once of late. l t puts Paul clown in the com
pany of Augustine, Calvin, and others, who .have taken 
their ''watchwords'' merely from Jesus, but have done 
e\·en this imperfectly. Xo wonder that :.Ir. Horton 
wants to deliver his own message instead of Paul's. I 
wonder what will become of the world when he dies! 

:.rr. Tobey is more misty than :\Ir. Horton, and con
sequently his expression of Yiews is not so tangible; but 
a single sentence gives the keynote to his article. It is 
this: 

The record of what Christ did is as emphatic as the report 
of what he said, and one of his most striking utterances upon 
esch;:;tology is the threatened punishment, not for refusal to 
believe. but for a failure to act. 

He does not cite that utterance, but I suppose he 
refers to the sentence, "Depart, ye cursed, to eternal fire 
prepared for the devil ancl his angels; for I was hungry 
and ye feel me not, .. etc. I wonder if he thinks this utter
ance any more striking than the familiar one which 
Ingersoll pronounces ''the most infamous saying in the 
Bible": ''He that believeth not shall be clanmecl." This 
looks as if failure to believe is with Jesus about on a par 
with failure to act. 

~Irs. Livermore is a very fine lecturer: is ~aiel to be 
a very good woman : but her conception of Christianity 
is about as crude and false as those of her male com
panions in this symposium. 

She is an evolutionist. an optimist, and a disbeliever 
in the historicity of the Olcl Testament, as the following 
extract clearly shows: 

E\·ery religion has always been the best possible at the time. 
lt has expressed the highest thought and sentiments of the gen-
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cration accepting it, and its intention has always been toward a 
nobler ideal of perfection than had existed before. Each has 
prepared the way for something better. And through them the 
race has been steadily climbing higher for tens of thousands of 
years, as it has advanced in civilization and grown mo re intel
lectual and more ethica l, until the Christian religion has been 
evolved with its simple, univer sal and eternal truths. 

According to these utterances, our race has been 
steadily climbing for tens of thousands of years, say fifty 
thousand, and in that time the tribes o f Africa have 
cli;nbeclno higher than fetish worship. while the Chinese, 
nearly one-third of the race, have climbed only a step 
or two higher. S l07L' cli111bing, I should say. Dut slow 
o r fast makes no difference. for according to this wise 
woman every religion is the best possible at the time ;. 
that of China is the best possible for the Chinese at the 
present time, and that of Africa the be~t possible for the 
Africans, while the ~Iohammedan religion is the best 
possible for the Turks, even if it does make them mas
sacre the Armenians. Here is another reason for calling 
home all the missionaries who have been sent to heathen 
and ~lohammedan lands. 

l\Irs. Livermore, strange to say, after reading the 
preceding. joins the crowd in the cry of ''Dack to J esus! ' ' 
After remarking that we mu,;t judge a religion only as 
it was propounded by its founder, she says: ''Vve must 
go back to Jesus Christ, its author, and learn what he 
thought." As she has, of course, done thi s, we may con
clude, I suppose, that J esus thought that the religion of 
the scribes and P harisees of his day was the best possible 
for the time. 

Mr. Disbee. the fourth writer in the symposium, 
expresses himself. in the main, more cautiously: but he 
writes two sentences which show what he thinks of 
"practical Christianity": 
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To me, "practical Christianity" means the removal of the 
causes of edl, the destruction of the motiyes for wrong, the 
creation of an atmosphere of purity, truth and loYe .... The 
first duty of practical Christianity may sometimes be to destroy 
the church itself. 

:\I r. Dis bee is evidently a smasher; for he thinks that 
the church itself ought to be clestroyecl, sometimes; and 
in this he opposes not Paul only, but Christ, for the 
former says: ··If any man destroy the church of God, 
him will God destroy:" while the latter says that the 
church is built on a rock, and that the gates of Hades 
shall not prevail against it. 

Edward Everett Hale, the noted Cnitarian orator and 
writer. comes next and last. After saying· that \Yhen you 
meet a man who is interested in prisons. and makes him
self useful to others who are being tried. or have been 
tried, you say. "'Here is a piece of practical Christianity,'' 
he adds: 

It is certainly yery curious, it is nry melancholy, that ninety
nine hundredths of the books which haye been written about 
Christianity in the last nineteen hundred years make no refer
ence to such practical matters. Generally speaking, they are 
useless discussions about sin and the nature of sin. Sometimes 
they mount w high as to giye some good ad,·ice to some one 
indh·idual how t::> sa,·e his soul. But the definite business of 
<!nlarging life, of making the world a stronger and wiser and 
better world, is passed by in such literature, as if it were a 
business with which men have as little to do as butterflies seem 
to have. 

I ha\'e not read nineteen-twentieths of the books that 
have been written the last nineteen centuries. as :\Ir. 
Hale seems to have clone. but with reg-ard to nineteen
twentieths of those which I have read. leaving out those 
written by Cnitarians and other unbelievers. his state
ment is as false as it can be. He certainly has a strong 
prejudice against books written about Christianity, and 
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especially against those written about sin. It appears to 
me that books written about sin are very well calculated 
to make the world stronger and wiser and better; for if 
we are not reminded of our sins we are very likely to 
go on in them . . 

Adopting some of the words of Mr. Hale, I must 
say, in conclusion, "It is certainly very curious, it is cer
tainly very melancholy," that such a mixture of skep
ticism and Ritschlianism should issue from the pen of 
four men with a title which indicates that they profess 
to preach the gospel, and that one woman of high stand
ing in the literary world should be found in such com
pany. I wonder if their religion is the best possible at 
this time for them! If so, I pity them. 

[Feb. 27, r8~n.l 

LYMAN ADBOTT AND EVOLUTION. 

The editor of The Outlool~ is publishing a series of 
essays in his magazine under the title "The Theology of 
an Evolutionist," which show that he is developing very 
rapidly into an unbeliever. 

On the subject of inspiration he has reached the point 
of rejecting the miraculous in it and reducing it to the 
level of the influence which is exerted by oratory and 
music. Fie says in his issue of January 23: "A congre
gation listens to an inspiring address: an audience to 
inspiring music. \Ve are inspired by reading the records 
o f past heroism. Emotions, thoughts, feelings pass from 
mind to mind. One soul breathes its life into another 
soul; God breathes his life into us all. This i~ inspira
tion: the elevating or clarifying influence which our 
·pirit may have upon another spirit Belief in divine 
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inspiration JS belief that God's Spirit has such an influ
ence on human spirits." 

He has evolYed out of belief in much that is written 
as history in the Dible. lIe says of "the Christian eYolu
tionist": "It is quite immaterial with him that the world 
\Yas not made in six days; that there neYer was a uni
versal deluge; that 1\braham mistook the voice of con
science calling on him to consecrate his only son to God, 
and interpreted it as a command to slay his son as a 
burnt offering: that Israel misinterpreted righteous in
dignation at the cruel and lustful rites of the Canaanitish 
religion for a divine summons to destroy the worship by 
putting the \YOrshipers to death," etc. 

He has dropped down to belief in the fragmentary 
ongm of our four Gospels, of which he says: ''Frag
ments of the story of his life were told and written 
down. Fragments were possessed by one church, other 
fragments by another. These fragments were exchanged 
among the churches. They grew into a connected story." 

He has reached such a point of infallibility himself 
that he submits to no infallible authority. He says: 
''There is no infallible authority. Infallible authority is 
undesirable. God has not given it to his children." 

Perhaps the reader is about to ask. \\'hat has all thi~ 
to do with evolution? \\'elL nothing at all: for Dr. 
Abbott is not much in the habit of sticking to his text. 
He is one of Jude's wandering stars. He has left his 
orbit, and goes bumping around against everything that 
lies in the way. His next essay is on "Jesus and Evolu
tion.'' I hope to notice some things in it next week. 
They are things in advance of these; for a wandering 
star can not stand still even for a week. A consistent 
evolutionist must keep evolving: that is. a human evolu
tionist; for :hose of the lower order of animals some-
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times stop. vVhen the tadpole turns to a frog, he goes 
no further: he afterward turns neither to a bird nor a 
mud turtle; but when a human sophist starts out on a 
career of evolution he is seldom willing to stop until he 
lands in atheism, the ultima thule of evolution. . 

Evolution, properly defined as a theory of the origin 
and growth of things~ means development from within; 
and it excludes any and every force fmm without. This 
being true, to talk of theistic evolution is to use contra
dictory terms, and to talk nonsense. If God in any way 
exerts a power !n the growth o f matter external to 
matter as such, then the theory of evolution is false; and 
all this theorizing about theistic evolution is but a decep
tive use of words. lt is a delusion and a snare. 

[Jan. 16, 1897.l 

L Y~IAN ADDOTT 0~ SACRIFICE. 

The reader may remember that some weeks ago I 
made mention of an editorial in The 0 utlook in which 
the subject of sacrifice w.as treated after the Unitarian 
fashion, and which was reviewed in a strong article by 
Mr. Anin. Presbyterian preacher in the South. Later 
Dr. Abbott delivered a sermon on the same subject, 
which was reported by a stenographer, revised by the 
author, and published in The 0 utlook for December 26. 
The author evidently felt that the circumstances required 
of him the best and strongest effort he could put forth 
to defend his positions. The sermon is consequently the 
most intensely earnest piece of writing that I have seen 
from Dr. Abbott's pen. I\fuch of it is not only true 
according to the Scriptures, but it stirs the heart of the 
thoughtful reader to its depths. But. notwithstanding 
the many excellencies of the sermon, the positions taken 
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on the main topic are such as can not be allowed to go 
unchallenged. 

The sermon teaches in most explicit and emphatic 
terms that sacrifice had a pag01z origin. To quote a 
single passage, he says: ").Iany persons have the impres
sion that ).loses not only commanded sacrifice, but that 
it originated with him. Its origin is pagan, not Jewish." 
I am at a loss ,,·ho the many are that have the impression 
here mentioned. Certainly they are not persons who 
believe the Dible, for it finds sacrifice in the family of 
Adam long before paganism had an existence. The 
assertion that it had a pagan origin is to deny flatly the 
truth of the statements about sacrifices said to have been 
offered by Cain, Abel and Xoah. This recent criticism 
does; and Dr. Abbott has long since committed himself 
to recent criticism. 

He further tells us that the pagan conception of sac
rifices was that they were intended "to assuage the wrath 
of angry gods. or to win the favor of reluctant ones." 
This statement is followed by these remarks: 

This was Abraham's thought when he went up to l\iount 
l\Ioriah to offer his own son. By ginng his son a sacrifice to 
Jehovah he would appease Jehovah's wrath, or would sttll fur
ther win J eho\'ah's favor. And God interposed to teach htm 
that no such sacrifice was needed-nay, that no such sacnfice 
was permissible. The story from which our text is taken ts 
not of the sacrifice, but of the salvation of Isaac. In thts mter~ 
vention human sacrifice was brought to an end for Israel. It 
diP.d, so far as the Jewish nation was concerned, before the 
Jewish nation was born. 

The assertion that Abraham went up to ).Iount 
l\I oriah with such a thought and purpose as is here 
affirmed, is a palpable contradiction of the account of 
this transaction given in Genesis: for it is there said that 
he went up because God gave him an express command 
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to do so. If that account is true, there was no wrath 
of God for him to appease; but a simple and unexplained 
command of God for him to obey; and he obeyed it 
because he had such faith in God as to be sure that what
ever he would command must be right. Dr. .-\bbott 
evidently does not believe that such a command was 
given; and if he does not believe that part of the account, 
why does he believe any part? and especially, why does 
he believe that God ''interposed"? The fact that God 
commanded the sacrifice to be made, and the fact that 
when it was about to be made he interposed to prevent 
it, stand on precisely the same ground of evidence; why, 
then, accept the one and reject the other? Can there be 
any reason, except that the one suits the fancy of the 
preacher and that the other does not? And this is the 
"scic11tijic" way to deal with the Dible! 

But the preacher, not content with contradicting the 
leading fact in the narrative, proceeds to invent a fact 
which had no existence by saying that ''in this interven
tion human sacrifice was brought to an end for Israel." 
How could that be brought to an end which had never 
had a beginning? \Vhen had Abraham, or any of his 
ancestors, offered human sacrifice before? \:Vhen had 
any man, of any tribe or kinclrecl, offered human sacrifice 
before? Will Dr. Abbott tell us? Other unbelievers in 
the Scriptures have explained the offering of Isaac dif
ferently by saying that when Abraham saw the heathen 
around him in Canaan offering their sons to imaginary 
gods, he concluded to emulate their zeal by offering his 
own son to the true and living Gocl. But who will prove 
to us that he had ever seen this practice among the 
Canaanites? The first mention of it in the Bible IS in 
the Book of Leviticus, where it is mentioned to be pro
hibited :. and the first instance of it is in the case of 
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i\Iesha, King of l.loab, who ofiered his son on the wall 
of his city when it was besieged by the kings of Israel, 
Judah and Edom ( 2 Kings 3 : I 7). lf a man can not 
belieYe facts recorded in the Scriptures, how can he 
expect others to believe facts \\·hich he himself iii. vents? 

Further on in this sermon, Dr. Abbott denies that 
1\Ioses, in the only legislation that he credits him with, 
said anything at all about sacrifice. His \Yords are: "And 
when the great prophet of Israel appeared, in the first 
teaching which he gave mankind, ilothing whatever was 
sa;d about sacrifice." \\'hat shall be thought of this 
denial, when the Yery first precept of the book of the 
covenant, after the ten commandments, contains these 
words: "An altar of earth shalt thou make unto me, and 
shalt sacrifice thereon thy burnt offer:ngs, and thy peace 
offerings, thy sheep and thine oxen'' (Ex. 20: 24) !' 
Agam it is said in this same book: ''He that sacrificeth 
to any god, save unto J ehoYah only, shall be utterly de
stroyed'' ( 22: 20). And again: ''Thou shalt not c.ffer the 
blood of my sacrifice with leavened bread" ( 23: 18). 
Three distinct precepts on the subject are given in this 
first legislation, yet our learned D. D., \Yho studies the 
Dible scientifically, declares that "nothing whatever is 
said about it'' How often shall I ~ntreat these new 
critics to study their Bibles, and to know what is in them 
before they begin to write like oracles? 

Once more. He quotes Lev. I: 2. 3 from the A. V., 
closing with these words: ''If this offering be a burnt 
sacrifice of the herd. let him offer a male without blem
ish: he shall offer it of Iris mc•n 7•oluntary 'i.l'ill." and says: 
"That is the foundation of the Levitical code. ~o man 
shall be put under compulsion: he shall not be required; 
there shall be no bribe to induce him: he shall offer it of 
his own voluntary will." Now, instead of the words at 
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the close of this quotation, which Dr. Abbott italicizes 
and makes the .. foundation of the Levitical code," we 
have in the Revised Version these words, "that he may 
be accepted before Jehovah." So the foundation drops 
out when the text is correctly rendered. A critic who 
follows the ''scientific" method ought to be sure of his 
text before he makes it his "foundation," lest he be 
found building on the sand. 

But if the rendering adopted from the Old Version 
were correct, it would only show that in this passage the 
law speaks of voluntary or freewill offerings. It could 
not be strained to imply that there were no others. And 
that there were offerings which were 1·equired at a man's 
peril, ought to be known to every Dible student, and 
much more to a man of Dr. .-\.bbott's pretensions. The 
regular morning and evening sacrifices. those of the Sab
bath. those of the new moon, those of the feast of the 
Passover, and of the feast of Pentecost, and of the feast 
of Tabernacles, are well-known examples. Those re
quired of men who had committed trespass against a 
neighbor, or a trespass in holy things, and the large class 
called sin or guilt offerings, were every one compulsory. 
And so were many others. How a man who has ever 
read the Dooks of Leviticus and ~umbers, and especially 
how a man who has studied "scientifically," as we must 
suppose that Dr. Lyman Abbott has clone, can speak of 
sacrifice under the Levitical law as he does, is beyond 
any ordinary comprehension. It would be well for him 
to explain how this can be. 
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[Jan. 16, 1897.] 

\\Tl.O IS A.~ I~FIDEL? 

::\Iy own definition of an infidel, according to which 
I have used the term for many years, is one who rejects 
the miraculous element in Bible history. I would not 
include in the term one who for ::;pecial reasons may 
doubt or deny the occurrence of some one or more of the 
miracles, on the occurrence of which nothing of moment 
depends, while admitting the reality of the miracles in 
general. Dut he \\·ho makes a sweeping denial of mir
acles in general, as being either impossible or incapable 
of proof, is an infidel. 

Does this definition identify infidels with the unbe
lievers or disbelievers who, according to Christ and the 
apostles, are doomed to perish if they die in that con
clition? I think it does, for it is he who disbeliews the 
gospel that shall be condemned, and. according to Paul, 
one of the essential facts of the gospel is the resurrection 
of Christ. He \\·ho denies the miracles umst deny this 
one, while he who believes this believes miracles in gen
eral, and he believes the gospel. He who denies this is 
yet in his sins ( r Cor. I 5: r 2-19), and dying so he 
perishes. 

There is a difference bet\\·een the infidel and the 
skeptic, or the doubter: yet it is a difference of degree. 
\Vhile the infidel disbelieves, the doubter can not yet 
believe. The latter is in the more hopeful condition, 
inasmuch as he has not yet decided against the gospel ; 
but inasmuch as it is necessary to believe in order to be 
saved, he too must perish if he remains where he is. 
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P,larch 6, r89;.] 

"THE BIBLE AS LITERATURE." 

By Prof. Richard G. Moulton, Ph. D.; the Rev. John 
P. Peters, D. D.: P ro f. A. B. Bruce, D. D., and others. 
\Vith an introduction by the Rev. Lyman Abbott, D. D. 
P ublished by Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., New York. 

This book. of which I gave a brief announcement a 
few weeks ago, is the joint product of twenty-one 
writers, all men of prominence in literary and religious 
circles. They write. every one on a separate portion of 
the Bible, beginning with Genesis and ending with Rev
elation. Thirteen essays are devoted to the Old Testa
ment and seven to the X ew. As the book contains only 
375 pages, the essays are all comparatively short. It is 
commended to the public by writers of a certain class i:1 
such terms as to indicate that they esteem it of g reat 
value; and the publishers' slip which accompanies the 
specimen copies closes with the statement, "The book can 
be warmly recommended to all S unday-school and liter
ary classes."' It may be regarded, then, as an attempt 
to popularize the views respecting the Bible entertained 
by its chief promoters and contributors. \\'hile this 
effort is being made, it becomes the duty o f thoughtful 
men who have at heart the religious welfare of young 
people to inspect it very carefully, and to pass judgment 
on its merits. 

There are many persons now, of limited reading in 
Biblical literature of the past few centuries, or possessed 
of convenient memories. who speak and write as if the 
fact that the Bible is literature, was a new discovery now 
being brought before the public for the first time. There 
is nothing more deceptive. The literary ments of the 
Bible and the spec1al literary excellencies of the several 
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writers have been known, and have been held up to 
public admiration in all the literary ages of the past. 
\ Vhat college grad nate now fifty years old does not 
remember reading in his Greek course the essay on "The 
Sublime," written by Longinus, a Greek writer of the 
third century .c\. D., in which he quotes, as one of the 
finest extant specimens of sublimity in writing, a passage 
from the first chapter of Genesis? From the time of 
Longinus to this day, it would be easy to produce an 
almost continuous line of writers who have pointed out 
the literary features of the Bible for the admiration of 
their readers. This has been done to some extent even by 
the most prosaic of the commentators. \\'hat, then, is 
the meaning of this new emphasis on the subject which 
displays itself as a fresh discovery? It means simply 
this, that certain men have learned to look upon the Bible 
as the mere national literature of the Hebrews, com
parable to the national literature of other ancient peoples, 
excelling these chiefly, if not only, in the fact that it 
emanated from a people who \\~orshiped only one God, 
but not excelling them in truthful representations re
specting the earliest times. The contributors to this 
volume-at least those whose essays refer to Old Testa
ment books-are all advocates of the "new criticism,'' 
and one has to read no further than the introduction to 
see that it is intended. under the disguise of setting forth 
the literary characteristics of the Bible. to instill into the 
minds of its readers as settled facts the disputed con
clusions of recent German unbelievers. I can not occupy 
here the space necessary to support this statement by 
quotations, though I may do this hereafter ; but I wish 
to say as emphatically as I can that Sunday-school and 
literature classes, instead of being warmly adYisecl to 
study the book, should be very warmly advised to shun 
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it, until a better knowledge of the Dible than they now 
possess shall enable them to read it without detriment to 
their faith. 

li\Iarch 13, I89i-l 

EVOLUTIOI\ AND SACRIFICE 0:\'CE MORE. 

lf to any one it appears that Lyman Abbott's name is 
unduly conspicuous on this page, let it be understood that 
he has himself provoked it. For several years previous 
to the opening of this department in the Standard, Pro
fessor Briggs was the central figure in the controversy 
over higher criticism in this country. After he subsided, 
President IIarper came to the front; and now that he 
has retired from the leadership, Dr. Abbott, through his 
pulpit and his magazine, has renewed the firing from a 
different point of the compass. \ Vhere the hottest fire 
of the enemy is. thither the return fire must be directed. 
Some of the friends of this last champion have cried out 
that he is being "hounded" for his recent utterances; but 
this should not surprise them, for it is the business of the 
hounds to open after every fox that makes a fresh trail 
before them. \\'hat are hounds fit for if they do not 
chase away the foxes? 

In his last essay, published in The Outlook .for Feb
ruary 20. Dr. Abbott says many true and excellent things 
about vicarious suffering. Tle shows that throughout 
animated nature, and more particularly in the human 
family. a large part of the suffering experienced is that 
which is borne by some in behalf of others. But when 
he comes to the sufferings of Christ for men, he ex
presses himself as follows : 

This, too, is what is meant by that statement, so dear to 
some and so shocking to others, that we are saved by the blood 
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of Christ. Let us try for a moment to disabuse our minds of 
traditional opinions and see what that phrase means, looked at 
in the light of history. Is the blood of Christ that which flowed 
from him at the crucilixion? His was almost a bloodless death; 
a few drops of blood only trickled from the pierced hands and 
feet; for the blood and ,,·ater that came from the side when 
the spear pierced it came after death, when the suffering was 
over. 

These questiono;, he assumes, are to be ans\\·ered in 
the negative. because the quantity of blood that was shed 
before death was so small. Here are two original ideas : 
first, that through the lacerated hands and feet of J esth 
only a few drops of blood could have trickled: and. 
second, that the efficacy of his blood depended on the 
quantity that was shed. And \\·e might add, as a third. 
that the blood which flowed from his pierced side is not 
to be considered because it came forth after his death. 
although it was the agony of death which caused it to 
accumulate about his heart. Let Dr. .-\bbott have full 
credit for his originality. I am sure that no man is likely 
to claim any part of it, or to infringe upon his copyright. 

But is it to that blood which flowed at the cross, 
whether much or little, that our salvation is ascribed? 
::\len have always believed that it is; have they been mis
taken? Let the Scriptures answer; for they are to be 
heard in preference to Dr. Lyman Abbott. Take the 
familiar passage, "Dut Christ, having come a high priest 
of the good things to come, through the greater and 
more perfect tabernacle not made with hands. that is to 
say, not of this creation, nor yet through the blood of 
goats and calves. but through his own blood, entered in 
once for all into the holy place, having obtained eternal 
redemption" (He b. 9: I I, I2). Does "his own blood" 
here, put in contrast with the blood of goats and calves. 
mean the blood that he shed at the cruci5xion? or does 
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it mean something else? Take Peter's saying, that we 
are redeemed "with precious blood, as of a lamb without 
blemish and without spot, even the blood of Christ" ( r 
Pet. I: 19). Or, finally, take the still more specific refer
ence by Paul to the blood shed at the crucifixion: "For 
it was the good pleasure of the Father that in him should 
all fulness dwell; and through him to reconcile all things 
unto himself. having made peace through the blood of 
the cross'' (Col. I : 20). 

But if. as Dr. Abbott says, "the blood of Christ" was 
not the blood that flowed from him at the crucifixion, 
we are ready to ask, \¥hat was it? and Dr. Abbott gives 
the answer: 

Blood, the Bible itself dedares. is life; we are saved by the 
blood of Christ when we are saved by the life of Christ-by 
Christ's own life imparted to us by Christ's life transmitted, 
and by Christ's life transmitted, as life alone can be transmitted, 
through the gateway of pain and suffering. 

If this is true, that is, if, when we are said to be 
saved by the blood of Christ, it is meant we are saved 
by his life being transmitted to us, what is meant when it 
is said that by the blood of goats and calves the Jews 
were sanctified to the purifying of the flesh? The two 
are put in antithesis, and therefore the sanctifying in the 
one case must be parallel to the saving in the other; so I 
suppose Dr. Abbott would have it that the Jews were 
sanctified by the life of the goat or the calf transmitted. 
as life alone can be transmitted through the gateway of 
pain and suffering. But when the life of the goat or 
the calf was transmitted to the Jew, what kind of life did 
he afterward live? Was he a goat or a calf, or a com
bination of both? Perhaps he was partly goat, partly 
calf, partly Jew-about as strange a mixture as Dr. 
Abbott makes of the doctrine of sacrifice. 
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Dr. Abbott has never sufficiently studied the LeYitical 
law. He says: ''l can not find anywhere in the Old 
Testament the word sacrifice coupled with the idea of 
penalty; it is always coupled with purification." If he 
means by the first clause of this sentence that the victim 
is nowhere represented as suffering a penalty, he is cor
rect; but if he means that no penalty was removed from 
the offerer by the sacrifice. he is radically and thoroughly 
nrong; for some kind of penalty or disability ~yas 

removed by every sacrifice. unless the peace offering is 
an exception. .-\nd while it is true that in all the sacri
fices offered for uncleanness they \Yere coupled with 
purification, it is not true that sacrifice was "always 
coupled with purification." On the contrary. no sin offer
ing or guilt offering was ever coupled with purification, 
but always with the forgiveness of sin and the con
sequent removal of the penalty. 

Again Dr. Abbott says: 

.\'owhere in the .\'ew Testament is the sacrifice of Christ 
coupled with a statement of the removal of punishment-but 
always with t!1e transmission of life or the remo,·al of sin. 

I believe it is true that this sacrifice is nowhere 
coupled with "a statement of the removal of punish
ment;" but what of it? It is coupled. as this ,·ery sen
tence affirms, with "the remo,·al of sin;" and when sin 
is removed. its penalty is remitted. Literally speaking. 
the removal of past sins is an impossibility. They can 
be removed only in the sense that they are forgiven: and 
this means that they will not be punished; yet Dr. Abbott 
is in such con fusion of thought on the subject that he 
says, farther on. "It is not the removal of the penalty. 
it is the removal of the sin, humanity needs." \\'ell. to 
try this. let us suppose that Dr. Abbott's sins at a certain 
moment in life were entirely removed so that he will 
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never sin again, but that the pc11alty for his past sins is 
not removed; when he finds himself in torment, will he 
still think humanity does not need the removal of the 
penalty? I hope before it comes to that he will change 
his mind and repent of his unscriptural teaching. 

[March 20, 1897.] 

UNION I:t\ DIVISIOK 

The Japanese are said to be great imitators, and there 
is fresh proof of it. Having learned that there are seri
ous divisions among Christians in this country, they have 
also come to learn that many apologists for these divi
sions have devised an ingenious way of trying to make 
out that all divisions are but another form of unity. 
They have heard, perhaps, that Presbyterianism is one 
branch of the church, representing order; that Method
ism is but another branch, representing zeal ; that Epis
copalianism is another, representing ceremonial; and 
Baptistism is another, representing devotion to ordi
nances; but that all are one happy and united band of 
brethren. Perhaps, also, they have heard this same unity 
in diversity represented by the figure of a great army 
moving in different divisions, but perfectly united under 
one great Commander. So, not being able to detect the 
fallacy in all this, they have adopted the idea and applied 
it to the fearful diversity of religions which exist in their 
ow11 country; and it seems to me that they have made 
out ncar about as good a case as the aforesaid apologists 
have made for us. Here is the way it is stated, accord
ing to a report published in the C o11grcgationalist: 

In a kind of parliament of religions (it would be called a 
union conference meeting in this country), there were present 
two Shintoists (worshipers of ancestors). eighteen Buddhists, 
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six Free Religionists and sixteen Christians. One of the Shin
toists said: ''Let us remember that we ail represent important 
parts in the body of :\'ew japan's religion-Duddhism the bones, 
Confucianism the tiesh. Christianity the blood, ami Shintoism 
the brains." 

There it is-the popular apology for the divisions 
condemned by Christ, in its newest and latest phase, 
1·etlected from the background of heathenism. It io. a 
mixture which for vileness is equaled only by the in
gredients of the witch's caldron in :\Iacbeth: 

"Fillet of a fenny snake, 
In the ca!Jron boil and bake; 
Eye of newt, and toe of frog, 
\\'ool of bat, anJ tongue of dog, 
Adder's fork, and blind-worm's sting, 
Lizard's leg, and owlet's wing." 

[;\larch 20, r8gj.] 

"THE GOSPEL I:\ DRIEF.'' 

By Count Lyof X. Tolstoi. Published by Thomas Y. 
Crowell & Co., Xew York. 

Fe\\· writers of this generation have made a greater 
temporary sensation in the literary world than the author 
of this book. 'Vhether his \Hitings have had a tendency 
to good or to evil, has been so much disputed that many 
discreet persons have avoided reading them on the gen
era! principle that we can not afford to spend time with 
books the moral effects of which are in doubt. Of the 
volume before us, some men might say that it is fillecl 
with the spirit of Jo,·e and forbearance: and it certainly 
speaks with sufficient emphasis in favor of those virtues; 
but whether its teaching is such as to promote the virtues 
which it extols. is doubtful, to say the lea~t. It is doubt
ful whether any writing which gives a one-sided repre-
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sentation to the teachings of Christ on any subject, in 
place of his own well-balanced utterances on all the 
phases of an upright life, can be really beneficial to its 
readers. But while this is doubtful, I can not concede 
that there is any doubt that a book which systematically 
misrepresents utterances of Jesus and facts in his life. 
can be other than pernicious to readers who accept it as 
an authority. That this book does this, I shall presently 
show. 

Count Tolstoi says in the preface to his book that h:! 
was not won to Christianity till he was fifty years old. 
He says o f himself at that period, "Having questioned 
myself, and having questioned the reputed philosophers 
whom I knew, as to what I am and as to the purport of 
my life, and, after getting the reply that I was a for
tuitous concatenation of atoms, and that my life was 
void of purport, and that life itself is evil, I became 
desperate, and wished to put an end to my life." Under 
these circumstances he embarked upon the study of 
Christianity. If he had then enjoyed the instruction of 
a good teacher, he might probably have been brought 
to the light. nut the light itself was darkness to his 
benighted understanding, as is proved by what he found 
the gospel narratives to be. He says: 

The source of the Christian teaching is the Gospels. and 
there I found the explanation of the Spirit which animates the 
life of all who really live. But a long with the flow o f that 
pure, life-giving water I perceived much mire and slime unlaw
fully, unrightfully mingled therewith: and this had prevented 
me, thus fa r, from seeing the real, pure water. He goes on to 
illustrate what he found in the Gospels by a sack of refuse 
which a man had raked together, and in which he found a few 
pearls (Preface, pp. 8, 9) . 

On another page he says that " the canonical Gospels 
contain nearly as many faulty passages as those Gospels 
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rejected as apocryphal." \\'ith such a conception of the 
Gospels, ami the further conception that they alone, 
exclusive of the other books of the ?\ew Testament. 
represent Christianity correctly, how is it possible that 
he could ever arrive at any other than a distorted con
ception of the gospel, whether in brief or i11 cxfc11so? 

The Greek Church, which prevails in Russia, is ex
tremely boastful of its orthodoxy, and Tolstoi delighb 
in stabbing it under the fifth rib. He constantly speaks 
of the opponent of Jesus as "the orthodox;'' a priest is 
always "one of the orthodox priests;'' a lawyer. "one of 
the orthodox professors of the Ia w," etc. His account 
of the interview with certain Pharisees from Jerusalem 
begins thus: 

And the orthodox professors of the law asked him: "Why 
do you live not according to church tradition, but take and eat 
bread with unwashed hands?" And he answered them: "But 
in what way do you break God's commandment, following your 
church tradition ?" 

He repo~ts the opening of the inteniew with ;\ico
demus thus: 

An orthodox believer, one of the Jewish authorities, ·namec! 
Xicodemus, came to Jesus at night and said: "You do not bid 
us to keep the sabbath, do not bid us observe cleanliness. do not 
bid us to make offerings and fast; you would destroy the temple. 
You say of God, He is a spirit, and you say of the kingdom of 
God that it is within us. Then, what kind of a kingdom of 
God is this?" And Jesus answered: "Understand that, if man is 
conceived from heaven, then in him there must be that which 
is of heaven." 

Having formed such an opinion of the Gospels. he 
deals with them accordingly by changing their thoughts 
and language at will. For example. he represent;; Joseph 
as taking ~r ary to wife because he was a just man and 
did not wish to disgrace her: whereas he really contem-
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plated a divorce. and was turned from his purpose only 
by a revelation from God, which Tolstoi conveniently 
leaves out of the account. He says that the parents of 
Jesus, when the feast was over and they started home, 
"forgot about the boy,'' and that afterward "they recol
lected, and thought that he had gone off \Vith the chil
dren.'' Tie says that John the !Japtist "feel on bark and 
herbs," and that he said to the people, ''Bethink your
selves, and change your faith. And if you wish to 
change your faith, let it be seen by your fruits that you 
have bethought yourselves." l-Ie says: "Jesus came from 
Galilee to the J orclan to be bathed by John; and he 
bathed. ancl heard John's preaching." In the account of 
the temptation of Jesus, where the Scriptures say that 
the devil spoke to him, Tolstoi has it in every instance, 
''The voice of his flesh said to him." \Vhen he comes to 
the last temptation, however, he does not represent Jesus 
as saying, "Get thee hence, flesh;" nor does he say, 
"Then his flesh lea veth him, and angels came and minis
tered to him." He conveniently leaves this out. It 
would have spoiled the interpretatiOJ~. He makes the 
account of the temptation close thus: ''Then the tempta
tion ceased, and J esns knew the power of the spirit. 
And when he had known the power of the spirit, Jesus 
went ont of the wild places, and went again to John, and 
stayed with him." In this way thronghout the book the 
writer distorts the narrative to suit his own wayward 
fancy. To such lengths clo men go when once they begin 
to tamper with tl:e Scriptures. 

One of the most strangely distorted passages in this 
strange book is its version of the Lord's Prayer: 

"Our Father, without beginning and without end, like 
heaven! 

"May thy being only be holy. 
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"l\!ay power be only thine, so that thy will be done, without 
beginning and without end, on earth. 

''Gi,·e me food of life in the present. 
''Smoothe out my former mistakes. and wipe them away; 

eYen as I do with all the mistakes of my brothers. that I may 
not fall into temptation, and may be sand from e\·il. 

"Because thine is the power and might , and thine the judg
ment." 

His rendering of the story of the rich man and Laz
ants reads almost like a joke. It begins thus: 

There was a rich man. He dressed well, led an idle and 
amusing life e\·ery day. r\nd there was a yagrant, Lazarus, 
coYered with sores. r\nd Lazarus came to the yard of the rich 
man. and thought there would be leaYings from the rich man's 
table, but Lazcrus did not get even the leavings; the rich man's 
dogs ate up everyt:1ing, and eyen licked Lazarus' sores. 

This ren.1inds me of the answer made by a good sister 
when told that Bob Ingersoll charged the Dible with say
ing that the rich man \\·as sent to hell just because he 
was rich. for he had done nothing mean. She replied 
with warmth: "I know better; he did do something mean. 
Didn't he sic the dogs on poor Lazarus?" 

Our author makes the "Gospel in Drief" end with 
the death of Jesus. There is nothing in the bock about 
his resurrection, or about the words which he spoke 
afterward to his disciples. I am not informed as to his 
belief on this subject. for I have not been drawn toward 
the man sufficiently to reacl any of his previous religious 
( ?) books; but if the true "Gospel in Drief" encls with 
the death of our Lore!. then I am ready to say with Paul. 
"\\'e are of all men most mi,;erable." 

After glancing through this book. and reading some 
portions of it with care. I am more than ever convinced 
of two things: First. that a man who starts out to change 
the ::\ew Testament will always make a sorry mess of it; 
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and, second, that if a man with some originality and 
daring has the hardihood to do such a thing, he will be 
applauded by the same kind of rabble that cried out 
against Jesus and the apostles. 

[Apr. 10, 1897.1 

RATION ALISM'S CLAL\I TO EXCLUSIVE 
SCHOLARSHIP. 

This is the title o f the leading article in the H omi
lctic R cz•icw for April. It is from the pen o f Pro
fesso r Osgood, o f Rochester T heological Seminary. The 
author's name and reputation as a scholar are well 
known to the readers o f this page. The article is so 
timely and so strongly written that I g ive ·the g reater 
part o f my space for thi s week to an abstract o f it: 

A fter all the discussion , the whole Bible is still before us. 
I t was given to each man, to whom it comes fo r his decision. 
H e is responsible for that decision. He can not put it off on 
the decision o f any other man. \Vhen g reat schools, proud and 
pretentious o f their learning, were found in Palestine, Egypt, 
Asia Minor and E urope, the Saviour constantly asked those 
whom he addressed, whether peasant, fisherman, priest or scribe, 
"Have ye not r ead ?" "Did ye never read?" " \Vhy even of 
yourselves judge ye not wha t is r ight ?" And as this same 
Saviour is the final and univer sal jmlge o f men, these questions 
take on the awful solemni ty of the last dread decision. Each 
one of us must decide for ourselves wha t is and shall be our 
r elation to the B ible when '"e stand before the Lamb in the 
midst of the throne to render our final account. 

For some years past a criticism of the Bible has been 
brought into our land from Germany and 1-! ollancl. that tells 
us that the Bible is a purely human book, fill ed with contradic
tions, and of value only as a record of the evolution o f human 
thought. T hose who champion it among us tell us that this 
criticism has received the suffrages o f all the scholars; that if 
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any voice is raised against it, that voice betrays ignorance and 
want of trne scholarship. 

\\"hen we ask, \Vho are all these scholars? we are told, All 
the professors in Protestant uni,·ersitics in Germany, ,·ery many 
in England, Scotland and the United States. .-\nd how many of 
these scholars are there? Some tifty or sixty. Arc they all 
scholars oi the tirst rank? ~o .. -\few arc men of great natural 
abilities, supplemeated by large learning; but the majority arc 
men of very moderate ability, who follow the leaders, and make 
up in sound what is wanting in weight. As the personal equation 
is of decisi,·c force in the determination of all questions invoh·ing 
religion and morals, we ask. \\.hat do the authors and leaders 
of this criticism believe as to God and Christ and sin and salva
tion, These authors and leaders are not slow to tell us that 
they do not believe in a God who has made any written revela
tion of himself, or in Christ as anything more than a man. Of 
sin and salvation they ne\·er say anything. One of these authors 
and leaders believed so little in God that he did not mention 
him except as spoken by others, and another of these chief 
authors proclaims himscl f a polytheist. 

And who say that these are the great scholars, and all the 
scholars of the world, in the matter of the Bible? Only the men 
of their own party, who seldom read works written by oppo
nents, and deny all scholarship to men who will not accept their 
premises and conclusions. Delie,·ers are called to stand and 
dcli,·er up their faith in God, in Christ, in sin, in sah·ation, in 
God's re\·elation of himself. on the authority of this band of 
fifty or sixty, led by unbelie,·ers. That does seem rather pre
tentious and supercilious, seeing that if these fif ty or sixty were 
swept a\\·ay from their chairs thrice a year. their places could 
be readily supplied with just as good scholars from believing 
Christian ministers at home or in the mission field. 

The line between ''real scholars," "all the scholars," and 
"non-scholars," "no scholars," has been accurately dramt by an 
adherent of "all the scholars" in a critical journal: "\\'e have 
no taste for e\·angelical critici,m, and no contidcnce in an 
author's critical power whose argument is deri,·ed from the 
attthority of the -:-\ew Testament." "There can be no argumet:t 
between those who thus think and historical critics of any school 
who d0 not accept their theological and critical postulates." All 
who bow to the supreme authority of God, of Christ, are thus 
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waved off from an appreciation which they never sought, and 
would not have if it were laid in their hand. They divide at 
Christ. 

The only persons, then, who, according to this school, are 
real scholars and competent to pass an opinion on their views, 
a re men of their own band. Let us see, then, what two leaders 
of this criticism say of the whole method of criticism pursued 
by the other. Dillmann and Kuenen were men of real ability, of 
great learning, of unceasing labor. They were the leaders of the 
two wings of precisely the same general anti-Biblical criticism. 
By some scioloist£ i1~ our land, Dillmann has becn regarded as 
more orthodox than Kuenen; but his premises and conclusions 
arc just as anti-Diblical as Kuenen's, and they just as effectually 
would sweep away a ll belief in the Bible as a revelation from 
God. There is no discount, therefore, to be placed against Dill
mann because of Biblica l or orthodox views. l-Ie criticizes the 
whole method of Kuenen as false from the beginning (Num. 
J oshua, p. 597, £.). Am! Kuenen replies that Dillmann pursues 
just the same course ( Theol. Tijdschrift, Y. 22, p. 23 f.). But 
lest I seem to mistake the facts, one of "all the scholars" shall 
state them for us. In the French review of the '"History of 
Religions," we are told: ''Kuenen reproaches Dillmann with con
sidering the question of the origin of the I--!exateuch from a 
purely literary point of view, and without considering the rela
tions hetween the documents analyzed and the history. The 
difference in the method is striking. Dillmann accuses the critics 
of the school of Reuss and Kuenen of imagining a prion a reg
ular religious evolution in the midst of the people of Israel, 
and of resting upon these premises to determine the succession 
of the documents combined in the extant Hexatcuch. Kuenen 
shows Dillmann that he does the same thing, and tha t it is impos
sible to follow another method, unless we accept the history as 
given by the authors of the Old T estament." Kuenen says that 
Dillmann, by refudng to consider the history. and relying only 
on the literary points, reaches false results. His method is 
false; his conclusions are false. Dill mann says that Kuenen's 
method begins in pure imagination of an evolution of religion, 
and ends in his false conclusion. Kuenen acknowledges that he 
does just what Dillmann says-imagines the evolution of religion, 
and fits the history to this imagined religion; and he also says 
and proves that Dill mann does the same thing: or that, when 
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both of them refuse to believe the history given in the Old 
Testament. there remains no other course but an imagined re
ligion to which to fit an imagined history. If an outsider-one 
of the "non-scholars"-had lJrought these charges, they would 
be met with denial, because he could not understand the "only 
scholars." Both the witnesses arc true against each other. The 
method on both sides is false, and the rest:it of this "supreme 
scholarship" is just as f~lse-an imagined religion framed in an 
imagined history. And yet it is to this scholarship that Chris
tians. who know what they belie\·e, and why they belie\'e it, are 
called to surrender on authority and demand. According to 
these two chief witnesses, behind the dark curtain on which is 
inscribed "all the scholars," there is nothing for a believer in 
God and Christ and his word to fear, since the space is, con
fessedly, fiJlcd only \\·ith imagination. 

(Apr. I I, 18\)7.] 

W ASHIKGT00: GLADDEX ON LY:\IAN ABBOTT. 

I ha~e been astonished at the number and variety of 
sermons and newspaper articles that have been written 
on Dr. Abbott's recently published views about evolution 
and the Book of Jon a h. From every point of the com
pass. and almost from ocean to ocean, I have received 
clippings from newspapers, religious and secular. sent 
by kind friends to show me what others have said while 
I was saying something myself. The variety of the 
views expressed in these clippings is more surprising 
than their number. Some are very sensible. but some 
on both sides are so far otherwise as to indicate on the 
part of religious writers and teachers a woeful deficiency 
in judgment and reflection. To judge by these speci
mens one would think that there is a deplorable amount 
of shallowness in the thinking of preachers and news
paper writers on such questions. To enter extensively 
into spec~fications would require more space than the 
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case would seem to justify; but I may be excused for 
noticing briefly a point or two made by \Nashington 
Gladden in a sermon delivered in Columbus, 0., on Sun
day, March 30. 

Referring to a large number of intelligent men and 
women "who are more or less familiar with the general 
results of modern scientific and historical and critical 
study," and to "many of the things that were commonly 
taught fifty years ago respecting science and literature 
and life," which these people can not now believe, he 
says: 

Thousands and tens of thousands of serious-minded, unsel f
ish men and women have been driven from the churches by this 
failure to separate the essential Christian truth from the out
worn theories with which it has been entangled. 

This may be true with respect to some o f the extreme 
Calvinism once taught by the Congregationalists with 
whom Dr. Gladden is identified, but when he includes 
with this the long-established ideas of the origin o f the 
world and truthfulness of the Dible-for these are the 
beliefs to which he more especially alludes-he was 
never ·more mistaken. If thousands and tens of thou
sands have been driven away from the churches in con
nection with these questions, it is the direct effect of 
propagating the very view respecting "'science and litera
ture and li fe," which Lyman Abbott advocates with the 
applause of \Nashington Gladden. It is the men and 
women who accept these views who are driven from the 
churches, and not those who oppose them. \Vho has 
ever heard of a man leaving the church because he still 
believes that 1\Ioses wrote the Pentateuch, and that the 
narratives in Genesis are neither myths nor legends, but 
true records of actual events? No; the evil effects spring 
from the opposite cause; and Dr. Gladden, like a pas-
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senger on a train ,,·hen another near it begins to move, 
sees the wrong train in motion. 

,\gain, speaking of the critics of Dr. .\bbott. he says: 

There are precious few of them who do not kn.:Jw that the 
traditional theory of the Bible is no longer tenable; yet their 
attack on him is understood to maintain that theory. It is high 
time for some of these censors to cease from their assaults on 
Dr. Abbott and the higher critics long enough to tell the con
gregation the simple truth about the Bible. 

This is an open charge of hypocrisy made against 
censors of Dr. .\bbott, or at least against a majority 
of them. ancl these the more intelligent. A man of his 
opportunities ought to know that no cause ever wins by 
such charges. If he can not defend his companion in 
misery by argument, it \\·ould be more commendable in 
him to give up the contest than to turn to maligning 
the other side. The fact that a man is sincere or devout 
should never be used, though it often is, as evidence 
that his positions are sound or his arguments valid; it is 
still worse to parry the arguments of an opponent by 
charging him with insincerity. 

[.\pr. I/, 1897.] 

CRITICIS:\1 IX GER:\lAl\'Y. 

In the Occident of :\larch 25, I find an article. brief, 
hut thoughtful. from the pen of :\Ir. James \\'ooclworth, 
in which he makes the following quotation from the 
Ez•mzgclical Luthaan Church Ga:::cttc, one of the most 
influential journals in Germany: 

Although among the uni,·ersity men there have been very 
few that ha,·e undertaken to defend the old ,·iews of the church 
with reference to the divine character of the Scriptures, the 
rank and file of the pastors ha,·e boldly come to the front in 
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this good work, and the anti-critical Biblical literature is greater 
than it bas been for many years. 

By anti-critical literature is meant that which opposes 
the theories and conclusions of the recent criticism. 

The writer in the Occident says that this is truly en
couraging, and that a similar encouraging state of things 
exists in our own country. ''The champions of the new 
views,'' he says, "are to be found principally not in the 
ranks of the ministry, but in those of the college and 
university professors." So long as a body of sound be
lievers in the truth of the Dible stand in between these 
professors and the people, there need be no fear of 
widespread defection among the latter from the faith of 
our fathers. Skeptical scholars will empty their poison
ous gas into the open air, where it will be dissipated 
without spreading its contagion; and, whatever whiffs 
of it are brought down by counter currents into the 
stratum which the common people breathe, will be fanned 
away by the preachers. 

The preachers who come into daily contact with the 
people, and whose daily task it is to turn sinners to the 
Lord, know perfectly wt;ll that destructive criticism of 
the Dible tends to ruin men, and not to save them; and, 
for this reason, they will have nothing to do with it 
except to combat it when it comes in their way. And in 
this combat they will prevail; for it is to them, and not 
to the professors, that the people resort for their daily 
spiritual food. Not only so, but the few young preachers 
who are perverted in the colleges and seminaries where 
these rationalistic professors do their work. must find 
that the kind of criticism which they have imbibed will 
not work when they come to soul-saving. The serious 
men among them will. therefore, toss it behind their 
backs when they go before the people, while those who 
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are not sufficiently in earnest to do this, will soon find 
that the congregations of the faithful will toss them 
behind their backs and cling to the old Dook. The pro
fessors in the infected institutions arc making herculean 
efforts to drav: the candidates for the ministry under 
their influence, and they are succeeding by the prestige of 
money and great names in drawing those who have more 
ambition than godliness; but this class are always light
weights in the pulpit, even if they stay in it long enough 
to weigh at all; while the men of humility, and of faith 
that can not be shaken. are the men in every age and 
country whom the people delight to follow. 

[:\fay I, I8gi.) 

A REACTIOX IX CRITICIS::\I. 

The following clipping from the C ongrcgationalist of 
April I refers to a matter mentioned in this department 
last week, and strongly confirms what I then said: 

The course of theological thinking in this country has fol
lowed somewhat closely. though at considerable distance of time, 
that in Germany. \Ve therefore welcome the signs of reaction 
against radicalism which are appearing in the German church. 
The Literary Digest publishes a translation of an article de
scribing a new movement, from the ablest of the conservative 
church papers of Germany. This article declares that "the lib
eral and liberalizing forces within the German church have in 
recent months lost considerable ground, and the beginning of 
the end seems at hand. On the other l1and. the defense of the 
old faith has grown internally and externally." 

Special courses of lectures in the interests of what 
is called the old faith are being successfully maintained 
in many places. Says this article, "Recent events have 
shown that in Germany the Protestant church is at 
heart thoroughly evangelical and loves its Dible above 
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eve::-ything else.'' In the same direction the Clzronik, a 
representative of the liberal theology, confesses that the 
conservative theologians in the nine Prussian universities 
are numerically much stronger than the liberals. There 
are sixteen liberal and twenty-six conservatiYe theolo
gians in the university faculties of the old Prussian prov
inces, and in the newer provinces there are eight liberals 
and nine conservatives. Twice as many conservatives 
as liberals have been appointed by the Government within 
the last two years. :\Iany pastors are rallying to the 
defense of the divine character of the Scriptures, and 
the literature for the same purpose is greater than it has 
been for many years. The effects of this reaction are 
already beginning to be felt in our seminaries, and an 
independent movement in the same direction is appearing 
both in institutions of learning and in churches. 

[June s. r897.] 

PARALLEL CASES. 

One of the most effective devices for refuting the 
arguments and exposing the assumptions by which some 
higher critics discredit books in the Bible, is to apply the 
same methods to more recent documents that are known 
to be genuine and authentic, and thus show how futile 
they are. This has been clone again and again by recent 
scholars, who have used the Epistle to the Romans, the 
parable of the prodigal son, etc .. for the purpose. :\Iany 
other well-known documents can be used in the same 
way. I have before me, for example. in a copy of the 
Bulletin, San Francisco, a lecture by Dr. vVilliam A.!ex
ander, of that city. in which he applies the method to the 
history of our war with J\Iexico, to the Declaration o E 

Independence, and to the history of German criticism 
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itself. I copy below the first of these as an illustration 
of all: 

Let us. for example, take a history so recent as the v:ar 
between the United States and 1lexico and the acquisition of 
California. At:d let us suppose that we are living in the year 
A. D. 5897, when our country has been reduced to the same 
condition as that of ancient Israel. Then comes a higher critic 
investigating the records of our history. as they now do those 
of the Pentateuch, and the result would be something like this: 

California is represented in the legend as a part of an alleged 
conquest frum 1lexico. But the evidence of any such war as that 
is open to ,·cry gra,·e doubt. In the documents which pretend 
to relate this history even the very names are suspicious, being 
for the most part not the names of persons, but of some occupa
tion or calling, or of some article of domestic use. Records have 
been found bearing such names as Taylor, \\'orth, Ringgold, 
\\'ool. Pillow, and of such reputed battles as Resaca de Ia 
Palma, which probably means merely a gro,·e of palms, and not 
a battle at all. And another battle is named Buena Vista, which 
probably means only a fine prospect, or a pleasant view. And 
what is still more to the purpose, different and conflicting ac
counts of the same thing have been dug up. According to 
another form of the legend, the conquest was effected by a man 
whose name ,,·as Scott. r\nd here again the story can hardly 
be considered historic. for the hero of this alleged conquest is 
called \\'infield, and all military heroes are alleged to win fields. 
And still further, in some of the remains this same mythical 
hero is called "Fuss and Feathers." 

He is alleged to ha,·e invaded the country called ?llexico by 
sea, and to have bombarded a city called \'era Cruz which docs 
not seem to have been a city at all, but in the language of the 
J\Iexicans means the true cross. The mythical hero, the legend 
goes on to say, ad,·anced by way of Cerro Gordo, a steep and 
difficult pass in the mountains which a mule with his pack could 
with difficulty pass, but was utterly impracticable for an army, 
even if but feebly defended: but that a warlike people like the 
J\I exicans would allow a hostile army to penetrate to the very 
heart of their country without the most determined resistance, 
is utterly incredible, not to say inconcei,·able. And, besides, 
both of these legends, improbable as they are, and contradictory 
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as they are, can be traced solely to American sources. In one 
thing they agree, and in one only, that no disaster ever occurred 
to their arms, but they were victorious in every encounter, a 
story which is totally at variance with the known casualties of 
war, and stamps the whole thing as one of the heroic legends of 
a barbarous or a semi-civilized people. This, gentlemen, may be 
taken, mutatis mutandis, for the higher criticism of the Hexa
tcuch, as the critics prefer to call it. The principles and meth
ods are the same in both, and both are equally worthless and 
misleading. 

[June 19, 1897.] 

DRIVER ON DEUTERO:\'Ol\IY. 

The commentary on the nook of Deuteronomy, by 
Prof. S. R. Driver, was the first volume to appear of 
the "International Critical Commentary'' in course of 
publication by Charles Scribner's Sons, of New York, 
and T. & T. Clark. of Edinburgh. It is also the most 
important of the series thus far published, because of its 
bearing on the criticism of the Pentateuch. It was pub
lished in I8C)S, but I have forborne to read it or to write 
a notice of it until now, because I intended, on taking 
hold of it, to give it a thorough study, and the time for 
this has not appeared to come ~ooner. 

It is very seldom, I ,~uppose. that any one but the 
author and the proofreader reads a commentary through 
and through; but I have read this one carefully from 
cover to cover, and I expect to clo su again ancl again; 
for the critical theory of this book is the keystone of the 
critical arch which spans the whole of the Pentateuch; 
and no man can know either the strength or the weak
ness of the latter without testing the r:1erits of what the 
critics say of this book. 

The volume is a large one to be devoted to so small 
a book as Deuteronomy. It contains ninety-five pages. 
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of introduction and 426 pages of text-52 r pages in all. 
The critical theory of the book is set forth, and, in a 
measure, defended, in the introduction; but the more 
elaborate defense is .reserYed for the main body of the 
work, and it is to be found in connection with the vari
ous passages used for the purpose. The argument is 
exhaustive. and yet it is condensed. The author wastes 
no words in attempts at fine writing. but goes right on 
with the simplest and most direct exposition of his 
theme. I !e also maintains an air of candor. and seldom 
indulges in overconfident assertion:-. He usually states 
and discusses dispassionately the objections that have 
been urged against his views, though in places he fails 
to notice very obvious objections which happen not to 
have been brought forward by former writers. Indeed, 
while he is not afraid to state fairly. and to answer as 
best he can, the views of opposing critics. he evidently 
has made no careful search to see what could be said. 
though it had not been. by an opponent. 

Xo one who proposes to master the modern critical 
theory of the Old Testament can afford to avoid the 
study of this commentary; for though the author has 
set forth in a very condensed form in his "Introduction 
to the Critical Study of the Old Testament"' the sub
stance of what is here written. in the pre!'ent volume he 
has gone into the details of the argument much more 
elaborately. and the reader finds here plainly set forth 
much that he in the more condensed form is apt to over
look. I suppose that Professor Driver's reputation as a 
critic will depend more hereafter on the present than 
on the former publication, though the reverse is true at 
present. Ilis Introduction has been more extensivel)'i 
read than his Deuteronomy, and has therefore done more 
to establish his reputation. 
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[July 17. 1897.] 

HELL AND THE DEVIL. 

I have received two copies of the Rocky Mountain 
N cws, published at Denver, June 7, in which there is a 
sensational report of a sermon delivered the previous 
evening by Darton 0. Aylesworth to an overflowing 
audience. The sermon is announced in flaming head·· 
lines, among which I read, "There is No Hell, Neither 
is There Proof of a Personal Devil." The chief part 
of the report of the sermon is printed within quotation 
marks, as representing the words of the speaker; and 
while these headlines do not precisely represent the 
thought of the sermon, they do so substantially. 

The preacher calls attention to the fact that "in the 
universe there are two force~ working constantly against 
each other,'' and remarks: "Philosophy says it is the 
negative or not-being struggling to overcome the posi
tive or actual. so that the former is always yielding that 
the latter may be." I confess that I am not philosopher 
enough to see how "the negative or the not-being" can 
carry on a struggle. If philosophy says that, I should 
advise philosophy to wa~h its face and go t0 school. 
Farther on he says: "This negative element is hell. It 
is the failure of the man to rise to his own perfection." 
If this definition is correct, and if, as all admit, except 
the few Methodists who have obtained "the second 
blessing," that all men have thus far failed to rise to 
their own perfection, we should no longer talk about 
going to hell. because we are there already. It is a hell, 
however, which the most of us endure with martyr-like 
composure. It causes very little weeping and gnashinv 
of teeth. 

Again, our preacher says: "Hell is an illogical con-
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clition of life." If this is true, we arc nearly all caught 
again. '1 hen all· the "higher critics" are in hell, sure. 
'1 ney got tncrc ,ooncr than 1 thought they would. Then 
Bro. :\ylesworth himself must be "slipping o'er the 
brink," for I have not seen anything lately more illogical 
than his sermon .. 1 am so glad that 1 am not illogical. 
Then, too, another old thought of ours is corrected. \ \' c 
have ahvays been taught, at least ever since Christ spoke 
on the subject, that it is only dead people who are m 
hell; but here \Ye learn that it is the living, for hell is 
"an illogical condition of life." I never knew before 
how important it is to study logic. 

Again. the preacher says: "I do not believe that hell 
is a place of physical torture. I think it is in man him
self." This is another evidence that hell is already here, 
and every man ought to know what it is by looking 
inside himself; but this presents a puzzle. Jesus ~peaks of 
casting men into hell; and if hell is in the man himself, 
I don't see how he can be cast into it unless he is made 
to swallow himself. Again. Jesus proposes to cast some 
men into hell after they are dead; and I don't see how 
this can be done if they have hell in them while they 
are yet alive. I confess that I have not logic enough to 
unravel this tangle. and if all these things are true. I 
am afraid that I \Yill become illogical and get into hell 
with Ero. Aylesworth and the "higher critics.'' 

The preacher, in all the~e utterances. was not entirely 
forgetful of some things said by Jesus and the apostles, 
but he has a ,·ery summary way of setting them aside. 
He says: "The flames mentioned in the Scriptures are 
figuratively sroken of.'' Thi;; statement would ha\'e 
been more satisfactory if he had told us how he knows 
it to be true. He has never been there to ;;ee. and no 
one who has absolute knowledge on the subject has tolcl 
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him so. How, then, does he know anything about it? 
I have studied the subject as much, perhaps, as he has, 
and all that I know about :t is what I am told in the 
word of God. Jesus, who had seen it, and'the apostles, 
who were guided by the' Spirit who knows all about it, 
have described it as a lake that burns \v.ith fire and brim
stone; and whether that is exactly what it is or not, one 
thing is certain, that the words of these divinely inspired 
teachers are the very best words in which to speak of 
it. If it had been better for us to be told that hell is 
within us now, th:~t hell is an illogical condition of life, 
or that it is " the negative or the not-being," Jesus, who 
knew what words were best for its expression, would 
have said so; but, instead of any such phraseology, he 
calls it '' the everlasting fire prepared for the devil and 
his angels.'' \Vho shall clare to soften the words which 
the solemn reality forced from the loving soul of Jesus? 

This brings us to what the preacher says of that 
mysterious being called the devil and Satan: "In regard 
to the existence of a personal devil, I have but little to 
say. Some people say that he certainly does have his 
fires constantly in t:eadiness, and is armed with the pro
verbial fork wherewith to stab the victims. I do not 
believe this. I can not induce my imagination to be 
sufficiently elastic to comprehend an evil one fighting 
against the Lord to obtain the position of ruler of the 
universe." The preacher would have clone better in this 
sentence if, instead of mentioni:1g these relics of nursery 
tales, he had said whether he believes what Dible readers 
of ordinary intelligence do believe on this subject; that 
is, whether he believes what Christ ancl the apostles say 
about the devil. Instead of saying yea or nay on this 
point, he launches out on an ocean of discovery, and 
entertains us with the following: "Still, the unclean 
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spmts may hold an election and choose for their leader 
the one member who has caused the most hearts to break 
and created the most devastation among the innocent 
and unsuspecting. This is a possibility. Herod and 
X ero may have held the position of devil; I am of the 
opinion that some of the writers of modern fiction are 
also candidates to fill that executive position.'' \Veil, if 
there are elections among the unclean spirits, and if we 
are to judge by elections in this world, there must be a 
vast amount of rascality in those elections, and it should 
be no wonder that bad fellows get into office. It might 
be a good idea to send Bro. Aylesworth over there ( tem
porarily. of course) with a copy of the Australian secret 
ballot Ia\\'. so that the next election will be an honest 
one. "a free ballot and a fair count," and a devil elected 
who will make it a little easier for us mortals. I have 
understood, however, that the old devil who was in office 
before lie rod and X ero went to that country had a life
time tenure, and as his death has not been announced, 
nor any funeral tickets sent out, I am afraid that he is 
still in power. and leading silly men, mcluding some 
preachers, captive at his will. 

[Oct. 2. 1897.] 

:.IUCIT ADO 1\DOUT XOTHI:i\TG. 

This saying of Shakespeare was never more strik
ingly verified than in the learned labor that has been 
wasted in seeking to decide what star it was that the 
wise men saw in the ea~t when Jesu:' was bor:1. It will 
he remembered that Kepler calculated backward the 
movements of the planet's to the time of Christ, and 
found that there was a conjunction of Jupiter and 
Saturn about that time. Alford and Kitto both adopted 
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the view that this remarkable conjunction of the two 
planets was the new star. It would be incredible, if it 
were not actually demonstrated, that learned men like 
these could leave the text, which they are trying to 
explain, and wander off in this manner for a conclusion 
which when reached could avail them nothing. Suppose 
that there was a conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn, or 
a conjunction of any half-dozen planets, what could that 
have had to do with the star seen by the wise men? 
The star which they saw came and stood over the place 
where the young chile! lay, so that they found him with
out search or inquiry. Did Jupiter or Saturn, or both 
in conjunction, come and stand over the house in Beth
lehem where Jesus and his mother were lodging? Why 
did not Kepler or ..-\I ford or Kitto ask himself this ques
tion, ancl save himself the learned nonsense which he 
perpetrated? \Vhen we witness such conceits on the 
part of these three men, we are not so much surprised 
at the still wilder conceits indulged in by some of the 
rationalistic critics. And this nonsense is not dead yet; 
for in so grave a critical journal as the Expository 
Times (September number) a writer seriously calls for 
more information in the line of Kepler's investigations. 

[July 21, 1897.] 

PROFESSOR HOl\L\1EL'S PROTEST. 

The latest German book in the reactionary movement 
against rationalistic criticism is that of Dr. Fritz Hom
mel, professor of Semitic languages at the University 
of :\funich. Its full title is "The Ancient Hebrew Tradi
tion as Illustrated by the Monuments. A Protest against 
the Modern School of Criticism." It was published 
simultaneously in Germany, Great Britain and America. 
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The British edition was issued in London by the "So
ciety for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge," and 
the American in :\ ew York by E. & J. D. Young & Co., 
Cooper Cnion, Fourth ..-\venue. \\'e received our copy 
through the courtesy of the Robert Clark Co., Cincin
nati. It is a 121110. pp. xvi, 350. 

Professor Hommel is an acknowledged authority in 
Semitic languages and in archa!ology. He ranks as such 
in Germany Yery much as Professor Sayee does in Eng
land. Professor Cheyne, in some discussions which he 
has held with him, treats him \Yith respectful deference. 

In his preface the author approaches a statement of 
the chief clestgi1 of his work by saying: 

For years past I have been convinced that the question of 
the authenticity of the ancient Hebrew tradition could not Le 
finally decided until the Hebrew personal names found in the 
Old Testament had first been exhausti\·ely compared with other 
contemporary names of similar formation. and carefully checked 
by them: that all that was needed was the hand of an expert to 
disclose the treasures hitherto concealed in them. and to set 
forth the e\·idcnce they contain in such clear and convincing 
fashion as to render all further discussion impossible. 

He then mentions an effort in this direction made 
twenty-one years ago by Eberhard :\estle, in ,,·hich he 
divided Hebrew names into three clas~es. First. those 
compounded with El (God) : second, tho~e belonging to 
the period between Joshua and Solomon (or Elijah), 
in \Y hich the divine name Yahveh comes to occupy a 
favored place with El. the name of the Canaanite deity 
Daal (Lord) being subsequently added: and, lastly, the 
names of the monarchical period, containing. almost 
without exception. the element YahYeh (Yo. Yahu or 
Yah). and thus bearing witness to the permanent Yictory 
of YahYeh OYer naal. He then says that "thi~ attempt 
of \" e~tle · s might have found acceptance as a solu-
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tion of the Pentateuchal problem, had not \Vellhausen 
roundly asserted that the personal names of the ::\Iosaic 
period to be found in the priestly code had been delib
erately manufactured in later times after an earlier pat
tern, and that their testimony was consequently worth
less." The issue thus made by \Vellhausen, demanding 
proof of Nestle's theory , moved our author, in part, to 
his present undertaking. He says: 

One of the main objects, therefo re, which I have kept before 
me in writing the present book, has been to adduce ex ternal 
evidence (i. e., from contemporary in scriptions) to show that 
even from the time of Ab raham onwards personal names of 
the characteristically l\losaic type were in actual use among a 
section o f the Semites o f western .t\sia, and that it is con
sequently useless to talk any longer of a later post-exilic inven
tion. On the con trary, the theory of their evolution put for
ward by Nest le is confirmed and corroborated in every direction. 

I think that any man who will read the book through, 
unless his mind is set against evidence, must see that the 
author has establi shed thi s contention by evidence thor
oughly convincing and superabundant . The inscriptions 
on which he chiefly relies are those found recently in 
Tel-el-Amarna in -Egypt, at Lachish in Palestine, and 
at Tel Si fr in southern Babylonia. though he makes use 
also of those recently di scovered by Glaser in South 
Arabia. These documents belong to a period at anrl 
before the time of Abraham, and they promi"e. when 
fully deciphered, to give us a new history of the worH 
in that remote period in which the Book o f Genesis was, 
until lately, our only authority. Of th e va l""' of t~,"~'~ 

documents and the importance of studying them more 
thoroughly, our author says: 

The monuments speak with no falt ering tongue, and already 
I seem to see signs of the approach of a new era. in which mpn 
will be able to brush as ide the cobweb theories of the so-called 
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"higher critics" of the Pentateuch, and, leaving such old-fash
ioned errors behind them, attain to a clear perception of the real 
facts . 

.-\gain he says: 

I take this opportunity of urging the younger school of Old 
Testament theologians to abandon their barren speculations in 
regard to the source of this or that fraction of a yerse. and 
rather to dcYote their youthful energies to the far more profit
able study of the Assyro-Babylonian and South Arabian inscrip
tions, in order that they may be able, at first hand, to place the 
output of these absolutely inexhaustible mines of knowledge at 
the sen·ice of Biblical students .... There are hundreds of 
contract tablets of the time of Abraham, any one of which may 
contain some interesting find. 

One of the most surprising results already attained 
by these investigations is the outline which they furnish 
of the new ancient history just alluded to. Heretofore 
our \\'hole knowledge of the world's history between the 
flood and the death of· Abraham has been confined to 
the personal history of that patriarch. together with the 
ethnographical tables in the tenth chapter of Genesis. 
:\ow, it is well known that conquerors from southe;n 
Arabia hac! overrun the valley of the Euphrates about 
the time of r\braham 's birth. and established a kingdom 
there \\'hich lasted more than a hundred years. The 
names of the successive kim;s. together \Yith some of 
their achievements. are presen·ed. It is also known that 
an Elamite kingdom was established there. and that it 
had subdued all the region west of the Euphrates as far 
as the /.I editerranean Sea and the border of Egypt. 
These invasions brought the literature and civilization 
of Babylonia into Canaan. and the cuneiform writing of 
Babylon became the medium of written communication 
between the nations of the \Vest. This and much more 
having been ascertained from the merest fragments of 
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these di sinterred documents, that which will be known 
when thousands of others shall have been exhumed and 
deciphered may surpass the present dreams of the most 
enthusiastic archceologists. It certainly offers aspiring 
scholars a most enticing field of investigation. The 
newly di scovered gold mines of Alaska are not half so 
inspiring to those who seek the world's greatest good. 
Professor Hommel's book makes a great advance upon 
all that has been written before upon these new dis
coveries. 

It is impossible in this article to set forth intelligibly 
the many refutations of recent critical theories respect
ing the Pentateuch, in which this book abounds. For a 
knowledge of them I must refer the reader to the book 
itself, and I earnestly advise all who are paying any 
attention to the subj ect to read it at once. But I must 
not refrain from showing how completely the "higher 
critics .. have been silenced in regard to the fourteenth 
chapter o f Genesis. In 1869, Theodar l'(oldeke set forth 
the theory that this chapter was a "fantastic grouping 
together of names. which either belonged to some remote 
period, or were expressly invented for the occasion;" 
and from that time this class of critics have re-echoed 
the same view. As late as 18S9 \\'ellhausen wrote as 
follows: 

1'\oldeke's criticism remains unshaken and unanswerable; 
that four kings from the Persian Gulf shou ld, " in the time of 
Abraham." have made an incursion into the Sinaitic peninsula, 
that they should on this occasion have attacked five kinglets on 
the Dead Sea littoral and have carried them off prisoners, and 
finally that Abraham should have set out in pursuit of the 
retreating victor s. accompanied by ;118 men-servants, and haYe 
forced them to disgorge their prey-all these incidents are sheer 
impossibilities. which gain nothing in credibility from the fact 
that they are placed in a world which has passed away.-H om
mel, pp. 159, 198. 
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T his was written only eight years ago, yet within 
that short time it has been demonstrated that the most 
of these in-:idents, instead of being "sheer nnpossibili
ties," are established facts of history. That a mighty 
despot whose name corresponds to Chedorlao:-ner then 
ruled over Elam (aftenvard called Persia). and that he 
had conquered the \\'est as far as the :\Iecliterranean, is 
not now denied; for abundant inscriptions attest the 
fact. That Eri-Akn ( r\rioch) was then in possession of 
Ur, Abraham's birthplace; that r\mrophel was king of 
Shinar and ruled over Haran, the second home of :\bra
ham, and that Tidal (Tudkhul in his mm tongue) was 
also a contemporary king. are equally well established; 
and seeing that these main facts of the narrative are 
historical realities, the admission of them by the "critics., 
is, in the ,,·ords of Professor Hommel, "to cut the 
ground away from under their own feet." 

\\'bile all this, and very much more. is set forth in 
P rofessor Hommel's book. he is still a rather free critic 
himself. He is only a little more than half-,vay con
verted to full faith in the authenticity of the Pentateuch, 
and he still concedes much to the class of critics whom 
he antagonizes. The editor of the E.rj>ository Times, in 
a review of the book, makes use of this fact to nullify 
in some degree the force of his contention; but its true 
bearing is in the opposite direction, for the fact that 
Hommel is himself a free critic makes all the more sig
nificant his thorough refutation of his fellow-critics on 
the points of criticism which he assails. The light which 
has broken upon his mind. and \\·hich he so strongly 
flashes back into the minds of others. must inevitably 
affect all others who are not proof against com·iction; 
and <..s the still unexplored treasures of knowledge which 
he so earnestly exhorts young theologians to investigat~, 
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shall yield up their secrets, both his own mind and those 
of his present antagonists must follow whither the new 
light shall lead them 

[Sept. II, 18g7.] 

A CURIOSITY IN CRITICIS:\L 

It has been the custom of rationalistic critics to throw 
doubt on the genuineness of the Epistle of James, by 
assigning it a elate too late for James to have been its 
author. Christian Haur placed it at the close of the first 
century, and his followers have held tenaciously to this 
date, but now come two critics, Spitta and I\1assebieau, 
contending that it was written by a Jew. not a Christian, 
in the century preceding the birth of Christ. Their 
arguments are reviewed in the Expositor for August, 
by J. D. l\fayor, and, strange to say, he thinks that they 
are stronger than those for the late date alleged by 
Daur. He shows, however, which any reader of the. 
Epistle ought to see, that in order to make out their case 
these critics have to reject from the text allusions to 
Christ which make it certain that the writer had a 
knowledge of our Lord. even if he did falsely call him
self ''James. a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus 
Christ." 

v\'hen we find German and French critics constantly 
hatching out successive broods of hare-brained conjec
tures like this, we ought to learn caution about receiving 
anything from their hands that savors of novelty. 

[Sept. II, 1897-l 

INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM. 

The reqne3ted resignation of President Andrews. of 
Brown University, on account of his partis<,nship in 
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favor of " free silYer." following, as it did, the remoyal, 
in late years, from high places, of quite a number of 
men for teaching condemned by the churches to which 
they belonged, has raised a howl of indignation from a 
large circle of secular and religious newspaper \\Titers. 
These indignant gentlemen are clamoring for intellectual 
freedom. the right of untrammeled research, of un fet
tered liberty, of impartial inquiry. and I know not how 
many other things with high-sounding epithets attachec: 
to them, as if the thumbscrews of the Inquisition were 
about to be renewed. So loud is the clamor that one 
who is not moved to join in the cry is apt to be dazed, 
and to wonder what untold woes are threatening our 
unhappy country. One of these thoroughly indignant 
writers has startled us by proclaiming that "there i:; 
~ore political and theological bias and less intellectual 
freedom in the Cnited States than in any other civilized 
country, except Russia-and Russia is only half ciYil
ized." \Vhat a reproach to "the land of the free and 
the home of the brave''! .-\ncl what are we all coming 
to? \\'ho can tell? 

But if one could only control his nerYes and collect 
his thoughts amid this noise. he might be tempted to 
ask a few questions. He might ask whether, in order 
to exercise intellectual freedom, to pursue independent 
research, or to prosecute impartial inYestigation. it i;; 
absolutely necessary to be a president or a professor in 
a particular institution of learning that does not want 
him, or to occupy a pulpit in a church which desires to 
get rid of him. If I am not mistaken. a goodly number 
of the men who have made original research. and who 
have blessed the world by their inYestigations, haYe done 
so without being presidents or pr:lfes~ors. and that free
thinkers in respect to religion haYe not always occupied 
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pulpits in orthodox churches. If a man agrees with 
Ingersoll or with \Vellhausen. why can he not enjoy as 
much intellectual freedom on the freethinker's platform 
as he can in a pulpit or in a professorship endowed for 
the promotion of religion? 

Again, one might ask why this coveted intellectual 
freedom should be so one-sided; why it is that some of 
it is not to be shared by boards of trustees or by the 
churches. If liberty of thought and action are to be a 
common heritage, why should not the trustees of a col
lege or a university be at liberty to decide who shall be 
their president, and who shall occupy their professor
ships? And why should not a church have the liberty 
to choose the men who shall reach in its name the rank 
and file of its membership? Does the fact that a man 
has been elected to a professorship in a university de
prive the legal guard:ans of the institution of all free
dom of thought as to whether his teaching is beneficial 
or injurious to the institution? Should he plunge into 
the advocacy of some theory in religion or politics for 
whose advocacy he was not elected to his chair, and by 
this means drive away patronage or divert expected 
donations, have the responsible rulers who elected him 
no right to exercise their own judgment in removing 
him and selecting another? And in this country of fierce 
political battles, and hot blood growing out of these, 
what right has a professor in a college. the patronage 
of which is drawn from all political parties, to become 
an active propagandist for any one of them? When he 
does so he takes an unfair advantage of the position 
which he occupies, and when he incurs the natural con
sequences it is unmanly in him or his friends to com
plain. But this fault in a professor reaches its climax 
when, having been selected to give instruction in an 
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institution established and endO\Yed to sustain and prop
agate belief in a certain religious system. he deliberately 
seeks to subvert that system, and then whines about a 
restriction of his intellectual freedom because he is justly 
deposed from the trust of which he has proved himself 
unworthy. 

[.-\ug. i- r8gj.] 

QC"ESTIO~S. 

At the time of writing this I haYe just concluded an 
institute on Pentateuchal criticism. held at Albany, ::O.Io., 
and attended by 126 members from abroad. besides quite 
a number of the citizens of A.lbany. Of these. fifty-five 
were preachers. and the rest elders. deacon~. teachers. 
etc. Among them \Yere a large number of "chief 
women." One part of my \York consisted in answering 
written questions which \\"ere handed in ior the purpo~e 
of eliciting fuller information on some points. challeng
ing others. and drawing me out on some not included in 
the lectures. I have preserYed these. and it is my pur
pose to publish some of them, \\"ith the anS\Yers. for the 
benefit of the much larger audience addressed through 
these columns. I present a few below. 

"Does it make any difference whether ::O.Ioses did or 
did not \\"rite the Pentateuch?'' 

Yes: it makes at least this difference: that if he did. 
the account which the book gives of itself is true; and if 
he did not, it is false. 

"\Voulcl there be any loss to the Christian religion 
should it be praYed that ::O.Ioses was not the author of the 
Pentateuch?" 

Yes; there would fir,t be this los,;: that \\"e ,;houlcl 
have to concede that Jesus and his apostles \Yere m1s-
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taken in claiming that ..\1oses was its author. This 
would lessen our confidence in them as teachers. Sec
ond, the alternative being that its real authors were men 
who lived from six hundred to one thousand years after 
Moses, who therefore had no correct information, but 
wrote legends and folklore for history, and falsely 
ascribed to l\1oses the enactment of many laws recently 
enacted, the loss to the Christian religion would be that 
all of the teaching by Jesus and the apostles based on 
the Pentateuch would be based on false premises. 

"The destructive critics say that Moses could not 
have written the Pentateuch, because writing had not 
been invented at the time of Moses. Please explain.' ' 

These critics once said that the art of writing was 
not sufficiently developed in the time of Moses for his
torical compositions like the narratives of the Penta
teuch, but they say that no more; for the disinterment 
within the last three years of inscribed tablets in various 
localities, which elate back to the time of Abraham, has 
demonstrated the falsity o f this assumption. 

"If a later hand had written the Pentateuch, would 
he not naturally say of any particular speech or law, 
'These are the words that the Lord spoke unto Moses'? 
Does not this mode of speech suggest a later writer, 
1·ather than l\Ioses himself?" 

The point in this question turns upon the use of the 
name l\T oses in the third person ; but it was the custom 
of ancient writers, both Hebrews and others, to speak 
of themselves, in historical compositions, in the third 
person. 1\II of yon who have read Cesar in college 
will remember him as a conspicuous example. While it 
is true. then, that a later writFr- would speak o f Moses 
in this way. it is equally true that he would speak of 
himself in this way, and the circumstance has, therefore, 
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no bearing on the question of authorship. one way or 
the other. 

"Who was the author of Deut. 34: 5, 6? \ Vhen was 
it written, ,,·here, and by what authority?" 

I can not ans\\·er these questions with precision, 
except that neither these two verses nor any part of the 
chapter was written by Moses. This chapter is a sup
plement to Deuteronomy, giving an account of the death 
and burial of :.roses, of the thirty days' mourn in~ for 
him, of Joshua becoming his successor, and clo~.ng with 
a comparison between him and later prophets. If it \\·as 
all written by one person, it must have been written 
after some later prophets arose with whom :.roses could 
be compared; but the different statements in it may have 
been appended to the book at various intervals. By 
whose authority they \\·ere appended we are not in
formed; if done by inspired men, it \\·as by the authority 
of God: if by uninspired men. it \',-as by their own 
authority. 

"Does the Hebrew word in the plural number trans
lated God in Genesis 1, prove that the author was a 
polytheist?" 

~o. In the Hebrew tongue words often have the 
plural form without the idea of plurality. The language 
was not exact in this particular, like modern languages. 
The English reader can see this in the first chapter of 
Genesis; for, although God ( Elohim) says in one verse, 
"Let us make man in our image," in another he says, "I 
have given you e\·ery herb bearing seed." etc.: thus 
using at one time the plural pronoun and at another the 
singular. The latter could not haYe been used had the 
Elolzim meant a plurality of gods. 

''Does Ps. 97: 7 indicate that the author believed in 
a plurality of gods?" 
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The author says, ' 'Ashamed be all they that serve 
graven images, that boast themselves of idols; worship 
him, all ye gods." He is speaking, I think, to the graven 
images and idols, and, taking them as their worshipers 
took them, calls upon them. in a poetic vein, to do hom
age to Jehovah. Rocks, mountains and hill!' are else
where called upon to do the same thing. The passage 
no more proves the author a polytheist than Paul is 
proved one when he says, ''There are lords many and 
gods many" ( 1 Cor. 8: 5). 

"Do Jewish 1·abbis, as Gothcil, of ?\ew York, main
tain the l\Iosaic authorship of the Pentateuch ?" 

I am not acquainted with :"If r. Gothei l ; but there are 
many Jewish rabbis who have accepted the destructive 
criticism of the O ld Testament. American Jews are 
divided into two classes, the orthodox and the rational
istic. The former still cling to the old Jewish faith; the 
latter have departed from it. 

"Is it not an insult to the Ilebrew people to affirm 
that this people docs not know the authorship of its 
greatest histo rical books?" 

I can not say that thi s is an insult to the present 
generation of Hebrews. for they have no better means 
of information on such subjects than Christians have; 
but such an assertion does reflect seriously upon the 
generations of Hebrews in which the critics fix the 
o rigin of the documents of the Pentateuch. For exam
ple, if Deuteronomy was first known to them in the 
reign o f Josiah, and was then newly written, they were 
a set of consummate blockheads to believe that their 
early ancestors had received it from ::"\Ioses. 

"Is there any evidence from classical writers o f the 
Mosaic authorship o f the Pentateuch? If so, what is 
the value of it?" 
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The classic writers of Greece and Rome lived too 
late to be witnesses on this question, and the most of 
them knew nothing at all about the Pentateuch. True, 
Longinus, whose Greek treaties on ''The Sublime" was 
a text-book in my college days, quotes as a remarkable 
specimen of sublimity of style the words, ''Light let be: 
and light was;'' and he ascribes it to :\Ioses. but he had. 
no special means of knowing its authorship. 

''\\'oulcl not the condition of the writing and the 
coior of the manuscript show whether the book found 
in the temple was of recent origin or not?" 

Of course they \Yot!ld. unless the priests who. accord
ing to the theory. composed it had smoked or stained 
the ma;mscript to make it appear old, as some dealers in 
manuscripts now do. It is not necessary to understand 
that this manuscript was supposed to have existed from 
the time of f-Ioses, which would make it seven or eight 
cPnturies old: but it could not haYe appeared to be a 
recent copy. or a demand would have been made for the 
original. ?lien of sense would not have trusted a freshly 
written document without knowing from what it was 
copied, if copied at all. 

''Does not the repetition of thought in the first and 
second chapters of Genesis prove that they were "·ritten 
by different authors?" 

The critical argument for t\YO authors is based, not 
on repetition of thought, but on alleged contradictions. 
It is claimed that while the order of creation in the first 
chapter is. first. vegetation : second. the l~wer animals. 
and, third, man. in the second chapter it is. first, man; 
second, vegetation ; third. the lower animals, and. fourth, 
woman. If you first assume that the second chapter is 
a separate and independent attempt to describe the order 
of creation, these contradictions show themselves: but if 
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you take the two chapters as a continuous account. by 
one writer, the second chapter necessarily takes the posi
tion of a supplement furnishing details omitted in the 
first, and all appearance o~ contradiction vanishes. 

''Will not the theory of the critics have a tendency 
to lessen the authority of the Bible?" 

The real authors of the critical theory deny that the 
Bible has authority: consequently a full acceptance of 
the theory carries with it a complete rejection of author
ity as attached to the Dible, or to any part of it. 

"Is scientific demonstration the test by which Scrip
ture is to be tried?" 

The Scriptures arc not to be tested by the science of 
chemistry, or that of astronomy, or that of geology, or 
that of mathematics, but they arc to be tested by the 
science of logic. Demonstration is not the right word. 
Demonstrations are addressed to the eye. Dut scientific 
proof-that is, logical proof-is the test by which the 
Scriptures are to be tried: and no man is required to 
believe them except on such proof. 

"Is not the scholarship of the world on the side of 
advanced criticism?" 

It is common for critics to claim that it is, but when 
they parade a list of names, it includes the names of 
many infidels: and these should not be counted in an 
argument between Christians, because they stand equally 
against Christianity itself. Of believing scholars, even 
in Germany, a very great majority arc against it, and the 
majority is still greater in Great Britain and America. 

"Is not advanced criticism gaining ground rapidly?'' 
On the whole. it is not. It is gaining in America, 

though not so rapidly as it did five years ago: it is 
standing still in Great Britain, and it is beginning to 
lose ground in Germany, where it originated. In respect 
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to the evidences by which it is supported. it has said 
almost its last word, as is proved by the fact that its 
new books and essays are but repetitions or amplificel
tions of utte1·ances repeated often and long ago. 

"Is reason the supreme guide in religion?" 
Xo. Reason must determine for us whether the Dible 

IS from God; must detect and correct all mistakes and 
changes made by copyists, and must ascertain as best it 
can the meaning of all obscure passages: but here her 
work terminates. These questions being settled, the 
Dible itself is our sole guide and -authority. 

"Do the earliest Jewish writers, whose writings have 
come down to us, regard ::\loses as the author of the 
Pentateuch?'' 

Yes. The earliest of these are the authors of the 
later books of the Dible. These, as many as speak of 
the authorship, ascribe it uniformly to l.Ioses. The same 
is true of the apocryphal writers, of Josephus, of Philo. 
and of the authors of the Talmud. 

"\Vhy do the critics who profess to be Chnstians 
wish to discredit the ::\Iosaic authorship of the Penta
teuch? \\'ould this not weaken our faith in its inspira
tion?" 

This class ol critics do not admit that they <c•ish to 
discredit the l\Iosaic authorship of the Pentateuch; they 
say that they are driven to their conclusions by conclu
si\'(~ evidence, and that their wishes are not to be con
sulted in the matter. They charge those who reject 
their conclusions with being governed by their wishes in 
the form of traditional prejudice which blinds them to 
the tmth. As to the inspiration of the Pentateuch. they 
do not believe it in the sense attached to the word by 
this querist. The men to whom they ascribe the author
ship, J, E. D. H. P and R. were moved by a so-called 
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inspiration, the same that now moves godly men to write 
edifying books and essays, but by nothing more. The 
acceptance of their theory, therefore, does not 'iC'cakcn, 

but it destroys, faith in the inspiration which we have 
been taught to ascribe to prophets and apostles. It denies 
the existence of such inspiration. 

·If in the days of the prophets angels could set aside 
the law of God with reference to altars and offerings, 
as you taught in your last lecture, why could they not 
do the same in the clays of the apostles [see Gal. r : 8, 
9]; and why not the visions, revelations, inner lights, 
etc., received by men to-day, enable them to clo the same 
thing?" 

The reason is that the ritual of the ).fosaic Jaw >vas 
not intended, like the ordinances and precepts of the 
gospel, to be perpetual. If God intended to eventually 
set aside all of the l.Iosaic ritual. he could very consist .. 
ently suspend for an occasion, like that of Gideon's or 
l\1anoah 's offering, or for a period of time, like that in 
which the ark was separated from the tabernacle, the 
statute in reference to a single altar and the exclusive 
privilege of the priesthood; and the testimony of a visi
ble angel or that of an inspired prophet like Samuel was 
sufficient evidence of his will in the premises; but this 
could not be the case in respect to the appointments of 
Christ, which arc to endure to the end of time. 1\lore
over, the fact that such suspensions had taken place 
under the law may be the very consideration which led 
Paul to warn the disciples not to believe an angel from 
heaven who should proclaim another gospel than that 
which they had received. If the Jews had been left 
without this warning. they might have adopted the 
reasoning suggested in this query; and the men and 
women who now see visions and enjoy inner light, might 
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have some ground of pretense for their folly; but all 
this is precluded by Paul's words. 

''Drummond says, 'The Dible came out 01 religion, 
and not religion out of the Dible.' Please give your 
view of this.'' 

Drummond is mistaken. He fell into this conceit as 
a result of becoming an evolutionist. If religion and 
religious literature came into being as a result of evolu
tion from within the soul of man, then the Dible con
tains no direct revelation from God, and all that it 
claims for itself in this respect is false. The ~Iosaic 
religion. so far as it is ~Iosaic as distinct from the 
patriarchal, came into being as a result of the revela
tions giYen through ~loses, and \\Titten in the Penta
teuch. The religion of Jesus, so far as it differs from 
that of the Old Testament, did not come originally from 
the \Yritten books of the ::\ ew Testament. seeing that it 
was, in its main features, taught orally by Jesus and the 
apostles before it was committed to writing; but still 
these books did not come "out of religion,'' but out of 
the inspired men who \note as they ,,·ere moved by the 
Holy Spirit to commit to writing that which the same 
Holy Spirit had moved them and their cli,·ine ~laster to 
deliver orally. It was, then, that which was spoken or 
written which brought the Christian religion into being: 
and Drummond has re,·ersed the true order, as evolu
tionists are very apt to do. 

"Did not the idea of sacrifice originate among idola
ters. and was it not borrowed from them by the Israel
ites?" 

1\o: for it originated. if the Dible is true, before 
idolatry came into existence. It is self-eyiclently an 
institution of di,·ine appointment; for it is impossible 
that man could have conceived, by a priori reasoning. 
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that the true God or any god would be more favorable 
to him because he slew an innocent animal or child. 

''How can the critics have any respect for the Pen
tateuch, when it is full of false statements about its 
origin?" 

The scholars who invented the so-called critical the
ory of the Pentateuch have no respect for it. They do 
not pretend to have any. How the so-called "evangelical 
critics,'' who accept the theory, can have any respect for 
it, is beyond my comprehension; yet it is common for 
them to say that the book is far more precious to them 
now than it was when they believed as we do. 

"Can it not be as easily proven that the Gospels are 
of composite origin as it ..:an be that the Pentateuch is?'' 

Yes; and, according to the critics, it is proved. Not 
only the Gospels. but Acts, some of the Epistles and the 
Apocalypse are composite. Professor Briggs tells all 
about the gradual growth of the Apocalypse in his book 
"The l\Iessiah of the Apostles." 

"] s it not a little strange, the critical theory being 
true, that not one of the documents from which our 
Pentateuch was made has ever reached the people of 
this age?" 

I think not: for very few books of antiquity have 
been preserved, and if these documents ever existed they 
were very naturally neglected after t'1e final redactor 
hac! done his work. But it is strange, if this theory is 
true, that no historical trace of the former existence of 
these documents. or of their authors. can be found either 
in the Bible or out of it. 

"\Vhat of the allegorical theory of the Garden of 
Eden?" 

The next time you meet a man who holds that the 
story of the garden is an allegory, remind him that all 
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allegories arc unreal narratives which represent some
thing real-that all the parts of the story correspond to 
some part in the reality. Then ask him to tell you what, 
in the reality. is meant by the garden; what by the two 
special trees: what by Adam; what by Eve: what by the 
"rib story;" what by the serpent: what by the temptation 
and the sin: and what by the expulsion from the garden. 
If he knows that it is an allegory, he knows the explana
tion of it, or at least some explanation of it: so ask him 
to explain it. Then I shall thank you to report to me 
what his explanation is. If he refuses to give the ex
planation, tell him he is talking nonsense \Yhen he says 
it is an allegory. 

""T as not ~Ielchizedek a mythical character?" 
The critics answer that he was; but Professor Sayee 

has found among the Tel-el-Amarna tablets one which 
he claims to be a letter from l\Ielchizeclek to the king of 
Egypt; and Professor Hommel, in his book recently 
noticed in these columns, has furnished strong confirma
tion of Sayee's claim. It has at least been made certain 
by means of recently discovered inscriptions that the 
leading features of the episode in the fourteenth chapter 
of Genesis are real history. 

''Is not the Diblical account of the Hittites unhis
torical ?" 

It was so thought by unbelievers for a long time, 
and believers had no proof to the contrary except the 
statements of the Scriptures: but now it is known and 
admitted that a powerful kingdom under this title did 
exist. Inscriptions left by Rameses II.. who had con
tinuous war with them during his long reign, have fully 
vindicated the sacred record. 

"\Vere the Hebre\YS in Egypt two hundred and fif
teen or four hundred and thirty years?" 
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It is plainly stated in Ex. 12: ..J.O that they were there 
four hundred and thirty years. 

"Do you believe that everything written in the Old 
Testament is the product of inspiration?'' 

No; for there are some passages which are known 
to be interpolations, and some mistakes of transcribers. 
It may be also that some of the smaller documents 
received a place among the sacred books by misjudg
ment. But I believe that everything written by the 
original authors of the several books was written by 
inspiration of God. 

"Have you any faith in the theory of the evolution 
of man? In what way, if any, does this theory conflict 
with the Dible account of man's origin?" 

I believe it to be a false theory. It conflicts with the 
Bible account in that it represents man as having been 
evolved from a brute, whereas the Dible represents him 
as having been created directly from inanimate matter. 
and as having received his spirit directly from God. No 
one who be!ieves the first and second chapters of Gen
esis to be historical can believe in the evolution of man. 

"\>Vhat do you think of the idea that the prophets 
were not foretellers, but teachers?" 

I think that the negative part of the statement is 
false. The prophets were unquestionably teachers, and 
the chief part of their work consisted in rebuking the 
sins of their contemporaries: but that they were not 
foretellers is false, for they foretold many things which 
no human foresight could have anticipated. 

"\iVhat will be the destiny of men who spend their 
lives in casting suspicion on the Dible, and undermining 
the faith of the unsuspecting?" 

I am not their judge, and I am glad that I am free 
from that responsibility. But I know one who has said, 
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"It were well for him if a millstone were hanged about 
his neck and he were thrown into the sea, rather than 
that he should cause one of these little ones to stumble.'' 

[Aug. 28, 1897.] 

PRESIDE::\T H.-\RPER'S CO::\IPLAINT. 

In his leading editorial, published in the Biblical 
ll'orld for August, President Harper enters a complaint 
against the editors in general of religious papers. He 
puts his complaint in the modest form of questions. He 
asks. first of all, "Is it not true that a great deal of space 
has been occupied by the editors of our religious papers 
in statements intended to turn opinion against those who 
are called 'higher critics'?'' He answers his own ques
tion by adding: "The attitude of many has been polemic 
in the extreme. One wonders, sometimes, whether it 
has been altogether Christian-like." 

The President ought to remember that, on such ques
tions as those made prominent by the ''higher critics," a 
man's personality and his teaching are so identified that 
it is next to an impossibility to keep them separate in 
thought. \Yhen the religious papers feel called upon to 
combat. with all their might, opinions whi:::.1 they regard 
as subversi,·e of the Christian faith. it is not very easy 
to so aim their blows at the false teaching as not to 
strike the fal se teacher. Indeed, if a man comes for
ward ,,·ith teaching which he knows beforehand to be 
very offensive to his neighbors, it does not appear very 
manly to complain when the latter are offended at him 
as well as at his teaching. A brave man is willing to 
bear all the personal consequences of any opinions which 
he may be constrained to propagate. If he dares not do 
this, he had better hold his peace. 
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The President feels his way a little further by a 
second question : " Has it ever occurred to those who 
have written these polemic statements, and to those who 
have read them, that perhaps the great duty of the 
church is to train hig her critics rather than to fig ht 
them ?'' As one who has done some of this polemic 
writing, I answer for myself, Of course not. How 
could we be making ' 'polemic statements' ' against a cer
tain class o f critics. and at the same time think that 
perhaps the church ought to be training some more of 
the same kind? W e don't hatch rattlesnakes to have the 
fun o f killing them. 

Dut I observe that in this second question the quota
tion marks are omitted from the phrase higher critics : 
and if by this omission the l 'resident intends the phrase 
to mean higher critics in the better sense o f the term, 
his question must be answered in the affirmative ; for 
critics who devote their powers and the methods o f the 
science to the defense and confi rmation o f the Dible are 
in great demand on the part of the very editors who 
write polemics against "the higher critics." Here we 
encounter the ambig uity still attaching to this phrase in 
the popular mind. The President realizes the confusion 
g rowing out o f it, ancl proposes a possible metln cl of 
correcting it : " If, for all t ime, we could drop the phrase 
'higher criticism,' and substitute the phrase 'literary 
study,' it is probable that there would not be any serious 
difference o f opinion on this question. And yet it is 
true that higher criticism is only 'literary study'." 

Has not the P resident here, in his eagerness to be 
conciliato ry. forgotten to be candid ? Can he possibly 
mean that the expression. " literary study," includes all 
o f higher criticism? \Vhat has he clone with historical 
criticism, the very branch of higher criticism in the pur-
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suit of which he has himself given the greatest offense 
to his generation? Has he forgotten h1s essays on the 
early chapters of Genesis, in which he proved to his own 
sa tis faction that these "stories," as he called them, are 
all unhistorical? .-\nd if his extreme desire to minimize 
our objections to the kind of criticism in which he 
indulges has led him thus to merge it all into the literary 
branch of the system, why does he go still further, and 
make a change in the established phraseology from "lit
erary criticis111" to "literary study"? Is he playing the 
game of the spider and the fly? 

The gauze ,,-hich he seeks to spread over the c~:ti

cism which religious editors are fighting is too thin. 
These editors are not to be deceived by mere \Yords and 
titles. \\'hen the writings of certain critics lead to the 
discrediting of large portions of the Bible. and bring 
those who accept them to conclusions in conflict with 
plain statements of Christ and the apostles. the editors 
of religious papers that are truly religious will not cease 
their philippics because of a new and innocent name 
applied to the poison. Arsenic is arsenic, even if you 
call it sugar. 

Ha,·ing thus minimized higher criticism, and reduced 
it to nothing but innocent literary study, our President 
proceeds to deprecate harsh treatment of those who 
engage in it: 

The literary study of the Old Testament has had a long and 
honorable career. The students. or, to use the other term, the 
critics. haYe been for the most part good, pious and honest men. 
Their only desire has been to find the truth. and to accept it 
when found. In the great majority of cases these students have 
shown a kind spirit and a calm judgment. The men. as men, 
do not desen·e the harsh and unkind statements which are often 
made concerning them. 

l!ncloubtedly this is true of purely literary study. and 
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of the literary students of the Scriptures; for in the 
IJroad sense of the terms here employed all the good and 
pious commentators and expository writers of past 
Christian ages are included. Dut what of those critics 
from whom !'resident llarper has learned the kind of 
criticism which has arrayed the editors of religious 
papers in this country against him and his university? 
l-Ie can not deny the fact, and he ought not to disguise 
it, that the system originated in the brains of unbelievers 
and has been bro :6ht to maturity by men who deny 
everything supernatural in both the Old Testament and 
the New. These men. however amiable any of them 
may be, are enemies of the cross of Christ, and they 
have worked out their theories for the purpose of over
throwing the Christian faith. If President Ilarper is in 
possession of a single argument in support of his theory 
respecting the early chapters of Genesis which did not 
spring from this source, or if there is a single element 
of his theory which he did not learn directly or indirectly 
from this class of critics. he \\rould do himself credit by 
publishing it to the world. 

[Sept. II, I89i-J 

LITERARY YS. HISTORIC\L CRITICIS::\1. 

Two weeks ago I called attention to President Har
per's recent attempt to mollify opposition to the kind of 
criticism which he advocates by styling it a mere "lit
crary study" of the Dible. The misleading character of 
tha'c attempt will be still more apparent if we read the 
following extract from Cave's "Inspiration of the Old 
Testament," in which the true relation of literary and 
historical criticism is set forth, and the latter is shown 
to have superseded the former: 
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The evidence mainly relied upon to-day by the advocates cf 
the evolution theory, "the received view of European scholar
ship," as Kuenen says, is of a historical and not a literary kind. 
Comparatively little is heard of divergencies in phraseology, 
seeming anachronisms, dual or triple or multiple repetitions of 
narrative, apparent contradictions, and all the paraphernalia of 
literary criticism. The conflict concerning authorship has been 
transferred from the arena of literary to that of historical criti
cism. In this there is cause for thoughtfulness. The decisive 
battleground has been at length recognized. By the minutia: of 
literary criticism, the most uncertain of weapons, no sure issue 
was likely to be reached. \\'ellhausen was quite right when he 
said, pungently enough, it is true, and in a different figure, that 
in all this byplay of literary criticism "the firemen never came 
near the spot where the conflagration raged.'' And \\'ellhausen 
"·as also right when he added that "it is only within the region 
of religious antiquities and dominant religious ideas that the 
controversy can be brought to a definite issue."-Prolegomena, 
p. I2. 

A revolution in method has taken place. These 
words. from the "head professor'' of the science. show 
that President Harper is either a back number in his 
study of criticism, or that his recent article was intended 
for a coating of whi~ewash. 

(Oct. II, I8g7.] 

THE THEOLOGY OF HY:-IXS. 

The apostle tells us to teach and admonish one an
other in psalms, hymns and spiritual songs; and if we 
should examine current hymns right closely. \\'e would 
find that we are teaching one another some thing~ which 
we ought not to teach, besides a great deal of nonsense. 
A contributor to The 0 utlook is writing on the subject 
of ''The Theology in Hymns," and pointing out some 
strange things which are commonly overlooked. He 
says some vPry good things on the subject. yet he shows 
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a wrong bias o f his own mind when he comes to speak 
o f hymns respecting the final judgment. He says: 

1\Iost of the hymns on the judgment-day (scarcely a subject 
to sing about) set it forth as a far-off and awful assize, for 
which all those who ever dwelt on earth are being treasured up. 
Where are they meanwhile? lt is one of the defects of our 
earthly courts of justice that prisoners have often to wait for 
days and weeks before they arc brought to trial, and, what is 
worse, are treated as guilty before they arc proven so. But 
what are these times o f waiting to those involved in the idea of 
one great and simultaneous world-wide assize? 1\Iost thinking 
men have outgrown this idea, a nd yet it remains within the 
covers of our hymnals. 

"l\Iost thinking men"-that is the expression. Be
lic<•ing men are not now to be considered in comparison 
with thin!?ing men. Believing men still believe what the 
Lord and his apostles say about the judgment-clay, but 
" thinking" men have outgrown the idea. The ''think
ing" men of this generation have outgrown a great 
many ideas which Christ and his inspired apostles were 
childish enough to inculcate. But what is strange about 
these thinking men, they think in very crooked lines 
when they come to give reasons for their thinking. This 
writer has outgrown the idea of a great day of world
wide assize, because he thinks that it involves the injus
tice of earthly courts by keeping in jail all who have 
lived on the earth, and thus treating them as guilty 
before they are proved so. It is a pity that he did not 
think a little about what J esus says on the subject before 
he began to grow so fast. If he had, he would have 
known that during the long waiti.1g-timc no man is 
treated as guilty before he is proved so, as in earthly 
prisons; but that the guilty are kept where guilty men 
ought to be kept, in a very disagreeable place; while 
innocent men arc kept in quarters so comfortable that 
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they never grow impatient. They look forward with 
joy to the coming clay, but they are growing happier 
every day while they wait. If thinking men would learn 
to think according to the facts in the case. they would 
neyer outgrow the ideas of the Son of God. And if 
they would become believing men, their thinking would 
not be so likely to inflate them. 

[Oct. 9. r8g7.J 

A EA TCH Of<' QuESTIO:\S. 

E. ,V. Yacher, of Beeville, Tex., sent me some weeks 
ago a list of nineteen questions, which would require, 
for full and satisfactory answers. a whole Yolume, and 
I have been puzzled to know what to do with them. I 
have at last decided to answer them in the::;e columns by 
taking a few at a time and giving to eYery one as brief 
an answer as I can. I do so under the impression that 
many others as \\·ell as he may be struggling with some 
or all of the 'ame questions. 

1. X ame the oldest Greek manuscript texts of our 
Dible now extant. 

There are two of which it is a little nncertain \Yhich 
is the oldest of all. One is called the Sinaitic. because it 
was found in 1859 in the com·cnt at the foot of :\Iount 
Sinai. This convent was founded in the sixth century 
of our era, and it has been occupied e\'er since by a 
succession of Greek monks, all of whose bones. it is 
claimed. are preserved and piled up in the cellar of the 
ancient building. "'hen printed books came into u~e they 
no longer used their manuscript book~. but they still kept 
the most of them on the shelves of their old library. and 
among these they had this Greek Dible. though the pres
ent generation of them knew not the fact till Constantine 
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Tischendorf, who was engaged in searching for such 
documents, found it. He was at the time making his 
researches at the expense of the Czar Alexander, and 
consequently, when he obtained possession of the book, 
he took it to St. Petersburg, and it is now preserved 
there in the imperial library. Three hundred fac-simile 
copies were made by the order o f the Czar. and dis
tributed as presents to leading libraries in Europe and 
America. F ive o f these are in this country, one in the 
National Library at \Vashington. 

The other is commonly called the Yatican manu
script, because it is kept in the library of the Pope in 
the Vatican palace at Rome. It has been in tl)at library 
more than four hundred years, but where it had been 
kept previously is now unknown. 

Doth of these were originally complete copies o f the 
Greek Dible, containing for the O ld Testament part the 
Septuagint translation made before the birth of Christ; 
but the Sinaitic has lost some leaves of Genesis and 
some o f the Dook of Psalms. It contains the whole of 
the ;-Jew T estament. The Vatican has also lost some 
leaves, especially all from the ninth chapter of H ebrews 
to the end o f Revelation. 

By applying to these documents all the tests by which 
the age of an ancient manuscript is determined. it has 
been clecicled, w ith the consent of both believers and 
unbelievers. that they were written about the middle of 
the fourth century. or about A. D. 350. 

T here are two other MSS. o f the Greek Bible, only 
about half a century younger than these two. One is 
called the Alexandrian. because its history is traced back 
to Alexandria in Egypt , and it is preserved in the library 
o f the British Museum in London, where it was depos
ited by Charles I. about two hundred and forty years 
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ago. The other is kept in the Xational Library of 
France in Paris, and is called the Codex Ephraem. 

2. ··Xotc any differences in them from our present 
llible." 

There arc many differences between them mdivid
ually, and between each of them and our present Greek 
Dible. These differences consist in the spelling of Greek 
words chiefly, in the position of words in the sentence, 
in the omission or addition of small words not affecting 
the sense, and in various other minuti<e of Greek gram
mar. A few of them affect the sense of particular pas
sages. but not seriously. :\ll that affect it in the least 
are indicated on the margin of the Revised English 
Testament. If Bro. \·acher has not a copy of the 
Revised \'ersion. or. if he has, and has failed to study 
its preface and its marginal readings. he has lost a great 
deal in the last sixteen years. Xo man can afford to be 
without it. or can afford any longer to depend on the 
old English version. 

In answering these two questions I have answered 
the first five: for the other three are involved in these. 

6. "\\'hen do we first hear of a canonical list of 
Scriptures?" 

The earliest council which we know to have taken 
action on the subject was that of Carthage. which con
sisted of the bishops in the Roman province of .-\frica, 
and which met :\. D. 397· It adopted a rule against the 
reading in the churches of any but canonical books, and 
in order that all might know what books were canonical, 
it gave a liot of them. This act did not make any of 
them canonical. but it simply gave for in formation. as 
the \\'estminster Confession does. and the :.Iethodist 
Discipline. a list of those already known to be canonical. 
Before this we find in the extant writings of early Chris-
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tian writers, such as Eusebius, Athanasias, Cyril of 
Jerusalem, Origen and Clement, reaching back to the 
beginning of the third century, lists of books which were 
acknowledged by Christians in general as apostolic. 
Then, back of these we have translations made in the 
second century containing all the books, and also quota
tions from them by writers of that early period. These, 
together with the internal evidences of the books them
selves, settle the question in the minds of all but skep
tical scholars, and the most candid o f even these are 
just now beginning to acknowledge more of them as 
genuine than did the skeptics of thirty years ago. So 
much for the New Testament. The earliest proof of 
the existence and acceptance of the Old Testament as a 
whole, is its translation into Greek, which was begun 
about two hundred and eighty years before Christ, and 
completed within the next hundred years. Later there 
were three other translations into Greek, two into Ara
maic, one into Latin and one into Syriac. All these 
were in use before the close of the second century A. D. 

[Oct. 16, 1897.] 

THE U~ITARIANS. 

The National Unitarian Conference held its annual 
meeting at Saratoga, beginning September 21. Thurs
day, as it was the first session, was opened with a "com
munion service," these people not having yet learned 
that the Lord's Day is the clay for the Lord's Supper. 

T he well-known politician. Senator Hoar, o f l\Iassa
chusetts, presided. In the course of his opening address 
he scored his brethren for their stinginess Ly saying 
that the sixteen Congregational churches in his own city 
of Worcester contributed more for their missionary 
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objects than do all the "Unitarian churches, though the 
latter number about sixteen hundred. This shows how 
little the Cnitarians care for their religion. If they 
regarded it as o f much value, they would gi\·e more 
for its propagation. 

"R'=!v." :\I inot J. Sange, who is a radical unbeliever 
in everything miraculous, is chairman of the Executive 
Committee of this 1\' a tiona! Conference, and in his report 
as such, he made a remark which ought to arrest the 
attention of many besides the Unitarians. He said: 
''The greatest hindrance to the increase of Unitarian 
churches is the spread of the Unitarian doctrines in other 
churches." \Yhile rejoicing in the spread of these doc
trines, he protested against the dishonesty of those who 
are "Unitarians in fact, but ''remain in churches whose 
doctrines they repudiate." If I had been there to hear 
him, I would have said: "Lay on, :'If r. Savage; you can 
not give them a lick amiss." And I think I \\·oulcl have 
invited him to come over our way with his whip of small 
cords, to drive certain traders out of our corner of the 
temple. Dut the trouble about these traders in the 
temple is. that though you may driYe them out, as our 
Lord did, they will come back again as they did in his 
case, so long as they can make money by it. ''Rev." 
Savage will have to teach his C'nitarian churches to give 
their money more liberaily before this class will come 
over and stay. He should at least request Dro. Hoar not 
to make so public the stinginess of C'nitarian churches; 
for, if that becomes known, all the Unitarians who are 
skulkir:g- in other churches and living on the fat of the 
Janel. will stay where they are while they are permitted 
to do so. 

Several other curious things cropped out in the pro
ceedings of this conference. For instance, according to 
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the reporter in the Independent, some of the speakers 
united in defining the elements of religion, and they 
formulated them on this fashion: ' 'The constituent ele
ments o f religion are: first, reverence; second, conviction 
of the moral order of the world for the direction of life; 
third, the moral energy of the world for the inspiration 
of Ii fe.'' If any reader, on seeing this, is surprised that 
neither faith in Christ nor repentance toward God is 
recognized as an element of religion, he should be re
minded that the reference is to Unitarian religion, and 
o f this the Unitarians ought tv be the best judges. 

Another curious thing that turned up was the state
ment of one o f the speakers, Dr. John \V. Chadwick, 
that " the argument· for the divinity of Christ involves 
an atheistic element ; it eliminates God from history in 
o rder to justify the supernatural claims that are made 
for Jesus." \Vhy did not some of us think o f this 
before? \Vhy have we not observed that to think of 
God as sending his only begotten Son into the world, 
eliminates God from history? That to believe in Jesus 
as the Son of the living God. and as the l\lessiah for 
whose coming God overruled all the preceding ages, is 
to eliminate God from history? I doubt whether we 
ever would have discovered this if Dr. John \V. Chad
wick had not pointed it out to us. 

Another speaker, ' 'Rev." Charles F. Dole, told the 
conference a thing which I have believed for several 
years, but which I have scarcely ventured to tell lest I 
should give offense. In a paper on the points of con
tact and eli fference between the "new orthodoxy'' and 
Unitarianism, he declared that "the new orthodoxy is 
substantially the same system of religious philosophy as 
the Unitarians hold. It has eliminated the devil, the 
fall of man, and similar features, from the mediceval 
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scheme; but it differs from Unitarianism in holding to 
the old idea of the Dible and of the unique and ex
ceptional life of Jesus.'' I could say to Dr. Dole, 
Don't be uneasy. Doctor; these adherents of the new 
orthodoxy who have eliminated the devil and the 
fall of man. are not holding a very tight grip on the 
old idea of the Bible and of Christ. If you knew them 
as well as I do, you would see that their grip on the 
Dible and on Christ is beginning to relax, and you wili 
soon find them over on your side if you will only stir 
up your Unitarian churches to the giving of bigger 
salaries. 

Another interesting feature of this conference wa3 
the presence of the great e\'angelist, D. Fay :.rills-his 
presence not as a looker-on, but as one of th•; regular 
speakers. He held in his address, that "the whole system 
of dogmatism and priestcra ft, Protestant and Catholic, 
is doomed and must go; and that an inspirational religion 
must take its place." Here is another and a new kind 
of religion-inspirational religion. 0 f course the evan
gelist that was, knows what kind of religion that is. 
and it is to be hoped that on some favorable occasion 
he will tell us. \Vhen he does so we can put his defini
tion of it in a group with those definitions mentioned in 
the first part of this article, and then we shdl know 
better than we now do what religion is. Dut :.rr. :.lills 
also said, that in order to establish this inspirational 
religion we must have three things, ''a great thought. a 
great personality, and a great occasion." I should think 
so: especially a great thought-an article which appears 
to have been missing in that conference. :.rr. :.I ills felt 
the need of it, and he insisted that they must find it. He 
finally discovered it, and he said: "The great thought 
may be thus outlined: Absolute faith that justifies not 
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only the right, but, also, seeming evil ; unbounded hope 
that sees health emerge from all corruption; unlimited 
love that solves all individual and political problems." 
\Veil, if that is the great thought which we must have 
in order to establish inspirational religion, I am afraid 
that I shall never be able to help ~Ir. l\fills in establish
ing it; for this though~ is too great, or too misty, or too 
something, for my small cranium. I heard l\Ir. Mills 
preach a few times two or three years ago, and I under
stood everything he said; but since he has g-one off after 
"inspirational religion" his great ideas are too profound 
for me. 

f:\Iay 14, r8g8.J 

FREE THOUGHT AND LIBERTY OF SPEECH. 

\\'hen a preacher or an editor becomes crooked in his 
teaching, and others criticize him until public opinion 
frowns upon him, he nearly always cries out that he is 
persecuted ; that the ecclesiastic thumb-screws are being 
applied to him ; and all the instruments of torture once 
used in the Spanish Inquisition became familiar to him. 
He cries out for freedom of thought and liberty of 
speech ; and if the church he has scandalized undertakes 
to put him away fo r denying the truth, he is at once 
proclaimed a martyr by a whole host of fellows as 
crooked as he. 

"Unfortunately for these victims of persecution, their 
Yiews on the subj ect of free speech are very one-sided. 
They want all possible freedom themselves, but they are 
not willing to grant it to those on the other side. They 
desire to teach their heretical or infidel theories with per
fect freedom, but they are not willing to be held up as 
heretics or infidels by those who believe them to be such. 
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\Vhy not have freedom of thought and liberty of speech 
on both sides? \\'hy should it be regarded as a rightful 
exercise of freedom for a man to hold me up to ridicule, 
for believing the Dible, but an abuse of it for me to 
condemn and ridicule his unbelief? By all means let us 
have free speech: but when, by the full exerci'c of it, 
some fellow is floored, let him take it as his part, and 
not begin the cowardly cry of persecution. Jesus taught 
his disciples to be content when they were called Beelze
bub; why should his enemies think themselve~ too good 
or too tender for the same treatment? 

[~ov. 6, r897.l 

\VHY PAUL WE0-'T TO JERUSALE~I. 

I am asked what I think of this idea-that ,,·hen it 
was proposed to Paul in Antioch that he and Barnabas 
should go up to Jerusalem to the older apostles about 
the question of circumcising the Gentile conYerts. he 
reasoned with himself in this way: Shall I go. or shall 
I refuse to go? I am not infallible. and it may be 
possible that I ha,·e run or may run in vain .: so I will 
go and obtain the judgment of those who were apostles 
before me. 

This is what I think of it; I think that the man who 
gave utterance to it is very ignorant of the Scriptures 
bearing on the subject. In the first place. he assumes 
what is the opposite of the truth. that Paul did not 
regard himself as infallible. On this point Paul says 
to the Corinthians: "If any man thinketh himself to be a 
prophet, or spiritual. let him take knowledge of the 
things which I write unto you. that they are the com
mandments of the Lord" (r Cor. q_: 37). In the second 
place, the reason why Paul consented to go is expressly 
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given by himself . He says: ''I went up by revelation" 
(Gal. 2: I, 2). It was a revelation, and therefore some
thing in fallible, and not a conclusion drawn from his 
want of infallibility, which caused him to go. 

I am not sure, however, that the author of the 
thought under discussion. would regard a revelation as 
something infallible. Perhaps. like Christian Baur, who 
discusses this matter, he looks upon a revelation as some
thing which came to Paul as the result of his own 
deliberation. Daur explains !'au!':; movement thus: 

"It was therefore quite to be expected, from the nature of 
the case, that after a long interval the apostle should resolve on 
a fresh journey to J eru:alem, if on ly in the interest of his 
apostolic office among the Gentiles. That this resolution to go 
to Jerusalem was considered by him to be in spired by an 
apokalupsis, a special divine command summoning him thither 
(Gal. 2 : 2), does not in any way set aside the cause above 
assigned to the journey, hut rather shows that this matter was 
then occupying his mind in a very vivid manner as a thing of 
pressing moment, and the reason of this must be sought in the 
position of affairs at that time" (Life of Paul, I. II2). 

vVith Tlaur, a revelation was nothing more than some
thing which occupied the mind of the apostle in a very 
vivid manner. It is so with many others who have 
acloptecl, without knowing it , many of Daur's rationalistic 
notions. 

[~ov. 6. I89i.] 

THOSE THREE YEARS IN ARABIA. 

It has become quite common. since Dean Farrar sug
gested the thought, to hear men speak of three years 
which Paul spent in Arabia reflecting on his new situa
tion and preparing for his work, as though it were one 
of the fixed facts of sacred history. I heard it alluded 
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to in this \Yay in an address deliYcred before our great 
Convention in Indianapolis. The widespread acceptance 
of the idea i~ a striking illustration of the way in which 
a startling thought, uttered by a popular author, is 
caught up and echoed round the world as if it were 
true beyond doubt. \Yhen it may be a mere conceit. 

\\'hat arc the facts in this case? I'aul. in Gal. 1 : 15-

18, says: "But when it was the good pleasure of God. 
who separated me e\·en from my mother's womb, and 
called me by his grace to reveal his Son in me. that I 
might preach him among the Gentiles, immediately I 
conferred 1:c t with flesh and blood, neither went I to 
Jerusalem to them that were apostles before me; but I 
went into .-\rabia; and, again, I returned to Damascus. 
Then, after three years. I went to Jerusalem to visit 
Cephas. and tarried with him fifteen days." 

This is the passage which is relied on for the thought 
that Paul was in Arabia three years. Dut Paul makes no 
such assertion. If three years are counted from his 
return to Damascus, \Yhich was after his sojourn in 
Arabia. he says nothing at all abo'ut the length of that 
sojourn, but puts the three years in between that and 
his journey to Jerusalem. If, on the other hand. the 
three years are counted from the time of his COI1\'ersion, 
which is the more probable, then his stay in Damascus 
is included. and it would be impossible to determine from 
this passage where he spent the most of the time, 
whether in ,\rabia or in Damascus. Dut when we turn 
to the account in :\cts. a part of this uncertainty is 
removed. In this account nothing is said about the 
journey into ,\rabia; but it is said that after his baptism 
"he was certain days with the cli,;ciples at Damascus. 
And straight\Yay in the synagogues he proclaimed Jesus, 
that he is the Son of God" ( 9: 19. 20). These words 
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show that his journey' into Arabia did not follow imme
diately upon his baptism, as we might in fer if we hac! 
only the account in Galatians; but that he ' 'straightway" 
preached in the synagogues o f Damascus. The plural 
number of the word "synagogues'' shows that there was 
a number of these; and that he preached in all of them 
implies a stay of some considerable length. This fact 
thoroughly refutes f<'arrar's conceit that before he en
tered at all upon his ministry he went out into the 
Arabian desert to meditate on his new relation to Christ, 
and on the plans of his future life-work. The further 
statement is made in Acts, that "Saul increased the more 
in strength, and confounded the Jews who dwelt in 
Damascus, proving that this is the Christ" ( v. 22), and 
the account closes with thi s statement: ''And when many 
clays were fulfilled, the Jews took counsel together to 
kill him :" and thi s is followed by the account of his 
escape through the wall ( 23-25). l\Iost naturally the 
excursion in Arabia took place in the interval between 
his fir st preaching, in which no violence was attempted, 
and this last in which the Jews took counsel to kill him, 
and he escaped to Jerusalem. Dut this last preaching 
continued through .''many days," which may have been 
a year or more, and certainly the first preaching which 
followed immediately after his baptism must have occu
pied a considerable portion of the three years mentioned 
in Galatians. It is entirely certain, then, that the excur
sion into Arabia, instead of occupying three years, occu
pied but a comparatively small part of that time. Let us 
hear no more, then, of Paul spending three years in 
A rabia. 

Dut where was Arabia, and for what purpose did Paul 
go thither? It has been suggested that Arabia Petrea 
was meant, and that Paul went to Mount Sinai, whither 
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Elijah fled, and where the law of :.roses was given. l3ut 
in order to do this he would have had to pass through 
Judea, and close by Jerusalem. It would haYe been a 
journey of about four hundred miles-a long distance to 
go for meditation. These dreamers forget that at the time 
of which we speak Damascus itself was under the domin
ion of the king of Arabia. A.retas was king of Arabia 
then, and Paul, in giYing an account of his escape from 
Damascus, says: "In Damascus the go\·ernor under Are
tas the king guarded the city of the Damascenes in order 
to take me·· ( 2 Cor. II : 32). .-\nywhere in the vicinity 
of Damascus was then in Arabia, and Paul went out of 
Damascus into Arabia just as Jesus, in the style of John, 
went out of Jerusalem into the land of Judea (John 3: 
:22). He doubtless went into some of the Yillages in that 
part of Arabia ·to preach the gospel which he had been 
preaching already in the city. Paul was the last man 
who ever lived, to be pending a year, or two, or three, 
after learning what his duty was. in meditating about 
the execution of it. The thought of his doing so could 
enter into the mind of none \Yho hac! not learned to 
admire the useless monachism of a much later age. 

[:\'"ov. 6, I89i-l 

THAT JERUSALE:.I DECREE. 

It were a long story to tell all the crudities of thought 
which have been connected with the meeting held in 
Jerusalem to take action on the question of circumcision. 
I saw one of these expressed in a religious newspaper 
not many weeks ago. In answer to a querist. it was said 
that the decree issued by the apostles 011 that occasion 
was intended to be temporary ",o far as it was purely 
ceremonial." .\s there is not a hint in the text of Acts, 
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or anywhere in the :0: ew Testament. that any part of the 
decree was temporary, and as the decree itself begins by 
saying, "It seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us to 
lay upon you no greater burden than these ncccssar}' 
things," it is hard to see where the idea of temporariness 
originated. And as to the part that is purely ceremonial, 
I think it is hard to fine!. The things enjoined are these: 
"That ye abstain from things sacrificed to idols, and 
from blood, and from things strangled, and from for
nication; from which if ye keep yourselves it shall be 
well with you." \Vhich of these is ceremonial? Cere
monial means relating to ceremony. Tint what ceremony 
was there in abstaining from things offered to idols? 
You may as well speak of the ceremony of abstaining 
from intoxicating drinks. vVhat was there ceremonial in 
abstaining from things strangled and from blood? I 
have abstained from both all my life, and I never 
dreamed that in doing so I was observing a ceremony. 
Fornication had been ceremonial, for it was used as a 
ceremony in the worship of \'en us, and that is one 
reason why it is here prohibited. l\1any of the Gentiles, 
having been accustomed to it as a religious ceremony, 
were slow to realize that it was a hideous sin in the sight 
of God, and for this reason special emphasis had to be 
laid upon the prohibition of it. According, then, to the 
answer which we are considering. the prohibition of 
fornication was only temporary, while abstaining from 
things strangled and from blood, not being cere:11onial at 
all, might be continued. This writer ought now to rise 
and tell us at what time fornication. which was forbid
den only temporarily, ceased to be prohibited by this 
decree. The man who originated this interpretation did 
not look far enough ahead. 
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IX OXE SPIRIT. 

I answer the following question: 

I read, years ago, your article in Lard's Quarterly on "By 
one Spirit are we all baptized into the one body," etc. ]. ]. 
Haley claims for it Holy Spirit baptism. Have you changed 
your vie\\·, or do you belie\·e now as you did then?-\\-. C. 
RoGERS. 

I remember the article referred to. but I bng ago 
gave away the copy of the Quarterly which contained 
it, and I can not now consult it. The article had rather 
a singular origin. Bro. Lard and I agreed as to the 
meaning of the passage: but he had some misgivings 
about it, so he made the proposal that I should write a 
defense of our interpretation: that he should make under 
an assumed name the strongest objections to it that he 
could, and that I should then make a ~hort rejoinder. It 
has been so long since I read my article that I can not 
now recall all the course of my argument, and I am not 
sure that I did not say some things that I would not 
now repeat; but my understanding of the apostle's mean
ing has undergone no change. and I ,,·ill try to set it 
forth in brief. 

As given in the Revised \·ersion. the language of the 
text is this: "For in one Spirit were we all baptized into 
one body, whether Je\\'S or Greeks. whether bond or 
free; and \YCre all made to drink of one Spirit'' (I Cor. 
I 2 : I 3). Two facts in the past experience of the dis
ciples are here set forth : first. that in one Spirit they 
had all been baptized into one body: and. second. that 
they had all been made to drink of one Spirit. I think 
that it will not be denied that the word ''drink," in the 
latter clause, is a metaphor for the enjoyment of the 
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Holy Spirit: and that the reference is to that gift of the 
Holy Spirit promised to all who repent and are baptized. 
This enjoyment of the Spirit, which begins of course 
with its reception, is represented by the apostle as being 
preceded by the other fact that all had been in one 
Spirit baptized into one body. In other words, being 
baptized into the one body had preceded being made to 
drink of the one Spirit. Can the bapti sm then mean the 
baptism in the Holy Spirit? I think not; for he who is 
thus baptized begins in the act to drink of the Spirit, 
and thi s drinking would not be spoken of as a subsequent 
and separate experience. 

Again. in all passages where the word "baptize" is 
connected with that in or into which the act brings the 
subject, the verb is placed first. For example, "I baptize 
you in water;" "lie shall baptize you in the Holy Spirit 
and fire;'' ''All who were baptized into Jesus Christ were 
baptized into his death.'' Even in our passage, "baptized 
into one body.'' Now, if the apostle had meant to say 
that thi s baptism into one body was the Holy Spirit bap
tism, he would have expressed himself, according to the 
universal usage, differently. He would have said, "We 
were all baptized in one Spirit into one body." This 
would have been unambig uo us. But, connecting the 
expression "into one body'' with the baptism, he places 
the expression in "one spirit, .. not between them, but 
before both. What, then, does he mean by this latter 
expression? This is the real issue. 

It is well known that Paul. in a few instances, uses 
the expression, "in the Spirit," for the state of one in 
whom the Spirit dwells; but it is also used to indicate 
the controlling guidance of the Holy Spirit; and the lat
ter usage is more frequent than the former. What is 
more to the point, the latter usage is the one which pre-
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vails throughout the context of the passage under dis
cussion. The introductory remark of the context is this: 
"\Vherefore. I give you to understand that no man speak 
ing in the Spirit of Gocl saith Jesus is anathema; aT'd nc. 
man can say Jesus is Lord. but in the Holy Spirit" ( v. 
2). Xow, a man can say Jesus is Lord without being 
in the I Ioly Spirit in the sense of having the Holy Spirit 
dwelling in him ; but he can not say it without the Holy 
Spirit as his guide to a knowledge of Jesus. The Spirit's 
guidance in the matter is exercised through the word of 
truth. Farther on the apostle adds: "For to one is given 
through the Spirit the word of ,,·isdom; ancl to another 
the word of knowledge, according to the same Spirit; 
and to another the gift of healing. in the same Spirit" 

· ( vs. 8, 9) ; where the expressions ''through the Spirit," 
"according to the same Spirit," and "in the same Spirit," 
are equivalents, and all specify the action of the Holy 
Spirit in the several instances, and not the state of being 
in the Holy Spirit. If there could be any doubt of this, 
it would be removed by verse I I, "·hich is a summary 
of the preceding specifications of the Spirit's \YOrk: "But 
all these worketh the one and the ·same Spirit, dividing 
to each one severally even as he will." In such a con
nection, when the apostle adds. "in one Spirit \Yere we 
all baptized into one body,'' it appears incontrovertible 
that he ~s adding another specification of what the Holy 
Spirit does-that by its guidance. which was known to 
be exercised through the preached \Vord. the disciples 
hac! been baptized into the one body. The baptism could 
be understood by his readers only as the same by which 
they were baptized into Christ. and into his death: that 
is, the baptism in \Yater. 

I may add that, in the only two instances of baptism 
in the Holy Spirit expressly so styled in the Scriptures, 
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this baptism did not introduce its subjects into the one 
body. The first was that of the apostles on the great 
Pentecost, and the second the family and friends of Cor
nelius. In the former instance the subjects of the bap
tism were already members of the body, and in the latter 
they became such afterward by being baptized, as Peter 
commanded, in the name of Jesus Christ. 

"\!\That reason did the early Christians give for the substitu
tion of our four Gospels for those previously in use in the 
churches?" 

:-Jone at all: and for the very good reason that no 
such substitution tcok place. The assumption that it did 
is a device of the unbelievers intended to break the force 
of the evidence given by Jus tin l\1artyr. They assume, 
without the slightest ground of evidence, that the books 
which he calls memoirs, though he says that they were 
also called Gospels, were books now lost, and that our 
four were substituted for them. The documents to which 
Luke refers in the beginning of his Gospel were furtive 
and unsatisfactory writings, whose want of reliability led 
him to write his book. 

[Dec. 4. 1897.1 

WAS THE QUESTIOK BEFORE HIM? 

In answer to the evidence of the :.1osaic authorship 
of the Pentateuch based on the statements of Jesus, it is 
constantly affirmed by the ''critics" that the question of 
authorship was never brought before Jesus. 

In the sense of being propounded formally. as the 
question. ''\Vhat is the great commandment?" it was not. 
Neither did he ever formally bring it before himself as 
a question to be discussed pro and con. How, then, 
demands the "critic," can he be said to have settled the 
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question? How can a man settle a question ,,·hich was 
neyer propounded to him. and \Yhich he never pro
pounded to him~elf, or to those with whom he con
versed? 

I answer, that a man may make indirect affirmations 
which are as positive as any uttered in direct proposi
tions. For example, I may say such and such a proposi
tion affirmed by \ \' ellhausen is false. II ere the question 
of the falsity of the proposition is the one formally 
before me, yet I indirectly declare that \\' ellhausen 
affirmed the proposition: and if he did not. I have slan
dered him. I can not defend myself against the charge 
of slander by saying that the question whether \Veil
hansen so affirmed was not before me. I placed it before 
me. r\gain, our Lord says: ''Lay not up for yourselve~ 
treasure upon the earth. where moth and rust do con
sume and \\·here thieves break through and steal." Here 
the subject formally presentetl is that of laying up treas
ures; but it is indirectly affirmed that moth and rust con
sume earthly treasures, and that thieves break through 
and steal them. :\ow. if it should be found that moth 
and rust neYer do consume such treasures. and that 
thieves never do steal them. we could not defend the 
Lord from a charge of misstatement by saying that tlw 
question about moths and rust and thieYcs was not the 
question before him. In like manner, when he says to 
the healed leper, "Show thyself to the priest and offer 
the gift that :\loses commanded, for a testimony unto 
them." his affirmation that :\loses so commanded is as 
positiYe as his command to offer the gift: and if a man 
says that .\loses did not so command. he has contradicted 
a positive statement of the Lord. 

Take another example. Jesus says: "The works tha . 
the Father hath giYen me to accomplish, the very works 
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that I do, bear witness of me that the Father hath sent 
me.' ' Here the main question before him is the evidence 
furnished by his works; but he no less positively affirms, 
though indirectly. that the Father gave him those works 
to accomplish; and his veracity is pledged to that fact as 
well as to the other. So, when he says in the same chap
ter, "1 f ye believed Moses, ye would believe me; for he 
wrote of me. Dut if ye believe not his writings, how 
shall ye believe my words?'' docs he affirm nothing in 
respect to writing clone by ::\ T oses? T his is not exactly 
a parallel case; for the assertion about :,roses and his 
writings is not made indirectly; it i~ the main thing 
before Jesus. His sole argument turns on it; for he 
introduces the subj ect by saying: "Think not that I will 
accuse you to the Father; there is one that accuseth you , 
even Moses in whom ye put your hope. For if ye believed 
Moses, yc \\'Ould believe me; for he wrote o f me. Dut 
if yc believe not his writings, how shall ye believe my 
words?" The question whether l\Ioses wrote was not 
brought before him ; but he took it up himself as an 
unquestioned fact, affirmed it to be such, and based hi!> 
arg ument upon it as such. Let the "critics" put their 
hands on their mouths in the presence of such evidence 
as this. 

[Jan. 8, r8g8.l 

FARRAR'S DAN IEL. 

The London correspondent of the Christian-Ez,angd
ist has been doing some vigorous work lately in exposure 
o f the conceits of the destructive critics. His letters on 
these topics present quite a new feature in that paper. 
His last , in the issue o f December 23, gives account of a 
great discourse delivered recently by Archdeacon Sin-
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clair, in defense of the Dook of Daniel against the injuri
ous representation made in Farrar's commentary on the 
same. The sermon \\'as delivered in St. Paul's Cathedral 
and was heard by "an immense congregation." Dro. 
Durban reports briefly the preacher's answers to two of 
Farrar's criticisms, the one based on the Chaldee por
tions of the book, which is really trivial, ancl the one 
based upon the use of Greek words. I quote what he 
says of the latter; 

The second great objection is that which is raised to the use 
of Greek names for certain musical instruments, and the Greek 
word for a herald. This is suJ:posed to settle the theory that 
the book must haYc been \Hitten long after the period usually 
assignee.!. ''But,'' says Dr. Sinclair, "Xebuchadnezzar early in 
his career fought in Lydia, and at that time there were Greek 
rhapsodists at the courts of ~1idas, king of Phrygia, and Gyges, 
king of Lydia. The names of musical instruments belonging to 
so musical a people as the Greeks would be wide!:; known. 
\·ery few of our English musical instruments haYe English 
names. /1.nd, later, X ebuchadnezzar was im·ading Egypt. at a 
time when Greek mercenaries had long been scrawling inscrip
tions on Egyptian buildings. The diffiwlty is purely imaginary 
and arises from insufficient inquiry into the interpenetrating 
intercourse and admixture of those ancient c:vilizations." 

I suppose that the speaker went much more into 
details than we mig-ht judge from the brief report. It 
is the common history of musical instruments that, in 
traveling from country to country, they carry with them 
their original names. Here is the Yiolin, with its Italian 
name, declaring- its Italian origin in every country to 
which it has been carried. \Ve sometimes call it a fiddle, 
but that is a Yulg-arism. Here. also, is the pianoforte, 
of which the same is true. It is translatable into Eng
lish. but how would the translation, the soft-loud, suit as 
the name of the instrument? The name ''guitar" is 
untranslatable into English, and we are compelled to call 
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it by its Spanish name. So. if our only American inven
tion in music, the banjo, were carried. as it will be, into 
all the countries of the globe, it vvtmld everywhere be 
called the banjo, because the word can not be translated 
into any language under the sun. I f. then, two or three 
Greek instruments o f music were carried to Dabylon in 
or before the clays o f ~ ebuchaclnezzar. we may be cer
tain that they carried with them their Greek names. Dut 
how could they have been carried there? The Greeks 
had constant intercourse with .\sia :.\Tinor and with 
Egypt before the invasions of those countries mentioned 
by Dr. Sinclair. Their musical instruments would nat
urally be one of the first articles which they would carry 
to those countries with them! \Vhen the first one \vas 
seen and heard "in Lydia or in Egypt, a native would 
demand o f the performer, "\Vhat do you call that instrtl
ment ?" and the answer would introduce the name in 
Egypt and in Lydia. Tyrian sai lor s had long since been 
visiting the coast of Greece, and when one of them with 
a musical tum first saw in the hawls of a Greek an 
instrument he had never seen l::cfore, he woulcl be cer
tain to buy it if he could, and he would buy it under its 
Greek name and carry it to Tyre with that name. There. 
sooner or later . it would fall into the hands of some 
Dabylonian musician, who would carry it to Babylon 
with the same name. In most instances it would be 
impossible to g ive it another name. because there would 
be no corresponding ,,·ore\ in the new language by which 
to call it. These considerations make it very strange that 
a man like Dean Farrar, ancl many others equally learned 
and acute. should have found in the name of three of the 
instruments in ::--Jebuchaclnezzar's band a ground for 
assigning a late date to the Book of Daniel. 

The points of argument mentioned by Bro. Durban 
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are not the strongest urged against the authenticity of 
Daniel; but the answers to these can be safely taken as 
types of the answers that will be e\·entually given to all 
the rest. The book which is to fully vindicate the Dook 
of Daniel has yet to be written. It may be now in the 
hands of its author. 

[Jan. 8, 1898 .. ] 

THE RE\'IEWERS OF HO:-DIEL. 

Since my first notice of Professor Hommel's ''Ancient 
Hebrew Tradition," published in these columns last sum
mer, I have read quite a number of hostile revie\\'s of it 
in such periodicals as the Expositor, the Expository 
Ti111cs and the Critical RC';:ic7e', :\one of these are elab
orate, and none of them attempt to refute his main 
thesis. They deal chiefly in pointing out extravagant or 
ill-founded conceits in which he indulges. as though the 
exposure of these were an answer to his principal line of 
argument. These notices are well calculated to prejudice 
the book in the estimation of those who have not read it; 
but to one who has thev atmear like the small work of 
picking at a man whose arguments you can not refute. 
The latest effort of this kind which I have seen is from 
the book reviewer of the Christia11-E<·angclist, and it 
appeared in the issue of that paper for December 23. 
As his review will go into the hands of many of my own 
readers. I think it \Yell to notice some of his remarks. I 
do so. not as a defender of all that Hommel's book con
tains. certainly not of the few vagaries in which he 
indulges, but of the judgment to which I gave utterance 
when the book first appeared. 

This reviewer. speaking of the impression made by 
the introdnctory part of the book, says: .. 
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lt appears that the author has set himself to the task of 
overthrowing what he calls the higher criticism, and one may 
suppose that firm ground has been at last reached regarding the 
whole problem. 

I am glad to observe from this last remark that the 
writer, thoug h evidently attached to the school combated 
by Hommel, docs not feel that he is standing on " firm 
ground.'' That he read IIommel with the hope of find
ing ''firm ground," is a hopeful symptom in his own case. 

lie next remarks: 
\!Vith the exception of certain philological material relative 

to the proper names to he found in the Old Testament, his facts 
have long been in the possession of every student. 

·what shall be thought of this. when it is remembered 
that the aforesaid "philological material relative to the 
proper names to be found in the Old Testament," con
stitutes the main part of Hommel's "material"? In the 
very first paragraph of his preface he says: 

For years past I have been convinced that the question of 
the authenticity of the ancient Hebrew tradition could not be 
finally decided until the Hebrew personal names found in the 
Old Testament had flrst been exhaustively compared with con
temporary names of similar formation, and carefully checked 
by them. 

This is the task to which the book is devoted : and to 
say that all the facts in the book, with this exception. 
have long been in the possession of every student, is idle 
talk. 

In regard to the fourteenth chapter of Genesis, the 
reviewer disparages Hommel's discoveries by insisting 
that, although the radical critics of the \ \' ellhauscn 
school deny all h istorical value in the earlier chapters of 
Genesis, the more conservative class. such as Driver, 
Smith , Driggs, etc .. maintain that "the Diblical records 
dealing with the patriarchs have, to say the very least, 
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a basis in fact. and that such record as Genesis q. con
tains unquestionably valuable historical evidence." 

"\ · aluable historical evidence" of what? The ques
tion is not whether this chapter contains historical evi
dence of something. but whether it is itself historical. It 
is well that the reviewer did not say outright that the 
scholars whom he names accept the chapter as historical, 
for Driver in his "Introduction" says: 

The historical improbabilities of the narrative contained in 
this chapter have been exaggerated; but though the four names 
in \·erse I correspond more or less exactly with those of Kings 
(about !3. C. 2300). which ha\·e been discovered recently in the 
inscriptions. there is at present (December, I896) no monu
mental corroboration of any part of the following narrative 
( p. IS). 

The reviewer is ''inclined to be amused" at Hommel's 
efforts to "pose as a defender of orthodoxy,'' in view of 
the fact that "he frankly accepts every principle that 
characterizes modern critical procedure.'' 

It is still more amusing to see how completely the 
reviewer fails here to see the point. The fact that Hom
mel is himself a free critic. and that notwithstanding that 
he comes to the defense of orthodoxy. is the most strik
ing feature of his work. He was once in full agreement 
with those whom he now rebukes. and he rebukes them 
although he has only in part escaped from the use of 
their methods. 

Once more, this reviewer shows his own anim~ts 

toward Hommel and his contention by the following 
remarks: 

One wonders. therefore. whether. after all, the volume is 
not an attempt to gain the favor of a certain class of people 
who are anxious to find men with certain reputation for scholar
ship, uttering sharp words against what they are pleased to call 
''higher criticism," and whether Hommel has not joined a class 
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of writers, of which there are some examples in recent years, 
who have attempted to take advantage of a popular feeling 
against criticism to write hooks without having anything of new 
and valuable character to present. 

I leave this piece of charitable judging to speak for 
itself, only adding that it is better to reply to men 's argu
ments than to cast suspicion on their motives. 

[Jan. 1, 18g8.] 

LYli1AN ADBOTT ANALYZED. 

A paper was recently read before the meeting of 
Congregational ministers in New York by Prof. G. F. 
Wright, of Oberlin, in which, taking his stand in the 
year 400r, and commenting on an ancient document of 
the nineteenth century, entitled "Theology of an Evolu
tionist. Dy Lyman Abbott,'' he found, by a strictly scien
tific analysis, that it was a composite document. He 
proved this by arraying two sets of extracts from it in 
parallel columns, and showing that they were too con
tradictory to have come from the pen of one man. He 
concluded, therefore, that Lyman Abbott was not one 
name, but two, which had come in the course of time to 
be understood as one: that is , that a part of the book was 
written by one Ly l\Tan and the other by A. Bott, and 
that the two had been blended together by a bungling 
editor. who quoted from one and the other alternately. 
l-Ie found occasionally, however, a sentence so peculiar 
in ::tvle that he could not think that either Ly Man or 
A. Dott would have written such stuff; so he supposed 
that the redactor stuck these in on his own responsibility. 
Such sentences. for example. as this: "Every man is two 
men-a divine man and a human man, an earthly man 
and a superearthy man." 
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It would be intcre~ting- to !'ee that essay in print. It 
would po!'sibly enable the Brooklyn evolutionist to see 
himself as others !'ee him. 

[Jan. I. 1898.] 

.\ STEP TOWARD RO:\IE. 

\\.hen the Emperor of China became disaffected 
toward Li Hung Chang during the war with Japan, 
and humiliated him by taking from him his peacock 
feather and his yellow jacket, all the \\'estern world had 
a good laugh. \\'e 1;ttle dreamed that soon after the 
close of that war high dignitaries in a theological semi
nary of our 0'\'n ciYilizecl country \\·oulcl imitate Li, not 
by putting off. but by putting on, the yellow jacket and 
peacock feather. Dut \\·e haYe it on the authority of an 
editorial in the !lzdcpcndcnt that a trick of this kind was 
played by the professors of l:"nion Theological Seminary 
on the last clay of Professor Cheyne's recent lectures in 
that institution. The editor tells us that two or three 
years ago some of the dignitaries of the universities got 
together and agreed that on public occasions ''the bach
elor of arts should \\·ear one sort of gown or toga, the 
master of arts another: the doctor of divinity should 
wear a scarlet hood hanging clown on the back of his 
gown: the doctor of laws a hood of some other color. we 
forget \\'hat, and so through the list. and a special bar 
or stripe somewhere on the hood. \\·e believe. should bear 
the colors of the institution which con ferrecl the degree.·· 
II e then describes the occasion just mentioned at Gnion: 

The other day Professor Cheyne delh·ered the last o f his 
series of lectures in the chapel of the Union Theological Semi
nary in this city. The new president of the ,oeminary was pres
ent and all the professors, and each doctor was resplendent in 
silk and scarlet. 
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Let the reader take notice that this was not an assem
bly of Roman Catholic bishops or cardinals, nor even of 
Episcopal bishops, but one of Presbyterian professors. 
But what kind of Presbyterians? The old-fashioned 
Presbyterian would as soon have appeared with a mon
key's cap on his head and a hand-organ swung to his 
neck. These "polychrome scholars," as the Independent 
styles them, were the Presbyterian professors who, under 
the lead of Prof. C. A. Driggs, are trying to lead the 
young men of this country into disbelief of large por
tions of the Dible. How extremes do meet-starting off 
for something new in one direction, and in the other 
turning back to the dark ages and worshiping "man
millinery." The 11ldcpcndc1lf very properly, though quite 
mildly, rebukes this folly, and I would be glad, if space 
permitted, to copy its editorial. 

[Jan. 15, r8g8.J 

THE SO:\G OF SO:\GS. 

I am requested by J. D. Forsythe, of Des ~1oines, Ia., 
to express myself on the questions which have been 
raised respecting Solomon's Song; and this request has 
reminded me that I received from J. \V. Ellis, of Platts
burg, 1\Io., a copy of his new translation and analysis of 
the song, with the request that I review it. I have hesi
tated about both of these requests, and have delayed 
complying with them, because the song is to me an 
enigma, and I am not fond of writing on subjects which 
I do not understand. 

While studying this peculiar composition many years 
ago under some of the old commentators, I tried hard to 
see something prophetic in it, but I failed, and I have 
never yet succeeded. I am not surprised, therefore, that 
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all very recent interpreters have abandoned the idea th2t 
the Shulamite in some way represents the church, and 
Solomon the Lord Jesus. There is no sustained analogy 
in any part of the song to anything connected with Christ 
or the church. The theory first proposed, I believe, by 
Ewald, and now very commonly adopted by those who 
claim to understand the song, that it is a drama in five 
acts, in which the Shulamite, Solomon, and certain 
''daughters of Jerusalem" are the principal actors, has
much more in its favor, and yet to my mind it is not 
satisfying. I have read it again and again within the 
past few years, as set forth in various periodicals and 
by various \\'riters, and I have now before me both the 
version by Dro. Ellis, mentioned above, and that of Pro
fessor ?-.Ioulton, of Chicago "Lniversity, which I noticed 
in these columns last spring. The latter uses the text of 
the Revised \'ersion, \\'hile the former. as stated above, 
gives a new version. The plot and the dramatis personae 
set forth in the two are so nearly alike that I \\'ill not 
here mention the differences. If any of my readers wish 
to study them. let them order from the :\Iacmillan Com
pany, Xew York, "Diblical Idyls,'' by R. G. :\Ioulton, 
and from ]. \ V. Ellis. Plattsburg, :\Io., his pamphlet 
entitled ''The Song of Songs.'' 

In both of these expositions the text is divided into 
the form of the supposed dialogue. and the names of the 
speakers are interpolated at the proper places. \ Vhen I 
read either of them. with these helps. the theory runs 
very smoothly through the song: but when I then at
tempt to read the song in the Scripture text . I find that 
after the first two chapters. or three, in which it is easy 
to imagine the theory correct. I get lost. In other words. 
the theory seems workable in the first and a part of the 
second act. and then it draws too much on the imagina-
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tion of the reader to justify the conclusion that he is 
following the thought of the original writer. I conclude, 
therefore, that whatever may be the plot which existed 
in the mind of the author, our interpreters can scarcely 
yet be confident that they have traced it out. 1-urther
more, if their theory of the song is correct, I should like 
for some of them to give a better reason than they have 
yet given for putting such a document into the sacred 
Scriptures. They have not pointed out to me anything 
in it to edify men or to glorify God. 

r Jan. 22, J8g8.] 

:\IcGIFFERT'S . \ l'OSTOLIC AGE. 

\Ve have received from the publi~hers, Charles Scrib
ner's Sons, the fifth volume of the series entitled "The 
International Theological Library." It will be remem
bered that Driver's "Introduction to the Literature of 
the Old Testament" is the first of this series, and that 
the whole series is under the general editorship of Profs. 
C. A. Briggs and S. D. F. Salmond. 

The full title of the present volume is ''A History of 
Christianity in the .-\postolic , \ge." The author is Arthur 
Cushman ~IcGiffert, Ph. D., D . D ., professor of church 
history. U nion Theological Seminary, Xew York. The 
abbreviated title on the back of the book is, "The Apos
tolic Age, ::\lcGiffert ;" and I call it :\IcGiffert's Apos
tolic Age becat1se, as the reader will sec further on, it is 
not the apostolic age of the X ew Testament, and I think 
that we should give Professor ~IcGiffert clue credit for 
it. It is a volume of 672 pages, not counting those of 
the preface and the index, and its contents manifest a 
vast amount of careful thought as well as a good general 
acquaintance with the literature of the subject. The first 
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chapter, a comparatively short one, is devoted to "The 
Origin of Christianity:" the second, a longer one, to 
"Primitive Jewish Christianity:" the third, another short 
one, to "The Christianity of Paul;'' the fourth, including 
nearly one-third of the whole book, to ''The \Vork of 
Paul;" the fifth , to "The Christianity of the Church at 
Large:" and the last, to "The Developing Church." I 
shall have something to say, from time to time, on all o f 
these chapters: for the work has been received by the 
school of criticism represented in this country by Pro
fessor Briggs with hearty applause. and we may consider 
it a fair representative of the present phase of New 
Testament criticism among that class of scholars. 

At present I speak only of some things that I find in 
the first chapter, the one on the origin of Christianity. 
Passing by what he says in this chapter on Judaism and 
on John the Daptist, although under both heads there are 
some things objectionable, I call attention to what he 
says of Jesus himself. His conception of the personal 
experience of Christ is not that of the 1\ ew Testament 
writers. The latter represent him as foreseeing clearly 
from the beginning of his ministry the whole course of 
his earthly career, and as entering upon it with the delib
erate purpose of bringing it to the end which it actually 
reached. But Professor ::\IcGiffert, following in the 
wake of German rationalists, regards him as starting 
into his ministry with only vag-ue conceptions of himself, 
and gradually coming- to believe himself the ::\Iessiah. 
Jesus reached one conclusion after another in regard to 
his own future and the kingdom of God. as the progress 
of events revealed them to him. The author says: 

It was in connection with his baptism that Jesus seems to 
have received fo r the first t ime the rC\"elation of his own :i\Ies
siahship, of his own intimate and peculiar relation to the king-
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dom for whose coming he was looking. The words that he is 
reported to have heard spoken from heaven on that occasion, 
"Thou art my beloved Son, in thee I am well pleased," imply 
nothing less than his conviction of his l\1essiahship; and that 
he had not previously reached that conviction is rendered prob
able by the fact that the temptation immediately followed. That 
experience can be understood only in its relation to Jesus' Mes
sianic consciousness; and if that consciousness had come to him 
at an earlier time, the remarkable scene described in such poetic 
form by Matthew and Luke must have taken place sooner. 

This interpretation of the scene at the baptism, ancl 
of the temptation, is remarkable, both for what it affirms 
and for what it ignores in the text. In the first place, 
the voice which he is "reported" to have heard from 
heaven (the author seems to doubt whether he really 
heard it) said not a word about the l\fessiahship of 
Jesus; it spoke only of his sonship. In the second place. 
the question raised in his temptation was not, ·• If thou 
art the l\Iessiah," but, ''If thou art the Son of God.'' 
These are the affirmations which take the place of 
those in the text; and the matter in the text, which is 
ignored, is the visible descent of the Holy Spirit upon 
Jesus, by the aiel of which he was at once filled with the 
knowledge of all that pertained to his mission and his 
ministry. Professor l\IcGiffert has no use for miracu
lous inspiration as respects either Christ or his apostles. 
He claims that the temptation was a purely inward strug
gle, growing out of his doubt as to whether he really 
was the l\Iessiah. A voice from God on high had just 
declared him the ~fessiah, says our author, but Jesus 
immediately doubted the truth of what God had said, and 
the stmgg le over this doubt was his temptation! A won
derful example. this. of faith in his Father! Pity that 
Nathaniel \\'as not there to teach him a readier faith. 

Dy the by, if the temptation of Jesus was of a purely 
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spiritual nature, it is a strange kind of ''poetic form·· 
which .\Iatthew and Luke have given to it. I should 
rather ~ay that if the struggle was a purely inward and 
spiritual one, their account of the proposals to turn 
stones into bread, to jump from a high pinnacle, and to 
bow down to Satan, instead of being poetic, is a very 
groyeJing representation, void of any analogy to the 
process which it was intended to depict. 

Our author teaches that Jesus owed his conception of 
the kingdom of God to his Jewish training, and not to 
his innate knowledge of truth; and also, contrary to the 
Gospels, that he regarded the kingdom as already in 
existence during his natural life. He says: 

But the combination of the idea of God's fatherhood, the 
fruit of Jesus' own religious experience with the conception of 
the kingdom of God, \Yh!ch he owed to his Jewish birth and 
training. led him gradually. perhaps. but ineYitably, to regard 
that kingdom as a present and not a future thing. 

Strange language this for one \\·ho has read the oft
repeated allusions to the kingdom as yet in the future! 
And stranger still the thought that Jesus was led grad
ually to think this and that about himself and his king
dom. 

But these are not the only particulars in which Jesus, 
according to men who know his experiences better than 
his apostles did. was gradually taught by passing ennts. 
Our author graYely informs us that he can not haYe 
preached long "without discovering that there were many 
of his countrymen who would not repent:" and again, 
"he would not have preached long without realizing that 
the hostility of the authorities. so early manifested. would 
result in his speedy execution." As a consequence of 
this first conclusion. "the necessity of a judgment. by 
which should be determined man's fitness for the .:'lies-
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sianic kingdom, was, of cot1rse, apparent;" and in con
sequence of the second, "it was inevitable that he should 
think of himself as coming again to announce the con
summated kingdom, and to fulfill in preparation there
for the office of .Messianic judge." All these facts, 
which, according to the Gospels, he knew from the begin
ning, became known to Jesus, according to Professor 
McGiffert and his teachers, by observation and reflection, 
just as similar matters come to the knowledge or belief 
of ordinary men. In this manner, throughout his account 
of Jesus, he humanizes Jesus, and completely ignores the 
power of the Holy Spirit which was given to him with
out measure. He substitutes for plain statements of the 
Gospels conceits of rationalists like Strauss, Renan and 
others, which he has borrowed, and, to some extent, 
worked over. It would be interesting to know how Pro
fessor Briggs, Preserved Smith. L. \V. Bacon, and other 
American ''evangelical critics," regard this representa
tion of our Lord Jesus Christ. 

[]an. 29, 18g8.l 

McGIFFERT'S APOSTOLIC AGE. 

According to the author of this book, four different 
kinds of Christianity are set forth in the New Testament, 
viz_.: Primitive Jewish Christianity, Gentile Christianity, 
the Christianity of Paul, and the Christianity of the 
church at large. I devote my space this week to his 
chapter on the first of these; and it may be well to 
1·emark that, if I appear to give more attention to this 
book than is clue to the work of an incliviclual, I answer, 
he is a representative of a richly endowed and famous 
Presbyterian theological seminary, and also a chosen 
representative of the phase of recent criticism which a 
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few scholars are industriously propagating in this coun
try and Great Britain. His utterances are therefore more 
significant by far, and more worthy of careful criticism, 
than they would be on their own merits. 

This chapter is remarkable for three things: for its 
utterances respecting tl_1e practices of the early J e,,·ish 
disciples. respecting the crude conceptions governing the 
minds of the apostles. and respecting the many historical 
mistakes made by the author of the Book of Acts. I 
shall point out some examples under each of these heads. 
I shall not need to discuss them elaborately; for if there 
is any book in the Bible that the readers of the Christian 
Sta11dard understand, it is Acts of Apostles. Here we 
are at home; and we need only to know what a man has 
said in order to judge whether he is right or wrong. 

\Ye are told in regard to the great Pentecost: 

It was not the birthday of the Christian church, as 1t IS so 
commonly called, for the Christian church was in existence 
before Pentecost; nor was it the day on which began the dis
pensation of the Holy Spirit, for his promised coming preceded, 
or was at least closely connected with, the resurrection. so that 
it was through the Spirit's enlightening influence that they be
came convinced that he still lived, and was still with them. 

He argues for this last position in the following 
logical style: 

As J esus declared on an e:ulier occasion that it was not 
flesh and blood, but his Father in hea\·en, that had re\·ealed 
his :\Iessiah~hip to Peter. it could not have been mere flesh and 
blood that had convinced Peter of the resurrection of the Lord. 

That is, Peter was not convinced, as the Gospel of 
Luke declares. by seeing the Lord aliYe, but by some 
mysterious operation of the Holy Spirit! To be con
vinced that a dead man has come to life. it is not enough 
to see him alive. So the author concludes that "the Holy 
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Spirit promised by Jesus before his death had already 
been received by his disciples.'' True, the author of Acts 
did not thus think; for, "in accordance with his general 
conception, the author of the Dook of Acts finds the 
chief significance of P entecost in the descent of the Holy 
Spirit, whom he regarclecl as not given till then'' (pp. 48, 
so) . You see, the author of Acts was not a " critic," nor 
a professor in U nion Theological Seminary. 

This is not the only point in which the author of Acts 
misunderstood Pentecost. The speaking in tongues on 
that occasion "was evidently the frenzied or ecstatic 
utterance o f sounds ordinarily unintelligible both to 
speakers ancl hearers, except to such as might be en
dowed by the H oly Spirit with a special gift of inter
pretation .. . . It was apparently this 'g ift o f tongues' 
with which the disciples were endowed at P entecost, and 
they spoke, therefore, not in foreig n lang uages, but in 
the ecstatic, f renzied, unintelligible speech of which Paul 
tells us in his F irst Epistle to the Corinthians." 

Now, in these utterances Professor ::.IcGiffert has not 
forgotten what Luke says about · the multitude from 
many foreign nations hearing, "every man in his own 
tongue in which he was born.'' He has not fo rgotten 
it, but he has discovered that it is not true. He says: 

I t is clear that the author of the Book of Acts had another 
conception o f the phenomenon in question. II e evidently sup
posed that the disciples used foreign tongues. for he took pa ins 
to emphasize the fact that those present heard them speaking 
in the several la nguages native to the auditors. 

T he author was not a deliberate liar, that he should 
so misrepresent matters ; he was only a romancer. Our 
Professor knows the reason why he wrote a fter this 
fashion, and here it is : 

That reason is perhaps to be found in the glamor which 
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surrounded the infant church in the eyes of the historian, who 
was himself far remO\·ed from the events which he records. 
Under the circumstances, he could hardly a\·oid investing even 
familiar occurrences with marvel and mystery (pp. 48-52, n. 1). 

That means that he could not avoid lying about them 
just a little. 

Of Peter's sermon on Pentecost, our Professor has 
many curious things to say. Perhaps the most curious 
is what he says of the conditions of salvation laid clown 
in 2: 38. r\ single sentence \Yill bring out the first curi
ous point: "It is clear, in other words, that though he 
was stating primarily not the conditions of salvation in 
general, for which, indeed, his hearers did not ask, but 
simply the particular duty devolving on them under the 
circumstances, he was voicing at the same time the gen
eral truth, that if one is conscious of sin committed, he 
must repent before he can enjoy God's promised bless
ing.'' He adds, a few lines below. that "it would be a 
mistake to suppose that he intended, during those early 
days. to enunciate a new way of securing God's favor, or 
a new method of salvation'' (63: 59). On this I remark 
that if to repent and be baptized in the name of Jesus 
Christ for the remission of sins with the added promise 
of the Holy Spirit, was not a ''new way of securing 
God's favor, or a new method of sah·ation," Professor 
l\IcGiffert ought to have told his readers where to find 
this method in some book of the Old Testament. Dut to 
affirm startling propositions without proof, and often 
against proof. is a common habit of the class of critics 
to which he belongs. 

Of the baptism enjoined in Peter's address, our 
author says: 

The connection of the rite with the name of Jesus Christ 
did not alter its essential character, nor make it an un-Jewish 
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thing. Tt meant that the repentance to which it gave expression 
was based upon and due to the recognition of Jesus as the 
..\1cssiah; and it may well be that baptism in his name was 
demanded by Peter of the Jews, whom he addressed at Pente
cost, just because the great crime which they had committed 
was the crucifixion of the ..\fessiah, and because they could thus 
best give voice to their repentance for that crime (59, 6o). 

"-\ll this is. of course, contradicted by the added words 
of Peter. "For the promise is to you, and to your chil
dren, and to all that arc afar off, even as many as the 
Lord shall call to him;" but then it is more likely that the 
author. of Acts added these words to Peter's sermon by 
way of romancing, than that Professor :\1cGiffert can be 
mistaken. \Vhen a critic says that a thing is so, a Biblical 
writer who says the contrary must take a back seat. 

Our Professor does not believe that Jesus ever said, 
"Baptizing them into the name of the Father and of the 
Son and of the Holy Spirit" (:\Iatt. 18: 19). It may be 
he thinks that Christ directed his disciples to baptize their 
converts, and if he did "it would be very natural for a 
scribe to achl the formula, 'Into the name of the Father 
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,' " which was in 
common usc in his clay. He doubt,_, though, whether our 
Lore! went so far as to enjoin baptism at all. l-Ie says : 

The fact must be recognized that Paul's indifference about 
performing the rite of baptism (I Cor. I : 1..1 sq.) is hardly what 
we should expect if the eleven apostles received from Christ a 
direct command to baptize; and it is not impossible that the 
entire passage (Matt. 28: I9) is a later addition, as mainta ined 
by some scholars (6I , note I). 

T his reference to Paul's indifference about perform
ing the rite sounds like the exegesis of a third-rate peclo
baptist debater down in Texas, rather than like that of 
a professor in a great theological seminary. It will pro
voke only a smile. Dut this repudiation of the second 
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half of the great apostolic commission is a more serious 
affair. It is, however, of a piece with the methods of 
destructive criticism, which unhesitatingly expunges 
from the sacred text such passages as stand in its way. 
ln this connection, and in partial support of this expung
ing process. the Professor says that ''the early disciples, 
and Paul as well, baptized into the name of Chri't alone." 
This assertion, adopted from Dam, and repeated until it 
has become traditionary among the free critics, is abso
lutely without foundation. If the formula used in the 
commission occurs but once in the X ew Testament, as 
Professor ~IcGiffert insists, it is equally true that the 
expression. not a formula. ''baptized into the name of the 
Lord Jesus.'' also occurs but once; and then it is used in 
antithesis to being baptized into John's baptism ( :\cts 
19: 5). lie who says that on this occasion 6e disciples 
referred to \\·ere baptized into the name of C1rist alone, 
speaks without authority; for though the baptism 
brought them into the name of the Lord Jesus, it also 
brought them into the name of the Father and of the 
Son and of the Holy Spirit. 

[Feb. s. 1898.] 

~IcGIF!<ERTS APOSTOLIC r\GE. 

If one should open this book with a preconception of 
its author as a man of authority, it would fairly take his 
breath away to witness how deliberately he sets aside 
many familiar truths and substitutes for them 1111 founded 
conceits. ~ ot since I first read Renan 's life of Jesus 
and Dam's life of Paul have I met with an author who 
so constantly impresses me in this way. I shall present 
as illustrations in this article some of his assertions 
respecting the preaching of Peter. and the life of the 
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primitive disciples. from \\·hich a general conclusion may 
be drawn. 

Let any one who is not familiar with the speeches 
quoted from Peter in the first four chapters of r\cts, read 
them carefully, and then read this: 

The ::\1essianic realm belonged in Peter's thought, just as 
in the thought of his contemporaries, not to this ;eon, but to 
another, and before its inauguration mu st come the day of judg
ment and the "end of the world;" that is, the end of the present 
age. That J esus was already Lord and Prince and Saviour did 
not mean that his kingdom was already a reality, and that he 
was exercising dominion therein, but only that he was preparing 
the way for its realizat ion. By the outpouring o f the Spirit he 
was fitting his followers for it, and making its speedy establish
ment possible. The outpouring was a sign of its approach, but 
not of its actual presence (p. 63) . 

Here we have a King on his throne , exalted to the 
right hand of God. "Lore! and Prince and Saviour,'' and 
sending down by his authority the Holy Spirit of God, 
yet his kingdom is not yet established ; he is not yet 
exercising dominion in it. If there is any more complete 
nonsense than thi s, I don't want the trouble of reading it. 

Again, speaking of the promise of Peter in his fir st 
discourse, he says: 

All the blessings promised by the prophets, and longingly 
anticipated by the fathers, he assures his hearers they will yet 
enjoy. if they repent and thu s secure forgiveness and the Holy 
Ghost. In the present is offered the opportunity, not of reali zing 
a present sah ·ation, but o f making certain th e enjoyment of a 
future salva tion. 

Here is a deliberate omission of the baptism enjoined 
by Peter in connection with repentance and forgiveness, 
ancl disregard of thi s ordinance is characteristic of the 
writer. nut. more surprising. here is also a denial that 
the forgiveness of sins ancl the gift of the Holy Spirit 
brought a present salvation. I think it impossible that 
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the author obtained these thoughts from studying the 
passages on which he comments; he brought them with 
him, and injected them into the passage. 

He says of the disciples in Jerusalem: 
They continued to discharge the \·arious duties that devolved 

upon them as Jews, including participation in the temple wor
ship, and in the offering of the regular daily sacrifices (p. 64). 

Here, I suppose, is a slip of memory, for surely Pro
fessor :.IcGiffert knows that no one participated in the 
daily sacrifices except the priests by whom they ,,·ere 
offered. The disciples, at least many of them, did not go 
up to the temple to pray, but \Yith the offering of the 
regular daily sacrifices they hac! nothing to do. 

This learned Presbyterian professor s~eks to deprive 
us of all divine authority for the Lord's Supper. He 
does so by denying that Christ appointed it. or that the 
first disciples observed it. He says: 

That the disciples held a special sen·ice and partook of a 
special communion meal there is no sign. It is far more likely 
that whenever th~y ate together they ate the Lord's Supper. 
?\ ot that it preceded or followed the ordinary meal. but that the 
whole meal was the Lord's Supper; that they partook of no 
ordinary, secular, unholy meals. of none that was not a Kuri
akou deipnoll, a Lord's Supper. 

Their failure to break a special loaf as an emblem of 
his body. and to drink a special cup as an emblem of his 
blood, was not an act of neglect or clisobeclience on their 
part: for the Lord had given 110 precept Oil that subject. 
On this point we have the follo\\·ing piece of informa
tion: 

The fact must be recognized that it is not absolutely certain 
that ] esus himself actually instituted such a supper, and directed 
his disciples to eat and drink in remembrance of him, as Paul 
says in I Cor. II : 24, 25. Expecting. as he did, to return at an 
early day (cf. :\lark q: 25), he can hardly ha\·e been solicitous 
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to provide for the preservation of his memory; and it is notable 
that neither l\1 atthew nor l\1ark record s such a command. while 
the passage in which it occurs in Luke is omitted in many of 
the oldest 1\ISS., and is regarded as an interpolation by \Vest
cott and 1--lort. Even if the words belong in the Gospel of Luke 
(as some maintain), they are evidently dependent upon Paul, 
and supply no independent testimony as to the original utter
ance of Christ (p. 69, and note) . 

Several things in thi s extract are suggestive of the 
author's point of view. First, if the passage is genuine 
in Luke, it affords no "independent testimony," because 
it is dependent on l'aul. It is implied that thi s is a poor 
dependence. Second, as the Gospel called Luke's was 
not , according to the Professor, written by Luke, but by 
some one who lived many years after Paul's death, Paul's 
testimony. which is here di sparaged, was much nearer in 
time to the o rig inal sources of in formation, and would 
for thi s reason, if no other, he more reliable than that of 
this unknown writer of the third Gospel. Third, Paul 
declares, in re ference to hi s teaching on the subject, that 
he received it "from the Lord'' ( r Cor. I r: 23); and 
tmless this is a false statement. the Lord did, ''in the 
night in which he was betrayed." say of the broken loaf, 
"This is my body which is fo r yo u ; this do in remem
brance of me." Paul is no great authority with our Pro
fessor, even when he states a matter of fact, unless the 
fact is one that the Professor can harmonize with his 
critical theory. Fourth. if the ordinance was constantly 
observed in the churches when ~I atthew and ~I ark wrote, 
and was known as having been appointed by the Lord, 
there was no necessity that they should say in connection 
with its institution that its observance was in remem
brance of him. Everybody who had ever partaken of it, 
and everybody who had ever seen others do so, would 
know this perfectly well. Fifth, the Professor is unac-
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countably mistaken in saying that the \YOrds, "this do in 
remembrance of me," in Luke's Go~pel. arc wanting "in 
many of the oldest :-ISS.;" for although \\'cstcott and 
Hort do pronounce them, as he says. an interpolation. 
they do so chiefly on transcriptural probability. and they 
claim in support of their decision only one uncial :,r S. 
(D), and a few cursi\·es ("::\otes on Selected Readings,'' 
pp. 63, 64). The words are found in the three most 
ancient and authoritatiYe :-ISS .. the .\lexandrian, the 
\' atican and the Sinai tic. 

Having thus attempted to obscure the origin of the 
Lord's Supper, and to confound it with the social meals 
often enjoyed by the early disciples. Profes,:;or :\IcGiffert 
felt called upon to gi\·e its true origin as a memorial 
feast, and he traces it to the apostle Paul. He says: 
''Though the Lord's Supper was everywhere eaten by 
Christian disciples before Paul. it may be said in a cer
tain sense that it was established by him: for it was he. 
so far as our sources enable us to judge, who first made 
it a special meal and separated it from all others" ( p. 
538). He tries to support this affirmation by a course of 
reasoning, if we may call it such, which runs through a 
couple of pages: but I will not annoy the reader by 
quoting and refuting it. There are some false positions 
that need no refutation. 

[Apr. 2. I898.l 

THE ACTHORSHIP OF ACTS. 

Professor :-IcGiffcrt, in hi,; '' .\postolic .\ge,'\ denies 
that Luke is the author of Acts of .\postles. and affirms 
that the book was written between So and 95 A. D. In 
the February number of the Expositor, Prof. \\'. :\I. 
Ramsey reviews his arguments on this question. and 
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defends the Lucan authorship. In the course of his 
review he says two things, to which I call attention. 
First, he speaks in the following terms of the ignorance 
and blundering charged by :.\IcGiffert on the author of 
Acts: 

I can find no parallel in literary history for a supposition so 
v iolent. One is used to such maltreatment of history among 
ignorant students, who are experimenting to discover what is 
the minimum of knowledge which will be accepted as a "pass" 
by an examiner. But, except among the examination papers of 
passmen, I have seen nothing to parallel the ridiculous and 
shameless ignora nce which is thus attributed to the compiler
an ig norance which might almost suggest the theory that Acts 
is the rej ected examination paper in history of some lazy candi
date for matriculation in some ancient university. 

This is a very apt illustration. It applies not only to 
McGifferfs representation of the author o f Acts, but to 
the representation o f Biblical writers in general , which 
we find in the books of the rationalistic critics. ::\Iatthew, 
Mark ancl J ohn, together with the ''redactors., of the Old 
Testament narratives, were all a set o f blunderers and 
ignoramuses, if we may believe the gentleman who know 
much more about Jesus and Paul than was known by 
those who were ''eye-witnesses and ministers of the 
word.'' 

Second, in the closing paragraph of his review Pro
fessor Ramsey says: 

\\"e have in Dr. l\1cGiffert's work a book which shows many 
very great qualities. a nd which might have ranked among the 
sma ll number of really good books. if it had not been spoiled 
by a bad theory as to the fundamental document on which it 
must rest. 

It is not, then, a really good book: it is one that is 
spoiled by a bad theory. S uch is the j uclgment, not of a 
"traditionali st ." but of one who is recognized as a critic 
among critics. 
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Professor Ramsey makes another remark that is so 
certainly true, and is spoken with such emphasis. that I 
must quote it in conclusion: 

The fact is that, unless ,\cts is accepted as good au~hority, 
we must resign ourselves to be ignorant about the apostolic 
period, and must cease to make any dogmatic statements as to 
what is possible or impossible. 

[Feb. 19, 1/l98.l 

WHY 0:\IITTED DY :\lOSES? 

In the Expositor for June is an article \Yith the head
ing, ''On the Knowledge of a Future State Possessed by 
the Ancient Hebrews,'' and signed by A. Roberts. After 
showing that the more enlightened Hebrew~ from the 
earliest time certainly possessed a knowledge of a future 
state, the writer comes to the question why nothing was 
said of it in the legislation of :\loses: and from this part 
of the essay I quote the following: 

Let us now re\·ert to the words of :\lr. Gladstone, quoted at 
the beginning of this paper: .. The religion of the Jews in no 
way rested upon future rewards and punishments." If this 
statement is accepted without any modification. as I suppose it 
must oe, it brings us face to face with a very strange, if not 
unaccountable, phenomenon. \\' e have seen, on the ,·ery highest 
authority, that the ancient patriarchs, and pre-eminently :\loses, 
lived under the power of the world to come. But now we are 
confronted with the fact that the great Jewish lawgiver, in the 
religious system which he established, took no account whatever 
of a future state. Such is the position occupied by those who 
believe (as the present writer does) that :\loses was the author 
of the lc-gislati,·e code contained in the Pentateuch. I may re
mark, ho\ve\·er, in passing, that many in our day do not assent 
to this. \\'e are told by \\'ellhausen and his followers that 
illoses had little or nothing to do with the system of laws which 
bears his name. That code, it is saiu. must be relegateu to post
exilic times. \\'ith this theory I am just now in nowise con-
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cerned, beyond expressing my disbelief in it, and pointing out 
that, if adopted, it simply intensifies the difficulty which has been 
suggested. For, by general consent, the J ews as a nation had 
come firmly to believe in a state of rewards and punishments 
hereafter before their return from the exile, and yet it is be
lieved that their law was then for the first time promulgated 
without the slightest reference to a world beyond the grave. 
That. however, as has been already said, is a point with which 
I have at present nothing to do, and which must be left to be 
dealt with by vVellhausen ancl those who adopt his views. I 
have here only to consider the position of those who hold that 
Moses was the human author of the J ewish religious system, 
am! yet that, while himself a steadfast believer in immortality, 
he made J;JO reference in any of his enactments to the doctrine 
of a future state. Some explanation of this singular fact must 
be attempted. 

The first theory at which we may glance is that of Bishop 
\Varburton. vVarhurton's bold and origina l idea was to change 
what was thought a formidable objection to the Jewish religion 
into a conclusiYe proof of its supernatura l character. Let me 
cndea,·or to state the argument as briefly as possible. War
burton rests his theory on the two fo llowing principles : First, 
that no religion could, in ordinary circumstances, be established 
in the world without a reference to future rewards and punish
ments; and, secondly. that no doctrine as to recompense or 
1·etribution hereafter is to be found in the system instituted by 
l\1oses. F rom these premises his inference is that the J ewish 
dispensation must haYe been set up and sustained by "an extra
ordinary providence;" i. c., it must have had a superhuman 
origin, and been attended by constant miraculous interpositions 
on the part of God. T he divine mission of l\Ioses is thus 
thought to have been pro\·ed, and the author regards his demon
stration as "very little short of mathematical certainty." 

Another solution which, although accepted by some, appears 
to me far more paradoxical than that of \Varburton, has been 
proposed l::y the late Dean Stanley. In his "Lectures on the 
J ewish Church" (I., 135), the D 2an says: "The fact becomes of 
real religious importaJ,ce if we trace the ground on which this 
silence respecting the future was based. :::\ot from want of 
religion, but (if one might use the expression) from excess of 
religion, was this void left in the Jewish mind. The future was 
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not denied or contradicted, but was overlooked, set aside, over
shadowed by the consciousness of the livinif, actual presence of 
God himself. That truth, at least in the limited conceptions of 
the youthful nation, was too vast to admit of any ri,·al truth, 
however precious." Dlr. Roberts easily refutes this theory by 
reminding us how far the early Israelites were from entertain
ing such an idea of God. The Dean when propounding his 
theory was forgetful of their conduct in the wilderness and in 
the period of the judges.] 

This leads me to state in conclusion what I humbly regard 
as the true reason why :\loses did not include in his legislative 
code any reference to a future state of re\vards and punish
ments. The people of the Jc-zc•s -zccrc 1101 tfzc11 prepared for such 
a revelatio11, nor zc•ou/d they ha-;.'e profited by it. Their long and 
abject slavery in Egypt had wrought its own proper work upon 
them. Everything leads us to regard the Israelites of the Ex
odus as having been in the most debased condition. They were. 
in fact, little better than a barbarous horde, having no noble 
aspirations and capable only of being influenced by the most 
sordid motives. [Here the writer brings forward many facts in 
support of this assertion which I omit.] \\.hat cared they about 
the invisible world? Rewards and punishments in this life they 
could understand, but in the language of Scripture they were 
too ''brutish'' to feel the influence of what was future and 
unseen. And hence it is no reproach to the ?.Iosaic law that it 
limited its sanctions to the present \vorld. That was the only 
discipline which could ha,·e any g·ood effect upon such a people. 

The reader \\'ill not fail to see that the theory here 
briefly propounded by ::-.Ir. Roberts stands at the opposite 
extreme. as respects the people for whom :-.loses legis
lated, from that of Dean Stanley. and that it is the more 
plausible of the two; but I think the last word has not 
yet been said on this interesting subject. I am glad it 
has been called up again for consideration in such a 
magazine as the Expositor, ancl I trust that the result 
\\'ill be the production of a more satisfactory explanation 
than any yet given. I have some thoughts of my own 
on the ~ubject which I may yet publish. and which, 
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whether correct or incorrect, may contribute to its final 
elucidation. 

[J\Iarch 19, 1898.! 

Wll Y OMITTED BY MOSES? 

I begin to-day the writing of my weekly contribution 
to the Standard tmcler very solemn circumstances. ]. B. 
Skinner, president of Hamilton Female College, has just 
been called away from his arduous responsibilities on 
earth to his rest in the spirit world. This is no place for 
the tribute that is clue to his memory, but it is an hour 
for solemn reflection and sorrow. This is also the last 
day in the sixty-eighth year of my own life, and to-mor
mw I enter upon my sixty-ninth. Very appropriately I 
am called on by a brother in Indiana to discuss a phase 
of Bible teaching in regard to a future life. This brother 
has a theory by which to account for the oft-mentioned 
fact that l\loses, or rather that God through Moses, made 
no mention of rewards and punishments after death. I 
am not sure that I exactly understand his theory, and he 
does not write for publication: so I will content myself 
with stating briefly my own opinion on the subject. 

Notwithstanding the silence of the Pentateuch, there 
can be no doubt on the part of those who believe in the 
New Testament that the future state of existence was 
known to the patriarchs and to the saints under the 
1\[osaic economy. This being so, they must have passed 
their lives in anticipation of it, and they must have known 
that their conduct here would, under the rule of a right
eous God, have much to uo with determining their future 
condition. The way in which they could live and please 
('J()d here. was clearly revealerl, and they could but infer 
that if they pleased God in this life, they would be 
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blessed by him in the future life; but the exact conditions 
of future happiness were not revealed to them. \Vhy? 
I think it was because it was then impossible. These con
ditions itwoh·ed the death of the Son of God for our 
sins. and his resurrection for our justification. These 
events had not yet taken place. and it would have been 
impossible in advance of their occurrence to impart to 
the human mind an adequate conception of them. :\lore
over, this condition is unavailing \Yithout belief in it on 
the part of man, and ]o,·ing obedience to him who died 
and rose again. These conditions could not ha,·e been 
complied with under the old covenants. Seeing. then, 
that the true and only conditions of obtaining eternal life 
were not known, and could not be knO\\·n, before the 
death of Christ, silence in regard to the rewards and 
punishments belonging to that state was a necessity. To 
have offered men eternal life on the condition of keeping 
the law of :\loses, \Yould have been deceptive: for God 
knew then what ,,·as revealed afterward, that by works 
of law no flesh can be justified before him. To have 
threatened every man with eternal punishment who failed 
to keep the law of :\loses, would have driven every man 
to despair: for every man was conscious of shortcomings. 
Xothing that was then required of men, or that then 
could be required with intelligence on their part, could 
secure eternal life, and it therefore became a necessity to 
omit all references to it in the Ia\\' that was gin·n. If 
this law had been a final expression of God's will, this 
omission \\'ould have remained an enigma; but as the law 
itself was but a stepping-stone leading up to Christ, the 
way of God in the matter is vindicated. 

\\'hile this is true. we must not forget that in the 
mind and purpose of God during those preparatory ages 
there was connected with the sacrifices then offered the 
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complete and final sacrifice yet to be offered; so that, in 
the language of the Epistle to the Hebrews, ''a death 
having taken place for the redemption of the transgres
sions that were under the first covenant, they that have 
been called may receive the promise of eternal inherit
ance" ( 9: 12). This all agrees with another statement 
in this Epistle, "that the way into the holy place was not 
yet made manifest while the first tabernacle was stand
ing" (9: 8). 

[:-\pr. 2 , 18g8.] 

TI1.E PE::\Dl{\'G CO:\'TRO\TERSY. 

The opening editorial paragraph in the Expository 
Times for l\Iarch contains a very accurate estimate of 
the controversy over matters of criticism, which is com
ing iu this country, and the first skirmishes of which 
have already come. I quote it in full: 

The signs of the times a re unmistakable. A g reat contro
versy must needs come in the American church. It is not to be, 
as sometimes heretofore, a debate of sect against sect; the 
dividing lines between parties are to cut across denominational 
boundaries, and tha t is to be again fulfilled which was spoken 
by the prophet, "One's foes shall he they of his own household." 
Such a contro,·ersy is peculiarly apt to be attended with acri
mony : but it is not without its compensations. If there shall 
arise mutual alienations within the pa le of the sects, there will 
also be a drawing together of men like minded across sectarian 
lines. It is not to be assumed, o f course. that the divine cause 
of Christian brotherhood is, on the whole, to be a loser in the 
impending conflict. 

(Apr. 2, 18g8.] 

SLASHH\G AT THE TEXT. 

This is the phrase by which the American editor of 
the Expositor)' Times characterizes the work of Well-
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hansen in his Yolume of the l'olychrome Dible. lie is 
the head master of modern criticism. and it \\"as but a 
just tribute to his leader:;hip that he wa~ selected as 
editor and translator of at least one book in this new 
nible. notwithstanding his aYO\\·ed infidelity. It \\"ould 
have been a piece of ingratitude for his pupils to ha\·e 
passed him by. nut he is a little too arbitrary and radical 
to suit even the friends of this rainbow enterprise. The 
editor just mentioned speaks of his work in the follo\\"
i ng terms : 

Altogether the a\·erage reader IS going to be amazed at the 
reckless slashi11g at the text \\"ith omissions and amendations 
merely conjectural, \\"ithout the pretense of support from manu
script or \·ersions. dictated sometimes by the translator's poetic 
taste, sometimes by his lack of taste. Such tampering by an 
editor with his author 's text is contrary to all that the a,·erage 
reader is accustomed to hear about the textual critic's scrupu
lous respect for manuscript authority. 

As an instance of this slashing. he cites the omission 
from the nineteenth Psalm of the third verse: "There i:; 
no speech nor language; their voice is not heard, .. on 
the ground that it is .;extremely prosaic.'' This is an 
example not only of reckless slashing. but of extreme 
want of taste on the part of \ \'ellhausen. Joseph Addi
son. in his inimitable paraphrase of this noble Psalm, 
makes of this (;prosaic" verse one of the most beautiful 
conceptions in the whole poem: 

"\\'hat though in solemn silence all 
l\Io,·e round this dark terrestrial ball
\\'hat though no real ,·oice nor sound 
Amid their radiant orhs be found-
In reason's ear they all rejoice. 
And utter forth a glorious voice: 
Fore,·er singing as they shine. 
The hand that made us is cli,·ine.'' 

It is my opinion, which I give for what it may be 
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worth, whether much or little, that this many-colored 
attempt to give the world a new Bible in place of the one 
which God gave us, is destined to be a more effective 
weapon for the overthrow of this pernicious criticism of 
which W ellhausen is the great apostle, than anything yet 
attempted by its most skillful foes. 

L\pr. !6, I8g8.] 

1\ TRinUTE TO TilE BIBLE. 

The Irish orator, Charles Phillips, who was a con
temporary of Tom Paine, but outlive<! him. once gave 
utterance in a speech to the following sentiments: 

I must sec better authority than Fleet Street Temple before 
I forego the principles which at once guard and consecrate and 
sweeten social intercourse; which gh·e life. happiness, and death, 
hope: which constitute man's purity, his best protection, placing 
the infant's cradle and the female couch under the sacred shelter 
of the national morality. :\either J\lr. Paine nor 1\Ir. Palmer, 
nor all the yenom-hreathing l>rood. shall swindle from me the 
Book where I have learned these precepts. In spite of all their 
scoff and scorn and menacing. I say of the sacred volume they 
would obliterate, it is a hook of facts, as well authenticated as 
any heathen history; a hook of miracles incontestably avouched; 
a book of prophecy confirmed by past as well as present fulfill
ment; a hook of poetry pure and natural and elevated even to 
inspiration; a book of morals such a$ human wisdom never 
framed for the Ptrfection of human happiness. :\Iy Lord, I 
will abide by the precepts, admire the beauty. revere the mys
teries. and. as far as in me lies, practice the mandates of the 
sacred volume: and should the ridicule of earth and the blas
phemy of hell assail me. I shall console myself by the con
templation of those blessed spirits who, in the same blessed 
cause, have toiled and shone and suffered. In the "goodly fel
lowship of the ~aints." in the noble army of martyrs, in the 
society of the g reat and good and wise of every nation. if my 
sinfulness be not cleansed and my darkness illuminated. at least 
my prctcnsionless submission may be excused. If I err with 
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the luminaries I ha,·e chosen for my guide, I confess myself 
captivated by the loveliness of their aberrations ·; if they err, it 
is in a ht:a\·enly region; if they wander, it is in fields of light; 
if they aspire, it is, at all e\·ents, a glorious daring; and, rather 
than sink with infidelity into the dust, I am content to cheat 
myself with their vision of eternity. It may, indeed, be nothing 
but a delusion. but then I err \vith the disciples of philosophy 
and \"irtue; \Yith men who haYe drunk deep at the fountain of 
human knowledge, but who dissoh·ed not the pearl of their 
salyation in the draught. I err with Dacon, the great confidant 
of nature, fraught with all the learning of the past, and almost 
prescient of the future, yet too wise not to know his weakness, 
and too philosophic not to feel his ignorance. I err with Locke, 
,,·hose pure philosophy taught him to adore its source, whose 
warm 10\·e of genuine liberty ne,·er chilled into rebellion again;:t 
its author. I err with .\Iilton, rising on an angel's wing to 
hea,·en. and, like the bird of morn. soaring out of sight amidst 
the music of his grateful piety. I err with ::\ ewton. whose star
lit spirit shot across the darkness of the sphere too soon to 
reascend to the home of his nati,·ity. \\'ith men like these. my 
Lord. I shall remain in err'-lr. nor shall I desert these er~ors 
for the drunken bed of a Paine. or the delirious warwhoop 
of the surddng friends who wo11lrl erect his altar upon the 
ruins of society. In my opinion, it is difficult to say whether 
their tenets are more ludicrous or more detestable. They will 
not obey the king. the prince, the parliament, nor the constitu
tion, but they will obey anarchy. They will not belie\'e in the 
prophets, in .\loses, in the apostles, in Christ, but they believe 
in Tom Paine. 

[.\lay 21, r8g8.l 

CHAXGIXG THE :-.'"ARR.-\TIVE. 

I think that we can not insist too earnestly that breth
ren "·ho hold rationalistic vie\\"S of the Scriptures should 
avoid intruding them upon the children in the Sunday
schools and the Endeavor societies. I have already re
monstrated with our young brother, H. L. \\' illett. on 
this kind of intrusion, and his essay in the Christian-
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E·vangclist on the lesson for l\fay 19 gives me another 
occasion. Here is what he says about the account of the 
ass which Jesus rode during his public ent ry into ] eru
salem: 

Mark has prepared the oldest account, embodying the recol
lections of P eter, in which only one beast is mentioned. He is 
followed by Luke, and John so describes the event. But the 
first Gospel changes the narrative to fit the words of the Mes
sianic passage in Zechariah, and speaks of two animals-an ass 
and its colt-on both of which the disciples placed their gar
ments, and both of which were used by Jesus in the course of 
his journey. 

To say nothing of the assertion that :Niark "has pre
pared the olde-st account," which is only the latest fad of 
criticism on "the synoptic problem." we have it here 
asserted that "the first Gospel changes the narrative." 
How does Professor \Villett know this? How does he 
know that the dam was not brought as well as the colt? 
Does the fact that the other writers say that the colt was 
brought, prove that the dam was not brought, and that 
l\latthew has changed the narrative when he says she 
was? lt woul.d be nonsense to so affirm, yet there is no 
other ground that I can see for the charge. 

Dut the worst part of this charg-e is the motive 
assigned for the change. It was a dishonest motive. He 
"d1anges the narrative to fit the words of the l\Iessianic 
passage in Zechariah." The facts as they occurred did 
not fit the words of the prophet, ancl l\latthew changed 
the facts to make them fit. \Vhat kind of men were the 
writers of these Gospels in the estimation of Professor 
\Villett? It would be well for him to break his studied 
silence, and answer some o f these questions. 

But this charge against the first Gospel carries with 
it a palpable misunderstanding of that Gospel's narrative. 
Professor \Villett says that the author "speaks of two 
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animals-an ass and its colt--on bo':h of which the dis
ciples placed their garments, and both of which were 
used by Jesus in the course of his journey." lt is true 
that the disciples, before they knew which animal Jesus 
was going to ride, threw garments over both of them; 
but who told the Professor that Jesus rode both of them? 
And how did he ride them? \Vas he a circus performer, 
riding two animals at once? Or did he ride one for a 
time and then mount the other? Is it possible that the 
words, "riding on an ass and a colt, the foal of an ass," 
are construed to mean that he rode both animals? If so, 
why so? \\'hen a man rides a foal of an ass, he rides an 
ass. The prophet said first that he should ride an ass; 
and then to show what kind of an ass, he adds, a colt, the 
foal of an ass. \\'hy, then, should it be thought that 
Jesus had to ride two asses to make out the case? 

Having tints laid l\Iatthew out as a perverter of 
Scriptures, our commentator next turns his weapons on 
John. Speaking of the expulsion of traders from the 
temple, as recorded by .:\Iatthew, he says: "The cleansing 
of the temple recorded by John 2: 13-17 is almost cer
tainly to be identified with this, and is misplaced where 
it now stands at the beginning of Jesus' ministry." So, 
then, if .:\Iatthew changed certain facts to make them fit 
a prediction, John is guilty of misplacing a fact by the 
space of two whole years, for John misplaces this fact at 
the first Passover which Jesus attended, while .:\Iatthew 
correctly places it two years later. Did John, who was 
certainly present, make such a blunder as this. or has 
Professor \\'illett, who knows nothing about it except 
what .:\fatthew ancl John have told him, committed the 
blunder of attempting to correct an apostle? .\s I was 
not there, I am simple enough to believe both of these 
eye-witnesses. Decause John says that he cast out cer-
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tain traders at his first visit, I believe that he did; and 
because Matthew says he cast out a set of the same kind 
of intruders at his last visit, I believe that he clicl. In 
other words, I believe that these Gospel writers tell the 
truth: that they neither change facts to make them fit 
predictions nor commit blunders by misplacing facts. 
Bro. \Villett believes otherwise, or else he misrepresents 
himself. Unfortunately, he is permitting blind guides to 
lead him. 

[;\Jay 28, I898.l 

A CHROXOLOGICAL PUZZLE. 

B. F. Donnell, of Geyserville. Cal., has encountered 
a little chronological puzzle in Genesis which very fre
quently calls careful Bible readers to a halt. He presents 
it very compactly in the following lines : 

According to Gen. 5: 32, l'\ oah was five hundred years old 
when Shem was born. According to 7: II-IJ, he was six hun
dred when he entered the ark. According to II: IO, Shem was 
one hundred when Arphaxad was born. How, then, could 
Arphaxad have been born, as stated in I I : 10, two years after 
the flood? 

Again: 

Noah was six hundred years old (Gen. 7: II-13) when he 
entered the ark. lie lived. according to 9: 28, 350 years after 
the flood. The flood, according to 7: 11 and 8: 14, lasted one 
year and ten days. How could ~oah, as stated in 9:29, be 950 
years old at the till'•' of his death? 

In your critical review of Harper's lectures, l\Iarch 2, 18g5, 

you say, "Shem's real age at the time of the flood was ninety
eight years," hut you do not say how you reached that con
clusion. 

In attempting an explanation, let us begin at the be
ginning of this list of figures. 
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First. then. it is not correct to :;ay that. "according to 
Gen. 5: 32, ~oah was five hundred years old when Shem 
was born." The text does not say so. It says this: " ,\nd 
;\oah \vas five hundred years old: and ~ oah begat Shem, 
!lam and Japheth." Ilcre are two distinct facts asserted, 
not connected by an adverb of time to show· that they 
were simultaneous. If they were simultaneous, not
withstanding the omission of the adverb. then Shem, 
II am and J apheth were triplets. Dut we know that they 
were not triplet~. because Ham. in 9: 2-1-. is called Xoah's 
"youngest son." which he could not be if all three were 
born at one birth. \\"hat is the meaning. then. of 5: 32? 
It means, that at the close of the period contemplated in 
the genealogy of \vhich it is the closing verse. ;\" oah was 
fi\·e hundred years old: and that, either earlier or later, 
the text does not determine which. Xoah begat these 
three sons. 

If now we wish to a >certain the exact time when 
Shem was born, the key is gi,·en us in the statement that 
"Shem was one hundred years old. a1td begat .-\rphaxad 
two years after the flood" (9: ro). But if Shem was one 
hundred years old t\YO years after the flood. he was 
ninety-eight at the time of the flood. ...\.ncl as he was 
ninety-eight at the time of the flood. when his father was 
six hundred, he was born when his father was five hun
dred and t\\:0. \\' e have no figmes by \Yhich to deter
mine the exact ages of his two brothers: but it is clear 
from the fact of Ilam being the youngest. that he was 
Lorn still later. 

Xow. we turn to the first statements about the age 
of Xoah. The text does not say. with Tiro. Donnell. that 
''X oah was 'ix hundred years old when he entered the 
ark." The otatement is · that "~oah wa~ six hundred 
years old when the flood of waters was upon the earth,'' 
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and this means, not merely when the flood began, but 
during nearly the whole continuance of the flood. Dy 
HebreW' custom a man would be six hundred years old 
all the time from the day he entered his six hundredth 
year till the day he reached his six hundred and firot 
year; and this custom grew out of their other custom 
of counting any part of a year at the close of a series 
as if it were a whole year. Our own custom is similar, 
but not the same. \\'hen a man asks me now, ''What 
is your age?" I <mswer I am sixty-nine; and I will con
tinue to answer thus till I become seventy. If I should 
live to Noah's age I would not call myself six hundred 
till I had completed my six hundredth year; but he called 
himself six hundred when he began that year. It is in 
this sense then that Noah was six hundred years old 
when the flood was on the earth. Dut if we inquire his 
exact age when the flood began, it is given in 7: I I, 

which says: "In the six hundredth year of Noah's life, 
in the second month, on the seventeenth day of the 
month, in the same day were all the fountains of the 
great deep broken up, and the windows of the heaven 
were opened. And the rain was upon the earth forty 
days and forty nights." Xoah's age, then, was five hun
dred and ninety-nine years, one month and seventeen 
days. Nothing could be more exact th~n this; and this 
exactness when exactness was called for, combined with 
a peculiar Semitic inexactness when exactness was not 
called for, is no mean evidence that the writer knew 
perfectly the facts in the case and described them pre
cisely as they were. 

\Ve are now ready to understand the statement about 
Noah's entire age. \iVhen he came out of the ark his 
age was six hundred years, one month and twenty-sev.en 
days ( 9: 14). If he lived through the rest of that year, 
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and three hundred and forty-nine years longer, he was 
nine hundred and fifty when he died; for the Hebrews 
counted a piece of a year at the beginning of a series, as 
well as at the end of it, as if it were a whole year. 
.-\ccording to this method of counting. if he lived to 
any point within the three hundred and forty-ninth year 
afterward. he would still be said to have lived, after the 
flood. three hundred and fifty years. and his whole life, 
on either supposition, was nine hundred and fifty. 

In conclusion I will remark, that young people and 
older brethren, who have not had opportunity to familiar
ize themseh:es with the peculiarities of early Hebrew 
style, may be excused for becoming confused on some 
points of Diblical chronology; but those trained scholars 
who take advantage of these peculiarities to make out a 
series of contradictions, and thus to assail the credibility 
of the sacred narratives. are without excuse. and must 
be held accountable for the evil which they are doing. 

[June 4, 1898.l 

ADDOTTIS:\IS. 

The Outlook continues to teem with eccentric sayings 
from its eccentric editor-in-chief. In the number for 
::\fay q, I find t\\·o questions and answers. which are 
fair specimens: 

"r. \\'hat did Jesus teach about 'signs and miracles'?" 
He taught that they had a certain evidential signif

icance, inferior to that given by his own per:'onality and 
character. and. therefore. to be presented to the spiritually 
undeveloped whom the higher evidences did not impress 
(Luke II:29; John ·F48; 10:38; q:II). Here it is 
affirmed that Jesus taught two things: First, that the 
e\·idential value of miracle~ was ''inferior to that given 
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by his own personality ann character;" and second, that 
this inferior evidence was to be presented ''to the spirit
ually undeveloped whom the higher evidence did not 
impress. Four passages are cited to prove that he 
taught this-just four times are many as are necessary 
if any one of them contains this teaching. Let us look 
at them, instead of being content with the figures which 
represent them. In the first it is said: "And when the 
multitudes were gathering unto him, he began to say, 
This generation is an evil generation; it seeketh after a 
sign; and there shall no sign be given to it but the sign 
of Jonah.'' The hearers in this instance are some of 
the "spiritually undeveloped:'' but instead of presenting 
them with some of the inferior evidence, Jesus refuses 
to give them the sign which they demand. This is a 
curious way of teaching what ~Ir. Abbott says he does, 
but perhaps he teaches it in the next passage, which 
reads thus: .. Jesus , therefore, said unto him [the noble
man], Except ye see signs and wonders, ye will in no 
wise believe." Dut this remark, instead of being ad
dressed to a man "spiritually undeveloped," was ad
dressed to one who. as soon as he heard what Jesus said, 
believed that his sick son, for vvhom he made request, 
and who was more than twenty miles away, was healed 
(see John 4: 49. so). Neither the person nor the facts 
in this case suit the editor's proposition. The third 
reads thus: "If I do not the works of my Father, believe 
me not; but if I do them, though ye believe not me, 
believe the works, that ye may know and understand 
that the Father is in me and I in the Father." Here the · 
Lord assigns such evidential force to his miracles as to 
say that his hearers need not believe him at all unless 
he performs them ; and by saying. "though ye believe 
not me, believe the works," he gives the superior place to 
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his works. J-Te teaches the reverse of the proposition to 
prove which the passage is cited. If Dr. A.bbott were 
trying to prove by the Scriptures that black is white, he 
would hunt for a few passages in which it is said that 
black is not white. 

The fourth passage suits the proposition no better. 
It says: "Delieve me that I am in the Father and the 
Father in me: or else believe me for the very work's 
sake." Here again it is implied that his works furnished 
more conclusive evidence than his word. And this agrees 
with what he says in another place: "lf I bear witness 
of myself, my witness is not true" (i. c., valid). And 
just below he adds: "The works which the Father hath 
given me to accomplish. the very works that I do bear 
witness of me. that the Father hath sent me" (John 
5: 30-36). 

I wonder why. in answering the query, Dr. Abbott 
did not quote or cite this passage: "If I had not done 
among them the works which none other did. they had 
not had sin: but now they have both seen and hated both 
me and my Father" (John 15: 2..J.). How "·ould they 
have been without sin in rejecting him, had he not done 
the works which he did? Only because his \YOrd and 
person without his miracles would have been insufficient 
to make unbelief a sin. And why did not our sage editor 
quote this passage: "::\Iany other signs truly did Jesus 
in the presence of his disciples, which are not written in 
this book: but these are written that ye may believe that 
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God. and that believing 
ye may have life in his name"? \\rhen a man has a bad 
answer for a question. he is apt to quote in support of 
it the passages which have the least bearing upon it; or, 
rather, to cite them without quoting them. 

In the same issue the editor is asked by a corre-
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spondent: "\Vhat is the rationale of the miracle?'' And 
this is his reply: 

The exceptional powers of various sorts that are manifested 
by some exceptionally constituted persons suggest the true 
ratio11ale of the subject. l\liracle, or what may conventionally 
be called so, is the peculiar outcome of peculiarly endowed 
life. Life is the mother of all wonders. On the degree and 
reach of life, on its intensity and range of power, it will depenu 
whether its natural working will be restricted to, or will rise 
above, the plane of the common and the familiar. In virtue of 
a life of peculiar intensity and extraordinary range, what was 
supernatural to common men was natural to Jesus. 

I hope that the querist understood all this; but it is 
too foggy for me. All that I can get out of it is, that 
"miracle, or what may be conventionally called so," was 
natural to Jesus. I suppose, then, that it was natural 
to Peter, Paul, Philip, J uclas Iscariot, and the many 
others who wrought miracles; and that all that miracles 
prove is the ''peculiar intensity and extraordinary range 
of the life'' of those who wrought them. 

To another query. "Please tell us whether you believe 
in a personal second coming,'' the editor answers in 
these words: 

Yes, a personal coming, not in form, however, but in power; 
not in show. but in spirit; and that this coming in the power. 
of the Spirit is now in progress from more to more of efficiency, 
until the Spirit of Christ shall have thoroughly regenerated the 
present world. 

How delightfully this harmonizes with Christ's own 
words when he says: "Dut when the Son of man shall 
come in his glory, and all the angels with him, then shall 
he sit on the throne of his glory, and before him shall 
be gathered all the nations, and he shall separate them 
one from another, as the shepherd separateth the sheep 
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trom the goats : and he shall set the sheep on his right 
hand, but the goats on the left." 

Dr. Abbott ought to write out a nc\v account of the 
words and works of Jesus; for he certainly believes very 
little of the account given in our four Gospels. 

[June II, 1898.] 

TilE DEBT ACKXOWEDGED. 

Any system of thought which owes its origin to the 
enemies of the Bible must necessarily be regarded with 
suspicion by the Dible's friends. This consideration 
alone ought to make eyery Christian look with suspicion 
on the new criticism of the Pentateuch; for it is well 
known that\\'. Robertson Smith first put it into an Eng
lish dress, and he acknowledged his indebtedness for it 
to \\'ellhausen. He does this in the preface to his 
"Prophets of Israel,'' page 13, in the following words: 

Taken as a whole, the writings of \Vellhausen are the most 
notable contribution to the historical study of the Old Testa
ment since the great \York of Ewald, and almost every part of 
the present lectures owes something to them. 

?\ow, it is well known to e.-ery man who has read 
anything from the pen of \\'ellhausen, that he is an 
infidel; that is. that he denies the supernatural in the 
narrati,·es of the Dible. If any of my readers arc unac
quainted with his writings, they have but to 1·ead a few of 
his es~ays in the Encyclopedia Drittanica to know this for 
themse!Yes. l-I r. Smith has especial reference in the sen
tence just quoted to such an article. He says: 

The very remarkable article, "Israel," in the new edition of 
the Encyclopedia Britannica. contains most important contri
butions to prophetic theology, my obligations to which I am the 
more anxious to acknO\Yiedge because other features in the 
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writings of this scholar have received too exclusive attention 
from critics. 

Robertson Smith edited this new edition of the 
Brittanica; he was himself responsible for inviting Well
hansen to write this and other articles. There are so 
many artjcles of the kind in this new edition . that the 
publishers were compelled by public opinion in Great 
Britain to publish a supplemental volume, in which all 
the subjects which they had treated are rediscussed by 
believing writers. ?\o one, therefore, should purchase 
the Encyclopedia without including this supplemental 
volume, so that he can read both sides of these critical 
questions. These considerations make it plain that the 
words of Jesus, slightly changed, can be applied to our 
English and American critics of the new school: 

Ye are of your father \Vellhausen, and the lusts of your 
father it is your will to do. l-Ie was an infidel from the begin
ning, and stood not in the truth, because the truth is not in 
him. He is a destructive critic, and the father thereof. 

On another page of this same volume, Robertson 
Smith, with a freedom in handling the Scriptures charac
teristic of his class, makes the following declaration: 

In the oldest part of the Hebrew legislation the word which 
our version renders "judges" properly means "God'' (Ex. 21: 

6: 22: 8) ; and to bring a case before God means to bring it 
to the sanctuary. It was at the doorpost of the sanctuary that 
the symbolic action was performed by which a Hebrew man 
might voluntarily accept a lifelong service (p. roo). 

The author here assumes that the only judges were 
those at the sanctuary, whereas judges were appointed 
in every city. He assumes. further, that the door-post at 
which the ear of the voluntary bondsman was bored, 
was the door of the sanctuary, whereas there is nothing 
said about a sanctuary in the context of either passage. 
He again assumes that boring the man's ear was "a 
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symbolic action, .. whereas it was intended merely as a 
mark by which all might !mow that the O\Yner of the 
bondman \\·as not keeping him contrary to the law. And 
finally, the author cuts his own critical throat by assum
ing that at the time of this "oldest part of Hebrew legis
lation, ·• there was "a sanctuary," whereas, according to 
the critical theory, the sanctuary was an invention of a 
later age. If a man foilows a crooked path, he is very 
apt to cross his owu track without knO\ving it; and if he 
is not led by the Dible, he is very apt to contradict the 
Bible. 

[July 30, r8g8.1 

COKTRADICTIO~S. 

In the testimony of witnesses before a comt. nothing 
is more common than for apparent contradictions to ari~e 
between credible witnesses or between different state
ments of the same witness. In all such cases. it is con
sidered entirely logical and legitimate for coun,-el to 
show that on some reasonable hypothesis the 'tatements 
can be harmonized. So in regard to apparently incon
sistent statements in written documents. But \\·hen we 
come to the Dible. our modern critics of the German type 
forbid us to do this. X othing i,.; \Yeaker or more con
temptible in their eyes than the \YOrk of ''the harmon
izers" or the "apologists." They insist that apparent 
contradictions ~hall be regarded as real ones, and they 
hold it up as a cowardly subterfuge to attempt a recon
ciliation. They will not allow for the Dible that \Yhich 
their common sense compels them to allow for any other 
written document: and yet they loudly proclaim that the 
Dible must be interpreted preci~ely as other books are. 
In writing about the Dible they seem to be glad when 
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they can find two statements which they can declare con
t radictory. T hey think it honest and candid to admit 
contradictions, and they take so much pleasure in it that 
t hey sometimes manufacture contradictions where another 
m an of sense can see none. 

A striking instance of this habit came under my eye 
recently in reading Prof. H. E . Ryle's commentary on 
Nehemiah, written for the "Cambridge Bible for Schools 
and Colleges." Commenting on N eh, 1 : r, he says : 

In chapter 2 : I we find tha t the events described in the be
ginning of that chapter are said to have taken place in the 
month of 1\isan, in the "twentieth year o f King Artaxerxes." 
Now, l\ isan is the fi rst month, Chisleu the ninth month in the 
year. How, then, comes it tha t in this verse the events of the 
ninth month seem to precede those of the first month, in the 
twentieth year of A rtaxerxes? 

He gives two or three explanations that have been 
advanced, and then adcls : 

It is better to acknowledge that we have here a cont radiction 
and to suppose tha t a mistake has been made either by the com
piler o r by a scribe who was anxious that the extract from 
Nehemiah's writings should open with the mention of a date, 
and in serted. from chapter z: r , the year of the king's reign, not 
perceiving the difficu lty to which it would gi \'e rise. The omis
sion of the king 's name is an additiona l reason fo r suspecting 
an error in the text. 

It is passing strange to me that a g rave and learned 
commentator should be puzzled by the fact that the ninth 
calendar month in one year , and the first in the next 
year, should both fall in the twentieth year o f any king's 
reign. It could not be otherwise, unless his twentieth 
year began on a month lying between these t\vo. I ( the 
reign began on the tenth, the eleventh or the twelfth 
month, its fi rst year would not include the ninth month 
of the same year, but it would include the first month 
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of the next year. nut if it began on the eighth month, 
or any other back to the second, it \\·ould include the 
ninth month of that year and the fir:;t of the next year. 
If Professor Ryle had stopped to think of his own 
professorship, he would haYe been saved from making 
this charge against ::\ehemiah: for if his professorship 
began, as it most probably did, the first of September, 
the first year of it included the ninth month of that 
year, which was September, and the first month, January, 
of the next year. The same is true of his t\\·entieth year, 
and of every other year that his professorship continues. 
And not only \\·ould the months September and January 
be thus included, but so would the months Chislen and 
1\'isan of the Jewish calendar. 

Dut the most surprising thing in Professor Ryle is, 
that he really states this explanation of \\·hat he so 
strangely considers a difficulty, and states it to reject it. 
He says: 

Another explanation has been given, that the years of 
Artaxerxes' reign \\·ere not reckoned as calendar years from 
the month of Xisan, but from the month in which he ascended 
the throne. If, therefore, his reign began in any one of the 
months between Xisan and Chisleu, Chisleu would precede Xisan 
in the year thus calculated. But for this yiew there is no evi
dence from other sources. 

\ \'hy need evidence from other sources? \\'hen in 
the history of the world \\·as a king·s reign counted from 
any other month than the one in \\·hich he began to 
reign? It wo~1ld be just as sensible to count a man's 
birth from Jan nary when he was born in :\lay or J nne. 
It is a simple matter of cour;;e that if .-\rtaxerxes began 
his reign in any month Letween the first and the ninth, 
the ninth month of that year and the first of the next 
were included in every full year that he reigned: and the 
statement of Professor Ryle, that it is better to admit 
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here a contradiction, is to assume that contradictions in 
the Bible are better than harmony, and so much better 
that commentators may properly manufacture a few 
where none exist. 

[Ang. 20, r8g8.] 

SINGULAR AND PLURAL. 

To persons who obtain a very slight knowledge of 
Greek or Hebrew, many of the idioms of these languages 
are a constant puzzle. O ne of the first things to learn 
about a foreign tong ue, whether ancient or modern, is 
its distinctive differences, or rather the many distinctive 
differences, from our own. Every language has some 
peculiarities, called idioms, and the reader who, regard
less of these, tries to read them as if written in his own 
tongue, will be in constant confusion. Now, one o f the 
idioms of the Hebrew, an idiom which clings to Hebrew 
writers even when they arc writing in other tongues, is a 
use o f the plural number quite different from our own. 
It is known to most Ilible readers, for instance, that the 
H ebrew name translated God is plural in form, though 
when applied to the true God it always has the force of 
the singular. So the word translated week has the plural 
form with the idea of a uni t. This fact enables us to 
answer the following query: ' 'Does the word 'week.' 111 

Acts 20: 7, come from a singular o r a plural word m 
the Greek? If plural, why is it translated singular ?" It 
is plural; but it is translated by a word in the singular 
because it means precisely w hat we do by the word 
''week.'' Everywhere that the word "week" occurs in 
our English 1\' cw Testament, the same is true. In every 
such instance the word is preceded by the word "clay," 
expressed or understood in the Greek, and the word 
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"day" is accompanied by a numeral. It so happens in 
the K ew Testament that the numeral is in every instance 
first; and in all these instances the numeral is expressed, 
and the word "day" left to be understood. 

I remember that this last circumstance once led a 
Yery acute friend of mine, who knew just a little of 
Greek, into a singular notion about the resurrection of 
Jesus. He observed that in the accounts of the resur
rection in all four of the Gospels the word rendered 
"week'' is sabbatoon, the word for Sabbath in the geni
tive plural. and he thought it ought to be rendered Sab
baths. Then, from the clause, ''on the first of the sab
baths," he wondered if Jesus, after all, did not rise on 
the S2.bbath instead of Sunday. Just a little more knowl
edge of Greek \\·ould have taught him that Greek 
numerals, and all Greek adjectives. have gender agree
ing with that of the nouns to which they belong. and that 
the word "first" is" in the feminine gender, agreeing with 
day understood, while the worcl for Sabbath ( sabbatoon) 
is neuter. The meaning could not therefore be. as he 
thought. the first Sabbath of the Sabbaths. but the first 
day of the week ~Ioreover. ''the first of the Sabbaths" 
would convey no meaning unless it referred to a series of 
Sabbaths like that between the Passover and Pentecost, 
and to this the context makes no allusion. 

The propriety of using a plural number in this in
stance is apparent if we reflect that the conception of a 
week has in it a plural idea. that of a series of seven 
days. It was not an arbitrary custom. then. which led 
the l febrews to use for it a word in the plural number, 
but it is rather an anomaly with ns to usc a '' orcl in the 
singular number to represent seven clays. \\' e can not 
be too careful to remember the differences of idiom be
tween our language and those of the sacred writers. 
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[Sept. J, 1898.] 

WOULD THEY DO AS WELL? 

Vve are constantly told by those who deny the his
toricity of many Old Testament narratives that, on the 
supposition that they are fictitious, their value is not 
impaired; they still teach the same lessons and with the 
same force. They are compared to the parable of the 
prodigal son, which, it is said, has as great value as if it 
were a true story. They are also compared to a certain 
class of novels which enforce moral lessons with great 
power, though they are known to be fictitious. This is 
a very plausible plea. It is doubtless believed by those 
who urge it, and it is readily accepted by those who are 
this way inclined. Dut is it true? 

The comparison involves the assumption that the 
moral force of a real example and an imaginary one is 
the same. The moral force of Abral'lam's example in 
offering Isaac at the command of God has been felt by 
all believers in all ages. \Ve are asked to believe that it 
would have been equally effective had all believers in 
all ages understood that Abraham never offered Isaac
that the story is a fiction. Let a man preach from that 
text a sermon intended to arouse his hearers to personal 
sacrifices in the service of God, closing with the state
ment that the story is all a fiction, and see what effect 
his sermon will have. 

The difference in effect of the two classes of narra
tives is this: That in moral fiction we are told how men 
ought to act, but in true narrative we are told how they 
did act. The former has the force of precept; the latter, 
the force of example. ~he hearer or the reader can 
parry the force of the former by answering, Oh, that 
is w~ll enough to talk about, but nobody ever acted in 
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that way. and yon must not expect me to do it. Dnt the 
force of the latter can not be voided, because what one 
man has done another 111ay clo. 

As to novels, dramas, and all such literature, their 
moral effects arc grossly exaggerated. \ \'hile they often 
move the feelings very deeply. they seldom show fruit in 
actual life. The inYctcrate novel-reader, and the con
stant attendant on the playhouse, are among the most 
selfish beings. They learn to indulge in emotion as a 
luxury. and not as a stimulus to active benevolence. The 
lady who heard the play of "The Three Orphans," which 
hac! a great run a few years ago. and wept profusely in 
sympathy with the unfortunates, and then, as she started 
home. spurned from her presence three real orphans who 
stood at her carriage door, is a fair representative of the 
whole class, and a good illustration of the practical value 
of fiction. 

As to the story of the prodigal son, the assumption 
that it is fiction is without a shadow of foundation. 
Amid the countless multitude of rich men with two sons, 
both of whom have acted parts almost identical with 
those of the parable, it would be strange indeed if none 
hac! ever done precisely ,,·hat the parable narrates. The 
Lord's parables were realities. and not fictions. Xo man 
can proYe of a single one of them that it had not actually 
transpired. There is a double deception. then. when men 
assert that the narratives of the Old Testament \\"Otdd be 
just as effective if regarded as fictions, and then appeal 
to any of the parables as examples in point. As well 
declare that a picture of a thunderstorm. or an imita
tion of one by an orchestra, would as thoroughly purify 
the atmo~phere as the storm itself. In an actual event 
there is the power of an example. In a fictitious narra
tive there is only the power of a supposed example. 
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[Oct. IS, r898.] 

A;.J OLD PUZZLE. 

It seem s that the time will never come when men 
will be content simply to believe certain incomprehensible 
statements of the Dible, and cease to raise speculative 
questions about them. Here follows a communication in 
which an old question o f thi s kind is presented, whether 
for the sati sfaction of the writer or o f some one who 
looks to him for guidance, I am not in formed: 

DEAR BRo. l\fc'GARVEY :-Will you kindly give the readers of 
the Christia11 Sta11 dard, in the department of "Biblical Criti
cism," what you understand to be th e general belief of the 
Christian church on the nature of Chri st and his relation to 
the Fa ther? 

Does John r : I teach that Jesus is "the very and eternal 
God"? How could the \Vord be God and at the same time be 
with God? 

If J esus was not the one God of the Decalogue, are we to 
understand that there are two Gods? 

When Jesus said, "1 and my Father are one," did he mean 
to say that they were one in pers011 ? J. w. 1. 

John I : I certainly docs teach that J csus, in his pre
existing state, was God. It also teaches that "by him 
were all things made that were made, and without him 
was not one thing made that was made." As he did not 
make himself , he was not made at all, but was eternal. 
He was God then, and he was eternal; but whether he 
was ''very" or not the text does not inform us. 

To the question, "IIow could the 'Word be God, and 
at the same time with God?" I am not able to give ~n 
answer; and if the question had been, "How could God 
be in the beginning?" I could not answer that. I can 
not tell how God does anything, or even how he exists. 
I can as easi ly explain how the Word was God and yet . 
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with God, as I can explain how God himself was there. 
\Vhen I am told on competent authority anything about 
an incomprehensible being, 1 can believe it: but from the 
very fact that he is incomprehensible I shall be forever 
unable to explain it. 

To the question, "If Jesus was not the one God of the 
Decalogue. are we to understand there arc two Gods?" I 
can unhesitatingly answer, ?\ o. lf he was in the bP.gin
ning with God. and was God, as John asserts, there was 
and is only one God. And that there is only one God is 
a fundamental doctrine of both the Old Testament and 
the ?\ew. 

\\'hen Jesus said, ''I and my Father are one,'' did he 
mean to say that they were one in person? ?\o. Jesus, 
as a person, was then living in the flesh among men, and 
offering prayers to his Father in heaven. They were one 
in some other sense than in person, and if we never find 
out exactly what that other sense is, I don't think it will 
hurt us. 

I am not sure that I have given these answers pre
cisely according to the wish of the querist: for he asked 
me for ''the general belief of the Christian churd1'' on 
the subject. I prefer. in all such matters, to tell what 
the general belief of the Christian church ought to be, 
rather than what it is. It ought to be what the Scrip
tures teach,. and I aim to give this. 

[Oct. 15, r8g8.l 

"LEAD US XOT IXTO TK\IPTATION." 

I am requested by L. C. \\'ilson to reconcile this peti
tion in the Lord's Prayer with the statement in Jas. r: 
r3. that God tempts no man. The humony between the 
two depends on the difference between tempting a man 
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and leading hir~, into temptation. God, by his Holy 
Spirit, Icc! Jesus into temptation. as it is said, ''Jesus was 
led up of the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted of 
the devil." The expressed purpose o f the leading into 
the wilderness was that he might be tempted. It was 
the devil, however , and not God, who did the tempting. 
1\ow, we are taug ht to pray God not to deal with us as 
he did in this instance with his Son : fo r we are so weak 
that we should ever be afraid o f temptation, and should 
pray not to be !eel into it lest we fall before it. If we 
thus pray we may trust that we shall not be led into such 
temptations as we can not successfully resist : and with 
this agrees the promise that we shall not be tempted 
above what we are able to bear. 

[ l\larch 4. 1899.] 

A CASE IN POil-JT. 

l\Iy scholarly colleague. Professor Deweese, recently 
handed me an ext ract f rom the biography o f Gibbon, the 
histo rian, which most aptly illustrates the folly o f those 
c ritics who pretend to distinguish in the P entateuch and 
other books of the 11iblc the hands o f a variety o f writers 
by their peculiarities of style. Gibbon speaks of having, 
in his early career , united with a f riend, Deyverdun, in 
edit ing a journal under the title. "Literary l\Iemoirs o f 
Great Tlritain." \ Vriting about it at a later period, he 
says: " It is not my wish to deny how deeply I was inter
ested in the memoirs, o f which I need not surely be 
ashamed: but at the distance of more than twenty years 
it would be impossible for me to ascertain the respective 
shares of the two associates." 

1'\ow, here is a man of acknowledged literary genius 
who could not look through the pages o f that journal 
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after the lapse of twenty years and clearly distingui"h 
between hi~ own compositions and those of his partner. 
undoubtedly they differed in style, but by these differ
ences he \\·as una.ble to clearly distinguish bet\Yeen them. 
:\.nd now the quc~tion arises, if this master of English 
compo~ition could not clistingui~h his own \Hiting~. 

executed twenty years past in his O\Yn native tongue, 
from those of another. how can German critics. and their 
English imitators, take up documents \\Titten three thou
sand years ago, written in a dead language, and written 
by men of an Oriental race, and distinguish by peculiari
ties of style the hands of four or fi.Ye different unknown 
writers? In the light of this illustration from Gibbon, 
which is but one of many that ha,·e been published by 
scholars, the claim of these critics is absurd: and there 
is no wonder that these men, \Yith whom literary criti
cism was once the stronghold of their system. are no\\· 
admitting that it is their \Yeakest source of e\·idence. If 
the rulers of the British Empire were to come out with a 
proclamation announcing that the British :\'avy has been 
found to be the weakest of their national defences, the 
change \\·ould not be more radicaL 

[Apr. r, rSgg.l 

TH:\.T SE:\'S.-\TIOX IX XEW YORK. 

It has been well said that almost any preacher can 
make himself suddenly famous by announcing something 
hereticaL Any utterance from a preacher in opposition 
to established religious belief is like a freshly found 
worm in the barnyard to the ne\\·spaper reporters. They 
cackle over it . and scurry about to see \Yho will get hold 
of it first. It goes all over the country on the wire~. and 
the Rev. ( ?) author of it is known at breakfast the next 
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morning from sea to sea. The profoundest and most 
convincing sermon may be preached in a metropolitan 
pulpit on any Sunday to prove the inerrancy of the Bible, 
without causing a ripple of excitement; .but let any com
monplace preacher proclaim some old and oft-refuted 
calumny about the Dible, and all the telegraph wires 
tingle with the news. All this is illustrated by l\1r. Par
ker Cadman's essay recently read in the weekly meeting 
o f the l\fethodist preachers of .:\few York City. \Vho, in 
the country at large. ever heard before of )1r. Cadman? 
He may be a very great man, who has hitherto hid his 
light under a bushel. or it may be through the rural igno
rance of many of us that we have not heard of him 
before: but one thing is very certain, that, if the news
papers make any approach to a correct report of his 
essay, it contained nothing but a rehash o f what Pro
fessor Driggs and others have been telling us for a score 
of years about errors in the Dible. The only thing fresh 
about it is that the old song has now been caught up by 
a 11 1 cthodist preacher, and that at the close o f his read
ing his brethren applauded him. How many of the four 
hundred present united in the applause is not made defi
nite. Some of the papers would lead us to suppose that 
all of them did, while one or two that I have seen speak 
of gray-haired men in the assembly who kept silent and 
said nothing. \Ve shall have to await the reports of the 
soberer journals. if they shall think the incident worthy 
of a report, before we can feel that we have correct 
in formation on this point. In the meantime, we can rest 
well assured that the great American Methodist Church 
is not yet ready to commit suicide by discrediting the 
Book on the belief o f the inerrancy o f which it has built 
itself up into a mighty power. 
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[.-\pr. I, 1899.] 

PROFESSOR DRIGGS OX :.IETHC'SELAH. 

I have already called attention to two or three of the 
extracts from Professor Uriggs' latest book. which were 
copied into the Louisville Daily Ti111cs of February 6. 
In another he denies the longevity ascribed to the ante
diluvians on the ground (I) that the genealogy in the 
fifth chapter of Genesis implies a "settled calendar and 
::t regular registration of births and deaths; ( 2) that such 
a record could not have been preserved until the com
position of Genesis; and (3) that science precludes the 
possibility of such figures being literally correct." 

Let us see ,,·hat kind of reasoning this is. It is 
argued that the preservation in one family of the ages 
of sire and son for ten generations implies a "settled 
calendar and a regular registration of births and deaths.'' 
In the current sense of these terms it implies no such 
thing. It would be very easy for Adam and Eve to keep 
an account of the summers and winters as they passed. 
and when the number became large to cut a notch in a 
stick for every one, or to make marks of some other 
kind. I once saw a copy of a memorandum kept by an 
American Indian who could neither read nor write. He 
bought articles on credit from the sutler on the reserva
tion, to be paid for when he received his pension from 
the Government. \\'hen he bought a pair of shoes. he 
made a rude picture of the shoes and marked under it a 
circle for every dollar he \\·as to pay for them, a semi
circle for every half-dollar, and a quarter of a circle f '1 r 
every quarter of a dollar. So he did with every article 
which he bought; and it was said that when he came to 
settle his account at the end of e\·ery three months, he 
always had it correct. \Vas Adam too stupid to do what 
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an .American savage could do? If he had just sprung 
from a baboon, he might have been; but if God created 
him in his own image and after his own likeness, I 
should think that he had some sense to start with. And 
if Adam and Eve started the custom of keeping an 
account of the ages of themselves and their children, it 
would be very easy for at least one line of his descend
ants to keep it up. 

As to the preservation of such a record till the com
position of Genesis, there is no difficulty whatever. It is 
now a settled fact, made so by recent discoveries in 
arch;:eology, that the art of writing reached back very 
close to the clays of i\' oah: anc\ as the fifth chapter of 
Genesis was the family tree of :\'oah, it is not in the 
slightest degree incredible that it should have been pre
served in his family till i~ was so embedded in literature 
that it could never be lost. 

The second argument of Professor Driggs is equally 
illogical with the first. That the traditions of other races 
assigned to men of early times great longevity, is evi
dence in favor of the Diblical tradition. instead of being 
against it. It is one of the canons of historical criticism 
that a tradition current in any race of people is rendered 
far more probable \Yhen it is found to exist among 
another race, and especially if the other is a distant and 
hostile race. This is because the existence of such a 
tradition can scarcely be accounted for unless it has a 
foundation in fact. 

But, finally, Professor Driggs says that "the study of 
science precludes the possibility of such figures being 
literally carrect." In the absence of proof, it is sufficient 
to answer this assertion by a denial. If man came into 
existence by evolution from a lower animal, there would 
be plausibility in this assertion, though even on that 
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hypothesis it would not be necessarily true. And really 
the acceptance of this theory of the origin of the human 
race is the ground, after all, of this skepticism in refer
ence to the early narratives of Genesis. It will be time 
enough to have some respect for the skepticism when the 
doctrine of the evolution of the human race is proved to 
be founded in fact. Till then men of ordinary prudence 
will still prefer to belieYe what God says in his \\'or d. 

l:\J arch r8, rSgg.] 

PROFESSOR DRIGGS 0:\' THE GIFT OF 

TO~GUES. 

Under the head of "Criticism in the Daily Paper," I 
recently presented an extract from Professor Briggs' 
latest book, which appeared in the Louisville Daily 
Times. I now give another. in which. after quoting the 
statement in the second chapter of Acts that the apostles 
were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in 
other tongues, the Professor says: 

It was evidently the frenzied or ecstatic utterance of sounds 
ordinarily unintelligible both to speakers and hearers. lt was 
not unnatural that a speaker should appear demented to an 
unbelieving auditor, as Paul implies was not unfrequently the 
case. :\o other gift enjoyed by the early church so dvidly 
reveals the inspired and enthusiastic character of primitive 
Christianity. It was apparently this gift of tongues with which 
the disciples were endowed at Pentecost. and t:1ey spoke there
fore not in foreign languages. but in the ecstatic. frcmied, un
intelligible spiritual speech of which Paul tells us in the First 
Epistle to the Corinthians. The speaking in many different lan
guages unknown before is not only psychologically ami physic
ally incredible. but has little historic support in the latter inter
pretation of the ancient documents by the autr.or of our Book 
of Acts. 

Every man who has ever read the Book of .\cts will 
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recogmze in this extract a flat contradiction of Luke's 
narrative. Not only did the apostles speak in foreign 
languages that were understood by the hearers, some 
understanding one and some another, but the fact that 
this was done by Galileans, who knew only their mother 
tongue, was the one significant fact that gave to Peter's 
speech which followed all of its power over the multi
tude. If Professor Driggs is right, the whole of the 
second chapter of Acts is a deception and a fraud. No 
reason that can be properly called a reason can be given 
for such an interpretation. To say that such a miracle 
is "psychologically and physically incredible," is simply 
to say that miracles are incredible. \ Vhat is there more 
incredible, either psychologically or physically, in this 
than in raising Lazarus from the dead? To reject a 
miracle on this ground is to reject all miracles, or to be 
involved in illogical inconsistencies of which a man like 
Professor Driggs ought to be ashamed. l f he continues 
to progress, he will scarcely be able to remain in the 
Episcopal Church, where he has recently landed, but will 
finally glide into company with Ingersoll. The sooner, 
the better for the good of those who may still be under 
his influence. 

[]an. 21, r8g9.] 

INERRANCY. 

A brother in a distant State sends me the following 
clipping from the Saturday Post, and asks me to say 
what I think of it: 

Religious precisianists have received quite a shock by the 
public declaration of the learned Dr. Temple, Archbishop of 
Canterbury, that he had no doubt there were inaccuracies in 
the Old Testament narratives, "though tlre writers told the truth 
as far as they knew it." 
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On being asked if the archbishop had really made the state
ment. his chaplain replied that His Grace had been correctly 
reported, that he \\"as sincere in his opinion, and that he referred 
those who differed \\"ith him to 2 Sam. 2-t: 13, and I Chron. 21: 

12, as samples. 
In these two Earratives of the divine message gh·en to the 

prophet Gad for delivery unto David, the first speaks of the 
famine as being of seyen years' duration, and the second as of 
three years. Both agree on the length of the flight and pesti
lence. 

If any ''religious precisianists," a new name for some· 
body, received "quite a shock" from the archbishop's 
public declaration, it must have been because they did 
not know the gentleman, or because they have the im
pression that "·hat an archbishop says must be so. There 
arc some people so full of reverence for lofty titles as 
not to know that sometimes very incompetent men attain 
to high dignities in hierarchical chur-:hes. 

Dr. Temple, ho\\"ever, is a man of high rank as a 
scholar. He was exalted to the archbishopric of Canter
bury, the highest dignity in the Church of England, some 
two or three years ago, but not \\"ithout very decided 
dissatisfaction on the part of a vast number of con!'crva
tive members of that church. So decided was this dis
satisfaction that a man who had a \'Oice in the com·oca
tion raised a public protest against his ordination in the 
midst of the seniccs-a protest unprecedented. I believe. 
on such an occa!'ion. Xo one, then, who knows him 
could be surprised, and much less could he be shocked, 
at such an utterance as the preceding from his lips. or 
even an utterance much more radical than this. 

The incident is not specially worthy of notice in itself, 
but it sen·es as a good introduction to some remarks I 
wish to make on the subject of the inerrancy of th:! 
Bible. Let me commence by saying- that no man of any 
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intelligence has ever claimed that the Bible, as we now 
read it, is without errors. It has been known by every 
man who ever wrote or read a commentary worth calling 
such, that the Dible contains many errors of transcrip
tion. They have been a subject of remark by Christian 
writers from the time of Origen and Iren;:eus of the 
second century till the present time; for textual criticism, 
which has to do with the detection and correction of such 
errors, is one o f the oldest branches of Christian learn
ing. Origen 's ''ll exapla, '' which contained in parallel 
columns the Hebrew of the Old Testament, the same 
spelt in Greek letters , and four Greek translations, was 
intended to pre~ent the state of the Old Testament text 
at the close of the second Christian century. If it were 
extant now, it would be worth more than its weight in 
gold, though it was one o f the largest volumes ever 
written. 

ln view of these well-known facts, when a man of 
Archbishop Temple's intelligence ~peaks flippantly of 
errors in the Dible, referring only to those which may 
be fairly classed with errors of transcription. he speaks 
in a way to mislead the people. For when any man of 
i11telligence on the subject affirms the i.1errancy of the 
Scriptures, he refers to these writings as they ca:ne from 
the hands of tlwir authors. ancl not as they have come 
through the hands of uninspired copyists. In the Scrip
tures as thus defined no man has yet successfully made 
out a single erro r in fact or in thought. This may appear 
to some who are ever ready to invalidate historical state
ments of the O ld Testament. or to learnedly make refer
ence to the "rabbinical" reasoning of Paul, as a reckless 
assertion. If so. I shall esteem it a favor if some one 
o f them will attempt to show in these columns one or 
two of these errors. There are some men who throw 
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out. in an oracular manner, deli Ycrancc .. , un friend! y to 
the eible, but never feel called upon. when t!1eir oracles 
arc called in question, to defend them. ,\ goose will try 
to protect the eggs which she has laid, but the ostrich is 
said to leave hers to the fate that may await them. The 
latter is regarded as the more unnatural way; and it has 
even been called a foolish \ray. HoweYer, the men who 
thus affect to leave their eggs to take care of themselYes 
are not ahYays as little concerned about them as they 
affect to be; for while they dare not come out openly in 
defense of their offspring. they sometimes resort to 
"ways that are dark and tricks that are queer. .. 

But I must pay my respects to Dr. Temple's specifica
tion. He selects as an example of error in the Dible the 
evident contradiction between 2 Samuel and I Chronicles 
as to the number of years of famine proposed as a pun
ishment of David. X ow, Dr. Temple kno\\·s very well 
that the Dock of Samuel. as we now haYe it. was in 
existence long before the Dook of Chronicles was writ
ten. There is no difference between believing and unbe
lieYing critics on this point. \\'hile the author of Chron
icles was writing. he had the Dooks of Samuel and of 
Kings before him. and he copied from them a large part 
of his own book. He accepted these books. as did all of 
his Jewish contemporaries, as the writings of inspired 
prophets. Is it then credible that in writing of the same 
eyents he would deliberately substitute for \\·hat he found 
in his authorities contradicto ry statements of his own? It 
is just as credible as that an hone:-;t man at the present 
day. in writing a careful account of a Scriptural trans
action, \\"Ould clo the same. If there hac! been nothing 
else to deter him, he would ha,·e been deterred by the 
certainty that his countrymen would reject his book and 
thus bring his work to nought. 
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Again, is it credible that, if this error, and many 
others now in Chronicles with which Dr. Temple is 
familiar, and which he could have specified as easily, 
had been in the first edition o f the Book of Chronicles, 
the J ews of that age, who are represented by our new 
school of critics as being worshipers of the Scriptures, 
would have allowed it a place in their sacred canon? I 
believe that every fair-minded man who will stop to 
reflect will answer these questions in the negative. On 
the other hand, is it credible that in the course of the 
ages a fter this Dook of Chronicles was written, and 
before the stringent rules which in the fifth century of 
our era governed Jewish copyists were in force, many 
mistakes were made in copying, especially mistakes in 
numerals, the very class of mistakes even now most com
monly made by compositors in our printing-offices? No 
man o f intelligence will say that this is incredible. On 
the contrary, all agree that nothing short o f miraculous 
supervision of the scribes while at their work could hav:! 
prevented the occurrence of many such mistakes. \Vhen, 
therefore, such mistakes are found, who deals honestly, 
o r, if you please, scientifically. with these writings, he 
who ascribes the mistakes to the transcribers, or he who 
ascribes them to the original writer? If I were charged 
with all the mistakes which appear in my articles almost 
every week, and which have appeared in the first editions 
o f all the books that I have published, I would esteem it 
a very great hardship: and if I were guilty of them, I 
think that I would write no more till I could go to school 
a few more sessions. \Vhy visi t upon the heads o f the 
holy men who wrote the Dible a hardship which no 
modern writer could bear with patience? Somebody will 
have to give account for this mistreatment of the men 
who wrote "the living oracles." 
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U an. 28, 18<;9.] 

COCRTESY 1.'\ CO.'\TRO\'ERSY. 

The Christian Oracle of recent date has an editorial 
article headed "Courte:;y in Controversy." which starts 
out by affirming that "the spirit of the controversialist i& 
almost uniformly harsh. hypercritical and unkind." The 
editor evidently has in his mind some controversialists 
with whom he had a controYersy. and he strikingly illus
trates his charge against almost all controversialists by 
the manner in which he lays on the lash. He admits that 
these antagonists are not as cruel as men of their class 
once were, but he says of them: "One antagonist would 
not burn the other if he could. but he will pursue him 
with the firebrands of innuendo and misrepresentation. 
until he drives him out of the ranks of the brethren. 
There is the same harshness, the same misconception and 
the same angry characterization of the other's work as 
destructive, infidel. devilish :" and he adds that if the 
antagonist who is thus assailed is as bad as he is repre
sented. it would be better generalship to ''sturdily combat 
him instead of telling lies about him." 

\\'ell, if this is the kind of courtesy toward those it 
strikes at, which the Oracle would commend to us, I 
believe I must decline it. I don't like to charge people 
with telling lies. or with pursuing brethren ''with the 
firebrands of innnendo and misrepresentation." This is 
not the kine~ of courtesy \vhich meets my approval. I 
prefer the old maxim. Sua·<-·itcr in modo, fortitcr in rc. 

In the same editorial the ~clitor propounds the follow
ing labored question: "If we have among us students of 
unblemished character and unquestioned devotion. men 
who. while they accept gratefully the heritage of the 
fathers. are determined to pioneer the \\·ay into wider 
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fields, even ~s the f..oLthers in their own day did, shall we 
not be grateful for them? Shall we not take a just pride 
in the aggressive discipleship?" De grateful for them? 
Yes; and be grateful to them. Take pride in them? 
Yes ; hold them up to the admiration of the rising gen
eration. Such men are the light of the world. Does 
anybody answer differently? lias anybody acted differ
ently? The editor seems to think so; but p~rhaps he was 
just awakening out of a bad dream when he wrote the 
article. No Christian can refuse to honor such students. 
But if we have among us a student, however unblem
ished his character. who. while professing to pioneer the 
way into wider fields, j mnps the outside fence and runs 
into the wildwood of skeptical thought, I think we ought 
to warn other students against his example, build that 
fence a little higher, and try to keep ambitious colts 
ins.icle. Prove all things, and hold fast only that which 
is good. 

[Dec. IO, 18g8. l 

A GOOD SUGGESTION. 

From cr recent numbh of the ll 'cstcm Recorder I 
clip the following paragraph : 

Prof. Carl Budde, o f Strasburg, Germany, has been lectur
ing at the University of Chicago on "The Religion of Israel." 
According to the newspaper accounts, he denied most that 
Christian people have believed about the Old Testament. We 
would respectfully suggest. for the sake of yariety, that some 
orthodox man be im·ited to deliver some lectures at the Univer
sity of Chicago. 

The S ta11dard [Chicago] found no fault with Professor 
Budde's lectures-we have neyer known of its objecting to any
thing tha t was said or done in the University of Chicago. But 
the Standard and other papers spoke of the sweet spirit of the 
German professor. With some people it is all dght to con-
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tradict ":\lo~es and the prophets," provided only it is done in a 
sweet spirit. 

The suggestion of the Recorder is a good one, but rt 
is not likely to be adopted. Chicago Gninrsity is in 
favor of free speech. and this means free speech on only 
one side of critical questions. If a man speaks in favor 
of orthodox belief in the Bible, his is not free speech; it 
is the speech of bondage. A.ncl then, if a man with the 
old belief in the Dible were to be let loose in Chicago 
Cniversity, he might. in his natural indignation at the 
skepticism prevalent there. ~ay some things \Yhich would 
not be "sweet-spirited... He might express the opinion 
that ~omebody is in danger of the wrath of God: and 
this. in Chicago Cniversity. \\'Otlld be an unpardonable 
sm. The style of Joab is the popular style now. \\'hen 
you are stabbing the truth under the fifth rib, you must 
do it with a smile and a kiss. Th!s is orthodoxy accord
ing to the standard of the "critics." 

[Dec. Ii, r898.l 

DID HE SCFFER THE PEXALTY? 

Resuming the subject of the atonement. as promised 
last week. I now ask in what "·ay did the death of 
Christ enable God to be just. and the justifier of him 
who believes? The most common answer is that he su f
fered the penalty that was due for the sins of men, and 
thus men were set free. But is this true as a matter of 
fact? \Vhat \YaS the penalty for sin? A.ccording to th~ 
Scriptures it was eternal punishment and internal re
morse. Did Jesus suffer this? It is absolutely certain 
that he did not. His suffering did not include the 
element of remorse in any degree: neither was it eternal 
in duration. Furthermore, if he did suffer the penalty 
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due for the sins of all men, then no man can be subject 
to that penalty in his own person, and universal release 
from punishment is the consequence. But if , to escape 
this unscriptural conclusion, we say with the Calvinist 
than J esus suffered the penalty for the .elect alone, and 
that consequently all of them will be saved, we are in
volved in a contradiction of the Scripture doctrine that 
he tasted death for every man. And in either case the 
doctrine is proved false by the fact that in so far as the 
ptinishment o f sin consists in r emorse of conscience, the 
daily experience o f all is that we actually suffer this, and 
that therefore J e'us did not take it away. 

This line of reasoning can not be broken: and, seeing 
this, many thoughtful Calvinists have modified the doc
trine by putting it in this form that while Christ did 
not suffer the exact pe1;alty that was clue for sin, his 
sufferings and his person were such that God could, and 
did, accept them as an equivalent for the penalty due to 
sin. To this there are two objections that are each fatal: 
first, there is not a hint of such an idea to be found in 
the Scripture: and, second, it involves equally with the 
theory in its baldest fo rm the consequence that all men 
must e'cape punishment. For, if Christ suffered the 
equivalent of the penalty the sinners escaped from, it is 
not less necessary than if he suffered the exact penalty. 
No such explanation can sati sfy: and I venture the asser
tion that no explanation that will satisfy can be given. I 
say this for the reason that without some utterance from 
God which he has not vouchsafed, the human mind can 
never be sure what his r easoning on the matter is. And 
it is not necessary that we should. The question has 
reference to the divine side o f the problem of salvation, 
and not to the human side. It is enough for us to know 
and act upon the human side. 
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Recurring now to the thought advanced last \\"eek, 
t hat it is extremely diffiet,;t to forgive a crime without 
encouraging the commission of crime. and that God 
could not be perfectly just to his other creatures if. in 
pardoning a single sinner. he should \\"Caken the moral 
restraints felt by others. I think we ~hall be able to obtain 
a vie\\" of the atonement which should be thoroughly 
~atisfying to our minds. I was once in conver~ation ,,·ith 
a brother on this subject who said. "The father of the 
returning prodigaJ forgave his son without subjecting 
him or anybody else to suffering in order that he might 
cio it: and why could not God do the same?" I answered, 
"You forget that \vhen the father of the prodigal did this 
he stirred up strife in his O\Yn family. His elder son 
resented it. and \\·ith a considerable sho\\· of reason." So 
might it have been in God's government: or. i f none of 
his creatures had complained of the unconditional pardon 
of sin ful men. they certainly might have felt that it was 
no ,·cry serious matter to sin against God. 

If. now. the death of Jesus as a propitiation for sin, 
enables God to justify the believer with:mt encouraging 
sin in him or in any other accountable being. the problem 
is :::olvecl. Dy reasoning a priori I should not be able to 
say that it did: but by reasoning from the actual results 
I can. I can see as a fact of human experience that men 
who believe that Jesus died for our sins. are so far from 
being encouraged to continue in sin. that this is the one 
effectiYe persuasive that turns them a\vay from sin. In 
forgiving the believer on this ground God causes him to 
hate sin. and he causes all \\·ho \vitness the fact to feel 
less inclined to sin. Explain this fact. or leave it unex
plained. it is unquestionably a fact of human experience: 
and we may safely say that it is a fact of angelic experi
ence al8o: for do not the angels in heaven glorify God 
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on this very account, saying, "vVorthy art thou to take 
the book and to open the 'seals thereof: for thou wast 
slain, and didst purchase unto God with thy blood men 
of every tribe, and tongue, and· people, and nation, and 
madest them to be unto our God a kingdom and priests ; 
and they reign upon the earth .. , Such a song they could 
not sing if they experienced in consequence of the for
giveness of sinful men any weakening of the moral 
restraints which held them to the service of God. This 
consideration vindicates the wisdom and justice of ex
tending mercy to penitent believers in Christ; and this is 
all that we need to know-all, perhaps, that we shall ever 
know of God's thoughts on this profound· subject. 

[Dec. ro, r898.l 

A VERY SERIOUS I.\'"QUIRY. 

Among the preachers of Kentucky forty years ago, 
few were more highly respected than Carroll Kendrick. 
He was noted for austere morality, fervent piety, and the 
strictest ideas in church discipline. He spent his last 
days in California, and died in a ripe old age. His son 
and namesake, Dr. J. Carroll Kendrick, sends me the 
query quoted below, and prefaces it with a narrative of 
a midnight conversation held with another physician at 
the bedside of a dying patient. This physician said, in 
substance, ''that the Christian religion is as irrational and 
unworthy of confidence as those which Christians de
nounce as false religions; that the very basis of it is the 
assumption that the God of heaven sent his Son into the 
world to suffer poverty. endure shame. and finally to die 
ignominiously, just to please him, or to satisfy some law 
of justice, or to have the approbation of those intelli
gences who might adversely criticize him if he pardoned 
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erring man without justice being meted out in some sat
isfactory way." The physician \\·ho said this was a mem
ber of an orthodox church and an officer in it. Dr. 
Kendrick thinks that '"this talk Yoices \Yhat not a few 
\\·oulcl say if made to speak out their sentiments." His 
reflections thereon gaYc rise to the follo\\·ing query: 

PROF. JoHN \\·. ::\IcGAR\.EY :-Is there "another side'' in the 
matter of "The . .Jtoncmcnt'' (so emphasized by those \\·ho dwell 
on the "dignity of the law upheld.'' "the demands of the Jaw 
met," ''justice meted out."' etc.), other than 

That, in the shedding of Christ's blood. the gi,·ing up of 
his life, he by dying was enabled to perform such a miracle 2.s 
no one had e\·er performed, and of such an exalted nature. in
Yolving such inestimable interests to man. thereby demonstrating 
his superiority to man's hitherto im·incible and inexorable foe to 
desirable '.':xistence- dcath: 

That through this con\·incing miracle (the resurrection from 
the dead) men might belieYe him to be what he asserted he was 
- divine; and if divine, worthy of all confidence as to his 
claims, as to his disposition to\Yard men, and as to his ability 
to do for them-and which "intelligent acceptance of him" occa
s ions man to take Christ as the "man of their counsel,'' his Jaw 
as the "rule of their Jife"-his promises as the incentiYe to action 
- so developing characters suitable for the association of the 
"blest of earth and the pure of heaven"? Fraternally, 

] uL!E:-< CARROLL KENDRICK. 

\Ve may safely assert that our Lord's death involves 
all that is here so well expressed; but to say that it 
involves no more, would be to contradict some of the 
plainest utterances both of himself and his apostles. He 
says, for example: ''The Son of man came not to be 
ministered to. but to minister. and to giye his life a 
ransom for many" Oiatt. r9: 23). Xow. a ransom is 
not merely a deliverance from captiYity, but it is a price 
paid for such deliverance. Tt is not, therefore, a con
sideration affecting the relation between the ransomer 
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and him who is ransomed, but one between the ransomer 
and some third party. In this case the third party is not 
brought into view, and consequently the exact nature of 
the ransom is left ;n obscurity ; but we clare not, because 
of this, reject the thought of a ransom, as we do when 
we confine the design o f his death to the effects men
tioned in the query. Again, he says: "This is my blood 
of the covenant shed for many for the remission of sins." 
"For the remission o f sins" means in plainer English in 
order to the forgiveness· of sins; and the forgiveness of 
sins is not, as some men who disregard the meaning of 
the commonest words assert, deliverance from the prac
tice o f sin, but just such forgiveness as we a re com
manded to extend to those who sin against us. It was in 
order that God might thus forgive, not those who are 
still living in sin , but those who· have repented of their 
sins, that the blood of the covenant was sheet. Here, as 
in the case of ransom, is something that affects the 
divine government in the administration of mercy; and 
it looks in a different direction from all that is written 
in the query. 

Identical in thought, though not in diction, is the 
well-known deliverance of Peter. that we are "redeemed" 
from our vain manner of life with the precious blood of 
Christ (I Pet. I : r8, I9). Redemption is not mere deliv
erance, but deliverance by the payment o f a price. The 
blood of Christ is declared to be the price, and this the 
apostle makes emphatic by the contrast. "not with cor
ruptible things. with silver or gold, but with precious 
blood.'' I might add to this class o f quotations, but I 
pass to another deliverance on the subject, which brings 
it before us in a slightly different point of view. 

Paul, in his most profound discussion of this very 
subject, speaks of Jesus thus: "Whom God set forth to 
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be a propitiation through faith, by his blood, to show his 
righteousness, because of the passing over of the sins 
clone aforetime in the forbearance of God; for the show
ing. I say, of his righteousness at this present season: 
that he might be just, and the justifier of him that hath 
faith in Jesus" (Rom. 3:25, 26). Passing by what is 
said of the sins clone aforetime-that is, under the for
mer dispensations-and looking to that which is asserted 
of "this present season." we see it here very plainly 
asserted that Christ was set forth by God as a propitia
tion, by his blood, that God himself might be just, and 
at the same time justifier of him who believes in Jesus. 
Here is something quite different from that moral force 
by which the life and death and resurrection of Christ 
cause men to become believers in him .. and consequently 
imitators of his virtues. It is something that enables 
God, after a man has thus been changed, to be just in 
justifying him-that is, in forgiving his sins. It is neces
sarily implied that. without this. God could not have 
justified even those who believe in Christ. And it is the 
fact of a propitiation which looks Godward. never man
ward, which has this enabling power. 

In this passage Paul penetrates the very core of this 
profound problem of the forgiveness of sins. Those 
who speak of the subject. as did the physician quoted by 
Dr. Kendrick, betray a want of appreciative thought on 
the subject. and at the same time a feeling of resentment 
toward explanations which have proved unsatisfactory. 
A very little reflection must impress any man with the 
thought that the exercise of pardon in any government, 
human or divine. is a hazardous procedure. Its abuse by 
many governors of our States IS one of the crying evils 
of our civil administration. Seldom is the pardoning 
power exercised without the feeling on the part of many 
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citizens that it encourages the commission of crime, and 
any act which encour;.ges crime is an act of injustice to 
the whole community. It is also, in many instances, an 
act of injustice to the criminal himself. who is seriously 
injured when encouraged to think that he can commit 
crime with impunity. It is evident from these considera
tions that in a perfect government over men. such as the 
divine government must of necessity be. no pardon can 
be justly granted that has such an effect on the criminal 
himself, or on others who might be encouraged to com
mit crime by the clemency extended to him. Paul teaches 
that the death of Christ was intended to meet this dif
ficulty, if I may so style it, in the divine government, 
enabling God to be just to the sinner himself, and just 
to all under his divine government, while justifying from 
sin those who believe. This, now, is the revealed fact in 
the case, which we are to accept whether we can under
stand it or not; and I think that if men had accepted this 
fact without attempting to explain it. we should have 
been spared much perplexity. I think. too, that preva
lent skepticism on the s~tbject, which is no new thing 
under the sun, but one of the oldest, arises chiefly from 
mistaken attempts at explanation. I propose to resume 
the subject next week, and to speak definitely of some of 
these mistaken attempts. 

lDec. 17, 18gS.l 

THE REPROACH OF CHRIST. 

E . L. Frazier asks an explanation of the remark that 
"Thioses esteemed the reproach of Christ greater riches 
than the treasnres of Egypt" (He b. I I: 26). His ques
tion is, "How could he at that time choose between Christ 
and the treasures of Egypt?" 
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,\mong the many attempts to explain this clause, I 
think that the following is the best. :\Ioses knew that 
if he should ackno\Yledge himself a Hebrew, thus re
nouncing his supposed relationship to Pharaoh's daugh
ter, and should he espouse the cause of his oppressed 
countrymen, he \\·ould incur extreme reproach at the 
hand of all his former friends and admirers; but when 
he looked to the final "recompense of reward'' he ac
counted that reproach greater riches-that is. a greater 
source of enjoyment-than the treasures of Egypt. He 
did not haYe Christ in his mind; but the writer of the 
Epistle, seeing ·the identity in principle of this sel £-sacri
fice \\·ith that which Christ had undergone. styles it, from 
his O\Yn point of Yiew. and not from that of :\Ioses. the 
reproach of Christ. The voluntary acceptance of re
proach instead of great riches was so pre-eminently char
acteristic of Christ. that any similar choice might be 
styled the reproach of Christ. :\Ioses stands pre-eminent 
among men for this most Christlike choice. 

[Dec. Ij, r898.l 

HOW WAS THE JORD.-\:\ CUT OFF? 

A student at college inquires as to the following 
explanation of the passage of the Jordan by the Israel
ites under Joshua: There were some high hill~ on the 
immediate bank of the river above the crossing-place; a 
landslide from one of these filled the channel of the river 
and stopped its flow. Seeing this. Israel took adYantage 
of it and hastened across. One of his Professors has 
taught him that this is "highly probable .. , 

It is no uncommon device to explain away miracles 
by the supposition of some occurrence perfectly natural, 
but unusual. which was in after time exaggerated into a 
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miracle. This is the theory on which Strauss attempted 
to account for all the miraculous accounts connected with 
the life o f our Lord. This attempt of the Professor is 
after the model of Strauss. I suppose that he Ius heard 
or read a story told by an old Arabian writer to the effect 
that the Sultan Beibars I., in the year o f 1267, ordered 
the construction of a bridge over the Jordan a short 
distance above Damieh ; that when the water arose in 
December one o f the piers gave way in part; that the 
workmen gathered to repair it, but could not on account 
of the high water : but that suddenly the water was cut 
off by a landslide above to such an exten't that the work
men went on with the repairs from midnight till ten 
o 'clock the next day. when the current resumed its full 
flow. A translation o f the ,\rabic story may be found in 
Professor Bartlett's "Veracity of the Hexateuch,' ' page 
36 r. The incident is not impossible, and the story is not 
improbable : but if thi s, or something like it, is all that 
occurred at the crossing of the Jordan by Israel, then the 
account given in J oshua is false in all of its details, and 
it would be more candid to say this at once than to 
explain it away a fter this fashion. If the student re
ferred to will ask for a candid expression o f the Pro
fessor 's opinion, he will doubtless be told that the whole 
account in J oshua of the inYasion and C:)llquest o f 
Canaan is unhistorical ; for this is the contention o f the 
analytical critics whose disciple I suppose him to be. 

The same student represents another professor as 
teaching that the apostles were mistaken in thinking that 
the second coming of J esus wo uld take place in their own 
generation. This is a very common assertion o f those 
who deny miraculous inspiration; and there a re some 
remarks o f the apostles which would furni sh plausible 
support to it if there were not others which contradict 
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it. f-or example, whatever l'aul may have said that is 
ambiguous on the subject, \\·hen he took it up for formal 
discussion, as he does in the second Epistle to the Thes
salonians, he repudiates that idea. He says: "X ow we 
beseech you, brethren, touching the coming of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, and our gathering together unto him ; to 
the end tnat ye be not quickly shaken from your mind, 
nor yet be troubled, either by 5pirit, or by word, or by 
epistle as from us, as that the clay of the Lord is now 
present; let no man deceive you in any wise: for it will 
not be. except the falling a\\·ay [apostasy] come first, 
and the man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition, he 
that opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called 
God or is \\·orshipecl, so that he sitteth in the temple of 
God, setting himself forth as God ." Read all the para
graph. If this man of sin is not popery. then he has not 
made his appearance to the present day: but he must 
appear and be made to disappear before the coming of 
the Lord. as Paul understood the matter. Peter in a 
different way speaks to the same effect, when he says: 
"In the last clays mockers shall come \\·ith mockery. walk
ing after their own lusts. and saying. \\'here is the 
promise of his coming? for. from the clay that the fathers 
fell asleep, all things continue as they \Yere from the 
beginning of the creation" ( 2 Pet. 3: 3. 4). If the mock
ers were to say this after the fathers fell asleep, then the 
apostles were dead and gone before they said it. 

I must not omit to say that the ''critics" ha\·e an easy 
way of getting riel of these testimonies. Baur denies that 
Paul wrote the Epistles to the Thessaloni_ans , and the 
whole rationalistic crowd unite in denying that Peter 
wrote the second Epistle ascribed to him : but this is only 
an example of their way of denying the genuineness or 
the authenticity of Scriptures, which stand in the way of 
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their theories. If they could not do this, they would 
have to relinquish their calling. 

[Sept. 24, 1898.l 

A NEW DA~IEL COME TO JUDGMENT. 

Old Shylock's famous remark has had a recent ful
fillment. The Outlook for August 20 contains :.:. review 
of a new ''History of the People of Israel," by the infidel 
Professor Cornill, in which a moral judgment of the 
world entertained for many centuries past is reversed. 
The author of the Dook of Kings pronounces on Ahab, 
king of Israel, this judgment: "Ahab did yet more to 
provoke Jehovah the God of Israel to anger, than all the 
kings of Israel that were before him.'' This judgment 
has been approved by that of every thoughtful reader of 
the Dook of Kings from that day to this, with the excep
tion of Professor Cornill. This wise writer of a history 
of Israel pronounces Ahab "a noble and large-hearted 
king." vVhen men's minds become thoroughly perverted 
with respect to the evidences in favor of the Dible, it is 
not surprising that their j uclgments in morals become 
perverted likewise. The next thing we hear, some of the 
crazy critics will be pronouncing Judas Iscariot a noble 
and large-hearted man. 

[Sept. 24, 1898.] 

NOT SL\IILARL Y SITUATED. 

A sermon, by George l\Iilligan, on "The Descent into 
Hades.'' is published in the Expository Times for Sep
tember. The preacher assumes that Christ went during 
his disembodied state and preached to the spirits in prison 
who were disobedient in the clays of Noah; and he 
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attempts to explain why these sinners arc specified rather 
than others, by saying: 

It seems, indeed, as a fair and legitimate inference, that men 
before the Hood arc only brought forward by the apostle as a 
typ!cal case, and that to all similarly situated, to all who through 
no fault of their own haYc, during their lifetime, not heard his 
message, or who ha Ye heard it under circumstances which vir
tually ga,·e them no chance of accepting it, the ministry of 
Christ has been extended. is still extended. after death. 

This is the common mode of arguing among the 
advocates of the second probation. Strange that men 
of sense can not see the fallacy in it. If it were a fact 
that Jesus did go and offer a second probation to a class 
of disembodied spirits, who, during their lifetime, had 
not heard his message, or who heard it under circum
stances ,,·hich gaye no chance of accepting it, and all this 
through no fault of their own , we then might safely infer 
that he would give a similar chance to others in like 
circum~tances. Dut this is not what he did, even if he 
did what these critics say the passage in Peter means. 
Instead of going to such a class as they describe, he went 
to a set of men \\'ho, among all the wicked dead of ages 
gone. had enjoyed about the best chance of repentance, 
and sinned against the strongest light. They were the 
men whom .:\oah. a preacher of righteou;;ness, warned 
for the space of one hundred and twenty years, but who, 
in ~pite of all the strivings of God's Spirit \\·ith them, 
filled the earth with violence, and became so corrupt that 
their thoughts were only evil continually. If they are 
taken as a typical case, as this preacher asserts, then they 
stand as the types of the worst men that eYer Jiyed; and 
the in ferencc should be that the very worst spirits now 
\\Tithing under the sentence of God's righteous \Hath, 
will have another probation, and be permitted to reject 
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once more the offered mercy of God. This consideration 
is alone sufficient to prove that the Romish interpretation 
of the passage about preaching to the disobedient in the 
days of Noah is false. !Jut the passage is very con
venient for the purposes of many false theories, and I 
suppose that while false teachers in reference to the 
future state, are found among men, this interpretation 
will still be propagated. 

[Sept. 24, 18g8.J 

THE SCIE::\CE OF RELIGION. 

With the German critics religion is no longer a matter 
of revelation, but of evolution and of science. A German 
Professor, C. P. Ticle, has recently given a course of 
lectures in Edinburgh on "The Science of Religion,'' 
from whicL a reviewer quotes the following p2.ssage: 

If a theology does not compare its religious system with 
others, and, above all, test it by the laws of the evolution of 
religious life which the science of religion alone can reveal, it 
can neither wholly comprehend nor fully appreciate its own 
religion. 

According to this, neither Jesus nor Paul wholly com
prehended nor fully appreciated their own religion; for 
they certainly did not "test it by the laws of the evolution 
of religious life," nor did they study the "science of re
ligion" which alone can reveal these laws. vVhat mis
fortune for those two men that they died before the 
modern science of religion was born. Or. to put it in 
a different form. what a pity that our nineteenth-century 
higher critics were not evolved in the first century so 
that they might, by their superior scientific attainments, 
have saved Jesus ·and Paul from the mistakes into which 
t hey fell. "Lord, give us a good conceit of ourselves." 
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[Sept. 2~. 1898.] 

OPHIR AXD .\L:-ICG-TREES. 

From an article by Prof. Fritz Hommel in the Ex
pository Ti111cs for August, follo\\'ing one by Professor 
Cheyne in a preYious number, it appears that these two 
scholars, wide apart in their conclusions on many critical 
subjects, agree that the almug-tree~ brought from Ophir 
by Solomon \\'ere, as formerly suppo~ed by some com
mentators, the sandalwood. Profes~or Hommel has also 
settled it in hi~ own mind. that the region called Ophir 
was eastern Arabia. though the name applied as well to 
the opposite coast of the Persia<l Gulf. The odorous 
wood. which was then a great curiosity, and is still a 
very rare product, may ha,·e grown in that region, or it 
may have been there only as an article of trade, produced 
elsewhere. It is a curious fact mentioned by a recent 
French Egyptologist. that pieces of sandalwood have 
been found in the abdominal cavities of mummies, doubt
less placed there by the embalmers because of its fra
grance. 

[Sept. 2~. 18g8.l 

THE SLACGHTER OF THE :-IIDIAXITES. 

I am asked to explain the account in the thirty-first 
chapter of X umbers of the slaughter of the married 
women and the boys taken capti,·e when the men of 
:\Iiclian hacl been put to death. 

Such a ~laughter, if effected at the command of any 
human being without exprc~s authority from God. would 
be a crime of the deepest dye; but if commanded of 
God, it would be a matter of solemn duty. Of course, 
all infidels must denounce it for they denv the divine 
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inspiration of l\loses; but equally as a matter of course, 
all believers must say it was right because commanded 
of Gocl. 

Dut infidels turn upon us at this point with the 
assertion that a just God could not have commanded 
such a deed. \ Vhether he could or not, depends on cir
cumstances. vVe may confidently affirm that whatever 
God would himself do in the line of morals, he might, 
with propriety,' command men to do. Dut he destroyed 
the antediluvians-men, women and children. He did 
the same to the people of Sodom, the infants among 
whom were as guiltless as those among the 1\Iidianites. 
He also destroys by pestilence many thousands of 
innocents every year; and nobody but ranting atheists 
stop to criticize him for ·doing so. In the case be
fore us, the women put to death were the vile crea
tures who had been sent by their husbands and 
fathers to tempt the men of Israel to commit adultery 
with them in their idolatrous rites. They had already 
caused the death of twenty-four thousand men, and if 
they had been spared ami turned loose in the camp, there 
is no telling how many more would have been ruined 
forever by their sluttish habits. :\s for the boys, it was 
God's judgment that they had better be cut off in child
hood than to live and propagate their kind. Some tribes 
of men reach a point in depravity when the good of the 
world requires their extermination. God alone knows 
when this point is reached, and consequently he abne 
can rightly issue the decree of extermination: but to 
deny him the right to do so would be to demand his 
resignation of his throne. Undoubtedly, then, he saw that 
the time had come for the extermination of this tribe of 
Midianites, and hence the slaughter of the boys. It was 
C'fferent with the female children. If taken into the 
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families of the Israelites as servants, brought up under 
the restraints of the law, and then intermarried with the 
sons of Israel, they could be themselves redeemed, and 
their posterity could be restrained. These considerations 
are obvious, and they are sufficient to justify God in 
ordering the slaughter. All these considerations are 
applicable to similar acts of divine judgment recorded 
in other parts of the Scriptures. 

[Sept. 2-l. 1898.] 

IS THERE A LORD'S SUPPER? 

The skepticism of our restless generation seems de~ 
terminecl to unsettle everything in the faith and practice 
of the church of God. A short time ago it might have 
been supposed that the divine origin of the Lord's Supper 
would never be called in question. There were great dif
ferences, especially among Protestants, as to the frequency 
of its obserYance. and as to the persons who should 
administer it and participate in it; but no one. I suppose, 
dreamed of a denial that it was instituted by our Lord. 
Not till :\IcGiffert's ''Apostolic .-\ge'' was published, in 
which this denial was boldly proclaimed, did the general 
public in this country learn what was going on in sl~ep

tical circles on this subject. It now appears that :\IcGif
fert obtained his clew from the writings of recent higher 
critics in Germany, that hot-bee\ of disbelief, whence the 
frogs and lizards and snakes of infidelity are constantly 
swarming. In the August number of the Expositor l\It . 
G. \ \ ' auchope Stewart interprets to English readers some 
Yiews on this subject recently published in Germany by 
Harnack and Julicher, both of \\'hom deny that the Lord 
instituted a feast in memory of himself. It is admitted 
that Paul says he did, but with these gentlemen Paul is 
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no authority. It is admitted, also, that Luke says he did, 
according to our present text of Luke's Gospel; but the 
genuineness of the passage is called in question; and 
even if Luke did write what we now read on this point, 
he got his in formation from Paul, and, of course, it is 
not reliable. Dricfly stated in the words of Julicher, the 
position is this: ''The Lord's Supper is neither a riddle 
propounded by Jesus to his d isciplcs, nor an important 
contribution to Christian ethics, nor a provision in any 
way for the church of the future. Jesus inaugurated 
nothing, instituted nothing. He had no thought of keep
ing his memory fresh." 

The process by which these radical assertions are 
defended is too elaborate, and the argumentation is too 
flimsy to justify me in copying them; and, for the benefit 
of the well-balanced and sober-minded, there is no need 
that 1 should do so. To state them is to refute them. 
But there are some indications that even among our
selves it is not amiss to call a halt in regard to innova
tions in the celebration of this ordinance. It is axiomatic 
that the Lord, who instituted ordinances for observance 
in the church, knew the precise manner of their observ
ance which would best secure the spiritual ends had in 
view; and consequently every loyal soul feels impelled 
to preserve them precisely in the manner of their first 
institution, when that can be ascertained. Now, nothing 
is clearer, especially from Paul's account (I Cor. IO: 23, 
26), than that thanks were given for the loaf; it was 
broken and passed to the partakers, and after that the 
cup was disposed of in the same way. But, in a few of 
our churches, this order has been recently changed. 
Thanks arc returned for the loaf and the cup both, and 
then both arc passed at one time to the participants. And 
what is the purpose of this change? There is none that 
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I can see, except to saYe time. People do not wish to 
sit very long remembering in silence the dying love of 
the Lord, especially when the dinner-bells begin to ring. 
For such motives the form of a divine ordinance is 
changed: and when the question of propriety is sent to 
the papers. gra,·e editors are found who excuse it on the 
plea that the letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life. One 
step farther, and an old practice, of which Harnack gives 
a very full account, may be revived, by "·hich water was 
substituted for \Yine in some churches of the third and 
fourth centuries. In fact, as many fantastic tricks have 
been played by foolish men respecting the obsen·ance of 
the Lord's Supper as in reference to baptism: and our 
only safety, in reference to either, is to be found in copy
ing precisely the form instituted by divine authority. 
Only when we grow wiser than Christ can we be sure 
that any change of his appointments will produce better 
spiritual results. 

[Sept. 24, I8g8.] 

THE LORD'S SUPPER IX LUKE 

I have more than once made reference to Professor 
McGiffert's attempt to discredit the account of the insti
tution of the Lord's Supper by our Lord himself. He 
made the assertion that the words in Luke, ''This do in 
remembrance of me," are absent from many ancient 
manuscripts, and are, therefore, of doubtful genuineness. 
I have already said that they are absent from only one 
Greek uncial, D, which is noted for its many variations 
from the current text. They are absent, also, from only 
two ancient versions-the Old Latin and the Curetonian 
Syriac. This furnishes no ground for a serious doubt. 
when the words are found in the uncials representeu by 
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A, B, N, X, Aleph and Delta, besides all the other ver
sions and the cursive manuscripts. If any one has been 
in the least disturbed by this recent attack upon this holy 
institution. let him rest satisfied. regarding the attack as 
he would a puff of foul air as he passes along the high
way. McGiffert was indebted to the German radical 
Bliss for his criticism. 

[Oct. I. 1898.] 

OLD. YET E\.ER N'EW. 

I have before me a batch o f questions belonging to 
that class which is as old as our Gospels, and yet is new 
to every nsmg generation. T he time perhaps will never 
come when they will cease to be raised and to demand 
answers from the teachers in Zion. H ere they are: 

\Viii you please answer the following queries in your colum:~ 
in the S taudard and oblige a number of your readers? 

1. How was ] esus the son of David if he was not the real 
son of J oseph ? 

2 . If r-rary was a descendant of David, where is the Scrip
ture that says so? 

3. How do you account for the apparent contradictions m 
the genealogy of Christ, as given by ;\latthew and Luke? 

These questions are asked in good earnest. "SEEKER." 

I. There are five senses in J ewish usage in which a 
man . can be called the son of another: first . the son in 
our sense o f the word : second. the grandson, or a 
descendant of any degree. however remote ; third. the 
levirate son. or one born to a woman whose first husband 
died c.hildless, and who was taken to wife by his brother. 
This child was called son of the deceased husband. ancl 
was his heir. Fourth, son-in-law. The H ebrews, having 
no wo rd for son-in-law. called him son. So King Saul 
constantly addressed David. Fifth, one born in wedlock, 
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but not the son of the husband. In such an instance the 
laws of our own country hold him to be the son of his 
mother's husband, and he inherits the husband's estate, 
unless by legal proceedings against the wife his claim is 
set aside. ln this last sense Jesus was the son of J oseph, 
and Joseph's heir. As Joseph was in the direct line of 
the inheritance of David's throne, the inheritance passed 
to Jesus after Joseph's death. It is tl~is fact that giYes 
value to Matthew's genealogy. It proves that Jesus was 
of the right genealogy to inherit the throne of Da\·id, as 
he must have been in order to be the promised }Iessiah. 
By this line, hO\\·ever, Jesus did not inherit the blood of 
David, \\·hich \\·as also a necessary condition. 

2. That }Iary was a descendant of David is proved 
by the words of the angel Gabriel. who. after telling 
::\Iary that she should bear a son without a human father, 
said of him, ''The Lord God shall give unto him the 
throne of his father David.'' ~ow, }I ary could under
stand these \Yords only on the supposition that she was 
herself a daughter of David, making her son a son of 
David. Through his mother, then, Jesus inherited the 
blood of David: but this line of inheritance did not bring 
him the throne of David: for inheritance under the law 
of }loses was through the paternal line of descent, and 
not through the maternal. Dut through Joseph. his legal 
but not his real father, though he receiYed not the blood 
of David, he inherited the throne. The evidence of both 
lines was necessary to the proof of his :\Iessiahship. 

3· The two lines given respectively by }Iatthew and 
Luke differ as far back as David, because the paternal 
line descends from Solomon. and the maternal from Sol
omon's brother, Xathan. The two unite by intermarri:tge 
in Shealtiel and Zerubbabel. and then !"eparate again in 
two sons of Zerubbabel, Abiud and Rhesa. They again 
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unite by marriage when Joseph, the last of the paternal 
line, is married to :-Iary, the daughter of Heli, the last 
of the maternal line. Joseph is here called the son of 
Heli, because he was his son-in-law. 

If I am asked how I know that Luke's is the maternal 
line, I answer that only on this supposition has it any 
value at all. It certainly does trace the blood of David 
through his son I\ athan. clown to Heli, and also to 
Joseph. if Joseph was the natural son of Heli: but as 
this blood line did not go clown to Jesus, it could not 
prove that Jesus was a descendant of David; and as 
Nathan was not the heir to David's throne, it could not 
prove Jesus to be the heir of David. Dut it is wholly 
incredible that Luke would take so much space to give a 
genealogy which could prove nothing for Jesus, and, 
therefore, we are forced to the conclusion that Luke's is 
the line, without which the evidence that Jesus is the 
promised seed of David would be incomplete. 

In my volume on "The Credibility and Inspiration of 
the New Testament Dooks," the details of these two lines 
of genealogy are traced out with great care, and the 
criticisms of skeptics are refuted. For further informa
tion I refer to that volume. 

[Oct. 8. 1898.] 

DIVINE HEALING AGAIN. 

l\Iy absence. from home during the month of August 
accounts for the delay in publishing the following very 
respectful communication. I can not pronounce it "a 
crank's opinion," for it has none of the self-conceit 
always characteristic of a crank. It is evidently the 
serious expression of real convictions, and it deserves 
kindly consideration: 
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CrxcrxxATI, 0 .. r\ug. 2, rSgS. 
BRo. :\IcGAR\'EY :-The article in last week 's Standard, on 

divine healing, touches upon a subject in which I have recently 
become interested, and I am constrained to ask space in your 
columns for just a little of what you may term a crank's opin
ion. I am a member of-and love, as much as it is possible for 
a true Christian to loYC a church-dear old Central of this city. 

I said I have recently, etc., but ever since I have been old 
enough to read the ::\ ew Testament \Yith any understanding, I 
have felt that if Christians would put themseh·es in the same 
attitude toward Christ as did those who came to him for heal
ing when he was on earth in the flesh, it could not be otherwise 
than that he would answer their petitions as he did then. 

Are we not told in the \\' ord that "he is the same yesterday, 
to-day and fore,·er"'? '"\\"hatsoever ye shall ask in my name."' 
etc. (John q: 13-16). Again: '"Is any among you sick? Let 
him call for the elders of the church: and let them pray over 
him, anointing him with oil in the name of the Lord; and the 
prayer of faith shall save the sick, and the Lord shall raise him 
up" (Jas. 5: q, 15). ::\owhere in the \\"ore! can I find a promise 
that God will bless "means." 

There is a mission in this city where divine healing is taught 
:ts a part of the gospel of Jesus Christ; but not by '"di,·ine heal
ers," for they teach that God, and God only, is the healer. ::\or 
do they teach that di\"ine healing is the most important part of 
the gospel. o,·er and over again do they urge their hearers to 
seck first the divine Healer, the God of 10\·e and wisdom and 
might; to repent and restore, as far as it is possible to do so, 
before they expect him to answer their prayers: I ha,·e not 
witnessed any healings through their prayers, but ha,·e heard 
probably a dozen or more testimonies from those whom I could 
not consider other than reliable witnesses; and my faith has 
been so strengthened by their teaching that I have receh·ecl 
several direct and immediate answers to my own prayers, no
tably one, when I was the victim of an accident, the result of 
which all, who have had experience in such, say is necessarily 
very painful. Of course, I know that it would have been, was, 
in fact, until I lifted my heart in a prayer that I could not have 
put into words, but, which the Father tmderstood and answered. 
\\"hile my friends marveled at the "wonderful"' fact that I did 
not suffer, if I tell them it was the result of answer to prayer, 
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that God did it, they look at me as if they think me crazy. Why 
is it that so few Christians really believe that the sincere prayer 
of faith is answered. for that is just what it all amounts to? 
Truly, we Christians need teaching. G. T. s. 

The writer's mind is evidently controlled by the one 
consideration set forth in her second paragraph. where 
she says: "Ever since I have been old enough to read the 
1\ew Testament with any understanding, I have felt that 
if Christians would put themselves in the same attitude 
to ware! Christ as did those who came to him for healing 
when he was on earth in the flesh, it could not be other
wise than that he would answer their petitions as he did 
then." This feeling rests with her on the fact that Christ 
is the same yesterday. to-clay and forever, and upon his 
promises to ans\\·er prayer. It is a feeling quite com
mon with readers of the X ew Testament who have not 
learned to discriminate between the miraculous and the 
providential. 

The fact that Christ is an unchangeable being is 
sufficient proof that he will always act on the same 
unchangeable principles, but not that he will always act 
in the same way. It is proof that he will always have 
compassion on the sick, hut not that he will always 
restore them to health in this world. Furthermore, the 
fact that he healed the very few sick who were in all 
Palestine, and none outside that little district, if we 
except the Canaanite woman's daughter, by a touch or a 
word, is no ground for supposing that he will now heal 
all in the whole world who will call upon him. and thus 
put an end to disease and death so far as his kingdom 
extends. l -Ie never proposed to interfere in this way 
with his Father's decree, "Dust thou art, and unto dust 
thou shalt return." 

It is true that Christ promised to answer prayer, and 
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that some of his utterances on this subject arc so unlim
ited in their terms as to have the appearance of being 
unlimited in reality: but we must remember that one of 
the apostles was afflicted with a malady which was so 
painful and irritating that he called it a messenger of 
Satan to buffet him, yet his earnest prayers to Christ for 
healing left him still in his affliction. These promises 
are to be construed in a general and not in a universal 
sense. The same is true in the matter of life and death. 
Christ delivered Peter out of the hand of Herod when 
all the world would have said it was impossible, and 
when the church, though they prayed for him, prayed 
not for his deliverance, but for the steadfastness of his 
faith in the death which appeared ineYitable; but when 
the elder James was taken by the same Herod a few days 
earlier, though he · doubtless was also a subject of the 
prayers of the church. Christ permitted Herod to cut off 
his head. A miracle was wrought in the one instance for 
special reasons. In the other the ordinary course of 
providence prevailed. So also in the martyrdom of 
Stephen, and of many other saints, both male and female. 
Ordinarily the servants of God are exposed to disease 
and death, precisely as other men are: but when Christ 
desires that a man shall live, all the men on earth can 
not kill him. 

"A Christian can not die before h1s time; 
The Lord's appointment is the servant's hour;" 

yet it is not in the prayers of the servant to determine 
the hour, but in the inscrutable will of the :\laster. 

It is true, also, that in the passage which our sister 
cites from the apostle James. sick disciples were directed 
to send for the elders of the church, that they might 
pray over them, anoint them with oil, and raise them up; 
but every reader of the X cw Testament should know that 
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this was written when many elders of churches possessed 
the miraculous power of healing, which was imparted to 
them by the imposition of the hands of an apostle. To 
argue from this that elders of the church, or anybody 
else, can do the same in the present clay, is to leave out 
of view the one thing that enabled them to do it then; 
that is, the imposition of apostolic hands with prayer for 
this gift. 

The practical working of this precept of James, even 
in the apostolic age, is modified by actual facts which are 
too often overlooked. Paul had the power to heal by a 
word or a touch, and he used it on proper occasions; but 
on one of his journeys through the province of Asia 
he left Trophimus sick at l\Iiletus (2 Tim. 4: 20). On 
another occasion, Epaphroditus was sick "nigh unto 
death." He had been sent to Rome by the brethren of 
Philippi to minister to Paul's wants as a prisoner, and 
he incurred this sickness in consequence of the journey. 
Paul was, therefore, doubly sorrowful at the prospect of 
his death; but he did not heal him. lie did not anoint 
him with oil, nor raise him up (Phil. 2: 25, 30). Again, 
Timothy was an invalid from some disease of the stom
ach; yet Paul neither healed him nor told him to pray 
for healing, but advised him to take a little wine as a 
tonic. These facts show plainly that the precept of 
James was exceptional and temporary. even in the age 
of the apostles, and that the later practice of Paul is to 
be looked upon as the permanent order of the kingdom 
of Christ. 

Finally. there is a negative evidence on this subject 
which in itself is conclusive: unlike these modern advo
cates of "divine healing," the apostles were never known 
to go about exhorting people to come forward for the 
healing of the body. They effected miraculous cures in 
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a few instance.'. "as a sign to the unbeliever,;," but they 
never proclaimed, either to saints or sinners, that the 
healing of all diseases was a part of the gospel which 
they were sent to preach. These so-called faith-cure 
churches, therefore, and the preachers who officiate in 
them as "divine healers," or what not. are not modeled 
after the apostolic type, but are misleading the people by 
humbuggery. Fortunately for the people, the great 
majority of them have too much good sense to be hum
bugged by a device so transparent. 

[Oct. 1.5. 18£)8.] 

CHEDORLAO:.IER'S EXPEDITIOX. 

A writer in the Expository Times for August sets 
forth the state of critical opinion in Germany with 
respect to Hommel's assault on destructive criticism in 
his "Ancient Hebrew Tradition." He tells us that since 
the appearance of that book "a copious stream of litera
ture has flowed. dealing with its merits and demerits,'' 
and he places the highest estimate on two reviews. one 
by Zimmern, and the other by :.Jeinhold. The former 
admits that Hommel is right on the nomenclature of 
Genesis q., and also that such a campaign as is described 
in th~ chapter is "historically quite concei\·able :" but he 
insists that this does not prove that the campaign actually 
took place. Of course it does not. To prove that any 
en.nt is possible is quite distinct from proving that it 
occurred. X evcrtheless. Hommel's \·ictory over the de
structive critics is still complete: for they contended that 
no such campaign could ha\·e taken place-that an Elam
ite king, under the existing state of affairs. could not 
have made an expedition so far to the west and south as 
Chcclorlaomer is said to have done. \\Then, then, it is 
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demonstrated that he could have done so, and when the 
names of himself and his subordinates are proved to be 
suited to the times and conditions, the attack upon the 
author of Genesis is broken, and the assailants are put 
to flight. 

The same writer reports Zimmern as denying that 
Hommel has proved the actual existence of Abraham, 
or that he was heir to a primitive revelation. But Hom
mel did not attempt to do either; and as to the latter, it 
would be very foolish in Hommel, or any one else, to 
attempt to prove a primitive revelation by archceology, 
the only line of evidence which 1 Iommel employed. As 
well try to prove it by mathematics. 

\~hen the critics whom Hommel rebuked are brought 
to such straits as these in order to make a show of 
defense, it is very clear that they arc badly crippled. 

[Oct. 22, 18g8.] 

HOSPITALITY TO XE\V TRUTH. 

There are certain men who think themselves called 
upon to emphasize the importance of giving a hospitable 
welcome to all new truth. I am greatly in favor of this 
myself, and I \\'ould join with these brethren in their cry 
if I thought there was any occasion for it among those 
who read what I write. There is nothing I delight in so 
much as new truth. .:-\ot that there is any truth new in 
the absolute sense of the word, but that there are truths 
new to me when I discover them-new because of my 
previous ignorance of them. I have been searching for 
new truths all my life; and when I find one of special 
importance, I am like the wise men when the star 
appeared the second time, I rejoice with exceeding great 
joy. Hospitable to. new truth? l\1y door stands wide 
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open, winter and summer, to let it in. I am not ac
quainted with any man of sense \Yho differs from me in 
this particular; if I \Yere, I \Yould send him a copy of 
the Christian-E•:angclist, or some such paper. occasion
ally, that he might read the fine exhortations which are 
being written on that subject. 

Dut before I bow anything new into my sanctum, I 
must know that it is a truth. ).Iy welcome for new truth 
is not more hearty than my detestation for error, whether 
new or old. Especially do I abhor old error \\·hen it 
steals the cap of truth and comes smiling up to my front 
door. I must know my guest before I give him a hearty 
welcome: and he must excuse me for letting him stand 
at the door till I read his credentials. 

The special reference of the writers to \\·hom I refer 
is to matters of Biblical criticism. I would haye every 
man who finds truth which he clearly percei\·es to be 
truth, to welcome it. I admire the caution of those who 
do not yet kno\Y whether that which they hear is truth 
or error, in holding a non-committal position: but I 
would despise the man who. having thoroughly studied 
the subject, hesitates to assail \Yhat he knows to be false 
and inj nrious. This is the stand that I haYe taken, and 
I fight not like one beating the air. 

[Xo\'. 12, r898.1 

WHAT WAS PROYED BY ).fiRACLES. 

To deny the reality of miracles has been character
istic of infidelity in all ages: but to admit their reality, 
and at the same time to deny their e\·idential Yalue. is a 
characteristic of semi-rationalism. The latter denial is 
not uncommon among the critics of the new school who 
claim to be ''evangelical." A ·brother writes me from 
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Minnesota that a ;\lethodist preacher in his town recently 
said in a sermon that "the miracles of Christ were no 
evidence of his divinity, since many others had per
formed as many, as varied and as great miracles." There 
are not a few who agree with this preacher, and who also 
say that it wmild be easier to convince men of the claims 
of Christ if the accounts of miracles were out of the 
way. It is worth our while, then, to occasionally raise 
the question, What did the miracles prove? Or, if you 
please, \Vhat do the miracles, supposing them to have 
been wrought, now prove? 

The argument of this l\J innesota preacher, fully ex
pressed, is that the miracles of Christ do not prove his 
divinity, becanse, if they did, they would prove the 
divinity of every other man who wrought miracles, which 
is an absurdity. 1lis argument would be conclusive if 
the mere working of miracles were proof of the divinity 
of him who works them: but this can be affirmed by no 
one who thinks carefully and speaks accurately. 

A miracle wrought by a man is an exercise of divine 
power entrusted to the man for some divine purpose. 
vVhen it is wrought as a mere act of mercy, the purpose 
may be no other than to manifest the mercy of Gocl. But 
it is doubtful whether a miracle was ever wrought for 
this purpose alone. Certainly some ulterior purpose can 
usually be discerned. The miracles of Jesus were nearly 
all of this class: but to say that they were wrought for 
the single purpose of showing divine compassion toward 
the sick, and those oppressed by the devil, would be to 
ignore a purpose which is easily discerned, which is 
openly avowed by Christ himself, and which is of much 
greater importance. Vvhen he said to the paralytic, who 
was let down before him through the roof, "Son, thy 
sins are forgiven thee," he was charged with blasphemy. 
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because God alone can forgive sins. He then made this 
argument: "\Yhich is easier to "ay, Thy sins arc for
given; or to ~ay, . \rise, take up thy bed and walk? Dut 
that ye may know that the Son of man hath power on 
earth to forgive sins, he saith unto the man, Rise, take 
up thy bed and go to thy house." Xow, how did this 
prove that he had pO\\·er to forgive sins? Our ::\Iinne- I 
sota preacher would say. if it pro<•cd that he !1ad power 
to forgive sins, it proved that all others \Yho wrought 
miracles could likewise forgive sins. .-\nd so it would 
if the naked act of he~ling contained the proof. Dut 
Jesus set up the claim that he could forgive sins, and he 
wrought this miracle in proof of the claim. If the claim 
was a false one, then Gocl permitted his power to be used 
in support of a false claim, which is inconceivable: God 
can not be a party to deception; and, therefore, when his 
power is used in proof of any proposition, that proposi
tion must be true. On this ground alone can we regard 
the argument of Jesus as conclusive; but on this ground 
it is vindicated beyond the possibility of doubt to all who 
believe in the moral perfection of God. X ow. if the 
apostles and others who wrought miracles had wrought 
them in support of the claim that they had power to for
give sins, they \voulcl have proved it. Dut they never set 
up this claim. 

These considerations prepare the way for seeing how 
the miracles of Jesus proved his divinity. and ho\Y sim
ilar miracles wrought by others did not prove their 
divinity. \\'hen Jesus first began to work miracles. h~ 
did not connect them with any specific cbim \Yith refer
ence to himself. further than to support his proclamation 
that the kingdom of heaven was at hand. He left men 
for awhile to form their own judgments as to wha h~ 

was. ilut at the close of the first year of his ministry, 
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while on a VISit to Jerusalem, he formally proclatimed 
himself the Son of God, and held up the miracles which 
he wrought as proof of that claim. In his speech, 
recorded in the fifth chapter of John, he first sets forth, 
in all its fullness, the powers and prerogatives which had 
been conferred on him as the Son of God (vs. 19-29), 
and then arrays the witnesses on whom he depends for 
the support of his claim. lie appeals first t? the testi
mony of John, and then says: "nut the witness which 
I have is greater than that of John: for the works which 
the Father hath given me to accomplish, the very works 
which I do, bear witness of me that the l-ather hath 
sent me.'' They could have borne no evidence of the 
claim which he had just set up had it not been pro
pounded in connection with them. \Vhen, jnst one year 
previous to this, he first appeared in Jerusalem, and had 
not yet openly prccbimed himself the Son of God, ~ico
demus saw his miracles, and argued logically from them 
as the matter then stood, saying. "~Jaster, we know that 
thou art a teacher come from God; because no man can 
do the miracles which thou doest except God be with 
him. '' The same logic demanded the conclusion that he 
was the Son of God, when. in connection with these and 
later miracles, Jesus formally set forth that claim. 

D<-It our Lord went further. lie not on ly held that 
his miracles were proof of his divinity, but he went so 
far as to admit that, without them. their evidence, those 
who rejected his claim would have been blameless. lie 
saicl: "If I had not done among them the works which 
none other did, they had not had sin: but now they have 
both seen and hated both me and my Father" (John 
IS: 2...J). 

Miracle-working was then a necessary proof of the 
claim of Jesus, and it is no less necessary now than 
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it was at the beginning. True, thoughtful men, 1 t 

we had them not, might come to believe. as many do, 
that he was a great and good man; but this \"ery belief 
is infidelity; and men would be unable to logically reach 
any other. had he not manife::.ted the divine power which 
dwelt within him by visible and tangible demonstrations. 

[~ov. 5. 18g8.] 

R.-\;.;DO:.I TALK DY ·AX !:\"FIDEL. 

A brother has sent me a clipping from the B ro<.cn 
Boo!?, a periodical published in Doston that boasts a cir
culation of 425.000, which is :o;o characteristic of many 
present-day infidels that I think it worthy of a passing 
notice. The \\Titer begins ,,·ith the follO\Ying paragraph: 

"'e are watching with considerahle interest. nowadays, the 
position of the church. \Vhether \\'e be insiders or outsiders, 
we are fearing for its future. Like the feudal system of the 
early centuries. like the monasteries of the :\Iiddle :\ges, and 
like the witchcrafts and inquisitions of later days. the world 
seems to be outgrowing it. It no longer has the grasp upon the 
general life of the people that it once had. 

I haYe no doubt that the first- statement in this 
paragraph is true. Infidels have always ,,·atchecl with 
considerable interest the position of the church. The 
church's position is that "the fearful 2nd unbelieving 
and abominable and murderers and fornicators and sor
cerers and idolaters and all liars shall ha\·e their part in 
the lake that burneth with fire and brimstone, which is 
the second death." If this is true. the infidel and all his 
pals that are here classed with him have a right. to \Yatch 
the position of the church with considerable interest. 

The next statement. that we, whether insiders or out~ 
siders. are fearing for its future, is not true of "insiders,'' 
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but it is of '·outsiders;" for if the future of the church 
shall be such as its Lord and Founder predicted, well 
may they fear for that future. Dut this writer pretends 
to fear that the world is outgrowing the church, and 
about to leave it behind. as it has left behind some of the 
superstitions of the past. He is like a man growing 
blind, who thinks that the sun is getting dim. It is the 
church, if he only knew it. and not the world, that has 
outgrown monasteries, witchcrafts, inquisitions, etc. 
Protestant bodies have the credit in history of leading 
every state in Chri~tcndom out of these various things, 
and of forcing the Roman Catholic Church to abandon 
them. 

The idea that the church no longer has the grasp 
upon the general life of the people that it once had. is 
the offspring of the writer's ignorance, and willful igno
rance at that. i\ much larger per cent. of. the population 
of the Cnitcd States arc now mc:11bers of Protestant 
churches than there was fifty years ago: immense in
roads have been made by Protestantism into Roman 
Catholic countries, and millions of people who fifty years 
ago were idolaters are now humble believers in Christ. 
1Iore money is given in one year to religious purposes 
than was given formerly in twenty. and the increased 
circulation of copies of the Dible is one of the wonders 
of the modern world. This infidel writer is clown in a 
well, where he is unable to ~ee in any direction but one, 
and he thinks that the sun has gone clown when it ceases 
to shine into his hole. He is like the man in a steamboat 
who looked through a window and thought that the bank 
of the river was sliding away behind him. 

Having settled it that the church is declining, our 
wise man says: "I like to believe that the reason for this 
decline of the church lies in the fact that the world, in 
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it~ every-day \\"Orking-clothes, has grown better and a 
bit wiser." 

Cndoubtedly the world ha~ grown better and a little 
\"iser. It used to have a great many more infidels in it 
than it has now. and it mves this change to the church. 
It has a smaller percentage of ignorant peoj)le than it 
once had, and it O\Yes this to the schools and colleges 
which ha\·e been established by the church. It has a 
greater number of penitentiaries in which to shut up 
infidels when they commit crimes: and it is beginning to 
seriously consider the best way to get rid of such infidels 
as Czolgosz, ct a!., before they achieve the logical results 
of their infidelity. The anarchistic and Haymarket 
brothers and sisters of this infidel writer are now more 
closely watched than formerly, and this shows that the 
\\·oriel has grown "a bit wiser.'' And it has grown wiser 
because the church has been its teacher. 

As an evidence that the \\·oriel is growing wiser. our 
e::sayist says. w~Ien no longer fear Gocl. or Satan. or the 
decrees of the church. or threats of eternal punishment." 
To be truthfd, he should have said sonzc men no longer 
fear these things. Dut in saying this he woulci only have 
said what has ah\·ays been true: for we read in one of 
the Lord's parables of a man who neither feared God 
nor regarded man: and away back in the Old Testament 
"·e read of men who had not the fear of God before 
them. A5 for Satan, instead of fearing- him, many men, 
e~pecially infidels. have ahvays been so thick with him 
that he leads them capti,·e at his will, and hides eternal 
punishment from them until they drop into it. A.ll 
thoughtful men, ho\vever, see so plainly the work of 
Satan in the lives of infidels, and are so horrified by it, 
that they hate the devil and try to keep him at a distance. 
They observe that the devil plays 'possum with unbe-
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lievers, convincing them that he is dead till he gets them 
where he wants them. 

This writer for 425,000 readers goes on with much 
more of the same sort, but this sort has become such 
commonplace stuff that intelligent people are not to be 
fooled by it. You can't catch an old bird with chaff. 

[l\Iarch 22, 1902.l 

AN Ol\lNISCIE;-JT PROFESSOR. 

Bro. Mohorter, of Doston, sends me the following 
clipping from a recent issue of the Boston H crald: 

The Rev. George Hodges, dean of the Episcopal Theological 
School in Cambridge, !\lass., preaching before University of 
Pennsylvania students in Houston Ilall on "The Temptation," 
said: "Christ did not meet Satan in the wilderness, and there 
was no prodigal son. But the story of the temptation and the 
story of the prodigal contain the greatest truths which have ever 
been told. Fiction may be more full of truth than facts, and 
poetry and pictures, products of the imagination, may represent 
more and deeper truths than mathematical demonstrations. Rec
ords of the temptation make it sufficiently plain that what we 
have here is a parable rather than a history, or a picture rather 
than a page from a diary. Taken literally, it never happened. 
Jesus and Satan neyer stood side by side looking down on the 
temple. The parable of the prodigal son has no fact in it from 
beginning to end. There was IiO p~odigal son; there was no 
famine; no fatted calf; no elder brother. This was a beautiful 
story which ] esus told, and he made up every word of it." 

When a man makes an assertion the source of which 
is beyond the ordinary range of human knowledge, it is 
always pertinent to ask him, How do you know? When 
Professor Hodges said that Christ did not meet Satan, 
some of those university students ought to have risen 
and said, "Professor. how do you know? Have you any 
other source of information on the subject than the three 
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Gospels, ''"hich assert that he did?'' And when he said 
that the parable of the prodigal ~on has no fact in it from 
beginning to end. he should have been confronted with 
the same question. Cnless he is omniscient. so as to 
know "·hat took place two thousand years ago without 
the aid of evidence on the subject. his answer would 
haYe been silence and confusion of face. But our ad
vanced critics are constantly assuming omniscience in 
rega-rd to facts of history which do not please them. 
According to the Yery first canon of historical criticism, 
the testimony of men who "·ere contemporaries of 
asserted facts. and who had access to means of correct 
information. must be accorded the highest degree of his
torical credibility. But this scientific professor expected 
the students of PennsyiYania ·cniversity to belieYe him in 
this twentieth century concerning facts in the first, in 
opposition to :.ratthew. :.Iark and Luke. Who will dare 
to say that he is conceited or presumptuous? 

As to the parable of the prodigal son. how would it 
do for me to assu'me the same omniscience. and play the 
same trick with the parable of the sower? I would say 
that in the parable of the smYer there is no fact from 
beginning to end. There was no man sowing seed. 
There was no seed that fell by the wayside. and o.f course 
there were no birds that ate them up. There was no 
stony ground in that country. and of course no seed fell 
upon it. There were no briars or thorns. and there was 
no good ground. There was no harYest of thirty. sixty 
and a hundred fold. \\' ouldn't I. if I could keep my 
face straig-ht while gassing after this fashion. make a 
lot of students who neyer read the Dible. and who looked 
upon me a~ a ''modern scientific critic." open their eyes 
in wonder at the results of modern learning? ::\ow, this 
is the kind of stuff with which certain professor., are 
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stuffing young men under the pretense of educating them. 
We have some consolation in the belief that the devil will 
yet claim his own. 

[June I, 1901.] 

FREEDOi.I I~ TEACHING. 

The question of the right of a professor to te<lch 
what he chooses, without regard to the rights of others, 
has again come to the front by the removal from the 
Leland Stanford University of California of a professor 
for teaching doctrines in opposition to cherished views 
of Mrs. Stanford, by whom and her husband the institu
tion was founded and endowed. The Christian Century 
says: "This illustrates the dangers of schools founded by 
gifts of rich people. It has a tendency to make them 
craven. It may suppress free inquiry and expression. 
\Ve honor the man who can not be awed into ambiguous 
or false teaching by the glitter and tyranny of wealth. A 
college, university, newspaper, preacher, or public serv
ant of any kind, that will suppress the truth for fear of 
offending people who have money, plays the role of 
Judas Iscariot, except that they are more cowardly than 
Judas."· 

vVhat has all this to do with the case in hand? \Vas 
the professor required to suppress the truth? vVas there 
an attempt to awe him into ambiguous or false teaching? 
The published accounts of the case give no hint of any
thing of the kind. It was simply a question whether a 
man who taught things which the proprietor of the insti
tution regarded as false and injurious should occupy a 
certain chair, or should give place to another. \Vho has 
the right to decide this question, if not the governing 
board of the institution? The discharged professor is 
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just as free as any other American citizen to teach what 
he thinks is true; and the authorities of the university 
have precisely the same right to have taught in the insti
tution that which they believe to be true. 

\\'hen was the discovery made that men and women 
of means have no right to found colleges and universities 
for the impartation to the young of great truth to which 
they are devoted, and to guard them against the intrusion 
of professors who teach the opposite? Let this right be 
generally denied, and it will be found that neither rich 
men nor poor men will any longer im·est their money in 
such institutions. :\fen may. if they choose. endow uni
versities free for the teaching of anything and every
thing that may enter into the cranky brain of any pro
fessor who may obtain a position in it, and they may 
make it unla\vful to remoYe a professor on account o f 
anything under the sun which he may choose to teach; 
but I believe that no man who has enough sense to make 
money will ever commit such a folly as to do this. I 
suppose that even in the Gninrsity of Chicago. in which 
it is commonly reported that in the selection of profess
ors no question is asked about their religion. if one of 
them should begin to teach the divine origin of the Book 
of :\Iormon and propagate the innocence of polygamy 
and free love, his seat would soon be made too warm for 
him. Or if he should openly teach heathenism, should 
set up a Chinese joss in his classroom, and induce his 
classes to offer morning prayers. to it. some way would 
be found to get riel of him: and the only reason why a 
great clamor would not arise against the tyranny oi 
money in suppressing free inquiry. \\'Ould be that the 
fool would have no outside sympathizers this side of 
China. And right here is the secret of all this clamor. 
l\Ien who have fallen into errors condemned by the sensi-
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Lie rulers of colleges, newspapers, pulpits, etc., see some 
of their kind ousted from good places, and by imagina
tion they feel their own corns trodden upon, and they cry 
out against tyranny and bigotry. This has been the cry 
of ambitious infidels for ages past; but it has not and it 
will not deter college authorities who know their own 
rights from exercising them freely. A nice set of col
leges, newspapers and pulpits we should have, if eYery 
fellow who could once get into a snug place in one of 
them should be granted the inalienable right to stay there 
and do according to his own pernicious pleasure. 

[;-{ov. 12, 18g8.l 

THE NEW CRITICAL :\IETHOD. 

From the Independent l learn that Th. \Veitbrecht, a 
German Diblical writer of Stuttgart, has published a 
book in defense of the credibility of the Scriptures. in 
which he gives the following account of the method 
employed by the new school of critics. The picture is 
as correctly drawn for this side of the ocean as for that: 

\tVhen the critic attacks a particular doctrine of the faith, 
and appeals to the "Sacred Scriptures" as the basis of his attack, 
I call his attention, say. to a passage in Colossians, in defense 
of the church's teachings. Then l am told that the Epistle to 
the Colossians is not Pauline, and can not be appealed to. Then 
1 cite Romans, but am told that Romans is indeed of Pauline 
origin, but that Paul has no decisive voice in the matter at issue, 
and that a word of Christ· is wanted. Then I refer him to a 
passage in John's Gospel, but am told that this will not do, as 
the fourth Gospel is not ] ohannine. \tVhen, then, I refer to a 
passage in l'dark, I am told that I\fark is indeed genuine, but 
that just the passage in question is not critically reliable, but is 
a later addition to the Gospel. \Vhen, then, 1 cite a passage as 
an original saying of Jesus that is not thus critically objection
able, I am told that this is indeed a genuine saying of Christ, 
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but w ... ,. •.now<; if it has been handed down to us in its original 
slJ4Pe a""'"l form, or if it is in the present form not the result 
of th: later dogmatic period? \Vhat certainty can such a 
1 "')th')d attain ? 

[Apr. 12, 1902.l 

DEJ10RAH DISHO~ORED. 

X early all of our destructive critics have something 
o say abo~1t the prophetess Deborah, and all with little 
respect for her and little credit to themselves. The latest 
example which has fallen under my eye is found in the 
l\larch number of the Biblical World, and in an essay 
by Prof. L. n. Paton. of the Hartford Theological Semi
nary. It bears the heading, "Deborah's Conception of 
Yahweh." The essay opens with the following para
graph: 

::\ otice first the similarity of Deborah to the prophets and 
prophetesses of other ancient peoples. She ''used to sit under 
the palm-tree of Deborah." doubtless the same sacred tree that 
is mentioned in Gen. 35: 8. Presumably she drew her response:> 
from the rustling of its leaves, as other Semitic seers were 
accustomed to do. The children of Israel came to her for "de
cision," no doubt on such trivial matters as later were referred 
to Samuel (r Sam. 9:6). Her wide influence she used to stir 
up hostility against the Canaanites. and she marched at the head 
of the army like an ancient German pror-hetess. 

It would be hard to find a paragraph in what. has 
been written by the most radical skeptics against Debo
rah, more disparaging to her, or more replete \\'it' evi
dences of the writer's ignorance of his subject. 

She "u::ed to sit under the palm-tree of Deborah;" 
and what woman out of doors in a hot country. or what 
man. as to that. would not sit under a tree rather than in 
the broiling sun? Dut this tree was "doubtless the same 
sacred tree that is mentioned in Gen. 35: 8." The refer-
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ence is to the oak-tree under which the Deborah who had 
been Rebekah's nurse was buried. That oak was doubt
less a somewhat conspicuous tree at the time, yet it was 
"doubtless the same tree" under which the second Debo
rah used to sit, though she lived more than five hundred 
years later. It "doubtless" became a very old tree. But 
its o ld age was not the most surprising thing about it, 
for in the course of those five hundred years and more 
it had changed from an oak-tree to a palm-tree. I sup
pose this was evolution. The first Deborah was buried 
under an oak-tree, and the second Deborah sat under a 
palm-tree, but with this learned professor in a theological 
seminary it was "doubtless the same sacred tree.'' And 
why call it a sacred tree? The first Deborah was buried 
under an oak, not because it was a sacred tree; neither did 
the second Deborah sit under a palm because it was a 
sacred tree. ~ ot a word is said in either passage about 
the sacredness of the tree, and such things as sacred trees, 
though the minds of the modern critics are full of them, 
are not known to the Scriptures from Genesis to Revela
tion. I would not be surprised if we should next hear 
from some crack-brained critic that the tree in which 
Absalom was suspended was a sacred tree, and that his 
mule, through gratitude that he was not killed in the 
battle. ran under the tree and left Absalom hanging there 
as a thank-offering to the god of the tree. A man whose 
brain has not been addled by the subtleties of crooked 
criticism would say that the first Deborah was buried 
under a tree in order that any of Jacob's family, who 
might afterward pass that \\"ay, might easily find the 
grave of the good old nurse: and that Deborah the 
second sat under a tree when the people gathered about 
her because her hottse was not commodious enough to 
receive them. 
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I3ut, with Professor Paton, Deborah had another and 
very different ,-cason for sitting under the tree: "Pre
sumably she drew her responses from the rustling of its 
leaves, as other Semitic seers were accustomed to do.'' 
This puts her on a par with heathen fortune-tellers: and 
the next sentence has the same import: "The children of 
Israel came to her for 'decision,' no doubt on such triYial 
matters as later \Yere referred to Samuel (I Sam. 9: 6) ;'' 
that is, such matters as telling ,,-here to find stray asses. 
The rustling of the lea·.,es of the tree would tell her 
where the stray asses could be found. And we are to 
suppose, also, that it was the ru:;tling of the leaYes which 
told her to call Barak with ten thou~and men to :.Iount 
Tabor, after which Sisera with J a bin·~ army \\·ould come 
down and Jeho,·ah would deJiyer him into Barak's hand. 
Finally. this professor and Ph. D. forgets the Scripture, 
and draws on his imagination to tell us that Deborah 
"marched at the head of the army like an ancient Ger
man prophetess." Of course he kno\\·s that she did this, 
for the text says not a word about it. 

If good old Lappidoth, the hu~band of Deborah, 
should happen back in this \\·orld again. and hear how 
such men as Professor Paton are ~mutting the reputation 
of his wife, I think his wrath would be kindled as of old, 
and somebody would be in danger from the toe of his 
boot. 

[June I, I9<JI.] 

DEDOR.-\H'S FORTY TI-IOT..JSA~D. 

Professor DriYer and other modern scientific cnt1cs 
hold that the story of the war between Benjamin and the 
other tribes is not truthfully represented in the Book of 
Judges. because the latter represents the army of the 
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tribes as numbering four hundred thousand footmen 
(20: 2) ; whereas Deborah, who lived not far from the 
same time, ''places the number of warriors of entire 
Israel at not more than forty thousand'' (Introduction, 
168). But Deborah docs no such thing. She says noth
ing at all about the number of warriors in "entire 
Israel." vVhat she does say is this: ''\Vas there a shield 
or spear seen among forty thousand in Israel?'' (J udg. 
10: 8). She was speaking, as the preceding context 
shows, of the oppression under J a bin, which preceded 
her call to arms, and emphasizing the scarcity of weapons 
in the hands of her people. \ Vhen will these critics learn 
to inform themselves in the Scriptures which they criti
cize, and to represent them correctly? Not, I suppose, 
until they get to believing them. If a man believes the 
word of God, this makes him careful how he quotes it; 
but if he believes it to be a bundle of myths, legends and 
folklore, he is apt to spend his time hunting for these; 
and he finds them whether they are there or not. 

[June 1, 1901.] 

THE ALPACAS. 

The Expository Ti/1/es for l\fay, in notlcmg a new 
book by Mr. Hunt, on "Salvation After Death," says: "A 
writer in the Nineteenth Ccntur_v once said that he under
stood what would become of the sheep and what would 
become of the goats; it was the alpacas he was concerned 
about. l\Ir. Ilunt's concern is about the alpacas also." I 
suppose that these two gentlemen knew that they are not 
sheep, and are unwilling to acknowledge themselves to 
be goats; so they have raised the question about alpacas. 
They arc two of a great multitude who imagine that 
there will be some kind of gap between the sheep and 
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the goats in the clay of judgment. into which they can 
slip and glide through without being badly hurt. They 
are like a man of whom P. D. \Viles used to tell. He was 
asked if he was a member of the church. He replied, "I 
used to be, but the church which I belonged to split on 
politics." "\\'ell, with which side did you go?" "I didn't 
go with either; I went with the split.'' The alpacas hope 
to go with the split. but what concerns them is that when 
they fall through the split, they don't know where they 
are to land. 

[Jan. 18. 1902.] 

WELLHAUSE~'S BATTLE AT THE RED SE.-\. 

Julius \Vellhausen, the head master of ''modern scien
tific criticism," has a liYely imagination. He can make 
and unmake history at will, and he is said to be brilliant 
in doing both. A fit specimen is his account of the cross
ing of the Red Sea by Israel. Here it is: 

The situation was a critical one; but a high wind during the 
night had left the shallow sea so low that it became possible to 
ford it. ;\loses eagerly accepted the suggestion, and made the 
venture with success. The Egyptians rushing after came up with 
them on the further shore, and a struggle ensued. But the 
assailants fought at a disad\·antage. the ground being ill suited 
for their chariots and horsemen; they fell into confusion and 
attempted to retreat. :\Ieanwhile, the wind had changed; the 
waters returned, and the pursuers were annihilated.-Article 
"Israel," in Encyclopedia Britannica, p . .<o6. 

This is the man who is chiefly followed by our Eng
lish and American ''evangelical critic;;." He should be 
called as a witness by the weaker side in the coming 
investigation of Admiral Schley's conduct at Santiago. 
He could make out an account of that battle to suit; and 
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if no battle· at all had been fought, he could testify to 
one all the same. 

Wellhausen's immediate predecessor, and the ration
alist to whom, next to Wellhausen, our ''evangelicals" 
are most indebted, Abraham Kuenen, is not so knowing. 
On the subj ect of the Reel Sea crossing he not only fails 
to be wise above what is written, but he is doubtful about 
how much of the latter he should accept. He says: 

vVhat actually took place there we do not know. The only 
thing certain is that the Israelites remembered that they had 
there escaped a great danger which threatened them from the 
side of the Egyptians. Even in early times their re scue was con
sidered and celebrated as an act of J ahveh. The :J.ccount which 
we possess in Exodus of their passage may have ex;sted as early 
as the eighth century B. C. It is undoubtedly founded on fact. 
nut it is very difficult to distinguish the actual circumsta nces of 
the occurrence from poetical embellishments. \\' e will not ri sk 
the attempt.-"Religion of Israel," Vol. I., p. 126. 

Poor fellow! Deing bound by a foregone conclusion 
to reject the miracle, and having too much good sense to 
accept the silly accounts of his fellows in rationalism, he 
stumbles and falls like an old man without his cane. 

[Jan. r8. 1902.] 

SO:\IE CHOICE EXTRACTS. 

I have before me a small but neatly printed volume, 
entitled "The Prophets of Israel," by Professor Cornill, 
of the University of Konigsberg. IIe is frequently 
quoted as an authority by our American advanced critics. 
It is said in the preface to his little book that " P rof. Carl 
Heinrich Cornill is an orthodox Christian. He holds the 
chair of O ld Testament history in the venerable Univer
sity of Konigsberg.'' He is a representative German 
critic of the new school; so I want to introduce him to 
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our readers by a few choice extracts from his book on 
the prophets. 

The Israelitish JJarrati\·e, as it lies before us in the books of 
the Old Testament, gi\·es a thoroughly one-sided, and in many 
respects incorrect, picture of profane history, and on the other 
hand an absolutely false representation of the religious history 
of the people, and has thus made the discovery of the truth 
almost impossible l p. 2). 

If this statement is true, I should like to know the 
sense of haYing in the ''yenerable 'CniYersity of Konigs
berg" a professor of this "absolutely false history." \ Vhy 
not also haYe a professor of "Gulliver's Tranls"? I 
should say that "an orthodox Christian'' is on a fool's 
errand ,,·hen he cleYotes his time to lectures on such a 
book as that. 

These German critics do not often make a confession 
of ignorance. ancl. when they do, it is ignorance about 
something \Yhich they ought to know. Cornill makes 
such a confession in the follmYing passage : 

And now I must make an admission to you \Yhich it is hard 
for me to make, but which is my fullest scientific com·iction, 
based upon the most cogent grounds, tiJat in the sense in \\·hich 
the historian speaks of knowing. \\·e know absolutely nothing 
about :\loses. All o riginal records a re missing; we have not 
received a line, not even a word. from :\loses himself, or from 
any of his contemporaries ( 17). 

The question nO\\' arises, \\'hy clicl the authorities of 
the Yenerable 'Cni,·ersity of Konigsberg put into the 
chair of Old Testament hi~tory a man who is such an 
ignoramus as to know absolutely nothing about :\loses? 
As well haYe an agnostic to lecture on the being and 
attributes of God. 

But scarcely do you turn a leaf in Cornill's book until 
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you read of things that :\loses did. These statements 
culminate in this : 

By giving Israel a national Deity, i\loses made of it a nation, 
and cemented together by this ideal band the different hetero
geneous elements of the nation into a unity. Moses formed 
Israel into a people. \\'ith ~1oses and his work begins the his
tory of the people of Israel (26, 27). 

And this is the ?~loses of whom this knowing pro
fessor knows absolutely nothing! 

It is different with reference to Ahab. This notorious 
apostate is better known to Corni11 than he is to the Bible 
historian : 

Ahab, owing to his conflict with Elijah, is ranked among the 
Biblical miscreants-but as unjustly so as Saul. Ahab was one 
of the best kings and mightiest rulers that Israel ever had, 
esteemed aml admired by both friend and foe as a man of worth 
and character (29). 

As the Israelitish history gives an "absolutely false 
representation of the religious history of the people," I 
suppose that Cornill learned all this about Ahab by taking 
the writer's account of him as the opposite of the truth. 
There are some men so given to lying that the opposite 
of what they say is apt to be the truth. The Bible 
writers, with Cornill, belong to this class. On this prin
ciple he not only praises Ahab, but he smirches the repu
tation of Elijah by saying: 

Elijah was no opposer of Baal on grounds of principle (31). 

On Elisha he has no mercy at all. He says: 

Elisha had learned from his predecessor's example that noth
ing could be achieved with spiritual weapons; he became a 
demagogue and conspirator. a revolutionist and agitator (34). 

And still we wonder how a man who knew absolutely 
nothing about l\Ioses, could know so much about Ahab 
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and Elijah and Elisha. \\ e wonder, e~pecially, how he 
knew so much that isn't so. ,\nd \\·e wonder, more and 
more, why "the venerable Cniversity of Konigsberg" 
wants a man in its faculty to lecture about a book so 
full of lies as the Old Testament. 

Perhaps these are enough addled eggs for me to 
gather out of Cornill's nest at one time. Their odor is 
not very refreshing. If he passes in Germany for "an 
orthodox Christian," I am not going over there to study 
orthodoxy. 

[:.lay Ii, 1902.] 

THE ISSUE WROXGLY STATED. 

The Christian-E'l·angclist of April IO, in an article 
headed "Faith and Opinion."' has quite a number of state
ments on current Biblical criticism which obscure instead 
of clarifying the subject. One or two of these we have 
selected for comment: and, first, this having reference 
to the authorship of the Pentateuch: 

It is not a question whether these books are true, or possess 
historical ,·alue, but it is a question of authorship and date. 

How can this be said, when these books declare four 
or five hundred times that ~I oses said and did things 
which he did not do or say if ~Ioses is not their author? 
How can this be said, if hundreds of other sober his
torical statements made in these books are unfounded 
traditions, and if such men as Adam. Xoah and Abrahar~ 
are mythological heroes who neYer had a real existence? 
It is wrong to persist, as the Christian-E<.·angclist hab
itually does, in minifying the aberrations of destructive 
critics . 

..\.nother of these cloudy statements is this: 
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Any man may be safely permitted to hold any view of the 
Pentateuch or of Jonah which seems to him true, who has Christ 
formed within him, the hope of glory. 

By the expression ''may be safely permitted" is 
meant, l suppose, may be permitted without remon
strance, and especially without a charge of ''incipient 
infidelity." If, then, it seem trne to any man that these 
bo~ks were fabricated by designing priests for the pur
pose of deceiving men and gaining pelf for themselves, 
he is not to be charged with even incipient infidelity, 
provided he has "Christ formed within him, the hope of 
glory." And if this is true with respect to the Pentateuch 
and Jonah , the writer will not deny that it is true with 
reference to the other books of the Old Testament. And 
if it is trne with reference to the Old Testament, it must 
be equally true with respect to the i\'ew Testament. If, 
then, according to this gum-elastic interpretation of the 
faith, a man rejects the whole Jlible as mythical and 
legendary, but has Christ "formed within him, the hope 
of glory," he must be received into full fellmvship, and 
no susp1c1on may be cast upon his faith. And who is 
to decide whether such a man has Christ formed within 
him, the hope of glory? If we are to have Christian 
liberty, a liberty, by the by, which the Christian-Evan
gelist seems to think some are trying to take away from 
us, I must claim the liberty to judge o f this for myself; 
and my judgment is that no man has Christ formed 
within him, the hope of glory, if he does not believe what 
Christ says. If he claims to believe in Christ, and yet 
denies the truth of something which Christ affirms, I can 
:10t avoid the conclusion that he is troubled with "incipi
ent infidelity," which, like incipient consumption, will 
prove fatal if it has its natural growth. Many a man, 
especially among young men, has commenced by doubt-
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ing the story of Jonah. ami gone on from this to doubt
ing everything in the Dible. 

[Jan. 25, 1902.1 

A SuRE CCRE FOR 1J~DELIEF. 

That unbelief very commonly springs from the heart 
or from pride of intellect has been frequently demon
strated. The Outlook of January I I publishe~ an account 
of a striking instance of it in the experience of the 
eminent French writer. Francis Coppee. In an article on 
Jean d'. \rc, Coppee says of himself: 

There was a time when I should have scornfully shrugged 
my shoulders at the mention of miracles. \' et. if there be an 
almighty Being. the :\Iaker of all things dsible and invisible, he 
must be superior to all those laws \vhich he has himself im
pressed upon his work; and therefore no miracle can be impos
sible to him. To-day I am no longer arrogant enough to 0\·er
look this ob,·ious truth. A time came when I lay on what seemed 
likely to become my death-bed. I looked into the grave; and I 
felt the cradng for immortality. Then I set myself to read the 
Gospels once again. I read them as they ought to be read-with 
a simple, open heart-and in every page, in e\·ery word of that 
sublime story, I saw truth shine. .-\nd consequently I now be
lie\·e firmly in all the gospel miracles. chronicled as they are by 
the evangelists, with a clearness and a minuteness of detail which 
afford the most evident proof of truthfulness. Yes. Jesus did 
give sight to the blind and life to the dead. As he passed on 
his brief journey through this world he scattered these blessings 
by the way to show that he was indeed the Son of God. Thus 
did he found the religion which during nineteen centuries has 
given peace to all men of good will. The faith in him which I 
ha,·e now attained I hope henceforward to keep. and to see it 
constantly and steadily strengthening unto my life's end. 

The fact of haYing been suspended for a ~hort time 
over the graYe, and then placed again on hi~ feet to liYe 
a little longer, took all the intellectual pride out of this 
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man, and caused him to look at the gospel narratives 
with a level head. The result was the same ~mquestion
ing acceptance of what he read that is common with 
level-headed people the world over. It might be a good 
thing, in the case of many other infidels. to pray the 
Lord to scare them up in a similar way. Wicked men, 
who have learned to enjoy their wickedness, can seldom 
be persuaded to turn to the Lord unless something occurs 
to scare them nearly to death about their eternal pros
pects. It is well enough to say, as some men are so fond 
of saying, that you can not scare men into the kingdom 
of God; for in a certain sense this is true; but it is 
equally true that there are many men who will never 
enter the kingdom, or seriously think of doing so, until 
you scare them. You must thunder the terrors of the 
final j uclgment in their ears, as Jesus did, and as Paul 
did, if you are ever to make them repent. 

A case similar to the one recounted above occurred 
in Kentucky not many years ago. A young brother 
whom we shall call Tom, who was a zealous Christian 
and ever ready for an argument in defense of his faith, 
had occasion to spend the night ,,·ith a relative whom he 
called Cousin George. Cousin George was an atheist, 
and was also fond of argument. ,\t the supper table he 
began on Tom about his superstitious belief in an invisi
ble and intangible God. Tom took up the gauntlet, and 
they had it up and clown till bedtime. Late in the night 
Tom heard a commotion downstairs and the groaning 
of some one in great pain. He hurriedly dressed awl 
went down. He found Cousin George rolling about on 
the bed with a desperate case of cramp colic, and calling 
loudly on the Lord with every breath. "0 Lord, 0 God, 
have mercy on me.'' Tom walked up to the bedside, 
joined with those who were rubbing him, and said: 
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''Don't call on him, Cousin George: there ain 't any.'' At 
this Cousin George would grit his teeth and hold in 
awhile, but when another sharp pain would strike him, 
he would again cry out, "0 God, have mercy. ·• Again 
Tom would say, "Don't call on him, Cousin George; 
there ain't any;'' and so he tormented Cousin George 
until the doctor came and gave him an opiate. 

[\lay 2i, Igo2.1 

A PROBLK\1 IX HIGHER CRITICIS::\1. 

Several Bible students request a clear answer to this diffi
culty. Statement of Question: 1. You belie\"e that e\"ery part and 
item of the original Scriptures is inspired. You also once stated 
that chapters II and 12 of .\cts should be taken in their order 
as recorded, and that Paul's \"isit to Jerusalem recorded there 
"was before" the death of Herod .\grippa, who killed James. 

2. Kow, in Gal. I: I6-24, Paul tells us that his tlrst \"isit to 
Jerusalem (after his com·ersion) was "to see Peter," and that 
"afterwards I ... -ccas wzknou.·zz by face unto the clzurclzes in 
Judea." Then, ''fourteen years after I went up again to Jeru
salem with Barnabas" (chap. 2: I, 2). Therefore. this \"isit men
tioned in Acts II and I2 must ha\"e been his second visit. for 
they saw him face to face (only the second time then). Herod 
died A. D. 44 (undisputed by any authority). Therefore, this 
visit could not ha\"e been later. Therefore, at the least rowzt, 
Paul's com·ersion was fourteen years pre\"ious. to .\. D. 44. or 
A. D. 30. Hence this would mean that Paul had been com·erted 
before the crucifixion. Can this be clearly harmonized without 
forcing? If so, please do so. 

AXS\\'ER. 

The "problem'' here presented is an old one. It has 
been used by critics of the skeptical school to prove the 
unreliability of the author of r\cts by showing that Paul 
and Darnabas did not make the journey from .\ntioch to 
Jerusalem described in chapters I I and 12. Dut those 
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who usc it thus, misinterpret Paul's statements in Gala
tians. In the first and second chapters of this Epistle 
the apostle is showing that he had not enjoyed the oppor
tunities necessary to have obtained his knowledge of the 
gospel from the older apostles, as the J udaizcrs hac\ 
claimed. To this end it was not necessary to mention 
all the visits he had made to Jerusalem, where some of 
the older apostles, and especially Peter, could be usually 
found, but only those in which he could have seen Peter 
and learned from him. Now, in the account of the alms
giving trip with Darnabas, there is nothing said of their 
being in J erusalem until they started back to Antioch, 
when it is said, ''They returned from Jerusalem when 
they had fulfilled their ministrations.'' This was after 
the death o f Herod ( 12: 23-25) . They had come from 
Antioch to bring alms, not to Jerusalem especially, but 
' 'to the brethren that dwelt in Judea" ( r 1 : 20). \Nhen 
they 1·eached J uclea , J erusalem was not a very healthy 
place for apostles; for IIerod hac\ just beheaded James 
and cast Peter into prison, intending to kill him also 
after the Passover. Dut Peter, on being released by an 
angel the night before his intended execution, "departed 
and went to another place." From all this it appears 
that on this visit Paul did not meet with Peter at all; 
conseque11tly, liis next visit a fter thi s was the one men
tioned in Galatians, and this was the one on which he 
was sent with Darnabas to confer with the older apostles 
about circumcision. It is describccl in Acts 15. This 
was in the year 50, and the fourteen years since his con
version elates the latter event in 36, · about two years 
a fter the death o f J esus. The whole "prcLlem" is 
work~cl out in my " Commentary on Acts.' ' and also in 
my work on the credibility o f the X ew T estament books. 

The remark o f P aul alluded to above, "I was still 
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unknown by face to the churches in Judea·· (Gal. I : 22), 
has reference to the inten·al in which he ,,·as "in the 
regions of Syria and Cilicia" ( 21) ; and this \\'as be
t\\'een his departure to Tarsus, and his being called 
thence to .\ntioch by 1\arnabas (9: 30-11: 25). Of 
course his tour among the J udean churches with Bar
nabas, distributing the gift from Antioch, brought thi~ 
ignorance of his person to a close. 

[]an. 25. 1902. l 

PLAIX QUESTIOXS :\:\D PL\IX .-\XSWERS 

The editor of the rT ' cstcm Recorder· has put to the 
editor of the flldcpclldc'llf t\\'O plain questions suggested 
by recent utterances of the latter. The questions are 
these: 

Do you hold that we are under obligation to believe what
ever the Bible, fairly interpreted, teaches; and to do whatever 
the Bible, fairly interpreted, enjoins? 

To both of these questions the flldcpCJzdcllt ans\\·ers 
with an emphatic ".:\o." As examples of things that he 
does not believe. he specifies the account of creation, 
and the prediction by our Lore!. in the twenty- fourth 
chapter of ::\Iatthe\\·, about his second coming. r\s an 
example of precepts \\'hich he is not bound to obey, he 
specifies Paul's order that \\'omen shall keep silence in 
the churches. Of the latter he says: 

The Bible, "fairly interpreted," seems to us to "enjoin" 
women to keep silence in churches. \\'e can get no other fai1· 
interpretation out of Paul's language. To our mind it is clear 
that women now have a right to speak and teach, and that the 
Holy Spirit in the church has re,·ersed \\·hat the Holy Spirit 
said through Paul. That is. if Dr. Eaton prefers, we set up our 
private judgment against Paul's interpretation: but we think 
have the Holy Spirit with us. 
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\ Ye shall wait and watch with interest to see how 
Dro. Eaton will di spose o f the shallow sophistry by which 
the Independent tries to excuse his candid confessions. 

[Jan . 25, 1902.] 

TIIE WAY IT GOES AT YALE. 

A volume of "Critical and Historical Essays" has just 
been published by Charles Scribner's Sons, written by 
members of the "Biblical and Semitic Faculty" of Yale 
University. The Outlool~, in a brief notice of it , says: 

The conclusions re:1ched here in Old Testament literature 
are less conservative than in the l\'ew. \\'hil e the love o f Isaac 
and Rebecca will live in literature, it lives nowhere else, for their 
union was in fact the coalescence of two tribes bearing these 
names. The patriarchs of Genesis can not, in general, be re
ga rded as real persons. 

These gentlemen arc lost in the fog of their own con
ceit. The love of Isaac and Rebekah will live as a reality 
in the minds and hearts of many millions of believers, 
when the names of these professors shall have been for
gotten by their own posterity. And as for Adam, Noah, 
Jacob and Joseph, they are known and honored as real 
persons by millions of people to a single one who has 
ever heard of these professors. o ever will hear of them. 
''Lord, give us a good conceit of ourselves," is a prayer 
not needed by our "modern scientific critics" of the Old 
Testament. 

[Apr. 5, 1902.] 

PRESIDENT HARPER ON SACRIFICE. 

President Harper's "Constructive Studies in the 
Priestly Element in the Old Testament" shows him to 
be more radical in criticism than does any other of his 
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publications that l have seen. In nothing. perhaps. does 
he follow so unquestioningly his German teacher; as in 
his accounts of animal sacrifice. On this subject his 
most constantly quoted authorities are \Vellhausen and 
his imitators, such as Kent and :-Ienzies. Speaking of 
sacrifice in the early times, he says: 

At first this was a social meal, a banquet in which the offerer 
and his friends participated. and to which the deity was invited. 
There are frequent references to such sacrificial meals in which 
the members of a family, or of a clan, or. indeed. of a whole 
nation. took part. This meal was full of joy, sometimes boister
ous. Those who participated were eating and drinking with 
the deity; it was a communion of the worshiper and his god. 

If this had been said of sacrificial feasts among the 
heathen. we might pass it by without dispute. for almost 
C\'ery imaginable folly has been connected with heathen 
sacrifices; but the author shows that he refers to sacri
fice as practiced by the patriarchs and early prophet;; of 
the Old Testament. by citing in support of his assertions 
none but passages in Genesis, I Samuel and 2 Chron
icles. His first citation is the account in Genesis I8 of 
:\braham's entertainment of the three angels. in which 
no sacrifice at all was offered, and in which the thought 
of "eating and drinking \Yith the deity" was not hinted 
at; for Abraham took the three Yi~itors to be no more 
than human beings until after the feast was over. If it 
is the ''modern scientific'' way of proving a proposition, 
to quote a passage in which the subject of the proposi
tion is neither mentioned nor hinted at, this may serve as 
a specimen. 

The second citation is from I Sam. I: 3-8. which 
describes the annual feast of Elkanah's family. Tn thi,; 
instance there was a sacrifice. that of a peace-offering. a 
part of which was always eaten by the offerer and his 
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family, but there is not a word ~aiel about the deity being 
invited, neither was the meal ''full of joy." It was quite 
otherwise, on account of the jealousy between E lkanah's 
two wives. And if any o f the family had the idea that 
it was "a communion of the worshiper with his god," 
nothing is said about it in the text. It is a new !dncl 
o f exegesis which makes a text prove something by say
ing nothing about it. vVhy the terms '·deity" and ''god," 
in this extract. are spclt with small initial letters is not 
explained. 

The third reference is to the sacrificial feast prepared 
by Samuel on the hill top at Ramah, in anticipation of 
God's promise to show him that clay the man who was 
to be king of I srael. Samuel invited the thirty elders, 
and he invited Saul: but there is not a word said about 
his inviting "the deity." The thirty elders communed 
with their future king, and he with them; but there is no 
intimation that they were communing with their "god." 
T he occasion was not "full of joy,'' but full of per
plexity. for no man present except Samuel understood 
what it all meant. This is another example of the same 
kind o f exegesis. 

Finally. our author refers to r Chron. r6: r-3, where 
we find David, after bringing the ark into Jerusalem, 
offering burnt-offerings and peace-offerings. and then 
giving to· every one of the men and women who were 
p resent a loaf of bread. a portion of flesh or wine, it is 
uncertain which. and a cake of raisins. and blessing them 
in the name of Jehovah. Apart from the sacrifice itself. 
not one of the elements mentioned by P resident Harper 
is hinted at on this occasion. Thus endeth the Scripture 
proofs of the wild statements quoted at the beginning o f 
this a rticle. 

In the next paragraph on the same page (I am quot-
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ing from page 4). President I larper says: ''In later times 
sacr-ifice became more formal, and graduaJly gre\\- into 
an exclusively religion~ act_'' 

If there eYer was a time "-hen, in the practice of 
patriarchs and propheb, or of those who accepted their 
teaching. it \Yas anything ebe than an exclu:;i,:ely relig
ious act, the proof is not forthcoming in this book; 
neither can President Harper. or any other man. make 
it come forth. There are other ~tatements about sacri
fice in thi~ book which are as far from the truth a~ these 
\Y hich I haYe mentioned. but I haye said enough to show 
what kind of teaching this famous professor is trying to 
inject into the advanced classes of our Sunday-schools. 
If \Ye foJlow him, \Ye mo,-e at every step a\\·ay from the 
Bible. 

[Apr. s. rgo::?.] 

HERESY-HC:\:TI:\:G. 

Some people have Yery con fused ideas about hunt
ing for heresy, and about Christian liberty. If a m2n 
ad,·ances and seeks to propagate teaching \Yhich I regard 
as Ycry injurious, if not ruinous. and I assail it with 
vigor, such Yigor as he feels unable to resist on the 
merits of the question. it is common for him and hi5 
friends to cry out. ''Heresy-hunter! Heresy-hunter!" If 
a lot of us ~houlcl go prying into some man's utterances 
to find something wrong. 'omewhat as \\'_ T. ~foore's 
hounds kept up a yelping all night because. as the old 
clarkey said. "dey smell somethin". but can't 'zac'ly locate 
it." we might be charged with hunting for here~y: but 
i f tho~e hound~ had seen a fox coming out of some 
man · ~ hen-roo~t. nobody would have objected to their 
giving him chase. The fox might cry out for personal 
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liberty, and say, " I have just as good a right to take a 
chicken as you have to take a fox," nevertheless, the 
common judgment of mankind would say that to chase 
the fox away would be a righteous act. Out vVest there 
are bear-hunters. They go creeping around among the 
hills and rocks trying to slip up on a bear and take the 
advantage of him. In this they are like real heresy
hunters. Dut if a man is walking along the public road, 
and meets a bear reared on his hind legs, and reaching 
for him with his fore paws, there is bound to be a fight 
or a foot-race; and if the man should fight the bear, 
nobody could on this account call him a bear-hunter. 
The bear might say, "I am free, and have as much right 
on this road as you have," and the man could answer, "I 
am free, too, and have as much right on this road as 
you have." And if the man should also say, "You are 
after hugging me, and you hug everybody you can get 
hold of, so I wi ll put a l)lillet through you;· the average 
citizen would say that the man was in the right. So, if 
heresy does not want to be shot at. it should play sly and 
not walk out into the public road. 

fApr. 5. 1902.] 

CHICKE:\ COCKS DA~ISHED. 

Bro. Benedict, of Michigan, sends me a clipping 
from the Chicago A merican, in which a correspondent 
o f that paper. writing from ?IIilwaukee, \Vis. , gets off 
the following piece of ancient history : 

\\' hile reading in the Amaican of the dramatization of the 
story o f the Saviour's betrayal, arrest, trial and crucifixion, I 
was r eminded of the not yery widely known fact-somewhat 
curious, though not at a ll important- that there were .no "cock 
crowings" in Jerusalem on that eventful night, as, by a religious 
law o f the J ews, all cocks were banished from the city during· 
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the celebration of the feast of the Passo\'er. The blowing of a 
trumpet at the changing of the Roman military watch at mid
night and at 3 o'clock A. ~!. , were called, respecti\'eiy by the 
Jews the first ami second "cock crowings." And the Rihlical 
statement. "And immediately the cock crew,'' probably means 
that just at that time (midnight) the watch was being changed 
and the sound of the trumpet was heard. H. A. Bl:sHXELL. 

Mr. Bushnell does not tell us where he found this 
piece of in formation about the banishment of cocks. I 
suppose he found it in the same chapter and the next Yerse 
after that which says that all saphearls \Yho wrote for 
newspapers were han~ed before the Passm·er began. If 
they hac! been, ancl the breed thus extirpated, it would 
have sa\·ed modern newspaper readers some waste of. 
time. Dut then those Jews who were such sap heads as to 
take the blO\Ying of a trumpet for the crowing of a cock, 
ought to ha,·e been hanged with the correspondents. 
The fool-killer must have been out of place just at 
that time. Peter must haYe been one of the un for
tunates, for he took the blowing of the trumpet to be 
t·he crowing of a cock, and went out and wept bitterly. 
He ought to have butted out his brains. if he hac! any, 
against the first stone wall. Dut may it not be possible 
that when the order was issued for all the cocks to leave 
town, one old rooster, not being notified, stuck to his 
roost and cro\Yecl after the old fashion? 

\\'hat will be the next piece of nonsense which unbe
lievers will hatch out with which to pelt the Dible? l\Ir. 
Bushnell will have to try his hand again. 

[june q, 1902.1 

PROFESSOR WILLETT OX CRE:\. TIO:\. 

I now t.ake up what Professor \\'illett has to say 
through the Chicago daily paper about the relation be-
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tween the Babylonian account of creation and that in 
the Book of Genesis. After mentioning several nations 
of antiquity that had traditions respecting the origin of 
the world, and last in the list, the Babylonians, he says: 

Among the latter people there is found a narrative of crea
tion so strikingly like that of Genesis that its relationship can 
not be questioned. Yet the differences are great, consisting for 
the most part in grotesque, polytheistic and immoral elements, 
which are entirely absent in the Genesis narrative. This suggests 
the explanation of the problem. The narratives which first 
found their way into Hebrew life from the common Semitic 
stock had the same general form and features which we see in 
them to-day. nut the religious life of lsrael demanded the 
purification of this material at the hands of the prophetic teach
ers, whose task it was to prepare the nation for its great voca
tion of a prophetic people and a spiritual teacher of the world. 
Ko vehicle of instruction was so familiar and important as these 
narr:~tives of creation. To purify them by subtraction of their 
grosser elements, and to make them the vehicle for teaching the 
emphatic and impressive truths of God's personality, unity and 
relationship to Israel. of man's supremacy in the moral order 
and his probationary position-this was the task to which the 
inspired teachers of Israel gave their attention at a most impor
tant stage of the national education. 

Here it is distinctly assumed that these Babylonian 
narratives existed prior to the one in Genesis, and that 
the latter was derived from the former by "subtraction 
of their grosser clements;'' that is, by leaving out what 
is said of the heathen gods, and ascribing the whole 
work of creation to the God of Israel. This was done, 
not by ~loses, for the crooked critics all deny that ~loses 
had anything to do with the composition of Genesis. but, 
in the verbose style of the Professor, by "the prophetic 
teachers whose task it was to prepare the nation for its 
great vocation of a prophetic people, and a spiritual 
teacher of the world." He might just as well have said 
what he meant, that this was done by the hypothetical J, 
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who wrote about ~ix or seven hundred years after 
l\Iose5, aml I', who wrote three or four centuries later. 
To these two imaginary writers are expressly ascribed 
the first and second chapters of Genesis. These two 
writers had no revelation on the subject, and what they 
wrote is not to be taken as matter of fact. They had 
nothing to go by but the Babylonian narrative, and they 
did nothing with this except to subtract from it its poly
theistic elements. 

\\'hether there is any truth in this theory or not, can 
be settled. I think, by any man who has common sense 
and will use it in a sensible way, by simply comparing 
the two accounts. Our readers. at least Yery many of 
them. have seen this Babylonian account. as the English 
version of it has appeared in many critical books and 
magazine articles, though probably few of them ha\'C 
read it on account of its tediousness and obscurity. It is 
about as easy reading as that many lines of the Koran. 
I will not inflict the reader with a copy of it. but I will 
summarize its principal features. and any one who 
chooses to verify the accuracy of my summary can 
easily do so. I follow the translation gi,·en by Professor 
Sayee in his "Higher Critics and the ::\Ionuments." page5 
63-71. The story goes forward in chronological order. 
as follows: 

r. There is an abyss of waters called Tiamat. which 
existed before there was any being in hea\'en or any 
plant on the earth. There were no gods as yet. 

2. Tiamat generates the great gods. and then. after 
a long time, the lesser gods. 

3· The gods, with ::\Ierodach as leader, make war on 
their mother Tiamat. She arms herself with snakes 
whose bodies are filled with poison. raging vampires, 
flashes of lightning, the scorpion-man. the fish-man. the 
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zodiacal ram, eleven monsters, etc., etc., and marches 
them forth under her husband Kingu, who walks by 
her side. 

4· The gods, some of whom are afraid of Tiamat and 
her forces, place .l\1erodach, also called Bel, in supreme 
command. He arms himself with a club, a sword, a 
bow, and lightning. He carries a net in which to enclose 
Tiamat. He makes all the winds blow to confound her, 
mounts his chariot, fastens the reins to his side, holds 
the weapons in his hands, and rushes to the charge. He 
seizes Tiamat by the waist, trying, I suppose, to hug her 
so tight that she could not breathe. She makes a loud 
outcry, calls on her husband to help her, "recites an 
incantation," and "casts a spell;" but .l\Ierodach throws 
his net over her, opens her mouth. and makes her swal
low an evil wind. which prevents her from closing her 
lips, and of course from bawling any more. "l-Ie swung 
the club, he shattered her stomach, he cut out her 
entrails, he dissected her heart. he took her and ended 
lwr life. Ile threw clown her corpse, he stood upon it." 
The beings who had backed her now fled. He let the:11 
escape with their liYes, but he built a "fence" around 
them so they could not escape. \Ve are not told what 
kind of a fence this was; but I suppose it must have 
been a close plank fence with a barbed wire along the 
top, so that the yampires and snakes could neither climb 
over nor creep through. After walloping the old woman 
in this fashion, and fencing in her supporters. ~ferodach 
was tired. ''He rests and feeds his bocly"-takes his 
dinner. as it were. \Vhat kind of diet he fed on we are 
not told; but I should think that. after such a struggle. 
bacon and beans, cornbread and buttermilk, would have 
been in order. And there is another curious thing about 
it. \Ve are not told for what offense the gods thus fell 
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afoul of their old mother. The worst thing that T can 
see in her behavior is, that she brought forth such a 
brood of bad children. 

5· After resting and eating, Del broke the dead body 
of his mother "like a dried fish in two pieces," ·he ''took 
one-half of her and made it the coYering of the sky,'' 
which then became bright. lie "established a great 
building in the heaven," and he caused Anu. Bel and Ea 
to inhabit it ''as their stronghold... Then "he fixed the 
stars that corresponded with them. eYen the twin stars.'' 
He ''ordained the year. appointing the signs of the 
Zodiac over it.'' He "founded the mansion of the Su::
god, who passes along the ecliptic ... and "illuminated the 
l\Ioon-god that he might be the watchman of the night, 
and ordained for him the ending of the night that the 
day might be known." 

6. It was now time for c,ther gods beside Del :\[ero
dach to take a hand. so we are next told that "at that 
time the gods in their assembly created the beasts, the 
cattle of the field and the creeping things.'' 

Here the story ends. Xothing is said about the crea
tion of man. of water animals, or of vegetation. ::\either 
is :\[erodach credited with the creation of the sun, the 
moon or the stars. He simply arranged the stars in 
constellations, made a mansion for the Sun-god and 
lighted up the :\loon-god. The heaYen and the earth 
were in existence before any of the gods were born. and 
of course no god created them. 

This, now. is the string of nonsense by the curtailing 
of which "the prophetic teachers of Isracl"-that is. J 
and P-drew ttp the accounts of creation in the Dook of 
Genesis ! Profes,or Willett may belieYe it if he can. and 
if he so desires. but to my mind it would be about as 
sensible to say that the parable of the prodigal son was 
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derived from Peck's "Dad Doy." or from Mark Twain's 
''Tom Sawyer." 

If I were to pass j uclgment on this "Creation Epic," 
as destructive critics fondly call it, I would say that it 
was written by some unbeliever in the gods of Babylon, 
some Bob Ingersoll of that clay, for the purpose of ridi
culing the gods out of existence in the minds of the 
people. Certainly no sensible man who read it and be
lieved it could ever afterward offer incense or prayer to 
any one of the brutal gang. 

This is not all. I scarcely think that the craziest of 
the critics would claim that this satire on the Babylonian 
gods was written before the clays of l\Ioses. It is only 
after robbing l\Ioses of all connection with the Bible 
account of creation, and relegating it to unknown au
thors of later centuries, that they can claim priority for 
the Babylonian account. For, be it remembered, this 
account was found on clay tablets dug out of the ruins 
of Asurbanipal's library at Nineveh. Dut Asurbanipal 
reigned from 667 to 625 D. C., and within this period his 
library building was erected and his tablets collected or 
written. There is no historical evidence that these crea
tion tablets had been in existence for any considerable 
period prior to this. Dut l\foses lived at least seven hun
dred years earlier, and if he wrote the Dook of Genesis, 
his account preceded by a long interval this Babylonian 
satire. And if, as is highly probable, :.roses received the 
account of creation either from oral tradition or in a 
written form, this carries the origin of it back to a still 
earlier elate. The critical theory on the subject, then, 
although it has been adopted by men who ought to have 
more judgment. is but a wild and groundless conjecture 
resulting from their equally groundless analytical theory 
of the Pentateuch. 
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lJ uly 5, I9Q.i.l 

ROlWL'\G JOSHUL\. 

39I 

l'ro fessor \ \ ' illett has contributed another article to 
the Sunday edition of the Chicago Record-Herald. This 
time he tries to rob Joshua of the credit of the great 
miracle at Ueth-horon. 1 Ie denies that the sun and the 
moon ~·tood still at the command of Joshua, and brings 
:forward the usual stock arguments of rationalists in 
support of his denial. 

First, of course, is the assertion that the account of 
this miracle is a quotation from the Dook of Jashar, with 
the implication that the author of the Dook of Joshua is 
not responsible for it. After quoting the passage, he 
says: "It is at once seen that \Ve are indebted for the 
whole episode of the arrested sun to the quotation from 
a work called in the text 'the book of Jashar.'" 

Here the account is not only belittled by styling it an 
episode, but we are said to be indebted for the whole of 
it to the quotation from the Dook of Jashar. This as
sumption has been disproved many a time, but I must 
disprove it again. ~ote. then. that the account contains 
two assertions with a question between them. The first 
assertion is this: "Then spake Joshua to Jehovah in the 
day when Jehovah delivered up the Amorites before the 
children of Israel: and he said in the sight of Israel, 

Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon. 
And thou, :\Ioon, in the valley of Aijalon. 
And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed, 
Until the nation had avenged themselves of their 

enemies." 
Then follows the question: ''Is not this written in the 

book of Jashar ?" The question undoubtedly refers to 
the preceding assertion. 
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Then follows the second assertion: "And the sun 
stayed in the midst of l~eaven, and hasted not to go clown 
about a whole day. And there was no day like that 
before it or after it, that Jehovah hearkened to the voice 
of a man : for Jehovah fought for Israel" (Josh. I o: 
I2-I4). 

The question, "Is not this written in the book of 
J ashar ?'' is an indirect assertion that it was; that is, that 
the lines preceding the question were thus written; but 
the author of the Dook of Joshua follows this by the 
assertion on his own part that the sun did stay as Joshua 
commanded, and that it stayed "about a whole day.'' He 
is then just as responsible for the truth of the story as 
if he had made no allusion whatever to the Book of 
J ashar. This independent assertion shows, too, that he 
was not dependent on the Book of Jashar for his infor
mation. 

Obvious as these facts are, Professor Willett says: 
"The extent of the quotation it is somewhat difficult to 
determine." And yet, on the supposition that our Re
vised Version is correct, he virtually concedes that it is 
as I have represented; for he says: ''In the Revised 
Version it would seem to be confined to verses I2b and 
I 3a." He also, on this supposition, agrees, though he 
expresses himself in a very nebulous way, that the author 
of Joshua affirms the truth of the story; for he adds: 
"If so, it would indicate that the writer of the prose 
narrative accepted the miraculous explanation of Israel's 
victory suggested by the poetical work from which he 
quoted." The supposition, however, on which he is 
forced to this concession-that is, that the Revised Ver· 
sion is here correct-he tries in his next sentence to set 
aside, or to render at least doubtful : for he adds: "But 
it is by no means clear that the whole of verses I2-I4 
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is not the original quotation. This seems probable upon 
comparison \\·ith the Greek text of the LXX.'" \Vhen 
I read this, I \\"Ondered what the text of the LXX. con
tains to justify the remad<, and I expected, of course, to 
find in it something with at least a hint in that direction : 
but, on turning to it, I found it in perfect accord with 
the Revised \"ersion, with this exception, that it omits 
Clllircly the reference to the Book of Jashar. :\nd now 
I am left to wonder why Professor \Villett. in aiming to 
show the extent of the quotation from the Book of 
J ashar, refers his Chicago readers. not one in a thousand 
of whom could read Greek. or eYer saw the LXX., to a 
yersion \\·hich says not a 5ingle word about the quotation. 
I am not willing to think him so tricky as to do this if 
he has ever examined the passage in the LXX. I prefer 
to suppose that he saw this reference in a \York by some 
author not so scrupulous as himself. and incautiously 
adopted it. He should be more .-:autious hereafter. 

But whoever is responsible for what our Professor 
styles "the episode of the arrested sun,'' he denies that 
any such event occurred, or that any miracle was 
wrought in connection with Joshua's victory. He says: 
"In the account of an important battle there has been 
incorporated a quotation from a poetic book. giving in 
imaginative and graphic language a description of the 
battle intended to emphasize its significance and the 
religious importance of I~rael' s \·ictory." 

Again: •· Probably few modern commentators would 
venture to uphold the view that the narrative of the 
arrested sun is to be taken othet wise than as a literary 
feature. adding Yividness to the account of Joshua's vic
tory.'' 

The "narrative of the arrested sun." then. is not true. 
but it is a ''literary feature." It might be illustrated in 
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this way. After delivering to the managing editor of 
the Rccord-H crald the manuscript of his essay, Pro
fessor 'vVillett might have said, 1 wanted to add a para
graph after the press was started. and at a w·ord from 
me the great machine was made to stand still a whole 
hour. The foreman of the pressroom, hearing after
ward that he had said this, and knowing that it was not 
true, being also of rather an irreverent spirit, demands 
of him, ''See here, Professor. what made you tell that lie 
about our stopping the press last night for you to write 
another paragraph?" The Professor answers, "It was 
not a lie, sir; it was only 'a literary feature.' It was only 
a description in 'imaginative and graphic language.' " 
All the big yarns that Artemus \ Vard and Dill N ye and 
Mark Twain used to tell were of the same kind. And 
this is the estimate put upon the Dook of Joshua at "the 
Disciples' Divinity I louse, University of Chicago.'' 

In arguing against the occurrence of a miracle i:1 
this instance, Professor \Villett makes this point: "If a 
miracle were to be wrought in connection with this bat
tle, would it be likely to occur after the victory had been 
won, and when the only remaining object was the de
struction of the Amorites ?" This argument shows his 
want of appreciation of the event. Joshua knew very 
well that if a large body o f the fleeing army should 
escape into walled cities, the sieges that would be neces
sary in order to take these would greatly prolong the 
wdr of conquest, and the loss of life among his own 
men: and it was in order to prevent this that he prayed 
for a prolongation of the day. This appears from the 
context, in which, after the capture of the five kings. he 
ordered that they be shut up in a cave, and said to his 
men, "Stay not ye; pursue after your enemies, and smite 
the hindmost of them; suffer them not to enter into their 
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C1t1es: for Jeho,·ah your God hath deliYcred them into 
your hand." So completely was this accomplished that 
all the chief cities of southern Canaan fell into his hand 
with little fighting ( 23-40), and without besieging one 
of them. 

I can not see why this miracle of the "arrested sun" 
should be fixed upon by unbelievers for adYerse criti
cism. rather than that of the arrested current of the 
overflowing Jordan. or the prostrated walls of Jericho. 
Professor \Yillett speaks of it as if, on the supposition 
of its reality. "the solar system was arrested by an all
inclusive miracle... But what disturbance of the solar 
system \\·ould haYe resulted from the suspension of the 
earth's rotation on its axis? About as much as would 
result to the machinery of a large planing-mill if a 
workman in one corner should stop turning his grind
stone. And to stop the rotation of the earth would have 
been no bigger a job \\·ith the Lord than stopping the 
grindstone with the carpenter. 

If I were required to \YOrk either of Joshua's mir
acles. and had my choice. I \\'Otilcl about as ~oon try to 
stop the sun as to cut off the ri,·er J orclan by stepping 
into it. or to blow dmvn the walls of Jericho with a ram's 
horn. Let us be reasonable. 

[July I:!. 1902.1 

HOW IT IS DOXE. 

The 0 utlook for J unc 2 r. in reviewing a work on 
"The Philosophy of Religion." by Professor Royce. of 
Harvard. says that Professor Royce has made "the most 
consistent and substantial contribution of any writer of 
our time to the philosophy of religion." He is an evolu
tionist. and he attempts to show ''how the non-huma'1 
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came to evolve the human type." As this process is one 
of the mysteries of the evolution theory, and as this 
professor, who is a Ph. D. and an LL. D. of Aberdeen, 
and who, according to The Outlook, has made the great
est contribution to this species o f philosophy, undertakes 
to solve this mystery, we must expect his solution to be 
clear, and to be well supported by facts. The reader will 
please to prepare himself for it, and then read it in the 
following paragraph : 

The process of the evolution of new forms o f consciousness 
in nature is throughout of the same general type as that which 
we observe when we follow the evoluti on of new sorts of plants, 
of ideas and of selfhood in our own life .... This whole process 
is analogous in structure and in result to the recurrent process 
of the conscious will that has found what it has to 'do in its 
learning o f new arts through trial and error, under the con
ditions of rigid select ion establi shed by the environment. I begin 
existence in the organic world as a tentative variation within its 
conscious life, and with my survival conditioned on conforming 
to the establi shed habits o f nature. 

If any man, after reading this, pretends not to under
stand "how the non-human came to evolve the human 
type,' ' we shall have to seat him on the dunce-block. 
Take an illustration: The tadpole began existence in the 
organic world as a tentative variation within its con
scious life , and with his surviva l conditioned upon con
forming to the established habits of nature; and that 
explains how he turned to a frog. 

[Oct. 14, rgo2.] 

THE GHOST OF GALILEO. 

For many years after the close of our Civil War. 
certain politicians, when they wished to arouse passion 
in favor of their party. instead of defending it by argu-
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ment, were accused of waving the bloody shirt. In a 
similar way, certain skeptics and half skeptics are con
stantly parading the ghost of Galileo to scare men who 
call in question their ''adYanced ideas." Every half
fledged ''higher critic'' who writes a piece for the papers 
these clays. is sure to warn you against opposing the 
march of modern scientific Dible study, lest you re-enact 
the part of those who persecuted Galileo for saying that 
the sun stands still, and the earth revolves around it. In 
this way Galileo 's ghost keeps constantly stalking around 
through the magazines and newspapers. seeking green
horns whom he may frighten. In "::\Iacbeth," Banquo, 
ghost \\·ould not "down:" in the comedy of criticism. 
Galileo's ghost is not permitted to ''down." The small 
critics can not do without him. Sometimes, when you 
don't scare at Galileo's, they bring up SaYonarola's and 
Bruno's. The witch of Endor was not "in it,'' compared 
with these dealers in familiar spirits. And what is the 
point in it all? \\'hy. said Bob Ingersoll, you men who 
still belieYe in the Christian religion, and cry out against 
me. are like the priests \Yho persecuted Galileo-you are 
clogging the wheels of progress, and if you don't get out 
of the road they will run over you. Yes, says the critic 
who has gone about half way over to Bob. I am Galileo; 
I have discovered new truth. and you take me to be a 
heretic: you are only persecuting Galileo. For ever and 
ever the cranks who have discovered a marc's nest are 
the Galileos of the age. and the "mossbacks" who con
tend that it is nothing but a mare's nest. are the obstruc
tionists who lag behind and persecute the prophets. I 
belieYe that this game of ghost has been played for all 
that it is worth : but watch the papers and you will see 
it again before long. ::\Ien without arguments are com
pelled to usc it. or keep silent. 
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I] u]y I 2, I 902.J 

GOMER. 

I am requested to answer the following question: 
How may we reconcile Hos. 1: 2, 3 ami 2: I-3 with God's 

law of unity and with his law of monogamous marriage? E. 

As I understand the first three chapters of Hosea, 
there is. nothing in them to be reconciled to God's law. 
True, if the command to Hosea, "Go, take unto thee a 
wife of whoredom and children of whoredom," stood by 
itself, we should understand that the wife to be taken 
was already guilty of whoredom, and that she already 
had children born to her while leading this life. nut the 
latter implication is forbidden by the fact that the chil
dren evidently referred to were born, as the rest of the 
chapter shows. after the marriage, and they were all the 
legitimate children of Hosea. The idea advanced by 
some writers, that he had doubts about some of them 
being his, is absolutely groundless. There is not a hint 
of anything of the kind in the text. If, then, the chil
dren whom he was to take, were to be his own, and not 
the offspring of sin, why are they and their mother 
called ' 'a wife of whoredom and children of whore
dom''? The reason is plainly given in the text: "For the 
land cloth commit great whoredom, departing from J eho
vah.'' \Vhile the people to which the woman Gomer 
belonged, and to which her children when born belonged, 
was given to whoredom against God. and she and her 
children were no exceptions to this, she was a wife of 
whoredom, and they children of wh::J redom in the same 
sense that all the people were. 

The married life of Hosea, let it be distinctly noted, 
as it is described in the first chapter, continuing till the 
birth of the third child, is without blemish. 
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The address of Jehovah in the second chapter, begin
ning with the words, "Plead with your mother, plead: 
for she is not my wife, neither am I her husband," is 
addressed, as its contents clearly indicate. to -individual 
Israelites \\·ith reference to the nation personified as 
their mother. ::he had committed adultery. but Gomer, 
the wife of the prophet, had not. 

The third chapter opens with these words: "And 
Jehovah said to me, Go yet. love a woman beloved of her 
friend, and an adulteress. even as Jehovah 10\·eth the 
children of Israel, though they turn unto other gods, 
and love cakes of raisins. So I bought her to me for 
fifteen pieces of sih·er, and a homer of barley, and a 
half homer of barley: and I said to her. Thou shalt 
2.bide for me many days: thou shalt not play the harlct. 
and thou shalt not be any man· s wife: so will I be 
toward thee." 

Here the prophet is plainly told, not to marry, but to 
love a woman who was at the time an adulteress. She 
was a slave, as is implied in his buying her for money 
and some barley. He keeps her from the embraces of 
other men, but he does not make her his O\\·n wife. He 
promises that he will be toward her as he requires her 
to be toward other men. The case is plainly this. that 
he loves an abandoned woman sufficiently to buy her out 
of slavery, and to guard her against a return to the life 
from which he had rescued her. Her former bad life 
and her rescue from it are made symbols of Israel's 
coming misery and her rescue from it; for Jehovah goes 
on to say: "For the children of Israel shall abide .many 
days without king, and without prince, and without sac
rifice, and without pillar, and without ephocl or tera
phim: afterward shall the children of Israel return. and 
seek Jehovah their God, and David their king: and shall 
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come with fear unto Jehovah and to his good 1ess in the 
latter days." 

It suits the whim of certain interpreters to assume 
that this woman of the third chapter is Gomer, who had 
abandoned her husband after the birth of her third child, 
had been reduced to such misery in her reckless life as 
to be sold as a slave, and that the prophet was required 
to love her again and remarry her. Dut there is not the 
slightest hint that she was the same woman ; and the 
absence of all allusion to her as such, which certainly 
would have appeared in the text if such had been the 
conception of the writer, is sufficient proof that she was 
not. 

The conceit which is floating around among certain 
writers, that Hosea learned the love of God for his peo
ple by the infelicities of his own household, and his 
foolish weakness in recalling and loving again a wife so 
utterly degraded, is a specimen of sentimental froth. It 
has been whipped up in the interest of the denial that 
the Book of Deuteronomy had as yet been written, from 
which especially Hosea could have learned how God 
loved Israel. 

[Oct. 14. 1902.] 

WISER THA~ PETER. 

The following query presents a single instance of the 
attempts made by recent critics to discredit the utter
ances of inspired men: 

In the exposition of September i. Sunday-school lesson, "The 
Prophet Like Moses," one of our church papers remarks: "An 
allusion to the l\fessiah in these verses is of a remote sort. and 
there is no reason to understand them to refer to any one except 
the immediate successor of Moses." Is this a correct rendering, 
and is the Lesson Committee astray in naming this lesson, and 
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in selecting as the Golden Text, "This is of a truth that prophet 
that should come into the world"? \V. P. KEELER. 

CHICAGO, Ill., Sept. 12, 1902. 

If we had nothing on the subject except fhc words 
of :-loses (Deut. r8: 15), we might not be able to say 
positively to what prophet he had reference. Yet the 
] e\Yish interpr~ters, who had nothing else, reached the 
conclusion that he referred to the :--Iessiah. as is plain 
from the words :::>f the "Golden Text"' quoted by Dro. 
Keeler. These are the words of the Galileans when the\' 
witnessed the feeding of the five thousand (John 6: q). 
They doubtless reached this conclusion from the con
sideration that, among the later prophets of the Old 
Testament, there was not one who was in any special 
degree '"like :\loses.'" 

It is usual \Yith the critics \Yho consider themselves 
better interpreters of the Old Testament than the apos
tles were. to say that the reference of :-loses is not to 
any individual prophet, but to the lillc of prophets which 
God raised up in Israel: but if he had meant this he 
would have used words indicative of this meaning, in
stead of saying ''a prophet.'" The ''church paper" quoted 
by Tiro. Keeler rejects this interpretation, and says: 
"There is no reason to understand them [the words of 
l\Ioses] to refer to any one except the immediate suc
cessor of :-roses.'" According to him. then, there is no 
reason to understand them. as the ''modern critics'' do 
with one accord, as referring to a lillc of prophets. This 
is harcl on the critics. It represents them. one and all. as 
adopting an interpretation for which there is no reason. 
They have done the same in many other instances. Dut 
if there is no reason for this, what reason is there for 
referring the words to "the immediate successor of 
Moses"? Joshua, who was the immediate successor of 
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Moses, figured eminently as a military leader, but he is 
not to be compared with Moses in his capacity as a 
prophet. There is no reason then to suppose that by the 
''prophet like unto 1\ioses," Joshua was meant. Here 
are two hypotheses, then, for which there is ''no reason;" 
but for the early Jewish interpretation there was a 
reason, and so, after all, the Jewish rabbis were better 
interpreters than their modern critics. 

Dut those of us who believe that the apostle Peter, 
in his first and second discourses recorded in Acts, spoke 
as he was moved by the lloly Spirit. have no need of 
such reasoning on this subject, for he settles it for us by 
divine authority, that the reference of i.Ioses was to the 
Christ. Only those who are wiser than Peter, and who 
are constantly asserting that the apostles adopted un
reasoning rabbinical interpretations of the Scriptures, 
can call this in question. \Yhen they give some proof 
that they are better interpreters than the inspired apos
tles, it will be soon enough to pay respectful attention 
to them. Until then their vaporing assumptions should 
be allowed to pass like the idle wind. They are in reality 
included in the very winds of which the apostle speaks 
when he warns us not to be "tossed to and fro and 
carried about by every wind of doctrine" (Eph. 4: 14). 

[Oct. q, 1902.] 

EXIT ADRAHA:\I. 

A correspondent of The Out!ooh takes the editor to 
task, in the issue for September 20. for representing the 
story of Abraham offering Isaac as a legend. Dut the 
editor stands his ground. He says : 

That the narrative of the trial of Abraham, by a divine com
mand to sacrifice his son, is legendary, must be ad!Tiitted, if one 
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accepts the results of learned researches accepted by such men 
as Professor Paton, of Hartford Theological Seminary, and 
Professor Curtis. of Yale Di,·inity School. These e\·angelical 
scholars agree with many others in holding the na;nes of the 
Hebrew patriarchs before :\loses to be tribal names, not personal. 

Yes; if we are to accept the "learned researches'' of 
t\\'O professor~ who are well known as rejecting as false 
a great many things ,,·hich the Bible records as true. 
\Vhy did not the editor cite the latest authority on Abra
ham, and say that if we accept the learned researches 
of Professor Cheyne, it must be admitted that Abraham 
was a myth of the Chalclean moon-god? Cheyne is a 
higher authority than either Paton or Curtis, or both put 
together. And why any ''if' about the matter? \ Yhy 
not say right out. that there ne,·er was such an indiYidual 
as Abraham- that Jesus. and the apostles, and :\Ioses, 
and all the prophets. ,,·ere mistaken in thinking there 
was; and that the learned researches of modern scholars, 
who know absolutely nothing about .-\braham, except 
what is written of him in the Scriptures, are to be 
accepted? 

\ \' e must suppose, according to this infidel theory, 
that when Jesus said to the Jews. "Ye shall see Abra
ham, Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of God. and your
seh·es cast out.'' he meant that they should see three of 
their old ancestral tribes there. \\'hen Jesus said. "Your 
father .-\braham saw my day. and \Yas glad." he either 
knew not what he was talking about. or he meant that a 
certain old Semitic tribe saw his clay and \Yas glad. So, 
when he quoted a conversation between .-\braham and 
the rich man in Hades. it was not an indiYidual named 
Abraham. but the old Semitic tribe, that carried on the 
co:-,•ersation. 

In the nook of Genesis, Sarah was the wife of a 
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tribe, and not of an individual. She bore the tribe a son 
when she was ninety years old, and when she died the 
tribe buried her. and took another wife. The tribe 
Abraham sent to Paddan-1\ram to get a wife for the tribe 
Isaac, and the tribe Esau threatened to slay the tribe 
Jacob. when the latter tribe went to the city of Haran 
and got four wives. The tribe Abraham finally died 
when it was 175 years old, and was buried in the cave 
o f ::\1achpelah. Hurrah for the learned researches of 
Professor Paton and P rofessor Curtis, and for the ever
green credulity o f Editor Lyman Abbott. When shall 
the world see their like again ? 

[ Nov. 8, 1902.1 

THE RESTORATIO:\f OF ALL Tl-II{'; GS. 

There is no passage in the Scripture more constantly 
garbled by Universalists, and some others. than Acts 3: 
2 r, in which the expression " the restoration of all 
things" occurs. In the verse as usually quoted, P eter, 
speaking of J esus, says : ''\Vhom the heaven must re
ceive until the t imes o f the restoration o f all things;" 
and it is claimed that by the restoration of all things is 
meant the restoration of the \\·hole human race to its 
primitive condition. Dut all these U niversalists are also 
evolutionists. T hey believe that the human race was 
evolved from lower animals. and especially L·om apes 
and monkeys. And now here comes James Small. o f 
Indiana, with the following inquiry: 

I want the fo rce o f the Greek on the word " restoration." If 
it will bea r out the idea o f restoring man to his pr imitive state 
o f innocence an d strength a nd purity, I should like to know it. 
On the other hand, if evolution is true, and our immedia te an
cestors were hairy quadrupeds and treeclimber s, the work after 
all in which we a re engaged is not particula rly profitable, seeing 
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we are only restoring man to monkeydom, his primitive state, 
according to the evolution theory. 

That is a center shot. Hit them again, nro. Small. 
Dut it is by garbling the Scriptures that the Univer

salian evolutionists haYe exposed themselves to Dro. 
Small's merciless fire. They quote but a part of the 
sentence, leaving off a modifying clause. The whole of 
it reads, ''\Vhom the heaven must receive until the times 
of restoration of all things whereof God spoke by the 
mouth of his holy prophets who have been since the 
world began." In other words, the heaven must receive 
(and retain) Jesus, until all things which have been pre
dicted by God's holy prophets since the world began. 
shall be fulfilled. This is a totally different conception, 
and it is time that preachers of all classes had learned 
to quote the passage as it is. 

f~ov. 8, 1902.] 

THE TDIE OF THE PUBLIC E::\TRY. 

John F. Pearce, of Danbury. Conn., is troubled over 
what appears to him a contradiction between John and 
the synoptic "Titers as to the time at which Jesus 
reached Bethany and rode thence into Jerusalem. He 
asks me to explain the matter. In seeking to do so. it is 
best to take up the account in John and unden:tand it 
clearly before we look at those in the other Gospels. \\'e 
shall thus know precisely what points of likeness or 
unlikeness exist between them. 

John's first statement is that "six days before the 
passover Jesus came to nethany." If the passover began 
on Friday, which is certain, though it has been ques
tioned by a few writers. then six clays before the pass
over fixes the arrival of Jesus at Bethany on Sunday. 
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This follows from the universal custom of the Jews, in 
stating the number of a series of days or years, to 
include in the aggregate both the first and the last, even 
when only a small part•of either was actually included. 
According to this method, a count of six days ending 
Friday must begin with Sunday. 

John's second statement is that ''they made him a 
supper there,'' and the supper was the one during which 
Mary anointed his feet with costly ointment. Though 
not explicitly stated, the presumption is that this supper 
was given on the evening after his arrival. Then, we 
are told that "on the morrow a great multitude that had 
come to the feast, when they heard that Jesus was com
ing to Jerusalem, took branches of the palm-trees and 
went forth to meet him." The triumphal entry follows, 
and the day was ::\Ionday. 

Bro. Pearce says that he has ''clcfended Palm Sun
clay." But if John's account is correct, he can do t:1at 
no longer. It is palm ::\Ionday, if it is palm anything. 
Thus one of the Roman Catholic traditions, which 1s 
without foundation in fact, passes away. 

1\ ow let us turn to the synoptic Gospels, and see if 
they differ from J olm's. .:\lark and Luke both say that 
"when they drew nigh unto Jerusalem, unto Beth phage 
and Bethany, at the mount of Olives, he sendeth two of 
his disciples, and saith to them, Go your way into t:le 
village that is over against you, and straightway as ye 
enter into it ye shall find a colt tied whereon no man 
ever sat: loose him and bring him." The public entry 
immediately follo\\·s. Into which of the two villages 
they were to go. neither of these two accounts wo•Jld 
enable us to know. Dut l\Iatthew is at this point specific. 
He says nothing about Bethany, but says: "\Vhen they 
drew nigh to Jerusalem, and came to Beth phage, unto 
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the mount of Olives. then Jesus sent two disciples, say
ing to them, Go into the \·ill age that is over against you," 
etc.; which shows that Dethphag·e was the \·illage in 
which they found the colt. The two villages were close 
together. but Llethphage. as its recently discovered ruins 
attest, \\·as i1earer to Jerusalem. 

It now appears that all three of the synoptists begin 
their accounts of this transaction on the day in which 
the ass was procured and the ride into Jerusalem took 
place. They ~ay nothing as to \\·hat clay of the week it 
\Vas, or how long before the passover. The difference, 
then, between them and John is only this, that John 
mentions the arri\·al of Jesus at Bethany the day pre
vious to the procuring of the ass. and also the supper 
that \\·as given him There is not a shadow of contra
diction or of inconsistency. 

But this is not the \\·hole story. \Vhile ~Iark, like 
the other synoptics, says nothing about the clay of the 
\Yeek, he makes a series of chronological statements, 
extending from the day of the public entry to the first 
day of the passover. which corroborate perfectly the six 
days of John. To show this let us suppose :-ronday to 
be the clay of public entry, and make the count. He 
says, at the conclusion of his account of the ride. that 
Jesus ''entered into J ermalem, into the temple: and \\·hen 
he had looked round about upon all things. it being now 
eventide. he went out to Bethany with the twelve" (II : 
I I) This brings us to the close of :-Ionday: and it 
shows, by and by. that the public entry took place in the 
afternoon. :-Iark next says that ''on the morrow. when 
they were come out from Bethany. he hungered," and 
then comes the incident of the barren fig-tree (I 2- q). 
This now is Tuesday. They go into the city, he casts 
out the traders whom he had seen there the evening 
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before, and the statement follows that "every evening 
he went forth out of the city'' ( 19) . Then comes the 
statement that ''as they passed by in the morning, they 
saw the fig-tree withered away from the roots.. ( 20). 
This is W ednesday. They pass on into the city (27). 
and the discussions follow which occupy the rest of the 
eleventh chapter and all of the twelfth. Then he goes 
out to the mount o f Olives. and delivers the discourse 
about the destruction o f J erusalcm and his second com
ing (r3: 1-37 ) . At the close of this discourse, still 
vVeclnesclay. Mark ~ays. " l'\ow after two days was the 
feast o f the passover ancl the unleavened bread" ( I4 : r) . 
But "after two days" from \Vednesday, in Jewish count, 
would be Friday. So we have counted in l\Iark five con
secutive clays-l\fonday. Tuesday, ·wednesday, Thurs
day and Friday: and if we add to these the sixth day 
previously mentioned by John. but omitted by the synop
tics, we have J ohn's account reproduced. 

Let me say. in conclusion, that in every instance of a 
contradiction charged against the g-ospel narratives, a 
thorough study o f the passages im·olved demonstrates 
the fal sity of the charge. 

[]an. 1 ; . 190 3. J 

THIS l\1AN H ATH DO:\E :\O T H ING AMISS. 

One o f the most remarkable speeches on record is 
that o f the dying robber, addressed partly to his fellow
robber , and partly to Jesus. T o the former he said, 
" Dost thou not eyen fear God, seeing thou art in the 
same condemnation ? And we indeed justly : for we re
ceive the clue reward of our deeds: but this man hath 
done nothing amiss." I-T ow did he know that J esus had 
done nothing amiss ? He could not have learned it as 
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Pilate did, by the course of his trial, for. this the robber 
had not heard: neither had he heard a full ·account of 
it. He could not have learned it from the demeanor of 
Jesus. since the three had been led out together and 
crucified: for this, remarkable as it was, could not prove 
that his past life \Yas blameless_ He could not have 
learned it easily after his own arrest and imprisonment; 
for it is not likely that any friend of Jesus had inter
Yiewecl him. The only probable supposition is that he 
had learned it before his 0\Yn imprisonment_ 

\ \ 'hile engaged in his nefarious business as a robber, 
it \\·ould suit his plans to mingle with the crowds gath
ered around Jesus in order to pick out men to rob on 
their way to their homes; and in this way he would hear 
Jesus and witness his miracles. He would hear, also, 
the accusations of the Pharisees, and \\'itness their refu
tation. Like the publicans and harlots, he would readily 
believe that this man had clone nothing amiss. 

It is not improbable that, under the influence of 
Jesus, he had abandoned his life as a robber. and had 
begun to lead a better life before his detection and 
arrest. In this case his conviction that Jesus had clone 
nothing amiss would be deep and strong, and would need 
only a suitable cccasion to call forth an expression of it. 
All this helps to account for his speech; for although, 
when first suspended on the cross, he joined with his 
fellow in reproaching Jesus. being irritated because his 
crucifixion \Yas the occasion of crucifying them the same 
day, the remembrance of what he knew of Jesus ac
counts for his speedy repentance. .-\s he drew near to 
the presence of God, he felt ashamed of reproaching one 
whose life had been free from misdeeds, and he spoke 
out in his defense. 
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[}an. 24, 1903.] 

"WHEN THOu COMEST IN THY KINGDOM." 

This clause in the appeal that the dying robber made 
to the dying Jesus is even more remarkable than the one 
we commented on last week, "This man hath clone noth
ing amiss. How could he believe that Jesus would yet 
come in his kingdom, when he saw him hanging to the 
cross and about to die? This belief had perished out of 
the hearts of all the disciples of Jesus. Their hopes 
respecting the kingdom were all crushed in abject de
spair wh~n the sentence of death was pronounced by 
Pilate. Even Judas, who may possibly have hoped that 
Jesus would escape from those to whom he had sold 
him, when he heard o f the sentence, was so overwhelmed 
with remorse and despair that he dared not live to wit
ness the end. How, then, could this robber still cling to 
the belief that Jesus would yet come in his kingdom? 
He was the only living man, so far a.s we can know, 
who still clung to this belief. \\'as it because he had 
evidences which the apostles had not-information 
which they had not received? It wo uld be preposterous 
to think that he had. \\'as it because he alone of all men 
had the true conception of the kingdom. that conception 
which we now enjoy. and which the apostles enjoyed 
and taught after the next Pentecost? \Vas it because 
he believed that Jesus would rise from the dead. and hac! 
already conceiYed the idea which his actual resurrection 
afterward imparted to his disciples, that he would theYl, 
as victor over death, proclaim and establish a military 
dominion? Jesus hacl said so little about his resurrec
tion that even the apostles did not expect it. and it is 
highly improbable that this robber had even heard of his 
predictions of that event. \ Vhat, then, was it that im-
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parted to the soul of the robber this remarkable belief, 
and that kept it alive even when Jesus was dying? 

Is it necessary to look any further for the answer 
than to what he had himself heard from the lips of 
Jesus.? l-Ie could bear witness to the blameless life 
\Vhich Jesus had led, he had witnessed the miracles by 
which Jesus demonstrated that he had come on a mission 
from God. and he kne\\r that the chief burden of the 
great Teacher's preaching was the kingdom of heaven 
which he was to set up. Tieing free from the preposses
sions which biased the minds of Pharisees and scribes as 
to the nature of the kingdom, he belieYed that as such a 
man as Jesus could not lie or be deceived, the kingdom 
in some shape or form, and at some time. and in some 
place, would certainly be established. So, when at last 
he who had made these solemn predictions and promises 
was passing through the agonies of death, the robber 
still believed, that in time, he knew not when, in some 
place, he knew not where. and in some form, he knew 
not ,,·hat, the kingdom would appear. It was a sublime 
faith in the pledged word of Jesus. a faith which neither 
life nor death could unsettle, that brought forth the 
wondrous words: "\\'hen thou com est in thy kingdom.'' 
\Vhat a rebuke this to the faith of many thousands who 
now stagger at little obstacles, falter in the presence of 
obscure texts of Scripture, turn pale at the "opposition 
of science falsely so called." and deny the Lord rather 
than suffer with him. Let us sing the hymn, "Oh for a 
faith that will not shrink." 

[Jan. 31, 1903.l 

"RE:\IE:\fDER :\IE." 
~ot the least remarkable of all that the dying robber 

said is his appeal to the dying Lord. "Jesus, when thou 
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com est 111 thy kingdom, remember me." And why re
member him? \\'hy remember a dying robber who with 
his latest words, while suspended on the cross, confessed 
that he was receiving the "clue reward of his deeds"·? 
If J esns should come in his kingdom, and shoulc( have 
control over the destiny of such a man, why' should the 
latter wish to be remembered by him? \Vhy did he not 
pray to be forgotten? \Vhy did he not say, "Pray for
get that yon ever met with a guilty wretch like me. Let 
me drop into oblivion , and not be numbered among those 
with whom thou shalt deal" ? For if Jesus should re- . 
member him, what could he do but send him to percli
tion ? 

Dut evidently the robber used the word "remember" 
in a pregnant sense. 1 fe used it as a wife does when 
her husband is starting on a long journey: "Husband, 
remember me; don't forget me.,"' lie used it as a beg
gar does, who says to a benevolent friend, "\Vhen you 
make your Christmas presents, remember me:" or as 
a condemned criminal. who appe<~ls to the Governor, 
''\\'hen yon exerci se your pardoning power, remember 
me. He wanted to be remembered in mercy; to be 
remembered as one who, though he had spoken unkind 
words in anger, had soon repented of them, and rebuked 
the con tinuous revilings of his companion. To be re
membered as the one who, when governor and priest 
and scribe and all the rabble were crying out against 
him, was the only man in all that multitude who had 
said, "This man has done nothing amiss." It was no 
time for qualifying words, or for giving reasons. The 
appeal was a despairing, and yet a slightly hopeful call, 
in the briefest words. to one who would understand all 
that was meant. It was not a time for polite words or 
complimentary titles. He does not say, Lord Jesus, or 
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Rabbi, or illaster; but, as if he had known ' him all his 
life, "Jesus"-''Jesus. remember me." 

And now look again at this man's faith. lie not only 
believes, contrary to the expectation of every other living 
man, that this dying Jesus will yet come in his kingdom, 
but that when he comes, he will be able to do something 
for \\"fetches like himself after they shall haYe expiated 
their crimes by death on the cross. \Vhat that some
thing \Yas he did not fully or clearly understand. but 
scarcely had the \\·ords escaped his lips until he hears 
through the labored breathing of Jesus the surprising 
words. "To-day thou shalt be with me in paradise... .-\nd 
what words did Jesus eYer utter so surprising as these? 
How strange that the first man of all \Yhom he had 
known on earth to be with him in paradise. should be a 
crucified robber! This most exceptional instance of sal
Yation from sin is worthy of deeper reflection and pro
founder study than it has yet recei,·ecl. 

One more remark: If those are right who teach. by 
a misinterpretation of a passage in Peter's first Epistle. 
that Jesus spent the time between his death and his 
resurrection preaching to lost souls in Hades. then it 
follows that he promised his company to the wrong 
robber \\·hen he died. Instead of saying to the penitent 
robber, ''To-day thou shalt be with me in paradise.'' he 
should have said to the impenitent one. ''To-day I shall 
be with thee among the spirits in prison." 

[Feb. q, 1903.] 

A LAWYER I:..r THE .\RE:..rA. 

I have been greatly delighted the last few clays in 
reading a work on modern criticism by an eminent Eng
lish lawyer. Sir Robert Anderson. It \\·as loaned to me 
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by Professor Loos, who had read it with great interest. 
It is fresh from the press of Hodder & Stoughton, Lon
don, ancl it bears the title, "The Bible ancl 1\fodern 
Criticism." The little book, "Daniel in the Critics' Den," 
reviewed in these columns last summer by Professor 
Deweese, is an earlier publication by the same author. 
The preface was written by Professor l.Ioule, now Lord 
Bishop of Durham, and in it he says of the book: 

It is the free and (to use the word in its best sense) popular 
presentation of the results of an independent study of the new 
criticism, as actually put before us in representative works, done 
by a student entirely free from professional bias, and trained in 
a severe school of legal and judicial investigation to sift wit
nesses and weigh evidence. It is an example of exactly the sort 
of work which, in my opinion, the church needs in an eminent 
degree, and which is, I fear. lamentably rare to-day-the careful 
study of religious problems by laymen at once open-minded and 
devout. In the best specimens of such study there is often, to 
my thinking, a qnite pecnliar yalue: a fresh and bracing air of 
thought all their own; a faculty for throwing some light upon 
subjects tangled by the overhandling of experts. Experts, as 
Sir Robert Anderson often pertinently reminds us, are by no 
means, as such, good judges. At the bar we sometimes find a 
man's logic swamped by his learning: and so it is in theology. 

If I were to attempt an improvement on this last 
remark, I would say that we sometimes, and often, find 
men with vast acquirements in knowledge, but almost 
void of logic. They are men of industry, and of tena
cious memory, but scarcely capable of distinguishing be
tween a sound argument and an unsound one. Such 
men are easily !eel astray by their own theorizings or by 
the cunning of other men. 

The author sets forth correctly the well-known effect 
on the public mind of the criticism under discussion, by 
his opening paragraph. which reads as follows: 

In these days of unrest many Christians are distressed by 
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doubts whether the Bible may be recei,·ed with the settled and 
simple faith accorded to it in the past. They have been cor
rupted and disturbed by the Christianized skepticism which pre
vails: and, to use an apt illustration, their anchor has dragged, 
and they at·e drifting. It may be, therefore, that one who has 
known similar experiences, and is no stranger to such doubts, 
may be able in some measure to help others who are thus 
troubled. 

Here he clearly indicates the effect upon his 0\Yn mind 
of this "Christianized skepticism" before he commenced 
the serious study of the subject, ancl perhaps during the 
earlier stages of that study. He recurs again and again 
to his experience in this respect. At the opening of an
other chapter (p. 129) he says: 

1Iore than a quarter of a century ago, when I first came 
definitely under the influence of the higher criticism, doubts be
gan to undermine my faith in the Holy Scriptures. I then knew 
but little either of the history or the aims of the movement, and 
a taste for critical inquiries, combined with impatience of mere 
"orthodoxy," created in my mind a prejudice in its fa,·or. At 
the same time, I had a sttfficient acquaintance with the general 
scheme of re,·elation, and especially with the typology and 
prophecy of Scripture, to prevent me from being misled by the 
teaching of the critics about the PE·ntc.teuch, or by their theory 
that the priestly code, as they call it, was later than the prophets. 

Suppose, now, that this lay lawyer, like the great 
majority of lawyers in America. had not been tints 
acquainted with the Scriptures. how could he haYe pre
Yented being misled. and have guarded his faith fro:n 
being undermined? 'C'nfortunately. this unguarded state 
of faith, unguarded by Scripture knowledge. is precisely 
the. state of faith experienced by the thousands of young 
men who, with minds alert in other particulars, are an
nually brought under the influence of ''Christianized 
skepticism" in our colleges and universities. and even in 
many pulpits, magazines and daily newspapers. The 
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result, the inevitable result, is ''these days of unrest;" 
and the men who at:e causing it shall give account there
for in the clay o f judgment. 

As Bishop :.louie intimates iti his preface, there is a 
fre shness and vigor in this book which often stirs a 
man's blood and opens his eyes. :1\othing that I have 
read since Baxter's review of \ Vellhausen has so much 
of this quality. 

[Feb. l.f. IQOJ.] 

T E RTI US. 

Thousands and thousands of me;1 eminent in their 
respective generations have been forgotten, and even 
their names have perished. Of a few the names have 
been recorded. and nothing more. O f the wise men who 
lived in the generation a fter David. only Solomon is now 
known to the world, . while Ethan the Ezrahite, ancl 
Heman and Calcol and Darda . the sons o f idaho!. whose 
wisdom was such that Solomon alone excelled them ( r 
Kings 4 : 3 I ) . are known only by their names, and by 
these not one man in ten thousand knows them now. 
Who among their contempora ries could have dreamed 
that they would be thus forgotten? 

And here is Tertiu~ , who was the real writer o f the 
E pistle to the Romans; how many people recognize his 
name when they see it in print ? How many, who o.hall 
read this article, will escape some surprise. on seeing the 
statement that he wrote this \Yell-known Epistle ? How 
many there are who are not conscious· o f ever having 
heard his name ! \ Yho was he? His name Terti11s 
(third) makes it pmbable that he was so named because 
he was his mother's third son. Qnartus (fourth), wl~o 
is mentioned in the next verse (Rom. r6: 23), may have 
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been so called because he was the next younget brother 
of Tertius. If his parents used numerals for the names 
of their children. they could easily find names for all of 
them as they made their appearance. It would be 
Primus, Secundus. Tertius, Quartus, Quintus, Sextus, 
Septimus. and so on to the end. 

But this is not all that is known of Tertius. Often a 
single fact in a man's history reYeals. indirectly, a great 
deal. He says, in a parenthesis (for it is only in a 
parenthesis that we learn anything about him), "I Ter
tius. who wrote this epistle, salute you... He was, then, 
a penman, a scribe. In his clay, penmanship was an art, 
as it is at the present day in eastern lands-an art to 
which young men were trained as they are to stenog
raphy and type,niting in our O\\·n day. The most skill
ful teachers of penmanship in our day are not more 
expert than \\'ere the professional scribes of that day. 
That Paul employed Tertius to write, while he dictated 
the ,,·ords, is proof that Paul intended to ha,·e a per
fect manuscript. no \\'OHJ obscure, no Jetter omitted, no 
interlining. The manuscript \\'as to be as free from 
imperfection as the thonghts were from error. \\'hat
eYer might be the fate of that manuscript in days and 
years and centuries to come. it \\'as to be giYen to the 
world inerrant. If errors should afterward creep into 
the text. it \\·ould be the fault of man. and this would 
make it the duty of man to detect and correct them. 
Could not Paul haye thus \\Titten with his own pen? 
Perhaps not. He was brought up to the trade of a tent
maker. and not to that of a scribe. 

But we know one thing more about Tertius. He was 
a Christian. In writing at Paul's dictation he took the 
liberty. or \\·as granted the liberty. to ' end his own salu
tation to the elect of God "·ho dwelt in Rome. He prob-
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ably knew none of them by person, but he knew that 
when they should learn how Paul had honored him as 
his penman, they would take new interest in the penman
ship of the Epistle, and accept thankfully his greeting. 
How much of Christian fellowship is here implied! 
When I get to heaven I shall be glad to see Tertius. 

[Feb. 14. IC)03.] 

IS IT A QUOL\TION? 

Again and again is the assertion made that the ac
count of Joshua's great miracle is a quotation from the 
Book of Jashar, for which the Dook of Joshua is not 
accountable: and those who so assert are called upon 
again and again for proof. and called upon in vain. For 
the hundredth time, perhaps. I saw it not long ago in a 
newspaper report of a sermon on the Book of Joshua, 
and here is the form which it took: 

The question is not, Could God cause the sun and moon to 
stand still, hut did God do this at the request of Joshua? The 
Scriptures do not say so. The passage is simply a poetic way 
of saying the Israelites won their victory before the setting of 
the sun; that before the day closed, the five kings, with their 
armies, were overthrown. This is not a prayer. It is not a 
direct address to Jehovah. It is expressly declared to be a 
quotation from the Book of Jasher. 

It is difficult to see how a man with the Dook of 
Joshua open before him could make these statements. 
The text says: 

Then spake Joshua unto Jehovah in the day when Jehovah 
delivered up the At~·writes before the children of Israel; and he 
said in the sight of Israel. 

Sun. stand thou still upon Gibeon ; 
And thou, Moon, in the valley of Aijalon. 
And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed, 
Until the nation had avenged themselves of their enemies. 
Is not this written in the hook of J ashar? 
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This is all that is said to haYe been \Hitte!l 111 the 
Book of ]asher: ancl if this were all that is said of the 
matter. the account might be fairly said to be a quotation 
from J asher; but would this free the author of the Dook 
of Joshua from responsibility? If the story \\·as untrue, 
\\·ould he not be propagating a falsehood by quoting it 
with tacit endorsement? 

But the quotation is not made with tacit endorsement. 
The author of Joshua immediately acids. on his o\\·n re
sponsibility. these emphatic words: ". \nd the sun stayed 
in the midst of heaYen, and hasted not to go down about 
the space of a whole day. .-\nd there was no day like 
that before it or after it. that J ehoYah hearkened to the 
voice of a man: for J ehoYah fought for IsraeL" 

I would request the next gentleman \\·ho tries to 
explain away this great miracle. to tell us why, after 
quoting from another author a poetic account of a great 
miracle, the author of Joshua deliberately attested in the 
plainest and most unpoetic words the truth of the poetic 
assertions. \Vhy, unless he either belieYed the story to 
be true, or wanted to deceive his readers. And I would 
also suggest that if a man can not belieYe this story. it 
would be more candid to bluntly say so. than to try to 
make out that the author of Joshua does not tell it. 
Neither Joshua nor his biographer stands in need of any 
such defense. 

[Feb. 2I. 1903.] 

:\'A::O.IE THE PROPHETS. 

Tlze Outloo!?, in its notice of my ,,·ork on Deuter
onomy, said: 

In this volume Professor l\fcGan·ey utters the protest of the 
consen·atives in the church of the Disciples against the generally 
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accepted belief of scholars that Deuteronomy was not the work 
o f .1\ioses himself, but of the .1\losaic school, one may say of 
prophets in the seventh century B. C. 

I wish that some one who knows that writer would 
ask him the names of some o f that Mosaic school of 
prophets in the seventh century D. C. Isaiah died about 
the beginning of that century, and Jeremiah prophesied 
in the last twenty years of it. It is admitted that neither 
of these took part in the composition of Deuteronomy. 
\ t\That other prophet lived between these two? Will The 
Outlook name him with chapter and verse, or give us 
the verse in which, without the names, it is said that 
there was a single one, much less a school, of them? 
True, there was no lack of prophets such as they were; 
for J eremiah says: "The prophets prophesy lies in my 
name: I sent them not, neither have I commanded them; 
they prophesy unto you a lying vision, and divination, 
and a thing of nought, and the deceit of their own heart" 
(r4: t4 ). And again: "1\ wonderful and horrible thing 
has come to pass in the land : the prophets prophesy 
falsely, and the priests rule by their means; and my 
people love to have it so: and what will ye do in the 
end thereo f ?" (5: 3 r). How fond these crooked critics 
are of finding prophets and authors of books in periods 
perfectly barren of such persons. U nknown authors are 
their delight. T hey arc thoroughgoing agnostics in re
gard to the authorship of Biblical books. 'Which one of 
the known authors have they not persecuted? 

[Feb. 21, 1903.] 

AS A LAWYER SEES IT. 

I am sure that no reader has forgotten what I wrote 
last week respecting Sir Robert Anderson's book on 
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modern criticism, or the extracts which I made from it. 
The crirics may imagine that \Yhilc preachers who arc 
sound in faith arc withstanding their a~~aults on the 
Bible, the rank and file of the people, and men of the 
various professions \Yho arc not \Yell posted in the Scrip
tures, arc being carried with them. They have yet to 
learn that there are multitudes of lawyers, doctors and 
other thoughtful men who are capable of detecting 
sophistry, and who are seeing plainly through their thin 
disguises. \\'e are not to presume that Sir Robert An
derson is the only eminent lawyer of whom thi,; i,; true: 
and even if he were, his example would ine,·itably arouse 
the attention of others. I want our readers to see seY
eral more specimens of this lawyer's brief in the case. 

The two most pretentious works which have appeared 
in the English language within the last ten years. in 
support of ''modern scientific criticism," are Hastings' 
''Bible Dictionary" and Cheyne's "Encyclop;:edia Diblica." 
l\I r. Anderson has looked into both of them, and he 
happily points out the difference between them in the 
following paragraph : 

The difference between the work in question [that of Cheyne] 
and the more conservative and cautious "Dictionary of the Bible." 
edited by Dr. James Hastings, to which Professor DriYer. of 
Oxford, has lent his name, is that the one represents the Bible as 
error and romance mingled "·ith truth. and the other as truth 
mingled with romance and error. For certain purposes the dis
tinction is a real one, but here it is immaterial. For the question 
I ha,·e raised is, whether the old-fashioned belief in the inspira
tion of the Scriptures can be maintained: and the main purpose 
of e\•ery work e-manating from these writers is. as they wouhl 
say. to rcmoye the difficulties and dang-ers which the historic Yiew 
of impiration is supposed to create. The one set of writers hand 
me a purse of coins. with an assurance that the most of them 
are genuine. The other set of writers hand me a purse of coins 
with the warning that most of them arc counterfeit. But, as I 
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am unable to distinguish between the base coins and the gold, 
honesty forbids my trading with any of them, and therefore all 
my seeming wealth is practically useless. In either case, the 
Bible is like a lottery bag, from which the blanks and prizes 
must be drawn at random. If the one section of the critics may 
be trusted, the prizes abound; if the other section be right, the 
blanks predominate. But in either case. I repeat . faith is impos
sible, and therefore Christiaility is destroyed ( 14, 15). 

On another page our author gives a striking illus
tration of the irreverent manner in which this criticism 
picks to pieces and discredits the Bible: 

l appeal to all intelligent and fair-minded thinkers. The only 
kind of person I wish to ignore is the fool. We all know the 
sort of morbidly active-brained child who will pull a -.;aluable 
watch to pieces, and then tell us with a ~mile that "there was 
nothing in it but wheels and things." He has his counterpart in 
the foreign infidel type of scholar who, albeit as ignorant of man 
and his needs as a monk, and as ignorant of God and his ways 
as a monkey, sets himself with a light heart to tear the Bible 
to pieces (19). 

I have more than once asserted m these columns that 
all of the attacks now made by so-called evangelical 
critics upon the historical veracity of the Scriptures were 
made by avowed inf1dels long ages ago, and that they 
have been refuted as often as made. :i\Ir. Anderson 
expresses himself on this point in the following forcible 
words: 

\\' e have come within sight of an apostasy unparalleled in 
the history of Christendom. Every attack which open infidelity 
has launched against the Dible is now being repeated by men 
"who profess and call themselves Christians," and who claim to 
be the apostles of a new movement in defense of the citadel of 
Christian truth. And just as vice became fashionable in the days 
of Charles II., so, as Professor Cheyne naively owns, this system 
of attacking truth in the interests of truth has become "fashion
able" in Britain to-day. The appearance of his "Encyclop;edia" 
has checked the movement for the moment; but the scare thus 
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caused will soon subside. It has fluttered the lesser lights of the 
higher criticism. who have been serving as acolytes in the wor
ship of this new goddess of reason. For they are not clear
headed enough to see that Professor Cheyne has only pressed 
their own principle to legitimate conclusions (3/). 

The publication of the ''Polychrome Bible,'' so far 
as it \vas published, was one of the hardest blows that 
crooked criticism has received, and it is a blow delivered 
by its o\\·n hand. as if suicide was intended. \\'e have 
heard nothing from it of late. Like an untimely birth, it 
seems to have died in being delivere.d. ;.Ir. Anderson 
has a due appreciation of the abortion, and he incident
ally alludes to it while pressing upon our attention the 
uncertainty as to whether the skeptical criticism of to
morrow will not completely re,·erse that of to-clay. He 
says: 

\Vhat gt:arantee ha,·e we, then, that the vagaries of present
day criticism about the books of ":\Toses. the prophets and the 
Psalms, will not be dismissed as lightly by the higher critics of 
the future? I am not referring here to the puerilities of the 
"Polychrome Bible"-such puer.ilities offend the common sense 
of all intelligent people (49). 

\\'ben a man occupies a ridiculous position. nothing 
makes him wince quicker than a little deserved ridicule. 
If he is above ridicule. as every man is who stands with 
both feet on the truth. he cares nothing for an attempt 
to heap it upon him. I am com fort eel to find this British 
lawyer looking upon this feature of the critical contro
versy as I do. On this point he says: 

l\ly answer, then, is clear and unequivocal. As for the man
ner of it, I am well aware of its faults and imperfections. But 
one characteristic of it, for which I expect to be taken se,·erel:r 
to task, I refuse to regard as a fault at all. 1\t the outset I 
waived appeal to authority. and therefore I ha,·e deliberately 
abstained from paying the critical scholars the homage to which 
they are accustomed. To adopt the words of Dr. Pusey, "I have 
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turned against skeptics their own weapons, and used ridicule 
against the would-be arguments of a false criticism which 
thought itself free because it made itself free with God's word" 
(250). 

I remember that once on a time certain brethren who 
had been supporting the American Christian ;.rissionary 
Society, having become dissatisfied with the management, 
called a meeting for the purpose of organizing another 
society. Isaac Errett remonstrated with them in the 
columns of the Christian Sta11dard. The leader of the 
movement indignantly retorted that they were free men 
and hac! a right.to do as they pleased. "Of course you are 
free men," responded the editor, "and yon can s::md on 
your heads if you choose; but if you do, I am also a free 
man, and I have the right to criticize your posture." 

L\Tarch q, I9DJ.] 

''A N'EW APOLOGETIC." 

The Biblical World for February contains a long 
article by Professor Terry, of the Garrett Biblical Insti
tute, Evanston, Ill., under the heading, ''The Need of a 
New Apologetic, from the Point of \ ' iew of Biblical 
Criticism." He accepts the so-called results of destruc
tive criticism, and yet he wishes to defend the Bible. It 
is not surprising, then, that he should call for a new way 
of defending it. In Webster's Dictionary, apologetics 
(the right form of the word) is defined, "The branch of 
theology which defends the Holy Scriptures, and sets 
forth the evidence of their divine authority.'' After 
proving, as this criticism does if its conclusions are true, 
that much the greater part of the Scriptures has no 
divine authority, that it is purely human and replete with 
errors of fact and teaching, it is surprising to hear a 
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man who accepts these conclusions. call for any defense 
of the Scriptures at all: but. if he must have one, it is 
not surprising that he calls for a new one. If he finds 
one. it will not only be a new one, but it will be such as 
\Yas never heard of or thought of before. He is in the 
predicament of an attorney who. after impeaching a \Yit
ness by proYing that he is a habitual liar, should then 
turn round. and bring forward evidence that he is a man 
of Yeracity. 

That this Professor does accept the conclusions of 
destructive critics, is abundantly set forth in his article. 
For instance, to show that the speeches recorded in the 
Bible are not to be accepted as having been made by the 
speakers to \\·hom they are ascribed, he quotes from 
Thucydides the frank statement that in his history he 
put into the mouth of each speaker the sentiments proper 
to the occasion, and argues from this honest confession 
of a heathen author that the Diblical \\Titers did the 
same thing. .-\ fter the quotation from Thucydides, he 
says: "Admonished by such a statement from one of the 
most trustworthy historians of 400 D. C.. the Biblical 
apologist of to-clay ought not to commit himself to the 
hazardous and needless task of affirming the genuineness 
of all the speeches and songs which are attributed to the 
Old Testament heroes who lived. many of them. long 
before the time of Thucydides." Here it is argued that 
because a heathen historian composed speeches, and put 
them into the mouths of his heroes. but forewarned his 
readers that he did so. therefore Biblical historians. who 
gave no such warning. must ha\·e done the same thing. 
They did the same. but were not honest enough to 
acknowledge it. Conspicuous examples of this are the 
speeches and songs ascribed to ~ [oses in the Pentateuch. 
Solomon's dedication prayer, many of the Psalms, and 
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multitudes of other speeches and songs. The argument 
is not limited to the Old Testament examples; for these 
critics find no better evidence of the genuineness of New 
Testament songs and speeches than o f those recorded in 
the Old Testament. They thus deal with the songs of 
1\fary, Elizabeth and Zacharias, and with the speeches 
of Jesus in the Gospels, and o f Peter, Stephen and Paul 
in Acts. When Professor Terry reached the conclusion 
that all of these ·were composed by others, and put into 
the mouths of the hypothetical speakers and singers, 
there is no wonder that he began to rub his eyes, and 
look around for ''a new apologetic.'' 

In his bewilderment he sees glimpses of another line 
of argument to be supplied by his new apol()getic. He 
thinks that the old apologists. including the authors of 
our Gospels, made an improper use of the argument 
from fulfill ed prophecy. In this connection he sets forth 
the old infidel arg ument about I saiah's "virgin proph
ecy," which I copied from President Harper recently 
and refuted, and then, to show how poor an apologist 
Matthew was, he says: ''It is also said in Matt. 2: rs 
that Hos. I I : I was fulfilled in the return of the child 
Jesus from Egypt after the death of Herod. In Hosea 
it is written: 'When Israel was a child then I loved him; 
and called my son out of Egypt.' The language is obvi
ously not a prediction of a future event. but a reference 
to the exodus in the days of iiioses." And I wonder if 
Matthew did not have sense enough to see this ac plainly 
as Professor Terry does? \Vhat man with three grains 
o f sense, on reading the words, ''\i\' hen Israel was a child 
I loved him, and called my son out of Egypt,'' could fail 
to sec that they contain, not a prediction, but a statement 
o f a past historical event? \Vas Matthew, then, such a 
fool as to think that here was a prediction, or are those 
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who ascribe such folly to him guilty of it themselves? 
"'hy not give ~Iatthew some credit for common sense, 
and suppose that when he found the words descriptive 
of an ancient event exactly descriptive of one more 
recent, he meant to assert that these words were again 
fulfilled? Or why not permit him to think that the call
ing of Israel out of Egypt, under the remarkable title 
"my son," was typical of the greater event of calling the 
actual Son of God out of that same country? I am not 
able to say why this is, except that it is the habit of these 
critics to deny to inspired writers the common sense of 
which they themselves have so little. 

The extent to which this seeker for a new apologetic 
is sunk in the slough of destructive criticism is seen in 
the estimate which he places on Hastings' "Dictionary of 
the Bible" and Cheyne's ''Encyclopcedia Diblica." He 
claims that the Diblical criticism represented in these 
works ''demands recognition in the apologetic of the 
present time." In this he is undoubtedly correct in word, 
though not in meaning. That criticism certainly does 
demand recognition, and I have not a doubt that in due 
time it will receive full recognition-not by accepting it 
as correct, and from that point of view seeking to defend 
an indefensible Bible, but by thoroughly exposing its 
sophistry, and furnishing a dictionary that will prove 
the Dible to be at all points what it claims to be. 

There arc some isolated statements in this essay 
which arc characteristic of the class of writers to which 
Professor Terry belongs. and which they never weary 
in vociferating. He says. for instance. ""'e have no 
fear that faithful criticism of the most searching kind 
can ever destroy God's truth." And who has? \Vho is 
~illy enough to fear that criticism, either faithful or 
unfaithful. can destroy God's truth? \Vhat it can de-
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stray is not God's truth, but belief in God's truth on the 
part of men who are deceived by it. 

''\Vhy should it be supposed that the sacred w'!'iters 
must needs be supernaturally secured against all histori
cal inaccuracy more than against inaccuracies of gram
mar and rhetoric?" Any child can answer. Because 
inaccuracies of grammar and rhetoric do not involve 
untruthfulness, but historical inaccuracy does. A wit
ness in court who violates every rule of grammar is not 
thereby discredited with the jury. but if he is inaccurate 
in a single matter of fact. his whole testimony is im
paired, if not impeached. 

"The human element in the Scriptures is seen to be 
as conspicuous as in other writings, and it is worse than 
folly to ignore or try to cover up the facts." By the 
human element is here meant human errors; for about 
the human element in other particulars there is no dis
pute. If, then, human errors are as conspicuous in the 
Scriptures as in other writings, why want a new apolo
getic for the Scriptures any more than for :\Iark Twain's 
"Innocents Abroad"? 

"It is of no religious importance to know the exact 
facts about the Galileans whose blood Pilate is said to 
have mingled with their sacrifices; but it is of great 
importance to be admonished that they were not sinners 
above all the Galileans. and 'except ye repent, ye shall 
all in like manner perish'.'' In other words. it is of no 
religious importance to know whether Christ, in warn
ing his disciples from a recent disaster to some of their 
countrymen, t-old the truth about that disaster or not. 
And so about the eighteen on whom the tower fell. In 
this instance Professor Terry anticipates our objection 
by supposing that a bystander had said to Jesus, ":Was
ter, that was a false report; the tower fell, but nobody 
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was harmed." He claims that Jesus would have an
swered, "Except ye repent, ye shall all perish in a man
ner as dreadful as the report declared."' Dut the by
stander would have responded, "r\h! :\laster. that is too 
late; you have already committed yourself to the state
ment that eighteen perished, and if you take it back, you 
show yourself as unreliable about facts as the rest of 
us. .. 

\\'hat "·e really need is not a new apologetic based 
on the admissions which Professor Terry makes. but a 
new edition of Smith's "Dible Dictionary" which will 
bring all of its articles down to date, and shall e:;pecially 
expose the pretension of self-styled ''modern scientific 
criticism." Sooner or later we shall have it, or some
thing equally effl!ctive. 

L\Iarch q. 1903.] 

:\IARY :\1.-\GD.-\LE-:\'E. 

There is no woman whose name appears m history 
who has been so cruelly dealt with as :\Iary :\Iagclalene, 
who, as every reader of the :\ ew Testament knows, was 
one of the closest and most devoted friends of Jesus. 
She has been represented as a crazy woman. Celsus, the 
first infidel writer of the second century, declared that 
the story of the resurrection of Jesus originated with a 
frantic woman, and Renan. in the nineteenth century, 
has reiterated the charge. thus hurling calumny upon the 
"ame of :\Iary. while seeking to overthrow belief in the 
resurrection. The only ground for this charge is the 
fact that out of :\Iary Jesus had cast seven clemons: but 
this fact does not prove that she had ever been insane. 
Demon-possession did not always dethrone reason. In
deed, there is only one example in the X ew Testament of 
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a man being rendered a maniac by this terrible affliction. 
He was the man in the country of the Gadarenes, who 
\vas possessed by a legion. Neither does demon-posses
sion imply a bad character, or even a wicked spirit, on 
the part of the person possessed. The boy brought to 
Jesus, who was subject to epilepsy under the power of 
the demon, was not a bad boy; and the little girl, the 
daughter of the woman of Sarepta, who cried after 
Jesus. and out of whom an evil spirit was cast, was cer
tainly not a wicked person. :.Ioreover, in not a single 
instance was a person possessed by a demon ever cen
sured as though the affliction was the result of evil
doing. Furthermore. even if :.r ary had been insane, like 
the demoniac of Gadara, during the period of her pos
session, she was certainly restored to her right mind 
when Jesus cast the demons out, and from all appear
ances. there was not a more rational person among all 
the attendants of Jesus from that time onward than 
Mary 2\Iagdalene. It is a foul and base slander, then, to 
represent her as being a frantic woman when she saw 
Jesus at the 'tomb: and the only conceivable motive for 
making the charge is to discredit the fact to which she 
testified. 

Another aspersion of the name of ~1ary, much more 
widespread and much fouler in its character, is the one 
universal among Roman Catholics and quite common 
among Protestants, that she had been a strumpet before 
she became a personal attendant o f Jesus. This charge 
is even more groundless than the former. It is based on 
the fact that l\Iary's name is introduced among the 
attendants of Jesus, in the eighth chapter of Luke, 
directly after the account, in the seventh chapter, of the 
woman who was a sinner, and who washed the feet of 
Jesus with her tears, and wiped them with her hair. It 
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is first assumed, because this woman is called a sinner. 
that she was a strumpet, whereas cYerybody knows that 
in every community there can be found \Yomen, justly 
called sinners, who can not be charged with unchastity. 
l laving thps assumed that the woman in question ,,·as a 
strumpet, it is next assumed. without a shadow of 
ground for it. that :\I ary and this woman were the same. 
\\' e have as much right to assume that Joanna or 
Susanna. whose names are introduced in the same para
graph \\·ith :\Iary·~. was that sinful woman. Baseless as 
this charge undoubtedly is. it has gone into history and 
poetry and religimis literature of all kinds. and the name 
Magdalen. which :\Iagdalene bears in the Latin Bible, 
has become the distinguishing title of houses for the 
reformation of harlots. They are called }Iagdalen insti
tutions. 

It is high time that the name of this pure and beneYo
lent woman. who \vas so highly honored by Jesus. were 
rclicYcd from these foul aspirations. She was eYi
dently an associate. not only of the Lord, but of such 
women as Joanna. the wife of Chuza. Herod's ste\\·ard, 
and she was intimate \Yith the mother of Zebedee's chil
dren. and also with the mother of Jesus. She \Yas also 
a \Yoman of property. for she was one of those repre
sented by Luke in the chapter already referred to. who 
followed Jesus and ''ministered to him of their sub
stance"-an expression which mean~ that out of their 
own possessions they supplied his wants. She was a 
woman. as all passage~ in which her name appears attest, 
not only of excellent character. but of intellectual force 
and personal influence. Her name. instead of being dis
honored as it has been, should be enthroned in the hearts 
of all lovers of Jesus. and inscribed ,·cry high among 
those of \Yhom the world has not been worthy. }Iy 
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blood boils to think of all the injury that has been done 
her, and I feel that it is a high privilege to lift up my 
voice in her vindication. So I have done, and so I wi ll 
do while life shall last. 

[l\larch 21, 1903.] 

"THE LEGE:0JDS OF GENESIS." 

This is the title of a book which I was led to procure 
by seeing in the Biblical T1' orld for February last a 
:1ighly commendatory notice of it. I wish our readers 
to see some of the things said in thi s notice, and then to 
see some of the things found in the book, that they may 
thus judge what kind of literature from Germany the 
Biblical World is helping to impose on American readers. 

The book is from the pen of Hermann Gunkel, Pro
fessor of Old Testament Theology in the University of 
Berlin, and it is a reprint of the '' Introduction to a Com
mentary on Genesis" by the same author. Of this com
mentary the reviewer, who is Prof. "\' athaniel Schmidt, 
of Cornell University, says: "There is no commentary 
on Genesis superior to Gunkel's .... It was a good idea 
to present to English readers thi s introduction; and the 
title given to it is quite appropriate . . .. X ever has the 
modern conception of Genesis been presented with more 
lucidity and attractiveness. Kever has the critical work 
been clone so searchingly and yet so reveren tly. If the 
book had been written originally for the general public, 
it could not have been more admirably suited to the 
needs of the intelligent layman. It is popular in the best 
sense. and should be widely reacl." 

Now let us look at some of the contents of this lucid, 
attractive and reverent work; and, first, a specimen of 
the author's ignorance o f the book on which he com-
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ments. He says: .. }.!any things are reported in Genesis 
which are directly against our better knowledge: we 
know that there are too many species of animals for all 
to have been assembled in any ark.'' \\'c know no such 
thing. ''That . \rarat is not the highest mountain on 
earth." Genesis says not a word about the height of 
Ararat. ''That the ·firmament of heaven' of which Gen. 
I : 6 ff. speaks, is not a reality, but an optical illu~ion.'" 

\Ve know that it is a reality: for it is the atmo-;phere. as 
Genesis clearly indicates. "That the stars can not haYe 
come into existence after plants, as Gen. I: 10-q re
ports.'' It does not so report. It says that God created 
''the heaYens" in the beginning. and this expression in
cludes the stars. He only made them light-bearers to 
the surface of the earth after the creation of plants. 
"That the rivers of the earth do not chiefly flow from 
four principal streams, z.s Genesis 2 thinks.·· Genesis 2 

thinks no such thing. It says nothing like it. ..That the 
Dead Sea had been in existence long before human 
beings came to live in Palestine, instead of originating 
in historic times." And Genesis says not a word to the 
contrary. It has not a hint as to when the Dead Sea 
came into existence. .-\II these bl unclers arc printed in 
one single paragraph on page 7 of this most accurate 
and scholarly book. 

On a later page ( 43) is found another blunder which 
a ten-year-old Sunday-school pupil ought to be ashamed 
of. It is his report of procuring Rebekah as a wife for 
Isaac. He ~ays: "Abraham wishes to sue for a wife for 
his son ; being too old himself, he sends out his oldest 
scn·ant-thus the story opens. Then we arc told how 
the old servant finds the right maiden and brings her 
home. :\feantime. the aged master has died. The young 
master receives the bride. and he \Vas comforted for the 
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death o f his father." This is about as near the truth as 
the old negro preacher's account of J ezebel's death: 
" She was settin' in a winder while Paul was preachin', 
and she went to sleep and fell clown from the third 
story. They all run down to see what had become of 
her , and they picked up seven baskets full of frag
ments." 

But I must give at least one specimen of the legends ; 
for this profound scholar, who knows the book so well, 
declares that the question whether the narratives o f 
Genesis are history or legend is no longer an open ques
tion. The reality in the sto ry o f Dinah and the prince 
of Shechem is this : ' 'Dinah, an I sraelitish family, is 
overpowered by the Canaanitish city o f Shechem, ancl 
then treacherously avenged by Simeon and Levi, the 
most closely related tribes ; but the other tribes of I srael 
renounce them and allow the two tribes to be destroyed'' 
( 20, 21) . 

This author knows n :ry \\"ell that in all his hair
brained speculations he contradicts J esus Christ and his 
apostles; but this does not concern him in the least. He 
brushes them all aside, in the style o f Kuenen, with these 
few words: ' 'The objection is raised that J esus and the 
apostles considered these accounts to be fact and not 
poetry. Suppose they did; the men o f the ::\ew Testa
ment are not presumed to have been exceptional men in 
such matters, but shared the point o f view of their 
t ime" (3). 

\Vhat a fin e Biblical scholar P rof. ~a than Schmidt 
must be to eulogize such a book as this; what delightful 
reading hi ~ review of Gunkel must be to the editors and 
admirers o f the Biblical World. So the procession moves 
on, and leaves "old fogies" behind. 
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[] une 6, 1903.1 

THE FATHERHOOD OF GOD. 

\\'c hear much in these days of the ''fatherhood of 
God and the brotherhood of man," and it is well, pro
vided we usc these expressions in their true sense. Lit
erally speaking. there has been on this earth only one 
person of \Yhom God is the Father. \\'hen he is called 
the Father of any other person, and when any other per
son is called his son, the terms "father" and "son" are 
used, not literally, but metaphorically. Sometimes men 
have been called sons of God because of likeness between 
their characters and that of God; but in the strictly 
Christian sense of the expression, none are sons of God 
except those who have been born of ,,·ater and the Spirit. 
These are metaphorically called sons of God because 
they ha.-e passed into a new life comparable to that on 
\Yhich an infant enters at birth. They are said in this 
sense to haYe been born again. 

Dut those people with \Yhom this expression has be
come such a shibboleth of late do not confine it to this 
meaning. They usually include in it the whole human 
race. IIere, for example, is that eccentric Episcopal 
clergyman in X ew York \\·ho has been telling in The 
Outlook the story of his own career-\\'. S. Rainsford. 
Speaking of a conversation which he once had in a rail
road train, he says: ''I was led on from step to step until 
I dwelt on ,,·hat I have already said has been an immense 
power in my life-the relation of man to God because he 
is man ; of the fatherhood of God ; that men were chil
dren of God, not because they had been conYerted or 
baptized, but because they \Yere born the children of 
God" (Outlook for .llay 16, p. I(:J9). This i~ a direct 
contradiction of what Jesus says on the subject, and it 
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styles children of God some whom the Dible speaks of 
as children of the wicked one, or. as Jesus himself put 
it in conversation with some Pharisees. "Ye are of your 
father the devil;" and, "If God were your Father, ye 
would love me'' (John 8: 42-44). 

I have seen the statement, either from this l-Ir. Rains
ford or some other admirer of the pet phrase, that if a 
man is a son of God, he can never cease to be such any 
more than a son of Adam can cease to be a son of Adam. 
This would be a truism if a man were literally a son of 
God ; but as no man is, the truism becomes nonsense. A 
man who is to-clay called a son of God metaphorically, 
because of his obedience to God, may to-morrow cease 
to be God's son in the same sense because of his dis
obedience. l-Ie is delivered over to Satan, and becomes 
once more a child of the devil. 

This treacherous use of the phrase works in the in
terest of Cniversalianism. Track up the man with 
whom it is a favorite. and ten chances to one you will find 
that he does not believe in the Scripture teaching about 
future punishment. You will find, too, that he has an 
underestimate of the enormity of sin, and a very loose 
conception of the death of Christ as an atonement for 
sin. It is still true that straws tell which way the wind 
blows. 

[June 6. 1903.] 

TIA;\1:\fURADI \'S. l\10SES. 

I have already called attention to the code of laws 
written on stone by Hammurabi, King of Babylon, in 
the clays of Abraham. called in the fourteenth chapter 
of Genesis, Amraphel, King of Shinar. The identifica
tion of the latter with the former is admitted by archce-
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ologists. I have also promised to write something in the 
way of comparison between this code and the civil code 
of :\loses. I now propose to make a brief comparison 
of the treatment of capital crimes in these codes. 

In Hammurabi's code there are thirty-three crimes 
for which men or women were to be put to death; in 
the law of .:\loses. only seventeen. This shows at once 
that the law of .:\Ioses was more enlightened and far less 
severe in its dealings with the sins of men than was the 
law of Hammurabi. written nearly a thousand years 
earlier. 

\\'hen we come to compare the character of the 
crimes thus made capital offenses, the distinction be
tween the two codes is still more striking. A large num
ber of sins punishable by death under the law of .:\loses 
are passed over in silence in the code of Hammurabi. 
For instance, idolatry. to which Hammurabi was himself 
extremely devoted. worshiping all the gods of the Daby
lonian Pantheon ; blasphemy. punishable with death under 
.;\loses. is not even mentioned by Hammurabi; so with 
the utterance of false prophecy; so with witchcraft, sod
omy, incest, prostitution, bestiality. and rebellion against 
the decision of judges. It was certainly not an enlight
ened legislation which took no cognizance of these as 
offenses against God and society. · 

A characteristic difference, also. is seen when we con
sider some of the deeds punishable by death under Ham
murabi's code, but not so punished under :\Ioses. For 
instance. "If a man ensnares another. putting a ban upon 
him," by which is meant bewitching him. or. as the 
negroes would express it, hoodooing him, he was put to 
death. 

Again, if a man charge another with committing a 
capital crime, and failed to prove it, he was put to death. 
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Again, the crime of theft was in most instances a capital 
crime. If a man stole property from a temple or from 
the court, he was killed. If he should buy property from 
the son or slave of another man, he was considered a 
thief and put to death. If he should steal cattle or other 
property from a freedman, he was to restore ten fold, 
and if he had nothing with which to repay, he was to be 
put to death. Again, if one should permit runaway 
slaves to conceal themselves in his house, he was put to 
death. Quite a number of other offenses of like char
acter with these were capital crimes. 

The universal mode of executing a criminal under 
the law of l\1oses was stoning. and he was stoned by the 
men of the community in which he lived, the witnesses 
on whose testimony he was condemned being required to 
throw the first stones. Under Hammurabi's code the 
only method of executing a criminal that is mentioned 
is by throwing him or her into the river, presumably 
bound so as not to be able to swim. In some instances, 
where two parties co-operated in the crime, they were 
tied together and thrown into the river. As this is the 
only method of execution named in the code. it is prob
able that it was universal. As the country of Babylonia 
was full of canals supplied with water from the Eu
phrates and the Tigris, this method of executing crimi
nals was not inconvenient; and it is highly probable that 
the bodies of those thus drowned were allowed to float 
away into the Persian Gulf. In Palestine, stoning to 
death was equally and even more convenient, because in 
every part of the land stones suitable for the purpose 
could easily be picked up. 

Our evolutionary critics have already commenced 
applying their theory to the code of Hammurabi by say
ing that long ages of development must have preceded 
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it, but any one ,,·ho read:; the code can see clearly that 
he claimed to be the originator of it himself, and there 
is nothing in it that could not have been originated by 
any man of good sense and experience with men and 
with the affairs of government. 

Defore the discovery of this code it was claimed by 
the same critics that ~Ioscs could not haYe written his 
code because he lived too early for the long period of 
development which must have preceded the existence of 
such a code. ?\ow we find a code more elaborate than 
that of ::.roses, enacted nearly a thousand years before 
his, and the question for our evolutionists is, Had a su f
ficient number of centuries intervened between the two 
to enable .i\loses to make a code so much better than that 
of Hammurabi? I think, again, that to a man of com
mon sense it would appear that ::.roses couid very easily 
make a better set of laws than were made by his heathen 
predecesso~ 

\\re will h:1Ve some more points of comparison to 
present hereafter. 

[Jan. 30, 1904.] 

DAYID'S CHARGE RESPECTI:\G JOAE :\ND 
SHDIEI. 

A friend has sent me the following extract from the 
TVatchma11, the well-known Baptist newspaper of Bos
ton, ::.rass. : 

In studying the International Sunday-school lesson for this 
week. "David's Charge to Solomon" (r Chron. 28: r-Io), all dili
gent students will turn to the parallel passage in I Kings. The 
very last words of David. as recorded in I Kings 2: 5-9. present 
a moral difficulty of the gravest import. Da,·id is represented as 
commanding his son not to let the head of J oab. hi,; lifelong 
comrade and lieutenant, go down to the grave in peace. .\nd in 
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spite of the oath by which he had forgiven Shimei, David is 
represented as commanding Solomon to slay him. Prof. George 
Adam Smith, however, has called attention to the fact that these 
horrible words, clothing a horrible spirit, arc probably not the 
words of David. They are an interpolation by some scribe ot 
the legal school in Israel, which enforced the extermination of 
the enemies of the pious. This view is borne out by the fact that 
the king, as pictured in 5-9, is quite incompatible with the picture 
given of him in the previous chapter, and the author of verses 
13-46 could not have known of verses 5-9, for he gives other 
grounds for the slaughter of J oab. In view of all the evidence, 
Dr. Smith says of this passage: "\\'e have much reason to let it 
go, and, letting it go, we remove from the most interesting of 
Old Testament stories of character, a termination which saddens 
every charm and blights every promise revealed by its previous 
progress.'' 

Prof. George Adam Smith, and cnttcs of his school, 
are a little too fast in finding "horrible words clothing a 
horrible spirit" in the lips of Old Testament characters: 
and he and his colaborers arc also too quick in canceling 
passages in the Old Testament which do not harmonize 
with their conjectures. 

Joab had committed two foul murders, but such was 
his position of power and influence in the kingdom that 
David felt incapable of bringing him to justice. He ex
pressed his feeling on the subject by saying, "Ye arc too 
hard for me, ye sons of Zeruiah :" but he evidently hoped 
that his son Solomon, with the wisdom which would 
c:1aracterize him, and the peace \\'hich would prevail 
during his reign, would be able to bring this great crim
inal to justice: and he felt that it would be a permanent 
i:1jury to the nation to allow such a man to go down to 
his grave in peace. A criminal act did not lose its 
criminality nor cease to demand punishment by the lapse 
o f time in that age any more than it does in this. He 
directed Solomon to deal with Joab ''according to his 
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wisdom." and not to let his hoary head go down in peace 
to the grave, meaning evidently that Solomon \\·ould 
have ,,·isdom enough as well as power enough to bring 
about the desired end in a 'way that would not bring 
reproach upon the throne; and Solomon ~howecl his \vis
dom by giving Joab a chance to further develop his 
criminal character, \Yhich he did by supporting . \donijah 
in his second conspiracy. 

,\s to Shimei, it is true that David swore to him that 
he ,,·ot!ld not put him to death with the sword. but this 
was not the extension of pardon to Shimei for his crime, 
in the sense in which criminals are pardoned under our 
own Go,·ernment. David had no authority under the 
law of ::\loses to pardon a criminal, neither was this 
authority wsted in any other person or persons under 
that law. He could only refrain from executing the pen
alty. As respects the la\v of the land, Shimei was just 
as deserving of death after David died as he had been 
before. notwithstanding David's oath that he would not 
slay him. As in the case of J oab. however, David's idea 
of sound government policy prohibited the thm:ght of 
allo\ving such a criminal to pass altogether unpunished. 
He left this case also to the ,,·isdom of Solomon. and 
Solomon exhibited his \Yisdom by ordering Shimei to 
build a house inside of Jerusalem where his conduct 
could be closely watched. and not to go outside of that 
city as far as the brook Kedron. at the hazard of his life. 
Shimei had his Ii fe in his own hands. and it was only 
when he violated the condition of being spared that the 
penalty fell upon him, and it was clearly understood by 
everybody that Shimei was killed not merely for leaving 
the city, but for the crime that he had committed against 
Da,·id. Leaving the city \vas only a violation of the con
dition on which he had thus far been spared. It is highly 
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probable that if he had remained in the city some other 
evidence of his wickedness would have been developed, 
which would have served the immediate occasion of dis
charging the obligation which David had placed upon 
Solomon. 

\;Vhen George Adam Smith pronounces the words of 
David, in thus charging Solomon, ''horrible words, cloth
ing a horrible spirit," he does gross injustice to the man; 
but this injustice is in keeping with the constant reitera
tion of destructive critics that David was an outlaw, full 
of bloodthirstiness, without religion, and therefore inca
pable of writing the Psalms which are ascribed to him in 
the Bible. I am afraid that these critics will never be 
forgiven for their slanderous representations of Old Tes
tament saints. 

(July IJ, I90J.l 

HISTORICAL STUDY OF THE BIBLE. 

It is quite common with young scholars. when they 
begin to get hold of important ideas, to imagine them
selves original discoverers, and they begin to pity a 
world which knew so little before they were born. 
Striking examples of this weakness are seen among the 
younger class of our "modern scientific critics." Here, 
for instance. is ~I r. Rush Rhees, now president of 
Rochester ( N. Y.) University. He has an article in the 
June number of the Biblical Tf'orld in which he tells 
what historical study of the Dible has clone-a kind of 
study that is as old as the Dible. I quote a few of his 
assertions : 

In the first place, moucrn historical study of the Bible has 
effected a recedence of emphasis on theories of inspiration be
hind the recognition of what we may call the fact of inspiration. 
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By the fact of inspiration I mean the recognition that in the Bible 
the human spirit finds stimulus and instruction for those deeper 
moyements of the soul which we call religious. 

Xow, reader, study that sentence carefully, and if 
you don "t learn from it what inspiration is. confess your
self a blockhead. 

Secondly, this study has led to the recedence of the theory of 
inspiration, because it has shown the essential reyerence of criti
cism. 

I suppose this means that when you see the essential 
reYerence of criticism, your theory of inspiration will 
''recede;'' that is. it will take a back seat. \\'ith him, 
howeYer, inspiration seems not to haye taken any seat
it has "skipped." 

Thirdly. the essential re,·erence of criticism has brought to 
mind the fact that Christianity is the flower of a rich growth, 
the growth of the religion of Israel. 

This "essential reYerence of criticism" is a mmderful 
thing. It has brought to mind a fact which enrybocly 
in Christendom knew two thousand years before "criti
cism'' was born. 

Furthermore, the modern historical study of the Scriptures 
offers the Bible as the natural text-book for religious education. 

If the gentleman had as much reverence for the Bible 
as he has for critic,ism. he would have learned that :.roses 
offered his law as the natural text-book for religious 
education: that Ezra used it in this way: that the mother 
and gra1idmother of Timothy did the same: and that it 
was never absent from the hands of Jesus and Paul 
when they were engaged in the religious education of 
the people. 

!\[odern historical study. let it also be said, in offering the 
Bible as a text-book. calls positiYe attention to the fact that ocr 
religion is not the religion of a book. 
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\\'ell, if by "our religion" he means the religion of 
himself and his fellow-devotees of ''criticism,'' I am 
ready to believe that it is not the religion of the Book; 
but if he will examine it a little more carefully, he may 
find that several books, and these not the best, are re
sponsible for it. 

l\lodern historical study of the Bible has discovered, how
ever, that the rel'gion of a book is precisely the thing which 
J esus had to contend with in his controversies with the scribes. 

Defore writing this the brother ought to have given 
the four Gospels at least one careful reading. It would 
have saved him from reversing the positions o f Jesus 
and the scribes. He would have learned that the scribes 
contended for a body of oral traditions which had never 
been written in a book, while J esus denounced them for 
making void the word of God by their traditions. He 
also demanded of them, "Did not :\loses give you the 
law , and yet none of you doeth the law?" 

I must admit that there is at least one passage in 
Matthew which our author has read ; it is the remark of 
J esus that "Moses for the hardness of your hearts su f
ferecl you to put away your wives." This passage, how
ever , has been so often quoted by "the critics," and mis
represented, that the quotation of it by one of them is 
no proof that he has ever read it in the Gospel. He says 
that in thi s J esus was "shattering the idol of the religion 
of a book"-that he "penetrated through to something 
underneath the letter o f the book.' ' He did ·no such 
thing. He only taught that this precept of l\Ioses was 
intended to be temporary; and in the same breath he 
affirmed the divine authority of that same o ld book, by 
saying : "Have ye not read that he who made them from 
the beginning, made them male and female?" and said, 
"For this cause shall a man leave his father and mother, 
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and shall cleaye to his wife; and the two shall be one 
flesh.'' In this he not only appeals to the book, but he 
quotes its words as the \\·ords of God himself. 

:\Iodern historical study of the Bible brings clearly to mind 
Jesus' constant opposition to, because of his relentless opposition 
by, the religion of a book. 

Here it is again. Friend Rhees is like the horse
trader who. having said that the horse \\·a~ ~ixtcen feet 
high. stuck to it. :\ot contented yet with repeating this 
pet assertion. he says again: 

l\Iodern historical study of the Bible lifts its voice in protest 
against the conception that Christianity is the religion of a book. 

Go ahead. hard-head. 
After demonstrating. by the force of repeated and 

even tiresome assertions. that Christianity is not the 
religion of a book. our critic occupies a page or t\YO in 
showing that it is a religion <citlz a book. This is not a 
great compliment to Christianity: for the same may be 
said of ~lohammedanism. of Duddhism. of Confucian
ism, of ~Iormonism. etc. EYen Dob Ingersoll's religion 
was a religion with many books: and the religion of 
destructive critics is a religion with a cartloacl of books. 
Tell us something that we don't know already. and some
thing that is true. 

~IYTH .AXD FICTIO:\ IX THE DIDLE. 

I am perhaps at fault in not haYing given the names 
of the professors engaged in the symposium published 
by the Biblical World of Xovember last. on the subject 
of ··~ryth anr: Fiction in the Dible." They are: A. C. 
Zenos. of :\IcCormick Theological Seminary. Chicago; 
Charles F. Kent, of Yale DiYinity School: \\'illiam G. 
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Ballantine, of the International Y. l\I. C. A. Training 
School, Springfield, Mass. ; George A. Darton, of Bryn 
~Iawr College; Denjamin Vi/. JJacon, of Yale Divinity 
School; William H. Ryder, of Andover Theological 
Seminary; Sylvester Durnham, of Hamilton Theological 
Seminary; Henry S. Nash. of the Episcopal Theological 
School, Cambridge, Mass., and John E. McFadyen, of 
Knox College, Toronto. 

I wish to speak chiefly in this article of what some of 
these gentlemen say respecting our Saviour's parables, 
but first I must take notice of one more remark on the 
subject of myths, by Professor Darton. He says; "Since 
anthropology has made it clear that all peoples have 
passed through a stag-e of development in which myths 
played an important part, if no myth could find a place 
in an inspired book it would follow that God could not 
reveal himself at all to the human race during large por
tions of its history." I should like to ask this Professor 
if there are not races of men now living who are in as 
low a stage of development as that in which myths were 
so necessary. Ilow. then, has it been possible for God 
to be revealed to the Fiji Islanders and the Hottentots, 
as he has been. through the agency of modern mission
aries? Did those missionaries preach myths, or did they 
tell those degraded people the plain truth about God? 
If he should attempt to answer this question. he would 
see the folly of the statement which I have quoted from 
him. Then, again, what was the stage of development 
of the Hebrews when the Dook of Genesis, so replete 
with myths, if yon allow this scholar to tell it. was 
written and published? According to the theory of his 
school, this book was the result of writings by J and E 
in the time of Amos and Hosea, or possibly as early as 
the time of Elijah and Elisha. This was long after the 
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enlightened period of Solomon and DaYid. and \Yas in 
the midst of a period of literary enlightenment of the 
I !ebrew tribes. according to all the masters of modern 
CI·itici,.;m_ \\'here. then, was the necessity here >'pokcn of 
for myths to play such a part that without them God 
could not reYeal himself at all? 

i\ow for the parables. This same Professor says. 
"Our Sa \·iour himself has in his parables fore\'er con
secrated the fruit of the imagination, or fiction, to 
religious service," and Professor Dacon says ... :\ o eli f
ference of opinion exists among Christian. as to the 
value of fiction in the Dible. when the instance in ques
tion is the parables of Jesus.'' Professor Darton pro
ceeds to give some examples. He says: "The parable of 
the nobleman who went into a far country to recei\·e for 
himself a kingdom and to return. can be traced to 'a 
historical kernel.' since both Herod the Great and Ar
chelaus had done this very thing. £yen then tht picture 
as drawn by our Lord is partly imaginary. though based 
upon an incident of history." This _?tatement is self
contradictory; for if both Herod and his son .-\rchelaus 
had done the nry thing described in the parable, how 
can the description be partly imaginary? The story of 
the parable i,.; not fictitious. but a representation of that 
which had been done more than once in the kingdom of 
Judah, ancl many times in other pro\·inces of the Roman 
Empire. 

He next says that ''the parable of the rich man who 
planned to pull down his barns and build greater is based 
upon a poetical passage in the fifth chapter of Ecclesi
asticus. itself a work of the imagination." Dut why go 
back to the fifth chapter of Ecclesiasticu,.; to find a pros
perous farmer doing this. when it was occurring every 
year in which there was an unusual growth of grain in 
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Palestine? Professor Darton should remember that the 
granaries of the Jews were temporary structures, like 
those in Palestine at the present day, cheaply built, and 
easily torn clown and reconstructed as occasion might 
demand. And such procedure on the part of rich men 
was just as common as were seasons of unusual produc
tiveness. As for the fifth chapter of Ecclesiasticus, it 
mentions no incident of the kind, and has nothing con
nected with the subject except the commonplace warn
ing, ''Set not thy heart upon thy goods, and say not. 
They are sufficient for me." 

Again, he says that "the parable of the wicked serv
ant, whose lord delayed, but returned unexpectedly, has 
been shown to be based on a pre-Christian tale of a secu
lar character, which was widely read among the Jews." 
If this is true, and if the said tale is a true tale, the 
parable would still not be a fiction. ;\nd why go back 
to that particular talc when such incidents must have 
occurred frequently in the age of feudal castles owned 
by tyrannical lords and cared for in their absence by 
servants who were frequently neglectful of their duty? 
\Vhy go about searching for a lump of coal in a coal
yard? 

Again. the Professor says: "Sometimes, as in the 
parable of the prodigal son, we are able to trace no 
antecedents. So far as we can tell. it is a pure work 
of Christ's imagination; but even so, it contains more 
real truth than most of the incidents which have hap
pened in history. and, better than that, they have for 
nineteen hundred years conveyed a knowledge of God's 
forgiving love." Is it true that we can trace this incident 
to no antecedents? \ Vere there no fathers among the 
Jews with two sons. one of whom acted as this prodigal 
son did? And has not the story been repeated in actual 
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life thou;..ands of times since that day? Professor Dar
ton's memory or observation must be defective if he can 
not recall among his own personal acquaintances some 
incidents of the kind. True. we do not know the name 
of the old father whom Jesus had specially in his mind, 
nor the names of his two sons. nor the exact place of 
his habitation : but the fact that such incidents are com
mon in life shows that Jesus did not draw upon hi s 
imagination, but upon his memory. The Professor is 
not only mistaken on this point, but he ascribes a value 
to this parable which it does not possess: for he says that 
it has conveyed a knowledge of God's forgiving love bet
ter than most of the incidents which have happened in 
history. It is not the parable which conveys the knowl
edge of God's forgiving love; it is that which the parable 
was intended to justify in the minds of the hearers of 
Jesus. He was receiving publicans and sinners. The 
Pharisees rebuked him for it, as being unworthy of a 
man professing holiness. In order to defend himself, he 
recited to them three parables. each containing an argu
ment from analogy. First. that of the man with one 
hundred sheep. one of which had gone astray. who left 
the ninety and nine and hunted up the stray sheep, and. 
on finding it. called upon the neighboring shepherds to 
rejoice with him. Second, that of the poor woman who 
lost one of ten pieces of silver. and who. after finding 
it by a careful search. called her neighbors together to 
rejoice for the piece that was found. Third. that of the 
father. one of whose sons had wandered off and was 
supposed to be dead. but who came home in extreme 
\Hetchedness and was joyfully received. These incidents 
in which the Pharisees approved the conduct of the prin
cipal actors, \\'ere presented by Jesus to show how incon
sistent they were in disapproving his reception of peni-
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tent publicans and sinners. It was his conduct in the 
premises which has conveyed a knowledge of God's for
giving love, and not either or all of the three parables. 
The parable of the prodigal reveals only the forgiving 
love of his father; and it fails to do even this if it is a 
fiction. It is used only as an argument by analogy to 
justify Jesus in manifesting divine forgiveness toward 
sinful men. vVhether, then, we consider the historicity 
of the story, or the meaning of it, Pro:essor Darton 
shows a misunderstanding of it throughout. 

It is high time that these critics had ceased to speak 
of the parables of Jesus as fictions. They can not name 
a single one which is not based upon some actual occur
rence. Even the parable of the tares-in which a man is 
represented as sowing tares in a neig-hbor's wheatfield, a 
thing unheard of in America, and one which has been 
called in question many times by skeptical writers-is 
not to be set down as purely imaginary. Dean Alford, 
in his commentary on the passage, states as a fact of his 
own knowledge that a small wheatfield in England had 
been poisoned in this way; and when we remember that 
the fields of the Hebrews were nearly all, like those in 
France at the present clay, very small, so that a malicious 
enemy might sow seed all over one of them in a single 
night, it is not at all surprising that this should have 
been clone, and done in instances so frequent that the 
disciples were not surprised when Jesus made it the basis 
of a parable. This treatment of the parables of Jesus by 
this class of critics is but a specimen of the conjectural 
way in which they treat the whole Dible. Old Testament 
and New; and it shows how utterly unreliable their 
methods are. 
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"IT GOES WITHOUT s.\ YI::\G. If it doe~. why not let 
it go that way. instead of saying it? Who originated 
this piece of nonsense? and why do sensible men keep 
using it? 

"I CREmT IIDI \\'!TH ,\S :\IUCII SI::\CERITY .\S I CL.\DI 

FOR :\1 YSELF. Perhaps you do ; but this doesn't prove 
that he is more sincere than he ought to be. .-\ncl if he 
is as sincere as you, this d0esn't prove that anything he 
teaches is true. 

"XEw THOUGHT. The venders of quack medicines, 
in order to keep up their reputations for original modes 
of treatment. have to be constantly inventing ne\\' names 
with which to label their nostrums. So with the venders 
of patent notions in philosophy and religion. Every fel
low who has become enamored of an old and exploded 
notion. labels it •· X ew Thought," and immediately the 
suckers bite at it. 

[June 4, 190-t.l 

THE A:\IERICAX BIBLE LE.-\GUE. 

It is already known to most of our readers that ar• 
organization under the title above given was effected last 
winter. A convention held in X ew York City during the 
first week of :\Iay. in which addresses were deJi,·ered by 
a number of the most eminent scholars in the Cnited 
States, first arrested the public attention to its existence 
and purposes. · 

!1oth the secular and religious papers of our Eastern 
cities gave its proceedings special notices. some of them 
favorable and some unfavorable. The comments of the 
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Independent are the most unfavorable which I have seen, 
and I devote this article to a consideration of them. The 
editor says: 

The form of application for membership in the League thus 
defines the conclusion which must be reached by the studies of 
its membership : "Believing in the divine origin, inspiration, in
tegrity and supreme authority of the Scriptures of the Old and 
New T estaments, I desire to become a member of the American 
Bible League." 

To say that this conclusion "must be reached by the 
studies of members" is an unfair representation. It im
plies that these members are to enter upon a course of 
studies with the conclusion which they are to reach dic
tated in advance ; but the statement quoted from the 
League defines the members as hz-.·ing already reached 
their conclusions before applying for membership. The 
latter position is a sensible one, and is one which is com
mon to persons applying for membership in any kind of 
league: whereas, the position ascribed to them by the 
Independent is too absurd to be thought of by sensible 
men. The attitude o f the Independent toward the 
League is more fully indicated in the following para
graph: 

The Bible League does not represent a healthy or courageous 
attitude towards the Bible. The Bible needs study, not defense. 
Students of the Bible a re not its enemies, but its friends. The 
proper sentiment toward any investigation of the Bible is not 
that of hostility, but of co-operation and friendship. To attack 
the higher critics or the believers in evolution as enemies of the 
Bible, is a suicidal kind of war. It is the most effective way of 
discrediting the Bible. 

There are four statements in this brief paragraph to 
which I invite separate attention. First, the charge that 
the League does not represent a healthy and courageous 
attitude toward the Bible; because the Bible needs study, 
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not defense. \\"hen and how did this editor learn that 
the Bible needs study and not defense? l-Ias he never 
defended it himself? II ave all the books written in 
defense of it through past ages been written in vain? 
Were none needed? The Bible is assailed by ingenious 
sophists and by men of such general learning as to turn 
thousands of people away from it. \\"hen assailants of 
the Dible are so numerous, powerful and learned, is it a 
cowardly thing to undertake its defense? Surely this 
statement was made by the editor in the hurry of writing 
an editorial without serious reflection. 

In the second place, he ~ays that students of the Bible 
are not its enemies. but its friends. Everybody knows 
that this depends on the class of students to which refer
ence is made. The editor knows full \\·ell that multit~H1es 
of men haYe studied the Bible for the sole purpose of 
finding fault with it; that many of its students have been 
its bitterest enemies. He knmYS that the real friends of 
the Dible have always found it n~cessary to defend it 
against 8ome of the students of it. 

In the third place. he says that the proper sentiment 
towards any investigation of the Bible is not that of hos
tility. b~1t that of friendship. A.ccorcling to this. when an 
infidel investigates the Bible for the purpose of des~roy
ing its influence with the people. the proper sentiment 
toward him is one of friendship and co-operation. But 
if the Independent co-operated with Colonel Ingersoll 
during his lifetime in his "}Iistakes of :\loses," the fact 
has faded from my memory. 

In the fourth place. he says that to attack the higher 
critics or the believers in evolution as enemie~ of the 
Bible is a suicidal kind of \Yar. and it is the most effecti\·e 
way of discrediting the Bible. If the critics and evolu
tionists were correct in their positions, to attack them 
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might prove suicidal to the man who makes the attack, 
and it would certainly discredit him as a logician; but 
how it can be the most effective way of discrediting the 
Bible, is seen. I think, only by the editor. If he has 
made this remarkable discovery. he ought to exhibit the 
reality of it to the members of the Bible League; for 
his mere assertion of it is not apt to have much weight 
with them, especially as he belongs to the party they are 
attacking. 

In another paragraph the editor demands: 

Why should any lover of the truth be afraid of investigation, 
no matter how radical? vVho ever knew truth worsted in a fair 
encounter? If these men do not think conclusions reached by 
nine-tenths of our Bible scholars and ninety-nine hundredths of 
our scientific men arc true, let them meet the enemy in the fair 
field of cl;scussion. 

This is a very strange demand to make in the face of 
the fact that this is precisely what the leaders of this 
League are doing. a.nd what they propose to continue 
doing until the truth shall be vindicated. 

In the next paragraph the editor resorts to innuendo 
by saying: 

\Ve do not like t.o say it, but there is a look of a big publish
ing and financial scheme behind this League. 

I sincerely hope that the big publishing scheme here 
hinted at will prove a reality, and I shall not regret if 
some persons find it a good financial scheme. I think 
this will be no worse than if the publishers of the Inde
pendent shall be able to make their enterprise a big finan
cial scheme. He thinks that the League contemplates the 
supplying of a million and a half Sunday-school teachers 
with primers, and that they may finally publish some 
works as elaborate as Hastings' "Bible Dictionary" and 
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Cheyne's "Encyclop;cdia P.iblica." He sees no fault in 
the big publishing schemes which ha\'e brought out these 
famous \\'Orks, but it fills him with distress to anticipate 
a publication of works equally elaborate in refutation of 
these mischieYous volumes. It is devoutly to be hoped 
that his \\'Or!'t fears in this respect will be realized. 

The la~t criticism that this editor makes upon the 
League is that "they confessedly take position<;, not as 
im·estigators. but as ac!Yocates." It would seem from 
this that he obj~cts to the position of an advocate. He 
"·oulcl haYe a man spend all his life inYestigating with
out reaching any conclusion of which he can be so cer
tain as to ac!Yocate it. He ought to know, and if he does 
not know it now he \\'ill probably Jiye to learn it, that 
there are men \\'ho haYe already inYestigated the ques
tion of "the diYine origin, inspiration. integrity, and 
supreme authority of the Scriptures." and are now pre
pared to ad'i.'Ocatc these characteristics of the Bible in no 
hesitating tones. They ha\'e also so thoroughly investi
gated the positions and arguments of the destructive 
critics that they are prepared to make aggressi\·e war
fare against them. 

Comments on the conYention by se,·eral secular papers 
are quoted by the Literary Digest. The ;\ew York Sun 
thinks that "in describing as a 'crisis· the pre~ent situa
tion in Christendom regarding the Bible, the League 
does not exaggerate.'' The Sun oays: 

If this subYersi\'e and destructi,·e criticism was confined to 
avowed opponents of religion and the church. as it was formerly, 
it might not be an enemy dangerous enough to require the for
mation of a Christian league against it; but now it has affected 
profoundly the thought. and radically changed the view. of a 
large part of Christendom itself. 

The ;\ ew York Globe expresses surprise that some 
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such organization as the American Bible League has 
not been formed before. 

The Boston Transcript expresses the fear that the 
launching of the Bible League will merely stir up con
troversy, and suggests that before the summer is past 
the country may be plunged in bitter religious strife. 
It says: 

The League comes in at this time and brings controversy 
with it. The effect will be, it is predicted, that the higher critics 
will fight back. 

To ''fight back" is the very thing which the friends 
o f the League want the critics to do. Hitherto they 
have been laying their eggs like the ostrich, and leaving 
them to their fate. If they can be provoked to the 
defense of their positions, the people will all the sooner 
detec1: their sophistry. \ Vhich of them has replied to 
Baxter's review of \Vellhausen, or to any o f Professor 
Green's critical works? \ Vhen has even the warlike 
Professor Driggs taken up a formal defense o f himself 
against the many refutations o f his books and essays? 
If the work o f this Dible League shall bring these men, 
with their boasted scholarship, out into the open field 
of controversy in which blow shall be exchanged for 
blow, we sha ll soon see which way the tide of battle will 
turn. 

Not the least significant agent in the predicted strife 
will doubtless be the Bible Studc11t alld Tcaclzcr, pub
lished by the League, which has already begun to make 
the fur fly, and whose sledge-hammer blows have not yet 
been resented by the critics. The gauntlet lies at their 
feet , and we are waiting to see when they will take it 
up. It is to be hoped that they have the courage with 
which the Transcript gives them credit. 
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[] une I I, I904.1 . 

DEATll OF JUDAS. 

A brother asks me to explain the evident contradic
tion as to the manner of the death of Judas, as found in 
::\Iatt. 27: 5 and Acts r : r8. There is no contradiction. 
Luke says that Judas fell headlong and burst asunder, 
while ::\Iatthew says that he hanged himself. If he had 
not first hanged himself. he would not haYe burst asun
der when he fell. I have neYer heard of a man bursting 
wide open because he fell from stumping his toe; but if 
a man were to hang himself in a hot climate. and remain 
hanging for a day or two, and then fall. he would be 
almost certain to burst asunder. So the two accounts 
are not contradictory, but the one explains the other. 

[June II. I9Q4.1 

TRI:\E DDIERSIOX. 

A brother \\·ho has been troubled by some trine im
mersionist friend. wants to know if the Greek word bap
tid:::o means to "clip repeatedly.'' I answer that it does 
not, and. if it did. this would not help the doctrine of 
trine immersion; for in that case. instead of being lim
ited to three dips. as he understands it, it could be as 
readily understood of fiye or six dips. 

The brother also asks if this wore! baptid:::o is the one 
used by Jesus in the commission. It is. and if it meant 
to dip repeatedly, then we would haYe Christ saying. 
"dipping them repeatedly into the name of the Father 
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit." In ::\lark the 
commission would read, "He that believeth and is dipped 
repeatedly shall be saved." There is no end to the funny 
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conceits into which men may be driven when they are 
trying to evade the plain teaching of the Scriptures. 

l]une II. 1904.] 

HOW FAR? 

The Christian-E·ua11gclist suggests the propriety of a 
parliament of the religious press of the country, for the 
purpose of discussing some "very vital questions." The 
last of a series of such vital questions which it proposes 
is the followir;g: ''How Far :\1ay the Religious News
paper Deal with Questions of Historical Biblical Criti
cism?" This is an easy one. It can be answered without 
any discussion. The religious newspaper may discuss 
these questions just as far as it has brains enough and 
information enough to discuss them correctly. You 
might as well raise the question, How far may the relig
ious newspaper deal with questions relating to the his
tory of baptism? 

[June II, 1904.1 

WHAT SHALL WE CALL IT? 

W. L. Harris, of Washington City, is troubled with 
the many persons who do not believe what Jesus and the 
apostles say about future punishment for sin and the 
duration of it. He says that they assign meanings to the 
words "hell" and "eternal" which give to the Scriptural 
phraseology on the subject a strange significance. There 
is nothing new under the sun. It has been the practice 
of a certain class of freethinkers for nearly two thousand 
years. This class of men have taken liberties with the 
words of Christ which are totally unwarranted. and which 
imply a knowledge of the future state superior to that 
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possessed by Jesus. Xow, Jesus is the only being who 
ever dwelt in flesh with a personal knowledge of that 
which awaits both the good and the bad in the future 
state. He not only knew absolutely the facts of the 
future state, but he had a perfect knowledge of the 
human language and of the human mind. He knew per
fectly in what words to speak of the future state so as 
to give what he had to say the effect on the human mind 
which he desired to impart. \\'hen, therefore, he repre
sented the rich man as being tormented in flames and 
begging a drop of water to cool his tongue, he chose that 
mode of representing the facts which, in his infinite wis
dom,. he knew to be best. \\'hen he represented the 
wicked as being cast after the final judgment into the 
lake of fire prepared for the devil and his angels, he 
knew that this also was the best way of expressing the 
reality in human speech. So, as to all the horrifying 
representations of that state of misery which we find in 
the X ew Testament, the utterances of the apostles on the 
subject come to us with the same stamp of diYine wis
dom, seeing that they wrote by the guidance of t!1e Spirit 
of God. \Vhen men attempt to soften these expressions 
so as to make them less alarming to the ungodly, they 
directly nullify to that extent the teachings of the Lord. 
Even if it be supposed that some of these expressions 
are used figuratiYely, of the truth of which supposition 
it is impossible for any human being to be certain, it 
would still be assuming wisdom and knowledge above 
that of Christ for us to set aside his phraseology and 
substitute our own. 

Xot until \\·e enter into the future state ourselves 
shall we be able to know anything at all about it except 
what we now read in the X ew Testament. The man of 
faith will therefore accept all the words of Jesus and the 
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apostles, with all the force and energy with which they 
expressed them, and make no effo rt to extenuate the 
terrors which they convey. 

Bro. Harris is undoubtedly correct in what he says 
at the close of his note : "I think if our preachers wo uld 
give the same message that J csus, Paul and J ohn the 
Baptist did, we would see greater consecration and 
activity in the church and more souls saved." 

[Sept. Ii, 190-4.] 

THE PRAYER Of< ~ADONIDUS. 

The readers will remember that the skeptics and de
structive critics in general universally clcnicd that such 
a man as Belshazzar, mentioned in the fifth chapter of 
Daniel, ever existed, until they were refuted by the dis
covery o f an inscribed tablet containing a prayer o f his 
father N abonidus. king of Dabylon, in which the son's 
name is mentioned. It may be a matter of interest to 
our readers generally to sec a copy o f this prayer. I 
find a translation o f it in the June number of the Biblical 
lVMld, made by Robert F rancis Harper. The pray~?r 

was offered at the dedication o f a temple which N abon
idus had erected in honor of the moon-god Sin, and it 
r eads as follows : 

0 Sin, lo rd o f the gods, king of the gods o f hea ven a10d 
earth, the god of gods who inhabit the g reat heavens, upon thy 
joyful entrance into tha t temple may the good be clone to E sagila, 
E zirla (and ) E-gish-shir-gal, the temple of thy g reat divinity, be 
established on thy lips. 

And do thou implant the fea r o f thy great divinity in the 
hearts of its people, that they may not sin against thy g reat 
divinity, (and ) like the heavens may thei r foundations stand fast. 

As for me. ~abonidus . king of Babylon, save me from sin· 
ning against thy g reat divinity. 

A life o f far distant days grant me as a present. 
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And as regards Belshazzar, the first-born son, my offspring, 
do thou impl:mt in his heart the fear of thy great divinity. 

f-lay he n·Jt fall into sin. 
f-lay he be satistied with fulness of life. 

It would be well to make a study of this prayer by a 
heathen king, and to compare it with the prayers of 
Jews and Christians. 

[July 23. 1904.l 

!:\SPIRe\ TIO~. 

The wore! "inspiration.. has come to be used in a 
multitude of senses, and it is sometimes used with no 
sense at all. A striking example, which the reader may 
classify as he thinks best, is found in the introduction 
to Lob stein's work on the virgin birth of Christ, and the 
passage has been recently quoted with apparent approYal 
in the Biblical World. This introduction was \Hitten by 
\V. D . .:\Iorrison. and the passage reads as follows: 

The literal inspiration of the Bible, that is to say, the in
spiration of the exact forms in which the religious truth is 
expressed in Holy \\. rit, has been abandoned by all thoughtful 
Christian teachers as an utterly untenable position. The inspira
tion of the Bible is confined to its eternal religious substance, 
and does not extend to the external forms in which the Bible 
expresses religious truth (pp. 13. q) . 

As is usual \\'ith this class of writers, this author 
expresses himself in a style that is vague anc! intangible. 
I would be glac! to ask him what he means by "inspira
tion of the exact forms in which religious truths are 
expressed in Holy \\'rit." l-or example. here is a relig
ious truth: .. Tic that believeth and is baptized shall be 
saved." \\'hat is the exact form in which this religious 
truth is expressed. the inspiration of which has been 
abandoned by all thoughtful Christian teachers as utterly 
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untenable? Here is another: "If Christ has not been 
raised, then is our preaching vain, and your faith also 
is vain." What is the exact form in which this truth is 
expressed, the inspiration of which has been abandoned? 
I might go on to speci f.Y. hundreds of other examples, 
but evidently the writer, in making the remarks which I 
have quoted, had no particular religious truths in his 
mind. Had he thought of the specifications necessary to 
the support of his proposition, it is probable that he 
would not have written it. lt is only when making a 
wide sweep at the whole Dible, with no particular pas
sage of it in view. that such a sweeping declaration could 
be made. Again, I would like the privilege of asking 
what is meant by ''the eternal religious substance," as 
distinguished from "the external forms of expression." 
I would like for Mr. Morrison, or some other scholar 
with a dim conception of inspiration, to tell us what is 
meant by the exact form and what is the eternal sub
stance of the truth, ''He that believeth and is baptized 
sball be saved;" and then I would like to have the same 
distinction made with respect to the statement, ''If Christ 
hath not been raised, our preaching is vain, and your 
faith is also vain." And if satisfactory answers respect
ing these two passages were obtained, I presume we 
should have these two truths expressed in better forms 
than those employee! in the Scriptures. There would be 
an improvement on the phraseology of Jesus and Paul. 
We should have "the inspired eternal substance" of these 
two statements unencumbered by the "uninspired forms" 
in which they are expressed. \Vhat a great blessing it 
would be to have the whole Bible released from the 
bondage of its uninspired forms of expression. leaving 
us only its "inspired and eternal substance"! No wonder 
that several gentlemen have suggested the idea of a new 
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Bible; and I wi:,h that some of them would hurry up and 
give us a few chapters as ~pecimens in advance. I am 
anxious to see them. 

The trouble with all these loo:;e thinkers on the sub
ject of inspiration is that they totally disregard the state
ments on the subject found in the Scriptures themseh·e.>. 
It might sober the minds of many of them if they wouU 
"read, study and inwardly digest" the following state
ments by the apostle Paul; 

"Things which eye saw not, and ear heard not, and which 
entered not into the heart of man; whatsoever things God hath 
prepared for them that lo1·e him; but unto us God re1·ealed them 
through the Spirit: for the Spirit searcheth all things, yea, the 
deep things of God: for who among mcn knoweth the things of 
a man save the spirit of the man which is in him, E1·cn so the 
things of God none knoweth sa1·e the Spirit of God. But we 
recei1·ed. not the spirit of the world. but the spirit which is of 
God, that we might know the thiJl!S which are freely given to 
us hy God. \\"hich things also we speak, not in words which 
man's wisdom tcacheth, but which the Holy Spirit teachcth'' 
(r Cor. 2:9-13). 

If these gentlemen have sufficient respect for the 
apostle Paul tJ believe what he here say,; in regard to 
the words in which he and other inspired men expressed 
the truths revealed by the Spirit, they should pau~e uron 
this passage and gi,·e it clue consideration. 1 think it 
would also help to clarify their thought on the subject, 
if they would duly consider certain statements made by 
the Lord Jesus himself. 

For example, "The Comforter. e\·en the Holy Spirit 
whom the father will send in my name. he shall teach 
you all things. and bring to your remembrance all that 
I have said to you" (John q: 26). \\·a~ this promise 
fulfilled? If it was, why all this questioning by mystified 
critics as to whether the \\·ords of J e~us \Yere correctly 
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reported by these apostles? And if all things He spoke 
to them which their natural memory did not retain were 
thus recalled after many years by the Spirit within them, 
what kind of inspiration was this? 

Again: "When they lead you to judgment, and de
liver you up, be not anxious beforehand what ye shall 
speak: but whatsoever shall be given you in that hour 
that speak ye; for it is not ye that speak, but the Holy 
Spirit.'' Are we to understand from this statement that 
the Holy Spirit in the apostles had nothing to do with 
the exact forms in which religious truths were expressed 
by them ? If so, how can we account for the exact 
forms in which Jesus expressed these promises? If he 
did not mean exactly what he said. what did he mean, 
and what means have we of ascertaining what he meant ? 
\ Vhen a man writes or speaks about inspiration, if he 
docs not allow such passages as these to g uide and con
trol his thought on the subject, he is lost in the. fog, he 
is at sea without chart or compass, and what he may 
say is no more to be regarded than the idle wine!. J £ 
there was such a thing as inspi ration, it consisted in a 
direct action of the Spirit of God upon the spirit of 
inspired men. 1\nything else than this, or anything less 
than this, is not the thing. The very beginning of in
spiration in the experience of the apostles was when they 
spoke in other tongues as the Spirit gave them utter
ance. This is a complete refutation of all the vague 
and intangible theories of inspi ration which these loose 
thinkers have furnished us with, and one of the clearest 
evidences of this truth is found in the efforts made by 
them to explain away the facts in this case, which are 
represented by Luke in language that is as unmistakable 
as any to be found in the ?\few Testament, or in any 
other book. 
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It would be \Yell for all of our teachers and preachers 
to make a new study of the Scripture ~tatement~ on the 
subject of inspiration. If we speak not of the inspira
tion that is set forth in the Scriptures, let us drop the 
word and have nothing more to do with it. 

!Sept. 17. 190-1.] 

PAl'L'S FOCR flu:\'DRED .\:\'D TTTTRTY 
YEARS. 

Earl Lockhart writes me the following note: 
Paul, speaking of the Ia\\', says it came 430 years after the 

promise giyen to Abraham (Gal. 3:16, 17). Ex. rz:-10 has these 
words: ":\'ow the sojourning of the children of Israel which they 
sojourned in Egypt. \\'as four hundred and thirty years.'' How 
do you reconcile the t\\'O statements? 

Paul quoted from the Greek translation of the Old 
Testament (the Septuagint). which \\·as then in me 
among all the Jews except some few learned men in 
Palestine who could read Hebrew. This translation 
reads in Ex. 12: ..j.O. "The sojourning of the children of 
Israel, which they sojourned in Egypt and in Canaan, 
was four hundred and thirty years." If this translation 
was correct, Paul's statement \Yas exact: but whether it 
\\·as or not. if he had given any different figures. every 
one of his readers acquainted \\·ith the pa:-;sage in Ex
odus would have charged him with making a mistake. 
r f the figures in the translation \\'ere incorrect, Paul 
might still have used them: for his argument is that, as 
the law came after the promise had been made, it could 
not invalidate the promise: and this is true, whether it 
came -130 years later. or I.OJO. 

If Dro. Lcckhart were to complain to me that a g-rad
uate of our college had done some disgraceful thing and 
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should hold the college responsible for it, I might reply 
that it was done tc11 years after he left college. He 
might answer, Yes, it was fiftccll ')'Cars after he left; 
but, if so, he would not be invalidating my defense, but 
only making it more forcible. So, if we say that the 
Greek translation is wrong, that the real time between 
the law and the promise was 645 years, Paul's argument 
is not invaliclatecl, but strengthened. 

If any one still demands why Paul accepted a wrong 
rendering in the Greek translation, I answer that we 
must first determine whether it is a wrong rendering. 
It is true that our present Hebrew copies make the 
sojourn in Egypt alone 430 years. and as the promise to 

Abraham was first made 2r5 years before Israel went 
into Egypt. the time from the promise to law was 645 
years: but who knows whether the I lebrew text at the 
time the Greek version was made did not read as that 
version represents it, and that the words "a11ll in Canaan'' 
have been since dropped out by copyists? This question 
in textual criticism has to be settled before we can say 
that Paul accepted an incorrect rendering. It is highly 
probable, too, that Paul had never read Hebrew in 
Exodus, and that he quoted it as many English scholars 
now quote passages in the old English version which are 
not correctly translated. It is sometimes better to do 
this than to stop and correct the rendering, though it 
should never be clone when one's argument is dependent 
upon the incorrect rendering. 

f]une 11. I904.l 

WORDS WITHOUT MEANING. 

We clip the following short paragraph from the 
TVcstcr11 Recorder of May 26: 
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Prof. Shailer ;\latthews. of the Baptist Divinity School in 
Chicago, said in a recent speech in that city, "Christianity gave 
value to Christ's teaching, and not Christ's teaching to Christian
ity." There may be some meaning in those words consistent with 
belief in our Lord as the mighty God and the atoning Saviour, 
but it does not appear. 

The Recorder thinks that there may be some mean
ing in these words of Professor l.Iatthews consistent 
with belief in our Lord; but if they have any meaning at 
all. consistent or inconsistent, it does not appear to me. 
It is characteristic of many men with the critical views 
espoused by Professor :'llatthews often to employ words 
without meaning.· fly the by. I am not sure President 
Harper will thank the Recorder for representing that 
Divinity School as a Baptist institution; and I am sure 
that the Recorder is not anxious, by the use of that title, 
to claim fellowship \\'ith it. 

[] uly 23. 190-1.1 

WHAT DID P.-\LJL :'IIEAX? 

Paul's well-known statement about the inspiration of 
the Scriptures, in 2 Tim. 3: 16. has been translated into 
English in three different forms. The A. \-. renders it, 
"All scripture is given by inspiration of God. and is 
profitable for doctrine. for reproof. for correction. for 
instruction in righteousness." etc. The R. \-. gives it, 
"Every scripture inspired of God is also profitable for 
teaching," etc.: and it gives as an alternati,·e rendering, 
"Every scripture is inspired of God. and is profitable," 
etc. If the A. \'. rendering is correct. then the word 
"scripture" undoubtedly means the Old Testament. and 
the apostle asserts that it is all inspired of God. J f 
either of the renderings in the R. \'. is correct. the 
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term ''every scripture," if it stood alone, might mean • 
any scripture or writing whatever, whether in the Old 
Testament or not. But it does not stand alone. It is 
connected in the immediate context with· the "sacred 
writings,'' or "the holy scriptures," in which Timothy 
had been instructed from his childhood, and these are 
undoubtedly the Old Testament writings. Now, whether 
Paul, speaking of these, says, "Every scripture is in
spired of God and profitable,'' or "every scripture in
spired of God is profitable,'' he in either case recognizes 
the inspiration of the writing referred to, in the one case 
assuming it, and in the other asserting it. All three of 
the renderings, therefore, convey the positive testimony 
of Paul to the divine inspira.tion of the Old Testament, 
while the one in the text of the R. V. carries with it the 
idea that if any other Scripture than those in the Old 
Testament is inspired of God, it also is profitable for 
the same divine purposes. 

[Aug. 17, 1904.] 

ONE OF THE ASSURED RESULTS. 

Prof. Goldwin Smith is recognized as a man of 
marked ability, and his observations on any subject that 
engages his pen are received with great respect. The 
l\Iay number of the North .-Jmcricall Rcz•ic·w contains an 
article from him on "The Immortality of the Soul," in 
the course of which he very plainly indicates his judg
ment as to the practical effect of higher criticism and 
the doctrine of evolution. He says: 

It would seem that we have come practically to a point at 
which, evolution and the higher criticism having between them 
done the work of demolition, and the work of reconstruction, if 
it is ever to be done. being still in the future, no small part of 
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educated m:111kind has renounced, or is gracft1all)' renouncing, the 
hope of a future life and acting on the belief that death ends all. 

It is entirely certain that this state of mind has been 
reached already by all that part of mankind who accept 
the teaching of the masters of "higher criticism," for 
they have all renounced the authority of the only teach
ers the world has eyer known who could assure us of 
eternal life. It is equally certain that those who have 
accepted in part the teaching of these masters. while still 
struggling against the acceptance of their final conclu
sion, are inYolved in a logical inconsistency which must 
keep them trembling between hope and despair with 
reference to the future. They can not fail to hear at 
times the ringing cry of the inspired apostle. that if Christ 
hath not been raised from the dead, they that haYe fallen 
asleep in Christ have perished. To renounce the hope 
of the future life is to live for this life alone; and all 
who have thus lived have been either stoics or epicure
ans. Preachers are sometimes rebuked for making too 
much of the future life and too little of the life that 
now is; but he who insists the most on the \'alue of the 
former is most effectually emphasizing the importance 
of the latter, seeing that only by right liYing now can 
the future life be secured. If Goldwin Smith has not 
misjudged the situation. the man who fights against 
evolution and the "higher criticism" is fighting for life
for that future life without which this present life is such 
that it were good for a man if he had neYer been born. 

[Sept. 2-1. 190-1.l 

PROFESSOR KEXT SL.AXDERS GIDEO)J. 

'Vhile Prof. Charles Foster Kent was assistant pro
fessor of Biblical literature and history in Brown Uni-
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versity. he published a book o f moderate size entitled 
''A History of the Hebrew People from the Settlement 
in Canaan to the Division of the Kingdom." Since he 
has become "\Voolsey Professor of Diblical Literature 
in Yale University," ;,e has published a much larger 
work covering much of the same ground, bearing the 
title. "The Student's Old Testament H;story." or "The 
Beginnings of IIebrew History, from the Creation to the 
Establishment of the Hebrew Kingdom." In both of 
these he exhibits the history in the perverted form which 
has been imposed upon it by destructive critics. In the 
preface to the latter volume he acknowledges his espe
cial indebtedness to Professors Driver and Cheyne, and 
it is easy to see that he has followed the latter more 
implicitly than the former, thus making his work the 
more destructive of the history, which he professedly 
sets forth. A vo lume as large as his first could be filled 
with a statement of the perversions of history of which 
he is guilty, but I propose to limit this article to the 
manner in which he deals with one of the noblest ancl 
most heroic of ancient Hebrews. 

' He robs Gideon of all his heroic achievements by 
rejecting the whole of his history except his pursuit of 
the l\f iclianite chiefs beyond the Jordan: and he resolves 
that into a mere family blood feud in revenge for the 
killing of his five brothers. He covers the ground in 
the following few l!n e~ wh!ch I copy from the earlier 
work: 

A seeming accident called him forth. In one of their plun
dering forays, a band of l\lidiai1ites penetrated to the vicinity of 
Mount Tabor to the north of Esdraelon; there they were resistefl 
by men of the sub-tribe of Abiezer. In the skirmish some of th e 
Hebrews were slain. Among others were the brothers of a cer
tain Jerubbaal, better known to later generations as Gideon (the 
hewer). The sacred law of blood-revenge imperatively com-
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manded him to a\'(~nge this deed. Gathering a ,;mall hand, three 
hundred of his household retainer s. he set out to O\Trtake the 
marauders and slay the princes whose hands had been stained 
with his brothers' blood ( p. 79). 

This representation leaves out of the account Cideon's 
wonderful faith in God. his low estimate of himself, and 
his astonishing victory over the ::\lidianite h:Jst, thu~ rob
bing him of the chief part o f his g lory, and it leaves him 
only the least creditable part of his achievements. Had 
this been all that was known of him, he would ne\·er 
have been enrolled among the heroes of history. 

Dut the worst part o f this Professor's performance 
has reference to Gideon's conduct after his return from 
the pursuit of the princes. The history reads thus; 
"Then the men of Israel said to Gideon, Rule thou over 
us, both thou and thy son, and thy son 's son also; for 
thou hast saved us out of the hand of ::\lidian. And 
Gideon said to them, I will not rule over you, neither 
shall my son rule over you: J ehovah shall rule O\'er 
you." In this refusal to accept the throne. offered by 
a grateful people. our own great \ \ ' ashington found a 
model, and the greatness of his soul, as all men have 
seen it, was made manifest chiefly by his imitation of 
the Hebrew patriot . Dut Professor Kent and the critics 
of his ilk can not bear to let Gideon wear this crown 
of his glory. They deliberately, and as if maliciously, 
snatch it from his head. ,\fter quoting the proposal of 
the people, the Professor says: 

Thus simply and naturally was the idea of the kingship intro
duced into Hebrew life. According to the narrati\·e. the conquer
ing hero refused the offer: but acts speak louder than words in 
the past, as well as the present. \\"ith the gold of the ~poils 

captured from the ~I iclianites. he proceeded at once to make an 
ephod. This image, overlaid with gold, he set up at his home 
and future capital, Ophrah, thereby making this the religious 
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as we II as the political center o f the kingdom which he forthwith 
establi shed. Like Solomon and J croboam I. in later times, he 
doubtless sought by this means to rally about his throne the 
relig ious zeal as well as the patriotism of his followers. and thus 
insure its stabil ity (p. 81). 

Here we have a fair spec1men of destructive criti
cism, and at the same time one of what our "modern 
scientific historical critics" would style construct ive criti
cism. It destroys completely the history of Gideon, as 
given in the 11ible, a hi story which places him among 
the noblest o f noble men, and it constructs a story which 
degrades him to the level o f a Dedawin sheik of the 
present day: and it makes him hypocritically pretend to 
decline a kingdom in the very act of establishing one. 
If Gideon had now any living relatives, they would have 
g round in thi s pretended history for a libel suit against 
Pro fessor K ent, and in any just court they could recover 
heavy damages. It is bad enough to slander the living; 
it is much worse to slander the dead. 

T here is another aspect o f thi s perverted history 
which shows the folly o f the writer as plainly as it 
does his unfriendliness to Gideon. He admits that 
a fter Gideon 's r eturn from the pursuit o f the ?\Iidian
ite princes, the people of Israel proposed that he and 
his descendants should rule over them. Did they do this 
simply because, like every other hot-headed I sraelite 
under similar circum stances. he had wrought blood
revenge uron the slaye rs of his brothers? \Vhat was 
there in that to ca ll fo rth such an offer? Evidently 
P ro fessor T..::ent did not see what thi s offer implies. It 
implies that Gideon had wro ught just such a national 
deliverance as the one which he recklessly excludes as 
unhi storical. \ Vhile he was denying, he ought to have 
denied the whole story o f Gideon. A man had just as 
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well be hanged for st':!aling· a sheep as for stealing a 
lamb: ~o when a critic undertakes to deny a part of a 
l:ible narrative, his sin is no greater if he denies the 
whole o f it, and he is less likely to expose his folly. 

\ \' e might suppose that in the course of the eight 
years which intervened between the publication of the 
first and second of his two books, Pro fcssor Kent may 
have relented his harsh judgment o f Gideon, but. though 
he says less about it, he still adheres to it; for he ~ays: 

The sequel of 23 is 2<), which in turn i,; quite unrelated to 
the context. This citation from a later source may well haye 
supplanted an older narrative, which told of the establishment o f 
the kingdom of Gideon. ,,·hich is implied in the J udcan parallel 
and in 9 (p. 330) . 

This mode of treating the sacred record and the 
characters of holy men, would not be so serious if its 
author was a private citizen exerting no unusual influ
ence over the minds of the young. Hut it comes from 
the pen and brain of a theological professor in one of 
our most famous universities. It is the kind of stuff 
with which the mind~ of the young men preparing for 
the ministry are annually crammed in the lecture-room: 
and these young men, unle~s they have been fortified 
against the teaching of their professor by previous drill 
in the knowledge o f the Bible. an advantage which few 
of them posses~. will almost necessarily imbibe the 
poison and dole it out a ftenvarcl to those who shall be 
so unfortunate as to he their hearers. ::\ o wonder that 
so many pulpits arc being- occupied by half-~keptical 

preachers. ::\ot only so. but the thousands of young 
men in the other departments of the university are quick 
to learn that such teaching- abounds in the "Divinity 
School," and it works like leaven in their minds to the 
de~truction of tlieir faith. 
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The remedy for thi s evil is to be found in so arousing 
public indignation as to cripple the patronage of univer
sities whose governing bodies are so reckless as to place 
such men in professors' chairs. The time has been when 
no man who had the heart to undermine the faith of the 
young men could be tolerated as a college professor. 
That time should come again, and it will. 

l :\o\·. 12, 1904.] 

WHAT WOULD BE LEFT? 

Under the heading, "Canon Hensen's \Varning,'' the 
IndC'pcndcnt of April 28 had an editorial in which it di s
cussed the question . '' \Vhat will be left of Christianity 
if everything about Christ in the Apostles' Creed is 
g iven up-as. it appears to us, Canon Hensen gives it up 
-except that he suffered under Pontius Pilate, was 
crucified, dead and bnriecl ?" The answer is, ''Nothing 
but his teaching." The virgin birth goes; the miracles 
o f healing become nothing more than what faith-healers 
do to-clay; Lazarus and Jairus' daughter were not rai sed 
from the dead; Jesus was crucified and did not rise on 
the third clay, nor did he ascend into heaven in the sight 
o f the wondering throng of his disciples. Farther on 
the editor again answers: "There would be left the teach
ings of Chri st. hi s de\·elopment of morals and religion, 
even though stripped of supernatural authority." He 
seems to think that with this much left we could get 
along very well: for his concluding remark is this: "For 
the substance of Christianity is, after al l. the teachings 
of Christ, not the accounts that have come to us from an 
uncritical age of his personal life and death." 

The editor admits, however, that "much of the proof, 
if not the assurance, of a future life. 'would be lost;" 
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"the element of fear of the consequences of sin in an
other life would largely be removed:" and "the danger 
would be the loss of public morality when its spiritual 
sanctions were lost.·· 

It is very strange to hear this editor say that in the 
case supposed the teachings of Jesus would be left to us, 
and that these, and not anything about his personal life 
and death. are the substance of Christianity. \Vould his 
teaching about the future of saints and the future of 
sinners be left after taking a1Yay the miraculous evi
dences of his power to speak with the certainty of knowl
edge on these subjects? \\'ould his predictions of his 
own death, and his statements of the design of it. be 
left to us? \ \' ould his affirmations about his relation to 
God and to men be left to us? \ Vould \\'e still have the 
ordinances of the church. all of which ·depend on his 
divine authority for their existence and their perpetuity? 
\Vould we have left the assurances which he gave that he 
would hear and answer prayer. and rule over heaven and 
earth for the good of his church? \ \' ould lYe have left 
anything that he taught with satisfactory evidence that 
he really taught it. and that he taught as one having 
authority? \Vould we. in reality. haYe anything left but 
a dead Christ? \ Vould we not be compelled to stand 
forever at his tomb with :\Iary :\Iagdalene crying. 
"They have taken a1Yay our Lord, and lYe know not 
where they have laid him"? The man IYho can give the 
answer given by the Indcf'cndcnt, has in his conception 
of Christianity no redemption from sin through the 
blood of the everlasting covenant: and without this there 
is no "substance" at all in Christianity: it is as unsub
stantial as the fabric of a dream. \ \' e shall not allow 
Canon Hensen. nor all the hosts of infidelity combined, 
to take from us a single item of the history contained in 
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om· four Gospels. On the contrary, we arc rapidly losing, 
and will continue to lose, respect for a church that per
mits infidels like him to hold its high offices and fatten 
on its rich salaries. 

L Nov. z6, r9o-l.l 

AN Il'\FIDEL TRACT. 

A brother has sent me a tract issued by the American 
C nitarian Association, Boston, entitled "Open Inspira
tion vs. a Closed and Infallible Bible." Its at,thor is 
Rev. Charles William Pearson. l\lark the ''Rev." It 
contains a number of statements' which illustrate the fact 
patent to all observers that modern Unitarianism is a 
system of disguised infidelity. 

One of the first assertions which the author makes 
shows him to be blind to what is going on around him. 
He says: ''l\Ioclern preaching lacks truth and power be
cause so many churches cling to an utterly untenable 
tradition that the Dible is an infallible book." 

If this is true, we should expect to see the preachers 
who deny the infallibility of the Bible exerting great 
power and those who affirm it exerting little or none. 
Tlut where are Unitarian preachers to-clay? vVhich of 
them is a power for righteousness in any large circle? 
On the other hand, I wonder if this blind man ever saw 
or heard of Spurgeon, 1\Ioo<ly, and others who believed 
in an infallible Bible and preached it with all their might, 
stirring thereby the souls of thousands wherever they 
went? \Vho are the men that are now preaching with 
power throughout the land, and turning sinners to the 
Lord by scores and hundreds? Are they the men who 
deny the infallibility of the Bible, and tell the people that 
miracles are incredible? He can not point to one of this 
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class who is earning hi~ ~alt as a missionary of the cw::,~. 
Such men, if preachers at all, are found, as a rule, doling 
out their doubt~ and speculation, to d\\·indling congrega
tions gathered together in better days by preacher~ who 
believed the Dible. EYery man \\·ho ha~ eye" to see can 
see this. 

In the same ~train Rev. :.rr. Pearson ~ays of the 
churches who belie\·e in an in fallible Bible: 

This dogma is their besetting sin. It :s the golden calf of 
their idolatrous worship. It is the palpable lie that gi\·es the ring 
of insincerity to all their moral exhortations. If theologian; wish 
to regain their lost intellectual leadership. or lYen to po>>e;s an 
influence on the thoughtful part of the community. co-ordinate 
with that of poets. philosophers and men of science. they mu>t 
throw aside the dogma of an iufallible Bible as completely and 
frankly as Protestants ha\·e thrown aside the dogma of an infal
lible pope. 

\\"hile he was at it. why did he not tell tb hO\\' L-ni
tarian preachers are to gain "an influence co-ordinate 
with that of poets, philo"ophers and men of science"? 
1 f belief in an infallible Dible has cau,-ed those who 
entertain it to lo"e po\Yer and prestige. what has cau,-ed 
Cnitarianism to grow "mailer by degree~ and beautifully 
less in the la"t generation? If he only had eyes to see. 
he would know that the influence of all the poets, philos
ophers and men of ~cience of this age is not comparable 
to that exerted m·er the liYes and consciences of men by 
honest and courageous preachers. who in eYery part of 
their O\\'n and other lands, eYen in heathen land'. are 
upholding the claim~ of Chri~t and the apostles an<l 
prophets as men who \\Tought signs and wonders while 
proclaiming the in fallible word of God. 

On another page :.1 r. Pearson is candid enough tn 
state a fact which some \Yriter~ and speaker~ whn,;e pn,.:i
tions require them to do the same. uncandidly rcirain 
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from. It is this: ''It is impossible to draw any dividing 
line between the alleged miracles of the Old Testament 
and similar accounts in the Gospels and Acts of the 
Apostles... This is bold and candid, and it appears to 
me nothing short of cowardice for men who summarily 
pronounce the miraculous accounts in the Old Testament 
unhistorical, to yet admit that miracles were wrought by 
Jesus and the apostles. I have far more respect for the 
intellectual honesty of the man who denies all miracles 
than for that of one who hedges and compromises on 
this vital question. I like a whole man better than half 
a man-a whole infidel better than one who tries to be 
half-and-half. 

Dut 1\Ir. Pearson is not half-and-half. He cites the 
case of the three Hebrews thrown by Nebuchaclnezzar 
into the fiery furnace, and who came out without the 
smell of fire on their persons, and he says it must be a 
very ignorant man who believes it. This shows that he 
is a greater heathen than .:\ ebuchadnezzar himself, who 
not only believed it, but found in it cause for proclaim
ing to his whole kingdom that if any man should speak 
anything amiss against the God of Shaclrach, l\1eshach 
and Abednego, he should be cut to pieces and his house 
be made a dunghill. It was well for i-Ir. Pearson that 
he was not living then in ?\ ebuchaclnezzar's kingdom. 
Old Neb had no use for such skeptics as he. 

"To THE Lmm TIE ALL THE PRAISE." If you mean it, 
don't say so much about your own part in it. 

"KEEP UP WITH THE PROCESSION. The circus is 
passing by. and the crowd of hoodlums, black and white, 
is keeping up with it. Keep up with the procession, or 
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you may fail to ~ee the monkeys, the big snakes and the 
blind gyascntus. Don't let anybody get ahead of you in 
running after the new fads. If you do, you may be set 
clown as a slow team. 

"HE WAS :\!UCII IX EYIDEXCE. \\'hat do you mean 
by it? If you mean anything in particular, why not ~ay 
it, instead of constantly repeating this old sa\\"? Or i;; 
it a new saw. ,,·hich you think you must saw with before 
others quit sawing with it? If you must haYe a saw, 
don't borrow one that all of your neighbors have used, 
but get one of your own. 
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